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INTRODUCTION

This second edition of the Traffic Engineering Handbook is a modern presentation

of the fundamentals of an important and rapidly expanding science. Reflected in its

pages is the accumulated wealth of knowledge and experience of many distinguished

practicing and consulting traffic engineers. A completely rewritten volume, the 1950

Traffic Engineering Handbook incorporates the findings of a multitude of significant

researches and new developments that have occurred since the original edition, edited

by Harold F. Hammond and Leslie J. Sorenson, was published in 1941.

It is not the purpose of this Handbook to serve as a textbook on traffic engineering.

Its purpose is to collate in one volume basic traffic engineering data as a guide to best

practice in those portions of the field in which well-accepted principles have been estab-

lished. The Handbook will serve as a day-to-day reference work which will prove
essential in the libraries of all who have responsibility for originating or passing upon
the technical study and solution of traffic and transportation problems.

Sixteen nationally known traffic engineers participated in the actual writing of

this revision. Their names and their individual contributions are acknowledged on the

following page. Special recognition is accorded Henry K. Evans, who, as Secretary of

the Editorial Board devoted much of his personal time and effort in correlating the

project, editing the various chapters and preparing much of the final text. Appreciation

is expressed to Robert J. Allen, Chief Traffic Engineer, Accident Prevention Depart-

ment, Association of Casualty and Surety Companies, who correlated the vast adminis-

trative details of production necessary in the preparation of a publication of this scope.

Others who assisted in preparation of certain portions of the text were : Howard

Ilgner, William Kavanaugh, Kirk Reid, Charles Rex, T. J. Seburn and Gordon
Gravelle.

The following well-known traffic engineers and specialists reviewed the first draft

of the text and submitted suggestions, many of which were incorporated into the

final text.

Earl Allgaier

J. Stannard Baker
Donald S. Berry
Douglas A. Bowers
William C. Brandes
Thomas J. Carmichael

Edgar F. Co pell

Warren E. DeYoung
John T. Gibala
Paul L. Green
Bruce D. Greenshields
Oscar M. Gunderson

Joseph E. Havenner
Edward H. Holmes
J. Edward Johnston
Guy Kelcey
Holden M. LeRoy
Charles S. LeCraw
Donald W. Loutzenheiser

Alger F. Malo
Kenneth W. Mackall
Burton W. Marsh
William R. McConochie
Ralph F. Michel

Ralph A. Moyer
Amos Neyhart
O. K. Normann
Matthew Porosky
Earl J. Reeder
Thomas J. Seburn
Charles H. Rex
W. E. Schwanhausser
Wilbur S. Smith
Herbert J. Stack
Thomas E. Willier

On behalf of the Institute of Traffic Engineers, the Editorial Board wishes to

express its deepest appreciation to the Association of Casualty and Surety Companies
and to all who have participated in the assembling, writing, and review of the material

for this Handbook.

ROBERT A. MITCHELL, Chairman

The Editorial Board
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TRAFFIC ENGINEERING HISTORICAL NOTES (1)

The profession of traffic engineering, as we know it today, has evolved with the

advent of the motor vehicle and the rapid and drastic change in the historic problem

of traffic control wrought by this device of the 20th Century. However, many of the

profession's antecedents are rooted in ancient history. For instance we know that one-

way streets were used in Rome, and special off-street parking facilities were provided

to get chariots off the traveled way. History tells that Julius Caesar forbade vehicles

from entering the business districts of large cities in the Roman Empire during certain

hours of the day because of traffic congestion. It seems reasonable to assume that the

paved streets of Babylon in 2000 B.C. necessitated comparable traffic rules and regula-

tions. Modern traffic islands and rotaries have their origins in the monuments and

public squares erected in roadways of centuries past. The use of pavement markings
is not new either, as we know of a highway built in 1600 leading from Mexico City,

which incorporated a built-in center line of contrasting color.

In 1850, traffic congestion in New York City's Broadway was causing great con-

cern. However control measures were limited to those exercised by the harassed

police officer of that day, who sometimes was forced to resort to his night stick to

break up traffic jamj.

In those days, as previously, the engineer's work was finished with the completion

of the roadway construction. But with the advent of the automobile as a popular

means of transportation the new elements of high speeds and volumes were injected

into the picture, a development that created problems too complex for historic methods

of police control and regulation. The result the engineer has been called in to apply

his science to the problem.
In 1878 the first American patent on a gasoline motor was filed. The Connelly

Motor Company of New York advertised automobiles for sale in 1888, thus constituting

one of the earliest known (and perhaps the first) gasoline driven motor cars available

to the public. The Daimler and the Duryea were offered for sale in 1891 and 1892,

respectively. Three years later the first cross-country auto race was held, over a 100

mile course between Chicago and Libertyville, won by Duryea at an average speed of

8 miles per hour.

Milestones in the developing profession of traffic engineering included the fol-

lowing :

In 1904 traffic survey methods were being employed in several localities, much of

this pioneer work being done by William P. Eno one of the first pioneers in this field

through whose endowment the Eno Foundation is today carrying on traffic research

work. Pedestrian islands were in use as early as 1907 in San Francisco and the first

driver's license law was adopted in 1908 in Rhode Island. White painted pavement
center lines were first applied in Wayne County, Michigan, about 1911.

Origin and destination studies and accident spot maps (in New York City) were
first used in 1915; a speed and delay study was first made in 1916 by E. P. Goodrich,

by observing traffic from a high building; pedestrian regulation and "no left turns"

were prescribed in Buffalo in 1916 ; curb parking was prohibited in Detroit in 1916 to

facilitate traffic movement ; first statewide application of route number signs came in

Wisconsin in 1918.

(1
^
These historical notes are based upon material gathered by William B. Powell (deceased),

Historian of the Institute of Traffic Engineers, one of the pioneers of the profession.
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Traffic Control Signals

The modern electric traffic control signal, unlike signs, markings and other devices,

was developed only recently. It may be considered a descendant of the manually oper-

ated semaphore, first used about 1910. Detroit set the pace in use of semaphores, even-

tually fitting them with colored lanterns for night traffic, and umbrellas and platforms

for convenience of the traffic officer. Although an automatic electric motor driven

semaphore had been patented previously, but not used, the first recorded electric traffic

signal control was used (for a short time) in Cleveland in 1914, utilizing four red signal

lights on the near corners and four green lights on the far corners. The red and green

lights operated alternately by a crude timing device. This signal, which enjoyed only

a brief use before being replaced by police control, was invented by James Hoge in 1913,

and appears to be the origin of the now familiar three-color light signals which first

appeared in New York City in 1918 and then blossomed out all over the Nation in the

early 20's. The United States led other countries in development of the traffic signal, as

it didn't come into general use in Germany until 1926 or in Great Britain until 1928.

Preceding the signals, however, was a short era of "traffic towers" used first in

Detroit in 1916 and later in New York City. An experiment in this direction, which

was doomed to failure, was tried in Philadelphia in 1924 when search lights were

mounted on the City Hall Tower to control street traffic over a wide area. Between

1922 and 1927 the towers and the traffic signals fought it out for supremacy. By 1930

the towers had practically disappeared.

The first interconnected traffic signal system was put into* operation in 1917 in

Salt Lake City. In 1922 E. P. Goodrich publicly proposed the idea of timing signals

for progressive movement, and it is reasonable to assume that the first time-space dia-

gram was drawn up sometime between that date and 1927, the date of the earliest known

diagram. The first traffic actuated signals made their debut in New Haven, East

Norwalk and Baltimore in 1928.

Traffic Engineering Officially Recognized

The first official recognition of the title, Traffic Engineer, came in 1921 with the

appointment of Harry Neal as Ohio State Traffic Engineer, followed in 1924 by bestowal

of the title of City Traffic Engineer on J. W. A. Bollong in Seattle and Burton Marsh
in Pittsburgh. W. B. Powell in Buffalo was made official traffic engineering consultant

to the Police Chief in the same year. These as well as other engineers had previously

been performing the functions, but no one had previously been accorded the title.

The period between 1920 and 1930 saw rapid advances in crystallization of profes-

sional practices, as traffic engineers began to come together in meetings of various

technical societies. The first course in street traffic control was offered in 1922 at the

University of Pittsburgh, with Professor Lewis Mclntyre as instructor. The First

National Conference on Street and Highway Safety, called by Secretary of Commerce,
Herbert Hoover, in 1924, resulted in preparation of the first set of National model laws

and ordinances, adopted at the Second Conference in 1926. The American Association

of State Highway Officials published the first Nationally approved manual on signs

(rural) in 1927, much of it based on the first state sign manuals adopted by Ohio and

Minnesota in 1921, where there originated the characteristic sign shapes as we know
them today. The original "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices" was issued

in 1935, a consolidation of the earlier National Conference on Street and Highway
Safety sign manual for cities

(1) and the State Highway Officials' rural sign manual.

(1> This earlier manual, issued in 1930, also included other traffic control devices, not limited to

urban application.
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With the founding of the Institute of Traffic Engineers in 1930, with 30 charter

members, the profession was finally officially established and defined.

Since 1930, significant advances have been made in many phases of the profession.

Advanced training for traffic engineers has become available at many universities,

notably at Yale where the Bureau of Highway Traffic trains twenty to thirty graduate

traffic engineers each year. Research studies, carried on by the U. S. Bureau of Public

Roads, State Highway Departments, universities and various private interests, have

provided a great fund of useful knowledge. Standardization of traffic control devices,

laws and traffic engineering techniques have made great progress, and the traffic accident

death rate has been steadily declining despite an ever increasing upward trend in motor

vehicle travel, due in no small part to the activities of the Nation's traffic engineers.

Perhaps most significant of all has been the trend toward centralization of traffic plan-

ning and control authority under officially designated traffic engineers. At the beginning

of 1950, there were 82 cities, 10 counties and 43 states with traffic engineers or traffic

engineering divisions as part of the established government framework.
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Chapter f

VEHICLE, HIGHWAY AND TRAVEL FACTS

This chapter includes basic data pertaining to all types of vehicles using streets

and highways, including numbers, physical characteristics and extent of operation and

usage. Also included is information concerning mileage and extent of existing roads,

streets, highways and public transit routes.

VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS

Table 1 shows the total vehicles in the world in 1948. Of the 58 million motor

vehicles total, 78 percent of the passenger cars, 52 percent of the trucks and 42 percent

of the buses were being operated in the United States of America.

TABLE 1 MOTOR VEHICLES IN USE IN THE WORLD, 1948
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TABLE 2 MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES,
BY TYPE OP VEHICLE, 1895-1949 Continued

Year
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TABLE 2 MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES,
BY TYPE OF VEHICLE, 1895-1949 Continued

TAX-EXEMPT PUBLICLY OWNED VEHICLES NOT INCLUDED IN ABOVE REGISTRATIONS

Year
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TABLE 6 PASSENGER CAR AND TRUCK REGISTRATIONS IN 95 MOST POPULOUS
COUNTIES AND RATIOS OF PERSONS AND FAMILIES PER PASSENGER CAR, 1948-1949

County <i), Principal City, Slate
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TABLE 6 PASSENGER CAR AND TRUCK REGISTRATIONS IN 95 MOST POPULOUS
COUNTIES AND RATIOS OF PERSONS AND FAMILIES PER PASSENGER CAR, 1948-1949

Contim ed

County M, Principal City, State
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require bicycle registration, no accurate total figure is available. Based on the estimate

given, the total indicates a ratio within the United States of one bicycle to every 2.7

motor vehicles and one bicycle to about every 11 persons.

TABLE 7 NUMBER AND PERCENT OF PASSENGER CARS IN USE
IN THE UNITED STATES, BY AGE GROUPS

Age in
YearsW
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TABLE 9 LOCAL TRANSIT PASSENGER EQUIPMENT IN USE IN THE UNITED STATES
TOTAL VEHICLES BY YEARS, 1941-1948

Calendar
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VEHICLE DIMENSIONS AND TURNING RADII

Length, Width and Height

Recent trend in automobile design has been toward longer, wider, and lower cars.

Tables 11 and 12 give critical dimensions of most of the popular automobile makes.

TABLE 11 CRITICAL CLEARANCE DIMENSIONS OF AUTOMOBILES

Name
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TABLE 12 DIMENSIONAL RANGE OF AUTOMOBILE LENGTHS,
WIDTHS AND HEIGHTS, 1949 MODELS O>

Dimension Feel

Bumper to bumper length 15.4 - 18.9

Wheel base length 9.2 - 12.3

Overall width. .
.

5.8 - 6.7

Overall height 5.0- 5.7

(DDoes not include "midget" cars or J^-ton trucks. The great majority of cars have a bumper
to bumper length of 16% feet or less.

Source: Technical Data Section, General Motors Corp.

Data shown in tables 13 to 17 (truck dimensions) are primarily the result of

extensive field studies of vehicles in operation, hence may vary considerably from the

manufacturers specifications due to special body installations and loading practices.

TABLE 13 LENGTHS OF SINGLE UNIT TRUCKS AND AVERAGE PERCENTAGES OF
LOADED SINGLE UNIT TRUCKS BY VARIOUS LENGTH GROUPS, BY REGIONS

Region
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TABLE 15 LENGTHS OF LOADED TRUCK AND TRAILER COMBINATIONS, AVERAGE
PERCENTAGE OF LOADED TRUCK AND TRAILER COMBINATIONS

BY VARIOUS LENGTH GROUPS, BY REGIONS

Region
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TABLE 17 HEIGHTS OF LOADED TRUCKS AND COMBINATIONS, AVERAGE PERCENT-
AGES OF LOADED TRUCKS AND COMBINATIONS BY VARIOUS

HEIGHT GROUPS, BY REGIONS

Region
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TABLE 20 WIDTHS OF BUSES IN RURAL AREAS, AVERAGE PERCENTAGES OF BUSES
OF VARIOUS WIDTH GROUPS, BY REGIONS
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Turning Radii

Table 22 shows the ranges and recommended design standards for motor vehicle

turning radii. Refer also to table 11 for turning diameters of several popular automobile

makes. Figure 1 illustrates turning space required by a trolley bus.

VEHICLE'ICOMPOSITE EXTREME DIMENSIONS- 4 MAKES)

WHEElBASE
FRONT OVERHANG
REAR OVERHANG
WIDTH
TURNING ROS FRONT WHEEL
TURNING ROS. FRONT BODY

FIGURE 1 Turning Space Required by a

Typical Trolley Bus Used in Urban Serv-
ice. From Tests on 44-Passenger White
Buses.

V- STOPPING DISTANCE A

\
lOp.ooo cs>:

iOOFT 200 FT. 100 FT.
x
-

TEST MADE WITH MAN'SlZE OBSTACLE IN DARK CLOTHING- NORMAL
DRIVING CONDITIONS. STOPPING DISTANCE'ORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES.

AVERAGE BRAKES.

FIGURE 2 Seeing Distance and Stopping
Distance with Three Different Headlight
Candlepower-s at 45 MPH. (Unexpected
Hazard.) Stopping Distance Used in This
Chart Is Calculated for a Deceleration
Rate of 14.5 Ft. Per Sec. Per Sec., the

Rate for a Legally Accepted Stop in 30
Feet from 20 MPH.
(Source: "Seeing with Motor Car Headlamps,"
V. J. Roper and E. A. Howard, Illuminating
Engineering Society Transactions, May 1938.

reviewed and Modified by Mr. Roper (1947).)

PASSENGER CAR HEADLIGHTING AND MOTOR VEHICLE INSPECTION

Visibility Distances With Headlighting

Comparison of driver seeing distances and stopping distances at 45 miles per hour

with three different headlamp beam candlepower is shown in figure 2. About 50,000

candlepower is needed, as illustrated, for seeing at a distance to insure safety. This

applies to average people, cars and road conditions. There is no factor of safety what-

soever for impaired vision, older eyes, unfavorable atmosphere, abnormal distractions

or inattention, fatigue, slippery roads, subnormal voltage, smooth tires, or inferior

brakes.

The value of 20,000 beam candlepower is somewhat more than the average for

pre-Sealed Beam (before 1940) headlamps found in service; 50,000 beam candlepower
was the initial value for pre-Sealed Beam headlamps, and is somewhat less than the

average of Sealed Beam headlamps in service. 75,000 beam candlepower is the maxi-
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mum specified in the Uniform Vehicle Code, and the maximum provided by the

Sealed Beam units appearing on practically all cars built since the 1940 models were
introduced.

Figure 2 shows the relation between clear road seeing distance and typical

stopping distance at 45 miles per hour. The upper beams of Sealed Beam headlamps,
if properly aimed, do a fair job of meeting the clear road seeing requirements at

reasonable night speeds. The lower beam is a compromise between the requirements
of providing seeing for the driver behind it and the need to avoid blinding glare for the

approaching driver. It is a relatively poor "clear road" beam because the light at and

near the horizontal is limited to values that will not give undue glare annoyance, and

under conditions of improper usage failure to shift to the lower beam when within

1,000 feet of an oncoming car and failure to shift back to the upper beam when the road

is clear the seeing distance is often less than the stopping distance.

Mounting Height

Few states prescribe mounting heights for headlamps or rear lamps. However,
consideration should be given to the fact that most rear lamps incorporate a reflex

reflector which makes them subject to maximum and minimum mounting height regu-

lation. Generally, headlamps of standard equipment are not mounted lower than 28

inches measured from the road surface to the center of the lamp, for passenger cars.

On trucks and buses, headlamps of standard equipment do not generally exceed a maxi-

mum height of 52 inches measured from the road surface to the center of the lamp.

The Uniform Vehicle Code (1)

specifies that headlamps be mounted not more than

54 inches nor less than 28 inches above the pavement and that the tail lamps be mounted

not more than 60 nor less than 20 inches above the pavement.

Motor Vehicle Inspection

Motor vehicle inspection, although still a controversial subject, as is indicated by
the widespread lack of acceptance, is recognized as a valuable aid to traffic accident

prevention by inclusion as a recommendation in the Uniform Vehicle Code and as a

part of the recommendations of the President's Highway Safety Conference.

Table 23 lists states providing for motor vehicle inspection, the methods of opera-

tion, and the administering agencies.

ROADWAY MILEAGE AND TRANSIT ROUTES

Tables 24 to 33 show mileage and extent of roads, streets, highways and

public transit routes in the United States. Figure 3 is a map of the Interstate High-

way System, which comprises a little over one percent of the total roadway mileage and

carries approximately 20 percent of all vehicular traffic, according to the U. S. Bureau

of Public Roads.

<!> Published by U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, Washington 25, D. C.
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TABLE 28 MILEAGE AND RELATIVE USE OF CLASSIFIED PORTIONS OF ALL STREETS
AND HIGHWAYS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1948

Rural Road System 50.6% of Total Traffic

Primary Federal Aid System:
Interstate System (Rural Portion)
Other Primary Federal Aid System (Rural) . .

Road
Miles

34,022

182,593

Percent of
Rural Road
Mileage

Percent of
Rural Road

Traffic

Total Primary (Rural) 216,615

Secondary Federal Aid System (Rural) . .

Other Rural (Land Service)

371,430

2,422,000

Total Rural 3,010,000

19%

81%

100%

83%

17%

100%

City Streets 49.4% of Total Traffic

Primary Federal Aid System :

Interstate System (Urban Portion)
Other Primary Federal Aid System (Urban) . .

Street

Miles

3,778

11,645

Percent of Percent of
Urban Street Urban Street

Mileage Traffic

Total Primary (Urban) 15,423

Secondary Federal Aid System (Urban) 13,000

Streets of General Motor Use including Urban
Extensions of State Highways but not in

Federal Aid System 10,000

Property Service Roads 279,000

Total Urban, 317,000

12%

88%

100%

80%

20%

100%
Source: Compiled by Automobile Manufacturers Association from data of the U. S. Bureau of

Public Roads.

FIGURE 3 National System of Interstate Highzvays. Selected by Joint Action of the

Several State Highway Departments as Modified and Approved by the Administrator,

Federal Works Agency, August 2, 1947.
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TABLE 29 MULTIPLE-LANE SURFACED STATE HIGHWAY MILEAGE >

IN THE UNITED STATES, 1943
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TABLE 30 MILEAGE OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY TRACK, MOTOR BUS ROUTE AND
TROLLEY COACH ROUTE OF THE TRANSIT INDUSTRY

IN THE UNITED STATES, 1938-1948

As of
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TABLE 33 POPULATION, AREA, AND EXTENT OF RAPID TRANSIT
FACILITIES IN MAJOR CITIES OF THE WORLD

City
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VEHICLE TRAVEL AND USE

Annual Vehicle Miles of Travel

Table 34 illustrates total annual vehicle miles of travel for passenger cars, buses

and trucks for recent years ;
also shown are annual average miles per vehicle.

00
Figure

4 illustrates past and predicted future annual motor vehicle travel, expected to reach

500 billion miles by 1970.

TABLE 34 ANNUAL VEHICLE-MILES OF TRAVEL IN THE UNITED STATES, 1936-1948

Year
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TABLE 36 TOTAL ANNUAL PASSENGER-MILES IN THE UNITED STATES,
BY CLASS OF CARRIER, 1890-1946

Year

Revenue Passenger-Miles

(000,000 omitted]
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Volume of Movement Passengers and Goods

Figure 5 and tables 36 to 42 show passenger travel and extent of freight

handled by various carriers in the United States.

TABLE 37 PASSENGER-MILES OF INTERCITY TRAFFIC, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE, IN
THE UNITED STATES, BY MODE OF TRANSPORTATION

Year
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TABLE 39 TOTAL TRANSIT PASSENGERS IN THE UNITED STATES,
BY TYPES OF SERVICE, 1938-1948
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TABLE 41 TAXICAB REGISTRATIONS, PASSENGERS CARRIED AND MILES
TRAVELLED IN THE UNITED STATES, 1941-1948

Year

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

No
:
of

Taxicabs

55,400

50,800

48,464

47,301

48,389

62,905

73,473

82,000

Passengers
Carried

966,721,147

1,288,360,674

1,446,138,290

1,616,029,819

1,649,716,781

1,886,925,445

1,807,768,679

1,966,816,530

Miles
Travelled

2,191,790,200

2,567,330,400

2,642,741,920

3,193,709,832

3,359,086,777

4,293,756,876

4,901,067,251

5,217,616,729

Source: Cab Research Bureau, Inc., affiliated with National Association of Taxicab Owners.

TABLE 42 TON-MILES OK INTERCITY TRANSPORTATION IN THE UNITED STATES,
BY MODE OF TRANSPORTATION

Year
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TABLE 4' -MODE OF TRAVEL BY CITY RESIDENTS IN
VARIOUS METROPOLITAN AREAS
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TABLE 46 MODE OF URBAN TRANSPORTATION, TRAFFIC ENTERING CITY CENTRAL
BUvSINESS DISTRICTS ON AN AVERAGE WEEK DAY

Percentage of Persons Entering by
City

Automobile Bus Truck I Other Means

NINETEEN CITIES UNDER 100,000 POPULATION

Allentown, Pa 54.9 32.6 9.7 2.8

Bay City, Mich 72.2 16.7 7.5 3.6

Bethlehem, Pa 64.2 26.0 8.7 1.1

Charlottesville, Va 70.1 13.0 16.9

Glendale, Calif 86.7 6.7 5.2 1.4

Harrisburg, Pa 50.2 40.1 8.0 1.7

Harrisonburg, Va 74.4 5.1 20.5

Hamilton, Ohio 75.5 15.4 7.9 1.2

Kalamazoo, Mich 71.6 20.1 6.0 2.3

Kenosha, Wis
'

81.4 9.4 5.2 4.0

Lansing, Mich 71.0 16.3 10.3 2.4

Lincoln, Nebr 61.0 31.6 5.4 2.0

Midland, Mich 91.8 0.1 8.1

Muskegon, Mich 72.3 20.8 5.9 1.0

New Brunswick, N. J 73.2 11.9 13.0 1.9

Pontiac, Mich 69.2 18.8 3.8 8.2

Saginaw, Mich 73.4 14.1 8.5 4.0

Schenectady, N. Y 71.0 13.5 11.6 3.9

Winchester, Va 71.0 3.0 .... 26.0^

Range 50-92 0.1-40 4-21 1-8

Median.. 72 15 8 2

TWELVE CITIES 100,000 TO 500,000 POPULATION

Dallas, Texas 45.4 16.4 8.5 29.7

Fort Wayne, Ind 52.5 20.4 10.0 17.1

Grand Rapids, Mich 66.8 24.3 3.6 5.3

Houston, Texas 78.5 15.8 5.7

Louisville, Ky 66.5 3.5 12.4 17.6

Oakland, Calif 70.0 .... 3.9 26.1

Omaha, Nebr 40.4 < 4.1

Portland, Oreg 74.2 .... .... 25.8

Reading, Pa 52.3 33.1 6.5 8.1

Salt Lake City, Utah 55.7< 3) 39.3 5.0

St. Paul, Minn 64.8 2.4 8.6 24.2

Youngstown, Ohio 60.3 7.2 32.5

Range 40-79 2-39 4-12 5-33

Median.. 65 16 7 24
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TABLE 46 MODE OF URBAN TRANSPORTATION, TRAFFIC ENTERING CITY CENTRAL
BUSINESS DISTRICTS ON AN AVERAGE WEEK DAY Continued

Percentage of Persons Entering by
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TABLE 47 TRIP PURPOSE OF AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS,
BY METROPOLITAN AREA OF RESIDENCE

Purpose of Trips. Percent of Total

Metropolitan
Area
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Occupants Per Vehicle

Occupancy of moving vehicles varies by time of day and by geographical location

or type of trip. Thus occupancy ratios are generally at maximum levels during peak

traffic flow hours, in rural areas and on long trips, while the reverse is usually true for

off peak hours, urban areas and short trips.

A rule of thumb average of 1.7 persons per car is often used for automobiles in urban

areas and 2.0 for rural areas.

While occupancy ratios are generally

substantially lower than average vehicle

capacities, it is generally evident that pas-

senger car occupancy ratios of from 4.5 to

4.7 will indicate maximum loading.
00 One

of the highest (if not the highest) occu-

pancy ratios ever observed was found in

April 1943, at the Westinghouse Electrical

Mfg. Co., Lima, Ohio. The average was

PERCENT

OF

TOTAL

TRIPS

o

8

o

S

S



TABLE 49 VEHICLE OCCUPANCY RATIOS IN URBAN AREAS,
BY TYPE OF VEHICLE

Passenger
Autos
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TABLE 50 GENERAL RANGE IN SEATED PASSENGER
CAPACITY OF PUBLIC TRANSIT VEHICLES

Type

Gas bus

Trolley coach (1)
. .

Street car

Subway car

General Capacity Range
(number of seats)

25 to 44

40 to 58

50 to 60

72 to 80

W An articulated trolley bus with fifty-eight seats has been in successful operation by Cleveland
Transit System for over eight years.

Figure 7 shows the relation between automobile speed and gasoline mileage under

actual operating conditions. Figure 8 illustrates the effect of stop-and-go driving

upon the gasoline mileage at different speeds.

The rate at which an internal combustion engine uses lubricating oil is a

function of a'number of variables. Among these are speed, load, and operating tempera-

ture, as well as a number of factors affecting internal conditions of the engine. For

this reason, no reliable rate of oil consumption can be given unless all related variables

are specified and controlled during the test. In general, however, the rate at which

engine oil is used increases with the speed at which the motor vehicle is driven. Accord-

ing to studies made by one authority,
00

oil consumption has been found to increase as

the square of the speed above 40 miles per hour, with minimum oil consumption at speeds

of 30 to 40 miles per hour and higher rates of oil consumption below 30 miles per hour.

zz
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Tables 51 to 53 illustrate how fuel consumption increases with increasing traffic

congestion, as determined by special studies in California and Oregon.

TABLE 51 FUEL CONSUMPTION ON VARIOUS THOROUGHFARES
IN LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Automobile
Route and Condition Fuel Consumption

Congested downtown streets 8.70 miles per gallon
Route having 5 boulevard stops per mile

at 25 miles per hour 14.69 miles per gallon
at 30 miles per hour 12.36 miles per gallon

Boulevards in Los Angeles, South Pasadena, and Pasadena at

20 miles per hour 13.75 miles per gallon
Sixth Street. Stops required at about half the traffic signals. . . 14.85 miles per gallon
Average city street in Los Angeles area. 75 miles of typical

major traffic thoroughfares outside central business district .

Wilshire Blvd. off-peak hour, coordinated signals, few stops . . .

Non-stop run on open rural highway. 12 -mile course at 35 miles

per hour 20.67 miles per gallon
Arroyo Seco Parkway 20.75 miles per gallon

16.51 miles per gallon
18.38 miles per gallon

Source: Studies made by H. F. Holley, Assistant Chief Engineer, Automobile Club of Southern
California in 1942 and 1947.

TABLE 52 EFFECT OF STOPS ON AUTOMOBILE FUEL CONSUMPTION
IN LOS ANGELES STUDY

Speed

25 miles per hour
30 miles per hour
45 miles per hour

Source: Automobile Club of Southern California.

Miles per Gallon
No Stops

23.867

22.750

20.000

Miles per Gallon
Five Stops per Mile

15.748

13.600

9.685

TABLE 53 AUTOMOBILE FUEL CONSUMPTION ON VARIOUS THOROUGHFARES
IN PORTLAND, OREGON
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REFERENCES FOR FURTHER STUDY

A. Basic Statistical Facts and Trends

"Automobile Facts and Figures" (annual publication)

Automobile Manufacturers Association

New Center Building

Detroit 2, Michigan

'A Car Traveling People"

by Franklin M. Reck
Automobile Manufacturers Association

"Annual Reports"
U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission

U. S. Government Printing Office

Washington 25, D. C.

Price 75c

"Automotive and Aviation Industries"

Statistical issue, yearly in March
56th and Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

"Bus Facts" (annual publication)

National Association of Motor Bus Operators
839 17th Street, N.W.

Washington 6, D. C.

Free

"Highway Statistics" (annual publication)

U. S. Bureau of Public Roads

U. S. Government Printing Office

Washington 25, D. C.

Price 45c

"Horses to Horsepower" (1947)

by Franklin M. Reck

Automobile Manufacturers Association

"Inventory and Guide for Action" (1949)

The President's Highway Safety Conference

U. S. Government Printing Office

Price 50c

"Motor Truck Facts" (annual publication)

Automobile Manufacturers Association

"Moving People" (1943)

American Transit Association

292 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

Free

"100 Million Motor Vehicles" (1948)

Automobile Manufacturers Association
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"Transit Fact Book" (annual publication)

American Transit Association

292 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

Price 25c

Various Bulletins Showing Annual Gasoline Consumption and Traffic Volume Trends

Bureau of Public Roads

U. S. Department of Commerce

Washington 25, D. C.

B. Motor Vehicle Legislation and Administration

"Report of Committee on Motor Vehicle Administration" (1949)
The President's Highway Safety Conference

U. S. Government Printing Office

Price ISc

"Uniform Vehicle Code"

U. S. Government Printing Office

Acts I to IV, 10 cents apiece; Act V, 20 cents

C. Motor Vehicle Operation and Characteristics

"Car Control Factors and Their Measurement"

by K. A. Stonex

1941 Transactions, pp. 81-93

Illuminating Engineering Society

"Policy Concerning Maximum Dimensions, Weight, and Speeds of Motor Vehicles,"

pp. 1-33 (1946)

American Association of State Highway Officials

1220 National Press Building

Washington, D. C.

"Seeing with Motor Car Headlamps"
by Roper and Howard
1938 Transactions, pp. 422 ff

Illuminating Engineering Society

51 Madison Avenue

New York 10, N. Y.

"Skidding Characteristics of Automobile Tires on Roadway Surfaces and Their Relation

to Highway Safety"

by R. A. Moyer
Bulletin 120, pp. 32-54, 1934

Iowa Engineering Experiment Station

Ames, Iowa

"Speed Change Rates of Passenger Vehicles"

by D. W. Loutzenheiser

1938 Proceedings, pt. 1, pp. 90-100

Highway Research Board

2101 Constitution Avenue

Washington 25, D. C.
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"The Effect of Highway Design on Vehicle Speed and Fuel Consumption"

by John Beakey
Technical Bulletin No. 5, pp. 1-30, 1937

Oregon State Highway Department

"The Effects of Surface Type, Alignment and Traffic Congestion on Vehicular Fuel

Consumption" (1944)

Technical Bulletin No. 17

Oregon State Highway Department

"Tire Wear and Cost on Selected Roadway Surfaces" (1945)

Bulletin 161

Iowa Engineering Experiment Station



Chapter II

VEHICLE MOTION

This chapter is devoted to a presentation of the natural laws of motion and trans-

lational dynamics as applied to street and highway traffic vehicles, and observed

operating characteristics including speeds, spacings, acceleration, stopping distances

and coefficients of friction.

LAWS OF MOTION

560

10 20 30 40 50 60MPH
O 22 44 66 88 FT/SEC.

VELOCITY
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

TIME(t)lN SECONDS

FIGURE 9 Velocity Reached at Various FIGURE 10 Velocity Reached at Various

Distances from Start, with Constant Ac- Times after Start, with Constant Aceele-

celeration. ration.

Rectilinear Motion

Formulae for straight line motion follow.

(1) Uniform Motion velocity constant.

S = vt

(2) Uniformly Accelerated Motion.

v =. v + at

S = vot + l
/2 at

2

v = Vo + V2aS~

(Where a body is freely falling, "a" becomes the acceleration of gravity, or 32.2

feet per second per second.)

52
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Definition of terms:

v = initial velocity, feet per second,

v = final velocity, feet per second.

S = distance in feet.

t = time in seconds,

a := acceleration in feet per second

per second.

(Where a body is decelerating at a uniform rate, the same formulae hold as in (2).

Substitute deceleration for acceleration and change the plus sign to minus in each

of the three equations.)

7

80 160 240 320 400 480 560
DISTANCE IN

at
2

40 80 120 160 200 240 280
S= DISTANCE IN FEET

FIGURE 11 Distance Traveled During FIGURE 12 Distance Traveled During
Periods of Time, with Constant Decel- Periods of Time, with Constant Accel-
eration, eration.

Curvilinear Motion

A vehicle moving around a circle at uniform velocity has an acceleration toward

the center of the circle, called centripetal acceleration.

Definition of terms:

a = centripetal acceleration, feet per second per second.

v = velocity in feet per second.

r = radius of curve in feet.

Conversion of (/nits

Vehicular speed is usually expressed in miles per hour or feet per second. To
convert miles per hour to feet per second, multiply miles per hour by 1.467. Multiply
feet per second by 0.682 to get miles per hour. Acceleration is usually expressed in miles
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per hour per second or feet per second per second. To convert miles per hour per second
to feet per second per second, multiply miles per hour per second by 1.467. Multiply
feet per second per second by 0.682 to get miles per hour per second.

88 60

66

I 2345678
STOPPING TIME(t)lN SECONDS

FIGURE 13 Stopping Time for Various
Initial Speeds, with Constant Decelera-
tion.

s
45

35
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Mass is expressed in slugs in the gravitational system. One slug = 32.2 pounds.

To find the mass of a body, divide its weight in pounds by 32.2.

Wm

Centrifugal Force

Centrifugal force is the radial force acting outward and exerted by a body (such

as a vehicle) travelling around a curve.

{ _ Wv2

Definition of terms:

f = centrifugal force in pounds.
W = weight of body in pounds,
v = velocity in feet per second,

g = acceleration of gravity,

r = radius of curvature in feet. .

This centrifugal force must be opposed by an equal and opposite centripetal force,

or else the body will not stay on the curved path, but will fly off at a tangent.

Centripetal force for a vehicle on a highway curve is provided by the friction be-

tween tires and road. Where the highway is superelevated, the vehicle weight com-

ponent parallel to the roadway surface also opposes the centrifugal force component

tending to throw the vehicle off the road.

By equating the components of centrifugal force and centripetal force acting paral-

lel to the roadway surface, the following equation is developed which is the basic

formula used in designing a curve for safe operation at a certain speed.

e + f = (1-ef)
gr

Definition of terms:

e = superelevation in feet per foot of horizontal width.

f = transverse coefficient of friction.

v = permissible vehicle speed in feet per second.

g = acceleration of gravity.

r = radius of curvature, in feet.

This basic equation is the source for the following formulae relating supereleva-

tion, pavement friction, radius of curvature and vehicle speed.

e = 0.067 Y! _ f
r

v _
/(e
+ f)r

\ 0.067

Momentum, Work, Energy and Power

Momentum is defined as the product of mass times velocity (mv) .

This concept is useful in calculating speeds, immediately before and after collision

between vehicles, since the total momentum before and after collision must remain
constant (neglecting friction effects).

Due consideration must be given directions of the momentum components since

they are vector quantities.

Where a body is acted upon by a constant force for a period of time, the change
in momentum equals the product of force and time, called impulse.

Work = fs or the product of force times the distance through which the force

moves.
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Energy is the capacity to do work and may be acquired by a body as a result of

having work done on it. Potential energy is dependent on position or shape. Energy
possessed by a body in an elevated position is equal to the work done in lifting it to that

position, thus in this case, P.E. = Wh, where "W" is the weight in pounds, "h" is the

height of the body in feet and "P.E." is expressed in foot-pounds. Kinetic energy is the

energy that a moving body has that can be converted into work in bringing the body to

rest. K.E. (in foot-pounds) = ^ mv2

,
where "m" equals mass in slugs (weight in

pounds divided by 32.2), and v is velocity in feet per second.

When force is applied to stopping a vehicle, the work done equals the force exerted

over the distance taken to stop. This total work must equal the vehicle's initial kinetic

energy.

Units of work or energy under the various systems are as follows :

Gravitational Units

foot-pound one pound acting through 1 foot distance

gram-centimeter = one gram acting through 1 centimeter distance

Absolute Units

foot-poundal = one poundal acting through 1 foot distance

erg = one dyne acting through 1 centimeter distance

Relations of work units are as follows :

1 foot-pound = 1.36 X 10
7
ergs = 1.36 joules

1 foot-pound = 32.2 foot-poundals = 1.39 X 10* gram centimeters

Energy content of various power sources are as follows (1)
:

Gasoline: One gallon = 116,000 B.T.U.

Electricity: One kilowatt hour = 3,415 B.T.U.

Coal : One ton = 26,000,000 B.T.U.

Natural Gas : One Cubic Foot = 1,000 B.T.U.

Wood : One Cord = 20,000,000 B.T.U.

Power is simply the rate of doing work, or the amount of work done in a unit of

time.

.p
Work

Power = -7^7Time

Units of power commonly used are as follows :

One horse-power = 550 foot-pounds per second = 746 watts

One watt = one joule per second

VEHICLE SPEED

Maximum Speeds of Motor Vehicles

Table 54 shows world automobile speed records dating back to 1923. The average
1940 model American stock passenger car in the low priced field can exceed 80 miles

per hour, and in the high priced field it can top 90 miles per hour. <2)

Figure 15 illus-

trates maximum speeds of 1947 and 1948 four-door sedans (General Motors cars)

according to tests
<3) made at General Motors Proving Grounds.

(1> The B.T.U. (British Thermal Unit) is a measure of heat energy obtained by burning fuel.

One B.T.U. is the amount of heat that will raise the temperature of one pound of water one degree
Fahrenheit. For example, it takes about 75 B.T.U. to heat a cup of coffee to boiling.

> "Traffic Engineering," April, 1944, p. 153.
<3) Maximum speed tests are made after 2,000 miles break-in and a general tune-up.
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Average Motor Vehicle Operating Speeds
Table 55 shows actual operating speeds found in rural areas throughout the

United States. Table 56 illustrates the effect of grades on vehicle speed. This table

is based on observed speeds of 62,289 vehicles in various states. (Refer to chapter
XII for more data on speed versus gradient.)

TABLE 56 OBSERVED AVERAGE MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATING SPEEDS
ON VARIOUS GRADES

Level

Downgrade
3% ...

5% .-

7% ...

Upgrade
3% ...

5% ...

7% ...

Trucks
(mph)
36.9

37.6

38.9

34.1

34.3

26.6

24.6

Buses
(mph)
45.9

46.4

41.4

37.4

37.0

29.3

26.6

Passenger Cars
(mph)
45.8

46.5

42.1

40.2

43.5

39.5

34.4
Source: "Public Roads," June, 1942, p. 77.

MAXIMUM

SPEED,

MPH

oo

ooooo
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Westinghouse Electric Corporation states that the usual trolley coach has a free

running speed on level terrain at 42 miles per hour. General Electric suggests 40-45

miles per hour for urban and close to 50 miles per hour for suburban service. Actually,

it is reported, in city service speeds in excess of 30 or 35 miles per hour are reached

infrequently. Westinghouse states that the average schedule speed (i.e., coach miles

divided by coach hours) in the country as a whole is around 10.5 miles per hour, while

individual lines have schedule speeds of 13 to 15 miles per hour.

Transit Research Corporation
<8)

reports on speeds of street cars as follows : "The

top operating speed of the car (P.C.C. type) with a seated load and on level track is

43 mph." On downgrades it can be higher and in certain cases it reaches nearly 55

miles per hour. The schedule speed is generally in the neighborhood of 11 miles per

hour.

SPACING OF MOVING VEHICLES

Vehicle Spacing Versus Speed

Although distance spacing between moving vehicles is largely a function of speed,

other factors such as driver attitudes, pavement conditions, visibility, and braking

characteristics also affect the values found. Numerous formulae have been developed

based on theoretical as well as empirical data showing minimum spacings. The range

of spacings given by various sources are shown in table 57.
<9)

TABLE 57 MINIMUM SPACING OF MOTOR VEHICLES

Speed of Vehicles Range of Spacing as Given by Different Formulae

(mph) Feet Seconds

10 27-35 1.8 -2.4

15 34-42 1.5 -1.9

20 40-49 1.4 -1.7

25 45-57 1.2 -1.5

30 50-64 1.1 -1.4

35 55-71 1.1 -1.4

40 60-79 1.0 -1.3

45 65-88 0.99-1.3

50 70-98 0.95-1.3

55 75-109 0.93-1.3

60 80-120 0.91-1.4

(u These spacings should not be used to compute maximum capacities. For maximum capacity
data, see chapter XII.

Source: "A Policy on Sight Distance for Highways," American Association of State Highway
Officials.

Vehicle Clearance and Spacing at Intersections

A research study
(10) in the City of New York in 1944 indicated that the minimum

time clearances between successive passenger cars travelling at the same speed (mea-

sured from rear of leading vehicle to front of following vehicle) averaged 1.10 seconds

at all speeds between 10 and 20 miles per hour. Distance clearances averaged between

16 feet at 10 miles per hour to 32 feet at 20 miles per hour. Average time spacings,

between vehicle centers, ranged between 2.2 seconds at 10 miles per hour and 1.6 seconds

at 20 miles per hour in this particular study. The corresponding average distance spac-

ings between vehicle centers at these two speeds were 32 feet (at 10 miles per hour)

and 47 feet (at 20 miles per hour).
) 292 Madison Avenue, New York City.

(9) For further data and source of these ranges, see "A Policy on Sight Distance for Highways,"
American Association of State Highway Officials, pp. 9-11.

<H See Technical Report No. 1, Yale University Bureau for Highway Traffic, p. 37.
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Another study
m)

of clearance between vehicles in Pittsburgh showed the following

average clearances between fronts and rears of vehicles.

Average
Number of Number of Spacing

Intersections Observations (feet) Remarks

3 574 17.8 Free movement

1 139 17.4 Following street car

1 71 12.8 Especially dense traffic

Vehicle Spac/ngs at Signalized Intersections

Minimum headway between vehicles in a single lane getting under way after being

stopped by traffic signals averages about 2.5 seconds per vehicle. Thus, ten cars waiting
for a green light would require a minimum of about 25.0 seconds from the start of

the green until the tenth car entered the intersection.

Average minimum headway values vary according to the amount of turning move-

ment, type of traffic, pavement and visibility conditions, and other factors. Therefore,

it is wise to check the actual headways at a location where such data are to be used in

determining signal timing.

An example of how such a study might be made is treated in detail in "Traffic

Performance at Urban Street Intersections," Technical Report No. 1, Yale Bureau of

Highway Traffic, pp. 23-28. Results are presented from a study of 2,359 vehicles enter-

ing an intersection in Hartford, Connecticut in 1944. It was found for this particular

location and for vehicles lined up waiting to start on the green signal that the follow-

ing entrance times were required per passenger car (time headway between instant

that successive vehicles enter the intersection). No left turning movements were

included.

Car-in-Line Green Time Consumed
(number) (median values)

1 3.8 seconds

2 3.1 seconds

3 2.7 seconds

4 2.4 seconds

5 2.2 seconds

6 and over 2.1 seconds

Each left turning movement represented about 1.3 seconds additional time and each

bus or truck consumed about one and one-half as much time as a passenger car. Thus,

assuming 10 vehicles lined-up at the intersection; the third in line a bus, the eighth in

line a truck, and two left turning movements ; the total time required for these ten

vehicles to enter the intersection would be : 1.3 X 2 -f 3.8 + 3.1 + 2.7 X 1.5 + 2.4 +
2.2 + 2 X 2.1 -f 1.5 X 2.1 -f 2 X 2.1 = 29.7 seconds.

The above calculation represents only the time required for vehicles to enter the

intersection. To this amount of "green" time would be added a 2- or 3-second clearance

interval to permit the last vehicle to clear the intersection before cross traffic received

the go signal.

(ii) From "Causes of Failure in Handling Traffic," by L. W. Mclntyre, Proceedings American
Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 63.
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VEHICLE ACCELERATION

Motor Vehicle Accelerations

Average acceleration rates for passenger cars from a standing start (gears shifted

whenever the test drivers thought necessary) are shown in table 58. It is recom-

mended by the American Association of State Highway Officials that the assumed

average acceleration rates shown be used for design problems.

TABLE 58 AVERAGE ACCELERATION OF PASSENGER CARS AND TRUCKS

Acceleration in Miles per Hour per Second, According to

Speed Reached in Miles per Hour
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FIGURE 24 Observed Accelerations at Canal Street, New York City.

(Source: Yale Bureau of Highway Traffic Technical Report No. 1.)
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VEHICLE DECELERATION

Forces Producing Deceleration

A vehicle coasting (with motor disengaged) to a stop is being decelerated by trac-

tive resistance alone. This is composed of rolling resistance (friction between tires

and road and inherent friction of vehicle) plus air resistance.

Tests made of tractive resistance of motor vehicles show that this force varies in

the neighborhood of 10 to 100 pounds per 1,000 pounds weight of vehicle, depending
on weight, speed and type of vehicle.

<13)

Rate of deceleration in feet per second per second is determined by the basic

equation f = ma,

whence deceleration = = tract *ve resistance _ 32.2 (tractive resistance in pounds).
m W/g

Vehicles being stopped by brake action OO%. i.o

are decelerated by the force of friction be-

tween tires and road. This friction force 90% o.9 -

might theoretically vary anywhere be-

tween and 1,000 pounds per 1,000 80%^0.8
pounds weight of the vehicle, depending

upon the amount of braking force exerted. ^ O
Q7

The maximum amount of braking force is

limited by the maximum coefficient of a
friction between road surface and tires. 2 "u.

Vehicle weight in pounds

= 1.0

Under normal operating conditions the

maximum friction force varies between

400 and 800 pounds per 1,000 pounds of

vehicle weight.

Deceleration in feet per second per
second caused by braking (and consequent
friction of tires on road) is equal to 32.2 f,

where "f" = coefficient of friction. Rela-

tionship between deceleration and coeffi-

cient of friction is shown by figure 26.

Maximum Motor Vehicle Decelerations

o50%
0.5

30%0.3

20% 02

10% O.I

0%
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5. Packages slide off seats and occupants find it uncomfortable at 14 feet per

second per second.

6. Deceleration considered undesirable but not alarming to passengers is 11 feet

per second per second.

7. Comfortable deceleration is 8.5 to 9 feet per second per second.

Observed Decelerations at Intersections

Observed values of deceleration, velocity, and time to stop at various distances

from the stopping point (urban intersections) are shown in figures 27, 28 and 29.

I
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These data were obtained by the Yale Bureau of Highway Traffic, and appear in Tech-

nical Report No. 1, "Traffic Performance at Urban Street Intersections."

Figure 30 shows a cumulative distribution of maximum deceleration rates ob-

served (for very short-time intervals) in a study of traffic movement in New York

City. This is also an excerpt from Yale Bureau's Technical Report No. 1.

Figure 31 shows deceleration and speed rates for a vehicle approaching a Stop

sign, as observed in a rural area. Since normal decelerations are not made at maximum

possible rates but rather at comfortable rates, characteristics, such as these found in

previous years, may be considered as holding true today.

DISTANCE TO STOP BUTTON IN FEET

FIGURE 31 Observed Speed and Deceleration of Vehicles Approaching a Stop Sign.

(Source: Highway Research Board Proceedings, 1938, "Acceleration and Deceleration Character-
istics of Private Automobiles.")

Vehicle Deceleration Without Brakes

Tests made with 15 passenger cars (1940 models) to measure deceleration without

brakes being applied gave the results shown in table 61.

TABLE 61 VEHICLE DECELERATION WITHOUT BRAKES

Speed Instantaneous Deceleration in Feet per Second per Second

(mph) Vehicle in Gear Vehicle Out of Gear

70 3.20 1.75

60 2.79 1.40

50 2.36 1.07

40 1.94 0.82

30 1.62 0.61

20 1.26 0.40

10 .... 0.37

Source: "Deceleration Distances for High Speed Vehicles," by Ernest E. Wilson, 1940 Pro-

ceedings, Highway Research Board.

Transit Vehicle Decelerations

Approximate ranges of deceleration rates for transit vehicles are shown in

table 62. Such rates vary greatly with conditions such as vehicle loading, traffic,

grades and road conditions, and this table should serve as a guide only.
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TABLE 62 TRANSIT VEHICLE DECELERATIONS

Deceleration in Miles per Hour per Second

P.CC. Street Car

Trolley Coach ,

Motor Bus
Source: American Transit Association.

Average Rate under
Service Brake Applications

3.15 to 3.6

3.75 to 4.5

1.0 to 3.5

Rate under Emergency
Brake Applications

6 to 7

13.0 to 13.5

7 to 15

STOPPING DISTANCE

Where a motor vehicle is braked to a

stop, total driver stopping distance is com-

posed of three parts: (1) driver percep-

tion-reaction distance, (2) brake lag and

(3) vehicle braking distance.

1. Driver perception-reaction dis-

tance is the distance travelled be-

tween the point at which the driver

perceives that braking is required

and the point at which he contacts

the braking controls. (See figure

35.)

2. Brake Lag Distance is the dis-

tance travelled between the time

the driver contacts the brake con-

trols and the point at which the

brake lining contacts the brake

drum.

3. Vehicle braking distance is the

distance travelled between the

point at which the brake lining

contacts the brake drum and the

point at which the vehicle comes
to rest.

Combining (2) and (3) together

gives the vehicle stopping distance.

Vehicle braking distance on a level

surface may be calculated by the follow-

ing formula. This disregards tractive re-

sistance, which normally averages a few

percent of braking force, and assumes a

constant coefficient of friction.

360

FVSECO

FIGURE 32 Vehicle Braking Distances

from Different Velocities for Various
Constant Rates of Deceleration and Fric-
tion Coefficients, (d = Deceleration, f =.

Friction Coefficient.)

7

SPEED IN MILES PER HOUR

FIGURE 33 Braking Distance vs. Speed
Using Allgaier Formula.
(Source: American Automobile Association.)

Vehicle braking distance (feet) = ^
or

V*

.or .

64.4 f 30 f

where v = velocity in feet per second.

V = velocity in miles per hour.

f = coefficient of friction.
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Where braking takes place on a downgrade use (f P) in place of f, where
"P" equals percent gradient divided by 100. On an upgrade, use (f -f P) in place
of f.

The formula for vehicle braking distance shown above assumes a constant coeffi-

cient of friction, which is not exactly true. The amount of error engendered by this

assumption is not significant below 30 miles per hour but becomes of importance
above this speed. The following formula (15>

takes this variable coefficient into

account.

Vehicle braking distance (feet) = -010
^
V 3

f (at 20 mph)
Here V /3

is determined by finding the
7
/s power of the velocity, in miles per hour.

Power in Braking

Table 63 shows the power necessary to bring a car with good brakes to a stop
on a level roadway (assumed to weigh 3,500 pounds with passengers).

TABLE 63 POWER IN BRAKING
Initial Speed Braking Distance Power Consumed in Stopping

20 m.p.h 18 ft. 90 h.p.

40 m.p.h 71 ft. 188 h.p.

60 m.p.h 160 ft. 280 h.p.

Source: Highway Research Board Abstracts, Vol. 17, No. 8, Sept. 1947.

Coefficient of Friction

p
Coefficient of friction "f" is defined as the ratio , T-. "F" is the minimum forceN

parallel to a surface necessary to cause an object to slide over that surface (at con-

stant speed). Thus "F" is the minimum force needed just to overcome friction between

the object and the surface. "N" is the pressure of the object on the surface, measured

perpendicular to the surface. In case of a car on a level road, "N" would be the

weight of the car plus its load.

Friction coefficient of a skidding motor vehicle is determined mostly by type of

pavement and condition of tires. Speed of skidding and weight of the vehicle also

affect the coefficient to a smaller extent, causing it to be smaller at higher speeds and
at greater wheel loads.

Numerous tests have been made to determine the coefficients of friction between

the tire and road surfaces under varying conditions. Since these tests have not been

conducted along identical lines the results may vary somewhat
;
hence the figures given

here are termed approximate.

Friction tests of tires on wet portland cement concrete at 20 miles per hour

showed the results in table 64.
<16)

TABLE 64 FRICTION COEFFICIENTS, TIRES ON WET PORTLAND CEMENT
CONCRETE AT 20 MILES PER HOUR

Source Coefficient of Friction

Ralph Moyer, University of California 0.48 to 0.66

Ministry of Transport, England 0.55 to 0.61

Shell Laboratory, Holland 0.27 to 0.49

Profs. Stimson and Roberts, Ohio University 0.49

Oregon Highway Department 0.36 to 0.57
as) This formula, developed by Earl Allgaier, American Automobile Association, is explained

in detail in "Braking Distances," "Traffic Engineering," March, 1945. The formula disregards
tractive resistance and applies to a level surface.

(16) See "Report of Committee on Roadway Surfaces," American Road Builders Association,
Proceedings, 1940.
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Representative values of coefficient of friction of natural rubber penumatic tires on

highways at various speeds are shown in table 65. These were established by con-

trolled tests in 1941-42, and data assembled by the Highways Research Committee,

Society of Automotive Engineers. No tire chains were used in the tests on snow

and ice.

TABLE 65 APPROXIMATE COEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION
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and cinder surfaces, for which a slight increase in the coefficient was observed with an
increase of speed.

"The same characteristic was observed on dry surfaces, although the decrease in
coefficient was at a lower rate, and an increase in the coefficient with an increase in

speed was observed not only on gravel and cinders but also on brick and asphalt plank
surfaces.

"Coefficients of friction on packed snow, free from ice, increased slightly with an
increase in speed. The coefficients on ice remained constant with an increase in speed."

Average coefficients of friction at different speeds are shown in table 66 as deter-
mined from braking tests of vehicles on portland cement concrete, belted finish, 12
years old.

TABLE 66 FRICTION COEFFICIENTS AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS ON
PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE

Speed Average Coefficient of Friction

(mph) Dry Surface Wet Surface

10 0.84 0.62

20 0.77 0.49

30 0.72 0.40

40 0.71 0.34

Source: Professor Ralph Moyer, University of California. See 1942 Proceedings, Highway
Research Board, p. 46.

Stopping Distances Used for Design Purposes

In computing stopping distance to be used as minimum no-passing sight distance

for open highways, the American Association of State Highway Officials assumes a

total driver perception-reaction and brake lag time varying from 3 seconds for an

assumed design speed of 30 miles per hour to 2 seconds for 70 miles per hour and a

friction factor varying from 0.5 at 30 miles per hour to 0.4 at 70 miles per hour, which

is a deceleration rate of 16.1 and 12.9 feet per second per second, respectively/
1"

In computing driver stopping distance to be used as minimum sight distance at

rural intersections, the American Association of State Highway Officials assumes, for

simplicity, a 2-second perception-reaction-lag time and 0.4 for the coefficient of friction

for all speeds.
<18) Table 69 shows the driver stopping distances for various speeds

based on these assumptions.

Deceleration rates of 14 to 17 feet per second per second (corresponding to 0.44 to

0.53 for friction coefficient) are often used in urban areas when determining emer-

gency stopping distances. City traffic engineers use 16 to 17 feet per second per second

(0.50 to 0.53 friction coefficient) as the deceleration factor when determining safe

approach speeds for urban intersections. City traffic engineers generally use a driver

perception-reaction and brake lag time of about one second for urban conditions.

Table 67 shows the vehicle stopping distances (distance travelled from time

driver touches brake pedal until vehicle comes to rest) from 20 miles per hour as de-

termined in 1941 and 1942 by actual road tests of vehicles in service in 10 different

(17) A Policy on Sight Distances for Highways," AASHO.

(is) "A Policy on Intersections at Grade," AASHO.
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states in which over 4,000 vehicles were tested by the Advisory Committee on Motor

Vehicle Brake Research.

TABLE 67 MOTOR VEHICLE STOPPING DISTANCES FROM 20 MILES PER HOUR

Percentage of Vehicles That Can Stop in Distances of

lype oj vemae
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ESTIMATING SPEED FROM SKID MARKS
Method 1

If the coefficient of friction "f" between tire and pavement and the length of skid

marks "S" are known, the initial speed (at beginning of skid) may be determined from
the equation'

19'
:

v (ft. per sec.) = 8.02
~

or V (mph) = 5.5

"S" is the average length of the four skidmarks left by the four tires. (If not all

SKID MARKS USED TO ESTIMATE SPEED

MINIMUM
SPEED IN M.PH.

<v2 )

VEHICLE BRAKING
DISTANCE (FEET)

AT 30M.RH.

(V.)

Approximate Coefficient

of Friction for Several Types

20 |
of Surfaces at 30M.RH.

25

30

40 -

50

60 -

70 -=

4- .4

80 -i

90

1.0

,9

-Offconcreje
Dry asphaltic concrete

-- J Dry brick

Wet asphaltic concrete

Wet sheet asphalt

Wet or dry gravel
Wet or dry cinders

Dry oiled gravel
Wet tar

Wet concrete

Wet oiled gravel

Wet brick

Wet asphalt plank
Wet wood plank

100

90

40

30

20

SKIDDING DISTANCE FOR
CAR STOPPING FROM
INITIAL SPEED V2

_| 200

150

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

FIGURE 34 Chart Used to Estimate Speed from Skid Marks.
(Source: American Automobile Association.)

O> This equation is derived by equating the kinetic energy of the vehicle at the instant the

skidding was started to work done in stopping (friction force multiplied by skidding distance).
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tires leave marks, divide, total length of marks by four.) This is the equation for level

surfaces. Substitute (f + P) for "f" where stopping on an upgrade, or (f P) on a

downgrade. The term "P" is the grade (ratio of rise or drop to horizontal distance).

If the coefficient of friction is not known, it may be determined by making test

stops from a known speed (such as 30 miles per hour) and measuring the braking dis-

tance from the time the brake pedal is depressed until the car comes to a stop. Elec-

trically operated guns suitable for the purpose of marking the pavement at the point the

brakes first were applied are available from the American Automobile Association. In

running such tests it is essential that the test car have brakes adequate to lock all

wheels. The formula used to determine coefficient of friction is:

-
64.4S

where v = velocity, feet per second.

S = braking distance (skidding)

Method 2

The illustration, figure 34, shows a graph that may be used instead of the formulae

shown for method 1. First, a test run is made at 30 miles per hour, brakes applied

(locking wheels) and the braking distance measured. Draw a straight line on the chart

through the point on the left-hand scale showing braking distance at 30 miles per hour
s

through the point on the right-hand scale corresponding to the feet skidded by the car

whose initial speed is to be found. Then this initial speed will be indicated on the center

scale at the point where the line intersects. The dotted line shown here indicates a case

where the braking distance at 30 miles per hour was found to be 40 feet (by test) . Since

the skidding distance of the vehicle being investigated was observed to be 160 feet, a

straight line drawn through these two points intersected the middle scale at 60 miles

per hour, which is concluded to be the estimated minimum initial speed of the vehicle

being investigated.

Method 3

If one or more test stops can be made of the vehicle involved, the minimum initial

speed can be determined by a comparison method. The simplest formula used for this

purpose is :

/~sV2 = Vi A/ -
,
which is derived from the simple

(V2)
a _ (S.)

proportion /y s 2 /g
\

where V2 = minimum initial speed (unknown) of vehicle being

investigated

Vi = test speed of vehicle

82 = skidding distance being investigated

Si = braking distance in test from initial speed Vi.

This equation is true whether Vi and V2 are expressed in feet per second or miles per
hour as long as the same units are used for each.

Since tests have shown that the braking distances at higher speed do not always

vary inversely as the square of the speed, but rather at a power higher than the square,

the foregoing formula in method 3 is often modified so that "V" is raised to a power of

2.075 to 2.33 in place of being squared (see formula developed by American Automobile

Association, page 72).
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Pointers to Remember

To assure maximum accuracy in applying these methods, it is important :

(a) that tests be made with road surface, vehicle, and tire conditions similar

to original (at time investigated skid marks were laid down).

(b) that tests to determine coefficient of friction be made at a speed which will

lay down skid marks as close as possible to the same length as the investi-

gated skid marks.

(c) that skid distances are straight ahead and measured in feet.

(d) that the braking distance, rather than the skidding distance, be used in

the test run. Skid marks do not show up the instant brakes are applied

however large braking forces may be acting before the skidding begins.

Ignoring this fact would give larger friction coefficients, which would not

be correct. Ignoring this fact in computing speed from skid marks (as

must be done because initial deceleration non-skid distance is not known)
gives a lower initial speed than actually existed, therefore it is termed

"minimum" initial speed.
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Chapter III

THE DRIVER

Facts concerning the numbers, age, sex, race, licensing and physical and psycho-

logical characteristics of motor vehicle drivers follow.

NUMBERS, AGE, SEX, RACE AND LICENSE LAWS

Drivers by Age

Three drivers out of ten fall in the age group of 20-29. Table 70 gives the per-

centage of drivers in each five-year age group, and is based on 1941 data from 19

states and the District of Columbia.

TABLE 70 PERCENTAGE OF ALL LICENSED MOTOR VEHICLE DRIVERS
IN EACH AGE GROUP, 1941

Percent of Each
Percent of All Age Group

Age Group Drivers That are Drivers

19 and under 10.3 10 (1)

20-24 15.0 59

25-29 15.0 61

30-34 13.6 60

35-39 11.6 55

40-44 10.0 52

45-49 8.1 45

50-54 6.2 39

55-59 4.3 33

60-64 2.9 28

65-69 1.7 20

70-74 0.8 14

75-79 0.4 12

80 and over.. 0.1 3

Total . 100.0

<u Of the group 15 to 19 inclusive, 38 percent would be drivers if there were no drivers

younger than this group.
Source: "Some Road User Characteristics in the Traffic Problem," January 1950 "Traffic

Quarterly," Eno Foundation For Highway Traffic Control.

Licensed Drivers By Sfcrfe

Table 71 indicates a total of over 56 million licensed motor vehicle operators in

the U. S. at the beginning of 1949.

Drivers by Sex

Reports from 30 states in 1941 indicated that on the average 27 percent of the

licensed drivers were women. This varies from state to state. The lowest reported,

in Washington, was 17.7 percent, and Arizona had the highest with 36.1 percent.'

Studies in the past have shown that the relative distribution of female drivers by age

groups was approximately the same as that of male drivers.

(1) See American Automobile Association Research Report No. 17.

80
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Race of Drivers

In some states drivers are classified by race. Since race is influenced greatly by

locality no attempt is made to estimate a national average. Table 72 provides data

from several states (1941) and should not be assumed to be representative of the whole

country.

TABLE 72 PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL LICENSED MOTOR VEHICLE DRIVERS
IN DIFFERENT RACE GROUPS

State

California
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2
years.

3
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,
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succeeding

birthday.
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determined in simplified laboratory measurements. The American Association of State

Highway Officials assumes a total driver perception-reaction and brake lag time

varying from 3 seconds at 30 miles per hour to 2 seconds at 70 miles per hour (4) on

the open highway. Either three-fourths or one second is generally used as driver

perception-reaction and brake lag time for urban traffic.

Judgment Time

Any judgment of vehicle speed or placement consumes a measureable amount of

time, which must be added to perception and reaction time (eg., deciding whether or

not to pass a vehicle ahead in the face of oncoming traffic). Such perception-judgment-

reaction time may equal 3.0 seconds or higher. For additional data on this subject,

see "Methods of Measuring Judgment and Perception Time in Passing on the High-

way," T. W. Forbes, Highway Research

Board Proceedings, 1939.

Reaction Time and Driver's Age

There is a slowing of reaction time

as individuals grow older which begins

to show at between 35 and 45 years of

age. Simple reaction time may be as much

as 50 percent longer by age 70.
(5) A some-

what less increase with age has been re-

ported from driver tests,
<6) as might be

expected since more of the psychological

process consists of perception and judg-

ment as compared to muscular speed.

(Speed of reaction is not as important in

traffic safety as is correctness of reaction.)
"*

20

Driver Perception-Reaction Distance

Relationship of various driver per-

ception-reaction times to distance traveled

at various rates of speed is shown in figure 35.

40 60 80 100 120 140 160 ISO 200 220

FEET TRAVELED WHILE REACTING.

FIGURE 35 Driver Perception-Reaction
Distances.

Driver Position in Vehicle

The position of the driver in passenger cars is indicated by table 75. Slight yearly

variations are also indicated.

The American Association of State Highway Officials recommends an eye level

to ground figure of 4.5 feet or 54 inches for sight distance design purposes/" (See

chapter XII.)

THE DRIVER'S VISUAL FIELD

Many traffic operational problems require a knowledge of the general charac-

teristics of human vision. Among these are the design and effective mounting of

warning signs and signals and certain phases of the safe design of intersection and

grade separation ramps.
<4) See AASHO Policy on Sight Distances for Highways.
<5) "Measures of Certain Abilities Throughout the Life Span," W. R. Miles, Proceedings

National Academy of Science, 1931, pp. 17, 629-631. Also quoted in "Principles of Applied Psy-

chology," A. T. Poffenberger, Appleton, New York, 1942, pp. 50-51.
> H. R. De Silva and T. W. Forbes, op. cit., pp. 27 and 29.

<7> "Policy on Sight Distance for Highways," American Association of State Highway
Officials, 1945, p. 17.
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Maximum Acuity

Maximum acuity, or the clearest seeing, takes place during any given moment in

a very small portion of the visual field. This area of clearest seeing corresponds to a

certain structural and functional area of the retina of the eye which can be expressed

in terms of a projected spherical visual angle. The following angles can be used as

practical limits :

(8)

Cone of clearest seeing 5

Limit of fairly clear seeing 10

These figures indicate 2 J/2 and 5 on each side of the centerline of regard. The

10 boundary represents roughly the point at which the acuity curve breaks to become

the blurred type of vision experienced in the remainder of the visual field (one-third or

less of the eye's maximum acuity).

TABLE 75 AVERAGE VALUES FOR DRIVER EYE POSITION
IN PASSENGER CARS

Year of Model
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and therefore serves a warning function. Thus, if motion or a bright light occurs at

the periphery, a reflex mechanism tends to swing the eyes and perhaps the head so

as to focus the area of clear seeing upon the object in question.

TABLE 76 VISUAL ACUITY OF DRIVERS AND PERCENTAGE
WEARING GLASSES, BY AGE GROUPS

Age Average Drivers

Group Visual Acuity Wearing Glasses

15-19 95% 11%
20-24 101 12

25-29 101 12

30-34 96 12

35-39 95 13

40-44 96 18

45-49 92 33

50-54 84 50

55-59
- 84 58

60-64 79 66

65-69 79 69

70-74 78 69

75-79 78 69

< Tests of 2,450 men (including those wearing glasses if they wore glasses while they drove).
<2> Statements of 104,952 men and 28,390 women applying for licenses in St. Louis, Missouri,

in 1942. In general, a slightly larger percentage of women than men wore glasses in all age
groups.

Source: American Automobile Association.

Thus, although objects may be seen without moving the eyes as far as 90 to

each side, the actual clear seeing is being done through the 5 to 10 cone mentioned

above. The individual is, therefore, at that instant relatively blind as to distinguishing

details of objects in the rest of the visual field and must move the eyes to see clearly,

a reaction time of approximately 0.2 seconds being required for every movement of

the eyes.
ao)

Visual Field In Ordinary Driving

In ordinary seeing, the eyes move in slight jumps back and forth in order to move

the area of clear seeing over the object or landscape ahead. In ordinary reading of a

book, there are about three to four eye

movements to a single line of print. The

same process occurs in driving and, there-

fore, a 10 cone to each side of the center

line of regard may be assumed as a prac-

tical figure which will allow one short

FIGURE 36 Outer Limit of Clear Seeing ^Q movement to each side as shown in

in Three Eye Movements Retaining Same figure 36. This corresponds to a total of

Clear Vision of Traveled Lane. three eye movements from right to left or

the reverse and provides that the field of clearest seeing will never entirely leave the

traffic lane in which the driver is operating. That is, approximately half of the 10

cone of relatively clear seeing will always remain on the highway. It should be borne

in mind, however, in the use of this 20 cone that less than 5 of it will be in clearest

vision at any instant.

Such an assumption will place the center of the clearest seeing area (the center-

line of regard) 5 to the right or left. Since practical considerations may force a

do) A Method for Analysis of the Effectiveness of Highway Signs," T. W. Forbes, "Journal
of Applied Psychology," 1939*.
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wider field than this ideal, a second 5 eye movement to each side may be assumed" as

a practical value for such applications as sign design and location. This will take the

center line of regard 10 to the right or left. In this position, the cone of relatively

clear vision will leave the travelled lane 50 feet ahead of the car and the driver will

have to move the eyes back and forth to see both road and signs.

Characteristics of Importance for Sign Design

Visual acuity of the driver, his familiarity with sign legends and shapes, and

reading habits are important factors in effective sign design and placement. Methods

of analyzing sign effectiveness into legibility and attention factors require psychological

measuring techniques.
(11) In order to determine the legibility distance of highway sign

alphabets, the visual acuity should be related to the minimum visual standards allowed

for drivers in order to predict the actual effectiveness of the signs on the highway.

Thus, if average legibility distances have been determined for a group of observers

having 20/20 or normal vision, the average legibility distance for drivers with 20/40

vision (which is allowed in most states) will be only half as great.

Unless familiarity of sign copy is controlled, the observers report "reading" the

sign at two or three times the original distance on a second trial and results prove

unreliable. The out-of-state driver does not have such familiarity. The familiarity

factor also makes it undesirable for persons who designed the test signs to act as

observers in tests. Psychological measuring techniques using scrambled letters, copy

new to the observers and proper statistical evaluation of results must be used to give

reproducible and verifiable results.
(12)

Coior Vision

Sensitivity of the eye to different colors determines the effective contrast ratio of

letter or symbol to background where different colors are used. Black-and-white and

black-and-light-yellow have been shown to give the best contrast ratio.
<13) In general,

the eye is less sensitive to dark-red and dark-blue than to light-yellow and yellow-

green
'

with corresponding contrast effects.
(15)

SEEING AT N/GHT

There are three major night driver visual tasks: (1) seeing despite glare from

oncoming vehicles or other light sources, (2) recovering from the effects of glare after

the light source is passed, and (3) seeing under very low levels of illumination.

Signs and Markings

Under low illumination, the pupil of the eye widens allowing more light to enter

the eye. Under those conditions small intense sources of light such as sign reflectors

are seen with the familiar blurring which has been called "irradiation."

Furthermore under low illumination conditions, colors in the dark-blue and dark-

red region become indistinguishable from black and from each other. Mixtures con-
en.) "Improvements in Highway Safety," A. R. Lauer, 1932 Proceedings, Highway Research

Board, pp. 12, 389-401. Also, "A Method for Analysis of the Effectiveness of Highway Signs,"
T. W. Forbes, "Journal of Applied Psychology," 1939, pp. 33, 669-684.

m) "Legibility Distance of Highway Destination Signs in Relation to Letter Height, Width
and Reflectorization," T. W. Forbes and Robert S. Holmes, 1939 Proceedings, Highway Research
Board.

(is) "The Comparative Visibility of Standard Luminous and Non-Luminous Highway Signs,"
F. W. Mills, "Public Roads," 1933, pp. 14, 109-128.

(14) For summary see "Advertising Psychology," H. E. Burt, Houghton Mifflin Co., New
York, 1938, pp. 249-251.

<15 > "Experimental Psychology," R. S. Woodworth, Henry Holt & Co., New York, 1938. See
visibility curves, Fig. 150, p. 546.
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taining pigments of these colors also change in apparent color and brightness. On the

other hand, light-yellow and yellow-green become relatively brighter or more like

white. (15) From these facts arise the difficulties that have been widely experienced with

certain colors for pavement markings, which though good during daylight are ineffective

at night.

Night Vision and Its Re/at/on to Age

There is a very definite relationship between age and the ability to see under night

driving conditions. Elderly persons generally are seriously affected by glare. Persons

between 20 and 30 usually have best sight at night.

The data in table 77 are fairly typical of the studies which have been made by

using various methods and types of devices. The test used included a row of ten

letters with graduated illumination so that as they were read from left to right, the

reading becarne more difficult. A small light on the right end of the letters, shining

into the eyes of the subject, provided the glare, thus making conditions somewhat

similar to seeing objects or pedestrians on the road while facing the headlights of an

oncoming car. The score was determined by the number of letters read correctly in

four trials, which required about one minute. The study included 2,859 men and 334

women.<w>

Other studies have shown a similar trend in the older age groups but no disadvan-

tage in the 15- to 18-year level/
1"

TABLE 77 GLARE RESISTANCE OF PERSONS OF VARIOUS AGES

Age of Persons
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DRIVER HABITS AND ATTITUDES

Operating Habits

Operating habits are of obvious importance to safety and the inculcation of proper

operating habits is undoubtedly one result which makes high school driver training

of great importance. Studies indicate a reduction of from 40 to 50 percent in the

accidents and violations of trained groups of high school students as compared to

untrained groups in the same schools.
<18)

Summary of findings of a special study
(19) of driver operating habits in California

are reported below and summarized in part in table 78. Questions were put to 3,752

drivers immediately after their operating characteristics had been accurately measured.

The findings are representative of driving practices on two-lane tangent sections of

rural highways in California on weekdays during periods of relatively low traffic

density ; however, they may not be representative of many other sections of the United

States where terrain is flatter and areas of dense population do not exist.

1. Of the several driver and vehicle characteristics included, trip distance and

vehicle age had considerably greater influence on travel speeds than any of

the others.

2. Out-of-state drivers and drivers with high annual mileages, such as salesmen

and those engaged in the professions, drove at higher speeds than the average

drivers but not at higher average speeds than any other group of drivers of

vehicles of like ages on trips of corresponding lengths.

3. Drivers that traveled faster and exceeded the speed limit more often than the

average driver were drivers on long trips, drivers of new vehicles, young
women and men between the ages of 25 and 29.

4. The transverse position of a vehicle on the highway when the driver is not

affected by other traffic was influenced more by his travel speed than by any
other characteristic. The faster drivers occupied a position closer to the center

of the road than the slower drivers. When meeting oncoming traffic, the

vehicles most apt to be partly in the wrong traffic lane were those operated

by slow speed drivers, men between ages of 40 and 49, women between ages

of 30 and 39, and businessmen, skilled laborers and housewives.

A study made in Connecticut in 1939 (including 2,590 drivers) developed the

following conclusions :

(20)

(As pointed out in connection with the California studies,

these conclusions may not be applicable to other sections of the Country, particularly

where terrain is flatter and areas of population less dense.)

1. Out-of-state motorists drove newer cars, carried more passengers, and tra-

veled faster than Connecticut drivers.

2. Young persons drove faster than older persons.

3. Non-owners, especially the younger persons, drove slightly faster than owners.

4. Women drove nearly as fast as men.

5. Drivers on long trips traveled faster than drivers on short trips.

6. Lone drivers and drivers with passengers to whom they were not related drove

faster than drivers with passengers related to them.

7. Newer vehicles were driven faster than older vehicles.

<18> "Let's Teach Driving," National Education Association, Washington, D. C., 1947, p. IS.

Also "Drirer Training Reduces Traffic Accidents One-Half," 1945, American Automobile Asso-
ciation.

(19) j fluence of Driver Characteristics on Passenger Car Operation," O. K. Normann, 1944
Proceedings, Highway Research Board.

(20) A Study of Motor Vehicle Drivers and Speed in Connecticut," H. R. DeSilva, "Public
Roads," July, 1940.
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8. Drivers who traveled faster than 50 miles per hour had been involved in more

accidents, traffic violations, and speeding violations than drivers who traveled

between 35 and 45 miles per hour.

9. Vehicles approaching a city traveled faster than vehicles that had recently left

a city.

TABLE 79 ESTIMATED ANNUAL MILEAGE DRIVEN BY
AUTOMOBILE OPERATORS, BY AGE GROUPS

Age Annual Mileage
Group Estimated by Drivers

16 4,700

17 6,600

18 7,400

19 10,200

20 1 1,400

21 14,000

22 15,000

23 15,500

24 17,800

25-29 16,200

30-34 16,500

35-39 16,800

40-44 16,400

45-49 15,100

50-59 14,000

60-69 10,400

Source: Same as table 71.

TABLE 80 DRIVERS' KNOWLEDGE OF TRAFFIC REGULATIONS,
SCORES RECEIVED ON WRITTEN TESTS IN WISCONSIN,

BY AGE GROUPS

Age Average Score

Group on Test

15 58.3%
16 66.3

17 67.0

18 67.6

19 * 65.8

20 67.7

21 68.3

22 71.3

23 72.8

24 72.2

25-29 73.4

30-34 72.6

35-39 69.9

40-49 69.5

50-59 64.1

60-69 61.4

Source: Same as table 71.

Driver Attitudes and Ability

There is considerable evidence that driver attitudes are extremely important in

the safety problem. Younger drivers have more than their quota of accidents as pointed

out in chapter V although they rate consistently high in tests of ability? Accident
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records for drivers improve with both age and experience. The factor of "faulty

attitude" has been reported in case studies of high accident rates and a high incidence

of right-of-way violations is found in accident analysis. All of these indicate the im-

portance of attitudes.
<21) Methods of measuring attitudes are available but are not

practical for traffic use. The changeable character of attitudes probably means that

such tests would not be practical for driver selection by licensing agencies although

they may be for private organizations employing fleet drivers.

Studies of attitudes indicate that they are formed by means of the ordinary learning

processes but that they are much influenced by group opinion, prestige suggestion (i.e.,

opinion of popular heroes), advertising campaigns, and training programs.
<22)

Skillful

use of these factors can be of advantage in traffic safety education and in the public

relations problems of the traffic engineer.

The small portion of people who receive special training in driving is illustrated

by the following data, based on statements of approximately 8,000 persons attending

the New York Automobile Shows. (23)

Method of Learning Percent of
to Drive Total

Self-taught 37.8

From a friend 28.8

From a relative 19.2

From a driving school 9.8

From an automobile salesman 4.4

(21) por summary, see the chapter on Highway Traffic, by T. W. Forbes, in "Applied Psy-
chology," edited by D. Fryer and E. Henry, Rinehart and Company, New York, 1950.

(22) For summary, see "Social Psychology of Modern Life," S. H. Britt, Farrar and Rinehart,
New York, 1941.

(28) Source: Same as table 71.
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Chapter IV

THE PEDESTRIAN

This chapter includes general data on pedestrian control; capacity and design of

pedestrian trafficways; pedestrian speeds; and school crossing guard warrants. Pedes-

trian controls such as signs, signals, markings and barriers as well as pedestrian islands

and pedestrian safety are covered in other chapters.

REMEDYING PROBLEMS OF PEDESTRIAN CONTROL

Specific ways of remedying the pedestrian problem may be grouped under three

headings: engineering aids, legislative and enforcement aids, and educational aids.

Engineering Aids. These include proper design and marking of crosswalks so that

they will be effective day and night, installation of barriers or pedestrian fences (see

chapter XIV) to prevent pedestrian crossings where special hazards (as at jogged

intersections) or unreasonable interferences with vehicular traffic will result, making
traffic signals (see Chapter IX) suitable for pedestrian needs, improving street lighting

where needed (see chapter XVI), installing pedestrian islands (see chapter XV), con-

structing warranted underpasses and overpasses, building highway sidewalks, and

helping get proper play facilities.

TABLE 81 SPECIAL PEDESTRIAN REGULATIONS AND
CONTROL DEVICES IN USE, 1948
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Of the 129 cities (50,000 and over in population) reporting in the 1948 AAA
National Pedestrian Protection Contest, 89 (or 69 percent) conducted volume and

observance studies during 1948. Reported observance of signals by pedestrians varied

from 20 percent to 100 percent. Of the 58 cities giving the percent of pedestrians, at

a typical downtown intersection, starting across the street on the green signal, one-

third reported observance by 95 percent or more of the pedestrians (see table 82).

TABLE 82 VARIATION AMONG CITIES IN PEDESTRIAN OBSERVANCE
OF TRAFFIC SIGNALS

Number Percent of Percent of Pedestrians

of Cities Reporting Cities Observing Signals

19 33 95 and over

16 28 90-94.9

10 17 80-89.9

4 7 70-79.9

. 3 5 60-69.9*

6 10 59.9 and under

58 100
Source: American Automobile Association.

Legislative and Enforcement Aids. There are about a dozen motorist-pedestrian

situations, to govern which, rules for cooperative street use need to be set forth and

accepted. Most of the desirable regulations for such cooperative street use are set forth

in Act V of the Uniform Vehicle Code and in the Model Traffic Ordinance. (1)

The job is mainly one of getting proper regulations adopted, getting the public

educated thereon and having the rules enforced. At least 106 cities had special pedes-

trian traffic "laws according to a survey in 1949 (see table 81).

If traffic control signals are properly designed and operated to fit pedestrian needs

and if favorable public opinion has been developed, pedestrians should be required to

obey signals. If the regulation is warranted and is in effect, it should be enforced. (See
table 83.)

The proper official should have the right to prohibit parking and even loading in

certain locations such as on the approach side of an intersection where failure to do so

seriously increases pedestrian hazards. The right to establish warranted midblock

crosswalks should be delegated to the proper official.

Right turns on a red light should in general be prohibited as unfair and unsafe

for pedestrians.

Proper application of selective enforcement and accident investigation will direct

appropriate enforcement attention to pedestrian accidents. The issue of penalizing

pedestrians for violations must be met if the power of enforcement in inducing those

afoot to accept their responsibilities is to be effective.

Educational Aids. Major improvements in pedestrian conditions in the near future

will be largely through more and better traffic education. Some important points which

should govern such educational programs are:

1. There should be education as to important pedestrian facts, what they mean
and what should be done about them by the individual.

2. The rules for cooperative street use need to be sold to the public.

3. Education should, in large measure, be selective and directed toward areas of

major need such as the elderly, the non-drivers, the foreign-born or under-

privileged, and against those practices which produce the most pedestrian

accidents.
(1) Published by National Committee on Uniform Laws and Ordinances, General Services

Building, Washington 25, D. C.
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TABLE 83 ARRESTS FOR PEDESTRIAN VIOLATIONS IN CITIES OVER 100,000
POPULATION ENFORCING ORDINANCES, 1948

City
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favorable conditions such as slippery streets. They need to realize the many
things to which a driver must give attention, so that the pedestrian will under-

stand that the driver is not looking at him all the time, and indeed may not

have seen him at all.

CAPACITY AND DESIGN OF PEDESTRIAN TRAFFICWAYS AND
SPEED OF OPERATION OR USE

Constants to describe pedestrian behavior are always subject to questions because

of seasonal, sectional and other variations. It is suggested, therefore, that the tables

which follow be checked against the habits and characteristics of the people in the

community. Where designs must be prepared without the benefit of such verification,

the values given herewith are indicative, but not conclusive.

TABLE 84 PRACTICAL OPERATING CAPACITY OF STANDARD TURNSTILES

Type of Turnstile

One-Way, Registering
Free Admission or Exit

With Ticket Collector

With Cash Transaction

Coin Operated
Single Slot

Multiple Fare

(Nickel, dime and three sizes of tokens)

Cashier Operated

Baffle Gate

Non-registering Exit (three-wing)
Coin Operated

Source: Percy Turnstile Co. and Bright Turnstile Co.

Capacity in Persons
Per Minute

60

25-35

20-35

50 (maximum)
40 (maximum)

20-35

40-45

20-35

TABLE 85 OBSERVED USE OF REVOLVING DOORS

Location
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Turnstiles and Revolving Doors

Sidewalk congestion in the vicinity of theatres, auditoriums, stadiums and other

places of public assembly frequently can be avoided by careful consideration of the loca-

tion and capacity of proposed entrances and exits. Practical operating capacities of

standard turnstiles under various methods of collecting admission fees are shown in

table 84 and actual counts at heavily used revolving doors are shown in table 85.

Stairways and Ramps

Capacity of stairways and ramps should be ample for emergency use in event of

fire or panic. "Various studies have been made of the rate of egress from stairways

and ramps. Some of these indicate values of about 30 persons per minute (1,800 per

hour) per traffic lane of 22-inch width for stairways and about 37 (2,200 per hour)
for ramps. Some authorities give higher values, in some cases assuming a rate of egress

of 45 persons per minute (2,700 per hour) per traffic lane for both stairways and

ramps."
(2)

It appears that well designed stairways have an ultimate capacity of approximately

35 people ascending per 22-inch lane per minute (2,100 per hour), but this figure is

too high for design purposes.
(3)

(See table 86.)

A pedestrian usually selects the fastest, easiest route where he has a choice, although

it may not be the safest. Total time to travel a particular route may be estimated from

the following data under "Pedestrians Speed" and from tables 86 and 87. The choice

of ramps or stairways is important, especially at approaches to pedestrian over-

passes and underpasses. Ramps are generally preferred by users, and are safer, however,

they take more space than stairways. Ramps as steep as a slope of 1 to 4 (14 2')

have been used in grandstands, although slopes of 1 :6 to 1 :8 (9 28' to 7 8')

are safer and more commonly used. The National Board of Fire Underwriters specifies

1 :10 (5 42') for ramp slopes in other types of buildings. Slope of outdoor ramps
should take into consideration the frequency of ice or snow, and contemplated precau-

tions against slippery conditions. Within the lower limits, speed of use of ramps does

not seem to vary directly with slope. Width of ramps should be in units of 22 inches,

and hand-rails should be provided when slope exceeds 1:12 (4 45') .

(4)

Stairways of non-standard proportions should be avoided. Not only are they

conducive to accidents, but they are also inefficient as traffic facilities.

Stairways should comply with one or the other of the following dimensional speci-

fications, which approximate each other in limitations imposed:
1. The sum depth of tread and height of riser shall be between \7 l

/2 and 18 inches.

Risers shall be not less than 5 nor more than 8 inches.
(5) No stairway shall be

less than 3' 6" wide nor narrower than the one above.
(6) The preferred angle for

stairs is between 30 and 35 degrees with the horizontal. Hand-rails should

be 36" high.

2. Required stairways shall be not less than 44 inches wide. . . . The product of

the width of tread, exclusive of nosing, and the height of riser, in inches,

shall be not less than 70 nor more than 75
;
but risers shall not exceed 7^4 inches

in height and treads, exclusive of nosing, shall be not less than 9^ inches

(2) "Concrete Grandstands," Portland Cement Association, Chicago, Illinois.

<3) Based on observed use of stairway from Illinois Central R.R. platform to Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, Nov. 13, 1940. Stairway consists of 36 steps 7' 2" wide with 6 l/2 " riser and 12" tread.
Check made by Chicago Surface Lines.

<4) Building Exits Code, National Fire Protection Association.
<5) Safe Practices Pamphlet No. 2, National Safety Council.
<6) Handbook of Building Construction, Hool and Johnson, McGraw-Hill, 1920.
(7) Workmen's Compensation Service Bureau.
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Descending
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wide. . . . Treads and risers shall be of uniform width and height in any
one story.

(8)

In addition, modern building codes generally specify that there shall be no winders,

that open risers shall not be used, that stairways shall be properly lighted either by
natural or by artificial light, and that there shall not be more than 18 and not less

than 3 risers between platforms or landings. Landings every 10 to 12 risers are

recommended by some authorities, and multiples of 24 inches for width of landings

are required by some building codes. Landings should also be used where necessary

to prevent slope of stairways being less than 30 degrees.

Electric Stairways

Safety demands that adequate space be provided at both ends of electric stairways

which conform to local codes, or to accepted standards. The "Elevator Safety Orders"

of the Industrial Accident Commission of the State of California provides, among
other requirements, that

"(g) Hand-rails : All escalators shall be equipped on both sides with moving hand-

rails operated at the speed of the escalator and in the same direction of travel,

"(h) Balustrading : Each escalator shall be enclosed on each side from the hand-

rail to the escalator treads. These enclosures shall be smooth on the escalator

side, without depressed or raised paneling or moulding. There should be no

jogs or abrupt changes in width between the enclosing sides. Should any

change in width be necessary, same must not be more than 8 percent of the

greatest width and the enclosing sides shall be moulded to such change in

width at an angle of not greater than 15 degrees from the line of escalator

travel."

TABLE 88 RATED CAPACITY OF STANDARD ELECTRIC STAIRWAYS

Width between Rated Capacity in
Hand-rails Persons Per Hour Theoretical Loading

2 feet 4,000 One person on each step

3 feet 6,000 Three people on every two steps

4 feet 8,000 Two people on each step

Source: Otis Elevator Co., and Westinghouse Electric Co.

Maximum capacity is usually obtained with a speed of 90 feet per minute. Prac-

tical operating capacity is 92 percent to 93 percent of rated capacity.

Sidewalk and Crosswalk Capacity

The expansion of urban areas and the development of small communities along

highways are invariably accompanied by demands for the construction of sidewalks.

The hazards to which pedestrians are exposed by the necessity of using the same part

of the roadway as vehicular traffic presents the problem of determining under what

conditions sidewalks are justified. A suggested method of determining when sidewalk

construction is justified on the basis of traffic volumes is shown in table 89. It is

recognized that in some instances sidewalks may be justified on the basis of unusual

hazard alone even though volumes are less than those shown.

Sidewalks adequate to handle maximum imposed pedestrian loads eliminate the

occasion for overflow into adjacent roadways. Crowds attracted by sporting events

move efficiently at 33 people per 22-inch lane per minute (2,000 per hour). This rate is

too high for sidewalks in front of retail stores, where pedestrian comfort and con-

(8> National Building Code Recommended by the National Board of Fire Underwriters, New
York, 1949 edition.
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venience is vital to business. Pre-Christmas counts on State Street, Chicago, showed
sustained flow of more than 38 people per lane per minute (2,300 per hour), but 18 to

27 per minute (1,100 to 1,600 per hour) is considered the desirable maximum (see
table 90).

TABLE 89 TENTATIVE NUMBER OF PEDESTRIANS PER DAY
JUSTIFYING SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION

One Sidewalk Two Sidewalks

Assumed
Design Speed

(mph)
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Pronouncements on maximum pedestrian capacities have been made as follows :

". . . . a practical saturation point in sidewalk traffic (Boston, Mass. Washing-
ton St., Summer to Avon, Winter to Temple Place) is reached when the rate of flow

attains approximately 800 persons per foot of width per hour (1,600 persons per lane

per hour), and a retardation of speed, to approximately two miles per hour. 'The

Street Traffic Control Problem of the City of Boston McClintock, 1928.'

". . . . It is reasonable to assume that the maximum continuous performance for a

seven hour period (Detroit, Mich. Woodward Ave. at Gratiot Street) is approx-

imately 1,100 pedestrians per hour per lane. 'Street Traffic, City of Detroit, 1937.'"

Throats limiting the capacity of sidewalks are usually at intersections where

pedestrian streams must intermingle and where large number of people wait for a

favorable traffic control signal indication. Overcrowding at these places can sometimes

be relieved by relocating such unnecessary obstructions as newsstands, fire hydrants,

utility poles, and fire and police boxes.

The capacity of crosswalks is well below the capacity of tributary sidewalks

because pedestrians and vehicles move alternately and because of necessary clearance

intervals. This is true with or without traffic signal control. If necessary, the marked
width of crosswalks is sometimes made greater than the width of adjacent sidewalks in

order to avoid confusion and retardation of pedestrians in the roadway. Marking of a

diagonal line within the crosswalk, leading pedestrians to the right as they proceed
across can help improve crosswalk capacity if accompanied by effective education.

Elimination of left or right turns by vehicles also materially increases crosswalk

capacity.

TABLE 92 OBSERVED PEDESTRIAN SPEEDS ON LEVEL WALKS
IN VARIOUS SHOPPING CENTERS, CHICAGO, 1940

Location
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figure 38 the proportionate slowing down due to various rates of grade is approximately

the same, and grades flatter than 5 percent have very little effect.

8A.M. 6PM.

FIGURE 37 Observed Pedestrian Speeds and Density of Sidewalk Volume.

(Source: The San Francisco Traffic Survey Committee March, 1927.)

Curb Heights

Curbs over 9 inches high are to be avoided. Where two or more steps are required

between roadway and sidewalk levels, they should conform to the foregoing specifica-

tions for stairways insofar as practicable. All risers should be of equal height, however.

Non-slip treads and nosings for such locations are available, as well as abrasive aggre-

gates to embed in the surface. For data on curb types recommended for residential

and feeder streets, see chapter XII.

Pedestrian Underpasses and Overpasses

These special pedestrian facilities are generally warranted only at locations where

exceedingly heavy volumes of pedestrian traffic must cross a heavy vehicular flow.

Factories, large sports arenas and schools are places where such aggravated conditions

usually exist. An underpass or overpass should only be constructed when the problem
cannot be solved in some simpler and more economical manner.

Experience has shown that in many instances facilities of this type are not used

by pedestrians. Where the facility offers a more convenient path than a crossing at

street grade, the likelihood of general use by pedestrians is good. If the situation requires

descending to a different level and then ascending to the original level, or ascending to

a different level and then returning to the original, the chance of general use is not

good unless barriers are erected to force pedestrians to use the facility. Ramps, where

space permits their construction, are usually more satisfactory than steps.

Assuming the need exists, decision as to whether to use an overpass or an under-

pass is generally determined by the physical layout of the area. Overpasses have certain

advantages over underpasses in that they can usually be constructed for considerably

less money, and excavating work for underpasses is often complicated by sewers,

water mains, utility conduits, etc. Often underpasses require lighting, forced ventilation

and drainage. Sometimes they are used by hoodlums for various purposes.
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200' 400* 600* 800* 1000' 1200' +1400* 1600' 1800* 2000* 2200* 2400* 2600* 28OO 3000
1/4 MILE 1/2 MILE

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE WALKED

FIGURE 38 Effect of Grade on Pedestrian Speed (Where Normal Speed on a Level

is 3 MPH).
(Source: "Transit a Part of the Pittsburgh Plan.")

TABLE 93 NUMBER OF PEDESTRIAN UNDERPASSES OR OVERPASSES
EXISTING IN 129 CITIES, BY SIZE OF CITY

(Cities over 50,000 in Population)

Number
of Cities

Reporting
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school intersections. A summary of the recommendations of this committee follows :
(9>

An officer is usually warranted at a school crossing when four conditions are

fulfilled :

1. Where adequate natural gaps in traffic for crossing on foot are not sufficiently

frequent for safety. For the various street widths tabulated below, adequate

gaps ordinarily will not appear when the traffic volume in vehicles per hour is

more than that indicated.

Street

Width

(Jeet)
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REFERENCES FOR FURTHER STUDY

"Facts About the Winners"

(Winners of AAA National Pedestrian Protection Contests)

American Automobile Association

Washington 6, D. C.

"How Cities Protect Pedestrians" (1944)

American Automobile Association

"Pedestrian Control and Protection" (1937)

National Safety Council

425 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago 11, Illinois

"Pedestrian Protection" (1939)

American Automobile Association

"Pedestrian Regulation and Control in Detroit"

1946 Proceedings, p. 82

Institute of Traffic Engineers

"Pedestrian Research"

by Burton Marsh
1939 Proceedings, pp. 340-346

Highway Research Board

2101 Constitution Avenue

Washington 6, D. C.

"Pedestrian Safety" (1940)

National Safety Council

Price 25 cents

"Pedestrian Study and Report" (1943-47)

Traffic Engineering Department
Fort Wayne, Indiana



Chapter V

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

This chapter covers collection and analysis of traffic accident records, accident

rates and indices, accident costs, relation of highway design to accident frequency,

accident facts and trends, and factors contributing to accident occurrence.

COLLECT/ON AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Use of Records

Traffic accident records are used in traffic engineering to help reveal: (a) the

number and cost of traffic accidents; (b) the types of accidents and their relative

frequency and severity; (c) the locations of accidents; (d) the characteristics and

patterns of accidents at individual locations and at groups of similar locations, and

clues to needed preventive measures; (e) the results of treatment applied; and (f)

studies of highway design features versus accident types and frequencies to permit

better future design.

Occident Reporting Procedures

Table 94 indicates basic legal requirements for reporting accidents in each state.

Table 95 indicates kinds of accidents legally reportable in states.

The state agency receiving and tabulating accident reports is often designated by

statute and may be the enforcement agency, the motor vehicle department, the highway

department, or some other agency. In cities the record bureau is usually in the police

department but sometimes in the traffic engineer's office. Access by the traffic engineer

to the files is frequently facilitated in larger cities by the assignment of one or more

representatives of the traffic engineer to the record bureau to assist in the routine work
there and to funnel to the engineer information of particular value and interest to

him. Such an arrangement is usually more economical and efficient than a system which

sets up a duplicate record bureau in the traffic engineer's office using copies of the

original accident reports.

Standard Accident Reports and Files

The basic accident report form for drivers adopted by the National Conference on

Uniform Traffic Accident Statistics is shown in figure 39. Standard summary forms

(not shown) provide for statewide monthly and annual summaries also. For cities a

standard investigator's report form (similar to figure 39) and summary forms are

available also. A monthly tally form is available for cities without mechanical tabu-

lation facilities.

To facilitate engineering use of accident data, the original reports of accidents may
be filed by location. Some authorities prefer to file original reports chronologically and

provide a location cross-reference index file. In cities, the location file is generally an

alphabetical file of street names, with intersection accidents filed behind a primary guide

bearing the name of the street first alphabetically and a secondary guide bearing the

name of the intersecting street (or streets). Accidents between intersections are filed

immediately behind the primary guide for the street on which the accident occurred,

with subdivisions- by block numbers as needed. A city location file is pictured in

figure 40.

113
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TABLE 94 BASIC LEGAL REQUIREMENTS FOR REPORTING
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS, BY STATES. 1949

Stale
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FIGURE 39 Standard Driver Accident Report Form, Front and Reverse Sides Shown.

(National Safety Council.)

In states, the file of rural reports is usually indexed first by county of occurrence,

then by township, then by route number, and finally by route section.

A cross-reference file by names of drivers completes the essential files.

In cities a cross-reference file by accident type is sometimes used, as are other

less important cross-reference files. All files indexing the file of original reports need

contain only enough information on the card to identify the original report in the

location file.
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FIGURE 40 City Location File.

If original reports are not filed by location, an adequate cross-reference file by

accident location should be provided.

In order to assure comparability of data, the National Conference on Uniform

Traffic Accident Statistics
a> has adopted and recommends standard definitions for

traffic accidents. See Appendix A for these definitions of the following terms.

Motor Vehicle

Motor Vehicle Accident

Motor Vehicle Traffic Accident

Motor Vehicle Non-Traffic Accident

Motor Vehicle Accident Injury
< See "Uniform Definitions of Motor Vehicle Accidents," National Office of Vital Statistics,

Washington, D. C., 1947 (with revisions).
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Classification

Standard motor vehicle traffic accident classification is according to the types listed

below. If more than one of these events occurs in the same accident, preference is given
to the first event that occurs on the roadway.

Collision with pedestrian. Collision with animal.

Collision with another motor vehicle. Collision with fixed object.

Collision with railroad train. Collision with other object.

Collision with street car. Non-collision overturning on roadway.
Collision with bicycle. Non-collision running off roadway.
Collision with animal-drawn vehicle. Other non-collision.

Accident Spot Maps

The most common spot map is one TYPE OF ACCIDENT Fatal Non-fatal

showing accidents by pins, pasted spots, Q ^
or symbols on the map at the locations of Motor vehicle -pedestrian

occurrence. This map is posted currently other motor vehicle troffic ^
as reports are received, using different

FlGURE 4l _ Recommcnded Spot Map
shapes and sizes of spots to indicate dif- Legend.
ferent types and severities of accidents.

To avoid distortion by freak accidents, one spot should represent one accident rather

than one casualty. The legend should be as simple as possible, using not over four or

five types and sizes of spots. Figure 41 indicates the generally approved and recom-

mended spot map legend.

For spotting urban accidents, a simple street map of 400 to 600 feet to the inch,

with street names but no other topographical features, is most satisfactory. In rural

areas, a map at a scale of one mile to the inch (one-half mile to the inch in congested

areas near cities) is generally used. The "planning survey" county maps are usually

the most desirable maps for this purpose.

Accident spot maps are ordinarily maintained for a calendar year. Last year's map
is held over during the current year for comparison with the experience of the current

year, then photographed and the picture filed. Other methods of maintaining the spot

map have been used, including running-twelve-month maps (on which January of the

previous year is removed from the map before January of the current year is spotted,

etc.), seasonal maps covering three months, and perpetual maps from which spots are

removed only when a study or a physical change is made at a location.

Other types of special spot maps sometimes used are as follows :

Pedestrian accident spot map
Night accident spot map
School-child accident spot map
Spot map of accidents involving non-resident drivers

Spot map of accidents involving intoxication

Residence spot map of drivers involved in accidents

Residence spot map of pedestrians involved in accidents

Spot map of employment of persons involved in accidents

Spot map of origin of trip on which accident occurred.

Collision Diagrams

A collision diagram is a sketch showing, by means of arrows, the approximate

paths of vehicles and pedestrians involved in accidents (figure 42).
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Percentage and direction of roadway

grades

Types of road surfaces

Types of occupancy of adjacent property

Road names or route numbers

Road surface irregularities.

Recommended symbols for condition

diagrams are shown in figure 45. View

obstructions on adjacent property at inter-

sections need be shown only within "visi-

bility triangles" which depend upon street

widths and vehicle speeds. The distances

to be measured along curb lines or pave-

ment edges at intersections, constituting

"visibility triangles" for different condi-

tions, may be determined by one of the

methods discussed in chapter XIII, "Speed

Regulation and Zoning."

RATES AND INDICES

Accidents in Relation to Exposure

Accident records are often used to

compare traffic hazard (a) in different

areas for the same periods of time, or

(b) in the same areas or at the same loca-

tions for different periods of time. To

compare hazard, accident comparisons

must be based on exposure.

Because accident reporting laws and

their interpretations differ, it is usually

necessary to confine comparisons between

cities or states to traffic fatalities. Within

a single jurisdiction where reporting is

uniform a "traffic casualty" rate may be

used, based on deaths and injuries. Total

accidents may also be used but care must

always be taken when injuries or property

damage accidents are used to be sure that

reporting is comparable.

Death Rate on Population Basis.

The traffic hazard to life in a community

is commonly expressed as the number of

traffic fatalities per 100,000 population.

FIGURE 44 Typical Condition Diagram.

DRIVEWAY

PAVEMENT MARKINGS

O

^_Q""
"
PEDESTRIAN SIGNAL

TRAFFIC SIGNAL

TRAFFIC SIGN

UTILITY POLE

STREET LIGHT

-0- HYDRANT

C@ TREE

CTD SHRUBS OR HEDGE

O O BILLBOARD

EMBANKMENT

BUILDING

FIGURE 45 Condition Diagram Symbols.
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Death Rate on a Registration Basis. Another measure of exposure to accidents

lies in the motor vehicle registration in a state or community, hence death rate is

often expressed as deaths per 10,000 vehicles registered.
09

Death Rate on a Mileage Basis. The true exposure to accidents is probably

more nearly approximated by the miles of travel by motor vehicles than by either the

population or the registration. The mileage rate is usually expressed as deaths per 100

million vehicle miles or as accidents per million vehicle miles. For cities the total motor

vehicle mileage is usually difficult if not impossible to ascertain, but in states it is

possible to approximate this figure with fair accuracy, either from volume counts made
on rural roads or from gasoline consumption figures for the state as a whole.

Using traffic volume figures, if "D" deaths occur in a year on a section of highway
"S" miles in length carrying an annual daily average of "Y" vehicles, the mileage
death rate is

D X 100,000,000

S X Y X 365

Motor vehicle mileage can be calculated from net gallons of gasoline consumed for

highway purposes by using an average figure for miles of travel per gallon of gasoline.

In recent years this has been calculated by the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads as in the

neighborhood of 13 miles per gallon.

The "Square" Theory of Exposure. A refinement of the above method of cal-

culating the mileage rate is sometimes used. It assumes that while exposure to single-

vehicle collisions varies directly with the mileage, exposure to two-vehicle collisions

varies as the square of the mileage. Thus, if highway conditions remain constant while

vehicle mileage increases 20 percent, the "expected" increase in single vehicle collisions

would be 20 percent, but the "expected" increase in two-vehicle collisions would be

44 percent (1.2 X 1.2=1.44). The amount by which the actual increase exceeds or

is less than this expected increase is taken as a measure of factors other than exposure
due to the change in mileage.

Comparing Accident Hazard Without Exposure. Where it is known that the

amount of traffic has not changed appreciably, the numbers of accidents during similar

intervals at different times can be used for determining accident hazard trends, without

relating them to volume.

Comparing Accident Trends. To determine the trend of accidents of certain

types, comparisons can be made of the ratios of these to all other accidents, the latter

being considered the indication of the normal trend. If "A" is the number of accidents

of special type before a change, "B" is the same after, "C" is the remainder of the

accidents before and "D" the same after, the latter two representing the normal trend,

the ratio of the actual to the expected number is

B ^ D
A

"

C
For example, if night accidents decrease from 120 to 80 while day accidents are in-

80 130

creasing from 100 to 130, night accidents are -r- =0.513, or 51.3 percent of
1 U 1UU

what they would have been had they changed the same as day accidents.

(2) Vehicles of owners residing in city, not registrations sold in the city
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ACCIDENT COSTS

In 1949 there were 31,500 deaths, 1,100,000 non-fatal injuries and 7,500,000 cases

involving only property damage as the result of motor vehicle accidents in the United

States. The National Safety Council estimates the economic loss of these accidents at

$2,800,000,000. This total includes the value of services lost by death or disablement,

medical expense, the overhead costs of automobile accident insurance, and property

damage.

Methods of Estimating Accident Costs

Several methods of estimating accident costs are in use, the choice depending upon
whether it is desired to determine only out-of-pocket expense or total economic loss to

the community and upon the degree of accuracy desired in the results.

Based on Traffic Deaths. A city, county or a state can roughly estimate the

total economic loss resulting from traffic accidents by a method sometimes used by
the National Safety Council, involving the multiplication of the number of traffic deaths

by a round sum which represents the loss due to one death and the average number
of personal injury and property damage accidents per death. Before 1941, the National

Safety Council used a round sum of $45,000, but by 1948 this figure had grown to

$87,500.

Based on Total Accidents. When the annual number of deaths in a community
is less than 10, or the ratio of injuries to deaths varies appreciably from the normal

35 or 40 to 1 (due to multiple death accidents), the National Safety Council recom-

mends a more precise method of determining the total economic loss. This is based on

the use of mortality tables and average earning capacities for different ages and

classes. Losses from deaths alone, not considering personal injury and property

damage accidents, are based on the following schedule :

Cost per Person

Age Male Female

0-14 years $17,000 $8,000
15-55 years 29,000 17,000

56 years and older 5,000 3,500

Personal injury accident costs are estimated at $660 each, and property damage acci-

dents ($25 minimum) at $160 each.

Incomplete Reporting of Accidents. Many cities and states do not have com-

plete reporting of accidents. If there is any reason to believe that the records are

incomplete, it would be better to use the unit cost of $87,500 per death. This should

be used, however, only if there were as many as 10 deaths and the year's experience

was not a "freak." If there were fewer deaths, or if one accident accounted for as

much as 20 percent of the deaths, figure the deaths, injuries and property damage
cases separately, adding a reasonable amount to cover an estimate of accidents not

reported.

Association of Casualty & Surety Companies Method. The following cost

ratios
<3) have been used by the Accident Prevention Department, Association of Casual-

ty & Surety Companies in estimating out-of-pocket expenses incurred in traffic

accidents. These are based upon questionnaire surveys of accident victims. Each
(3) These are based on 1945 costs and should be adjusted upward to take into account increased

costs since then.
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property damage (only) accident ($25 minimum) $120; each car occupant injury

accident $470 ;
each pedestrian injury accident $350 ; and each fatal accident

(4)
$1,800.

An example of accident losses as found by questionnaire studies in Lansing, Michi-

gan, in 1945-46, is shown in table 96.

TABLE 96 ESTIMATED TRAFFIC ACCIDENT LOSSES, LANSING, MICHIGAN, 1945-1946
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TYPES OF HIGHWAYS

4-LANE (UNDIVIDED) CONTROLLED ACCESS

FIGURE 46 Accident Rate on Different Types of Rural Highways.
(Source: U. S. Bureau of Public Roads and National Safety Council Studies.)

Effect of Volume. Tables 97 and 99

indicate that the accident rate increases

on two-lane roads up to an average daily

volume of 9,000 vehicles per day, and then

decreases where volumes exceed 9,000.

This drop is believed to be the effect of

congestion, the slower speeds of congested

traffic resulting in fewer reportable ac-

cidents.

Pavement Width. Pavement widths

on straight sections of two-lane highway

directly affect the accident rates, as illus-

that factors such as type and width of

2 ..
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TABLE 98 ACCIDENT RATES AT CURVES ON TWO-LANE ROADS. BY DEGREE
OF CURVATURE AND AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUME (8 STATES)

Degree of Curvature
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TABLE 101 ACCIDENT RATES AT CURVES OF VARIOUS DEGREES ON TWO-LANE
ROADS, BY FREQUENCY OF CURVES PER MILE (8 STATES)

Totdl Reported Accidents per Million Vehicle-Miles

per Mile
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Improved Design Lowers Accident Rate

The value of adequate design to safety has been substantiated by accident studies

on major highways in nearly all sections of the country. Following are selected exam-

ples of results from these studies :

<8)

Michigan. The Detroit Industrial Expressway practically parallels U S 112 for

about 15 miles westward from Detroit, and both carry a heavy volume of mixed traffic,

including . large commercial vehicles. U S 112 is a divided highway for much of its

length, but in contrast with the Expressway, it does not have control of access. U S

112 is lighted for a portion of its length, but there are no lights on the Expressway.

For 1946, comparative accident rates per 100 million vehicle-miles, including both

inj uries and fatalities, were :

Day Night 24-Hour Total

U S 112 517.8 891.5 625.3

Detroit Industrial Expressway 69.9 143.4 91.1

California. Four arteries of comparable length and traffic volume were studied.

Two of these, Arroyo Seco Parkway and Riverside Drive, are characterized by grade

separations, control of access, and use by passenger vehicles only. The other two have

crossings at grade and free access. Comparative data are given in table 104. This

table also gives data for all rural state highways of various types of design and traffic

volumes.

TABLE 104 MILEAGE, TRAFFIC, AND ACCIDENT DATA
FOR MAJOR CALIFORNIA HIGHWAYS
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Connecticut. Figure 49 presents

comparable fatality rates per 100 million

vehicle-miles for the period 1940 to 1948

on different types of Connecticut high-

ways. The expressways and parkways are

controlled-access facilities with grade

separation.
<7) The parkways carry passen-

ger cars only. The other highways are at

grade and without access control.

The Merritt Parkway in Connecticut

and the parallel portion of the Boston

Post Road (each about 37 miles in

length) afford an unusual opportunity to

compare the hazard characteristics of a

modern 4-lane divided parkway with those

of an earlier, conventional 4-lane undivided highway. A mixed traffic is carried on the

Post Road. About 75 percent of it is passenger cars. Use of the Parkway is limited

to non-commercial motor vehicles. Vol-

umes on the two are comparable.

The upper portion of figure 50 shows

that the fatality rate on the Parkway
is about one-third that on the Post

Road. <8) More than half the fatalities on

the Post Road were pedestrians. The

fatality rate from collisions between

vehicles was almost four times greater

on the Post Road than on the

way.

FIGURE 49 Fatality Rates on State-

Maintained Highzvays in Connecticut,

(Source: Engineering Committee Report,
President's Highway Safety Conference, 1949.)

Park-

New Jersey. Figure 50, lower part,

shows the results obtained in New Jersey

where a number of 3- and 4-lane high-

ways were rebuilt as divided highways.
The fatality rate was reduced three-fifths

on the rebuilt highways. A separate

analysis indicated that about one-third of

the original number of accidents were

eliminated by introduction of the central

dividing area.

Other accident data for New Jersey
are given in table 105.
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TABLE 105 ACCIDENT RATES ON NEW JERSEY HIGHWAYS,
PER 100 MILLION VEHICLE-MILES

Highway
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TABLE 108 MOTOR VEHICLE DEATHS, BY TYPE AND LOCATION, 1937-1948

Year
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In rural areas, a little more than one-sixth of the total deaths resulted from

pedestrian accidents. Most of these occurred when the pedestrian was crossing the

roadway. Walking in the roadway was the second in importance. Usually, the pedes-

trian was walking with traffic.

Studies have indicated that most adult pedestrians killed were not licensed as

drivers (see table 110).

TABLE 109 DIRECTIONAL ANALYSIS, MOTOR VEHICLE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS. 1948

Location and Movement
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TABLE 110 PEDESTRIANS KILLED WHO WERE NOT LICENSED TO DRIVE

City Year Licensable-Age, Non-licensed
or or Years Pedestrians Killed

State Studied Percent of total

South Carolina 1937-39 85

Washington, D. C 1931-38 90

Connecticut 1939 94

New Jersey 1936-38 93

Pennsylvania 1938 97

Source: National Safety Council.

Excessive Speed. A speed violation was involved in one out of every three fatal

accidents, according to state traffic authorities in 1948. Twenty-five percent of the

drivers involved in fatal accidents were reported as exceeding a speed limit or driving

too fast for existing conditions. In rural areas, 30 percent of the drivers involved in

fatal accidents were reported as driving at unsafe speed. Current studies of violations

by type of accident have not been made, but in 1945, special reports showed that, in

rural areas, about 60 percent of the fixed object collisions and non-collision accidents

involved a speed violation.

Alcohol. According to state reports about one-sixth of all drivers involved in

fatal accidents had been drinking and one-fourth of all adult pedestrians killed had

been drinking.

Drivers under the influence of alcohol at the time of the accident were involved in

7 percent of all fatal accidents and made up 12 percent of all drivers violating a traffic

law when involved in a fatal accident.

In a special 1945 study, "under the influence of alcohol" was second only to a

speed violation in fixed object collisions, overturning and running off roadway accidents.

Approximately 3 percent of the drivers involved in fatal pedestrian accidents were

under the influence of alcohol.

Other Unsafe Driving. State summaries indicate that improper driving other

than speed and driving while under the influence of alcohol was a contributing factor

in more than one-half of the fatal accidents. Nine out of 100 drivers involved in fatal

accidents were reported as operating on the wrong side of the road most frequently

in rural areas. In cities, 15 out of 100 drivers in fatal accidents did not have the right

of way, while in rural areas only 6 out of 100 were so reported.

A driver's disregard of a traffic signal, traffic officer or warning sign was associated

with 6 percent of the fatal accidents during 1948.

According to the 1945 study, driver violations were most frequent in non-pedes-

trian accidents. In both urban and rural areas, less than two-fifths of the drivers

involved in fatal pedestrian accidents were reported in violation. This is consistent

with the indication that approximately 64 percent of the pedestrians killed in traffic

accidents were using the roadway in violation of safe practices.

Physical Condition. Five percent of the drivers involved in fatal accidents in

1948 either had some physical defect or were asleep, according to reports of state traffic

authorities. These drivers were involved in 7 percent of the fatal accidents. Actual

physical defects such as poor eyesight or defective hearing were found in only 2

percent of the drivers in fatal accidents. The remaining 3 percent were reported asleep

at the wheel.

Unsafe Vehicles. Unsafe vehicles were reported as contributing causes in 13 per-

cent of the fatal accidents in 1948. This compares with 16 percent in 1947 and 8 percent
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in 1941, the last pre-war year. Defective brakes, improper lights and defective tires

constituted over one-half of all defects reported. Nine percent of the vehicles in fatal

accidents had an unsafe condition.

Vision Obstructions. In one out of every five fatal accidents, the driver's vision

was obscured. About two-fifths of these obscurements were on the vehicle itself, such

as rain, snow, or sleet on the windshield. Over one-fifth were highway obstructions,

such as trees, buildings or embankments. The remaining one-third consisted of parked

or moving cars, headlights, sunglare or other obscurements.

Weather and Road Conditions. In one out of 7 fatal accidents the weather was

rainy, foggy or snowy. An unfavorable road condition, wet, muddy, snowy or icy was

shown for one out of every five fatal accidents. State reports of fatal accidents indicated

a highway defect in 9 percent of the accidents. The defects were usually holes, ruts,

low shoulders, or other maintenance flaws, rather than indications of inadequate design

or capacity.

Driver Age Groups. A report
(10)

by the American Automobile Association indi-

cates that young inexperienced drivers have more than their share of accidents. A
report based on analysis of several thousand accident records concluded that persons

aged 16 to 19 inclusive drove one-fifth as far per fatal accident as did the drivers in the

safest age group 45 to 49 inclusive. Beginning at 16 years of age, the driving record was

found to continue to improve until the age of about 50. After 50 years of age the

fatal accident record again became worse with increasing age.

It was found that persons 16 years of age drove approximately 2,350,000 miles

per fatal accident while drivers in the 45- to 49-year age group drove 21,900,000 miles

per fatal accident.

Studies in seven states prior to the war indicated that the fatal accident rate in

terms of miles operated of drivers under 20 years of age was 89 percent higher than

the average, the rate for persons between 20 and 24 years of age was 24 percent higher,

and for persons 65 or older, the rate was 58 percent above average.
(11)

A comprehensive study of 1948 Connecticut accident experience,
(12)

indicated that

the highest rate of involvement in accidents was in the 18- to 27-year age group. The
involvement index was obtained by dividing the percentage of accident involvements

attributable to a given age group by the percentage of the driving population in that

group. This study did not take into account the exposure, or miles driven by each

age group, hence it was not a measure of safe driving ability, but purely a measure of

accident involvement or risk on an individual basis.

Traffic Signal Installations. The traffic signal is most effective in reduction of

right angle collisions and least effective in reducing rear-end collisions. In a study of

accident experience at 85 intersections where traffic signals had been installed,
*

it was
found that rear-end collisions increased 8 percent. However, right angle collisions were

reduced approximately 50 percent and pedestrian accidents reduced 33 percent. Some-

times signal installations increase accident frequency, particularly where the installation

is unwarranted or of improper design or operation.
<14)

do) "Fatality Hazard Greater For Young Drivers," American Automobile Association.
(n) Statement in 1948 "Accident Facts," National Safety Council.
(12) A Study by the Center for Safety Education, New York University, in cooperation with the

Connecticut State Highway Department.
(13> See "Traffic Signal Warrants," R. A. Mitchell, 1944 Proceedings, Institute of Traffic En-

gineers.
(14) A poll of traffic authorities in 27 cities in 1939 included the question, "Do you find traffic

signals sometimes increase rather than decrease accidents at signalized intersections?" Twenty-three
of the twenty-seven answered yes.

Source: American Road Builder's Association Convention Proceedings, 1940, p. 436.
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REFERENCES FOR FURTHER STUDY

"Accident Facts" (annual publication)

National Safety Council

425 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago 11, Illinois

"Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies"

Association of Casualty & Surety Companies
60 John Street

New York 7, N. Y.

Price $2.25

"Manual on City Traffic Accident Records" (1944)

(Public Safety Memos 40, 69 & 75)

National Safety Council

Price 45 cents

"Manual on State Traffic Accident Records" (1946)
National Safety Council

Price $2.00

"Manual on Uses of Accident Records" (1947)

by National Conference on Uniform Traffic Accident Statistics

The Eno Foundation for Highway Traffic Control, Inc.

Saugatuck, Connecticut

"Report of Committee on Accident Records" (1949)

President's Highway Safety Conference

U. S. Government Printing Office

Washington 25, D. C.

Price 15 cents

"Traffic Engineering and the Police"

Association of Casualty & Surety Companies
Price $2.00

"Uniform Definitions of Motor Vehicle Accidents"

by National Conference on Uniform Traffic Accident Statistics

U. S. Government Printing Office

Washington 25, D. C.



Chapter VI

TRAFFIC STUDIES

This chapter outlines briefly the methods and uses of the usual types of traffic

studies made by traffic engineers.
00 Several studies grouped together are commonly

referred to as surveys, though a single study, if very comprehensive, is sometimes

called a survey also.

Traffic studies such as those described here are made to provide a sound basis for

analysis of individual problems, to measure the effects of changes in traffic facilities

or controls, and to provide basic planning data.

Spec/fie Problem Studies

Specific problem studies are of relatively limited scope, pertaining to limited areas,

such as one intersection or one street.

Typical specific problem studies are :

High Accident Frequency Location Study

Major Route Congestion Study
Intersection Volume Count

Motor Vehicle Spot Speed Study

Parking Lot Analysis.

Basic Planning Studies

A basic planning study is a prerequisite to intelligent evaluation of any all-inclusive

transportation system of a city or state. The planning of integral parts of any master

plan, such as one-way streets, major highway networks, expressways, public transit

service, and parking facilities, requires such a study.

The basic planning study usually includes an historical account of the founding

and development of the particular area and additional territory, inclusive of those factors

which have influenced the growth and development and fixing of the present pattern

of the transportation system. The study includes complete factual information both as

regards quantity and quality of the existing transport facilities and the use thereof.

Studies of a comprehensive nature are usually made only at intervals of several

years. An exception to this rule is the continuing study, which is made much more

frequently. Periodic traffic volume counts and accident frequency studies are continuing

studies of a basic planning type which are generally conducted and summarized annually

or even at more frequent intervals. Many data pertinent to these basic studies of

transportation may be found in annual reports of civic, commercial and governmental

organizations.

Typical among basic planning studies are the following :

Motor Vehicle Volume Study Transit Passenger Volume Study
Pedestrian Volume Study Speed and Delay Study
Cordon Count Driver Observance of Stop Signs

Origin and Destination Study Driver Observance of Traffic Signals

Street and Off-Street Parking Study Pedestrian Observance of Traffic Signals.

<!> Not covered in this handbook are research studies, such as carried on by universities and
governmental departments.

137
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MOTOR VEHICLE VOLUME STUDIES

Definition and Purpose. A motor vehicle volume study is an enumeration of

motor vehicles flowing at an intersection or other roadway location. A series of

studies (a survey) provides a map of average daily or hourly flow for all streets or

highways in an area. Classification is usually made by type of vehicle and time period

(STATE NAHE) -

Trj)ff

HIGHWAY PLANNING SURVEY .nd C
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of day. At intersections, vehicular movements are generally classified by turning and

straight movements.

This study provides basic data for planning traffic control, roadway maintenance,

roadway changes and construction of new facilities.

Automatic Recorders

Automatic traffic recorders are of two types, fixed and portable. The fixed type

is employed for continuous counts at control stations. Photoelectric cell detectors are

commonly used in these installations, an automatic counter being actuated each time a

light beam is broken. Another type of permanent recorder utilizes a magnetic de-

tector placed under the pavement surface

with the recording unit enclosed in a

locked metal box adjacent to the highway.

These usually require standard a.c. power
sources. The portable type is used for

short periodic counts and generally em-

ploys a rubber tube as a detector, which is

stretched across the roadway and causes

an air switch to be actuated as each ve-

hicle passes over it. These may be non-

recording, with a simple counter showing
the cumulative volume at any time, or

they may be equipped with a tape upon
which cumulative volumes are recorded at

periodic time intervals. Usually a 6-volt

battery is required for power.

Automatic counters are not adaptable

to distribution of traffic by vehicle classi-

fication or direction, rendering merely
cumulative totals. Consequently it is com-

mon practice to obtain short time

manual counts at automatic recorder loca-

VEHICLE VOLUME
FIELD SHEET

HALF HOURLY
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processed and expanded by factor application with the end result that all counts are

expressed for a common time interval such as the peak hour flow of an average week
day or an average 24-hour flow.

The first type of sampling procedure (a), consisting of a series of short counts, is

exemplified by the following typical procedure :

(2)
Traffic at each location is counted for

5 minutes out of each hour of the day, the observers making a circuit of 6 locations,

utilizing 5 minutes to travel between locations. The resulting total at each location

is multiplied by 12 to give the estimated total flow. This type of sampling procedure has

been shown to yield estimates within several percent of the true totals for vehicular

travel, and within 7 percent to 14 percent for pedestrian counts (subject to greater
error of estimate due to less uniform flow). It has been found possible to shorten the

interval to something less than five minutes in highly concentrated areas of traffic

flow, without sacrificing accuracy, and therefore include more than 6 locations per

hour. Similarly where traffic flow is erratic and less concentrated, it would be desirable

to sample the location more frequently than one five-minute period each hour.

The basic theory of method (b) may be stated briefly as follows : The percent of

daily traffic during any given period of the day is a constant value at all points along a

section of a route (where traffic characteristics are homogeneous) or for routes of

the same character in the same or similar districts. A short time count can therefore be

expanded by the application of the appropriate factor to yield an estimate for any time

interval other than that observed. This theory may be extended to include all fluctua-

tions in movement including seasonal, daily, and hourly patterns of variation.

Table 111 shows typical factors which could be used to convert any short count

to a full day or month assuming volume flow variation at the short count station was
identical with the variation (by hour, day or month) shown in the table.

PERCENTAGE

OF

TOTAL

DAILY

TRAFFIC
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TABLE 111 TYPICAL HOURLY, DAILY AND SEASONAL FACTORS FOR
OBTAINING AVERAGE TRAFFIC VOLUMES

HOURLY VARIATION OF TRAFFIC VOLUME ON A STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM

Hour
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The conversion of short time to average long time counts may be made as follows :

Station A estimated _ (Station A short x /Master Station B long time count\

long time count
=

time count)
v

\Master Station B short time count/

: u- u ( Master Station long time count\ .
tin which I : :

I ^conversion factor
\ Master Station short time count/

Station A short time count = Known short time count at location in question.
Station A long time count = Unknown long time count at location in question, to be estimated.

Master Station B short time count = Known short time count at a nearby location covering

the same specific period as the short time count at Sta-

tion A. This count is usually a part of the Master

Station long time count.

Master Station B average long time count = Known average long time count at the same

nearby location, for the same long time period

as desired for station A.

In the same way as one- or two-hour counts can be converted to average all day

counts, a one-day count can be converted to an average weekly count or a monthly or

annual count. Similarly an average winter count can be converted to an average
summer count.

Short Count Method in on Urban Volume Survey

In making a volume survey (using either method (a) or (b) ) over an extended

street grid in a large city, practical limitations in number of field personnel and super-

vision usually will require the survey to be extended over a period of several days or

even months. The entire area will necessarily be set off in sub-areas or zones with each

sub-area comprising a unit field operation, counted on a different day.

Converting all short counts to long counts, using factors derived from one or

several centralized master stations may be undesirable, because particular sub-areas

may be so distantly removed from any one of such master stations that the master

station does not reflect the hourly pattern of flow at the particular sub-area and there-

fore the master station expansion factors would not be applicable.

The foregoing situation can be handled through use of floating master control

stations. In each of the sub-areas comprising a day's work, a representative master

station (or stations) is designated for the sub-area, which provides factors to convert

short counts to full day counts. From prearranged daily counting sequence these master

stations are repeated in such manner as to afford a common tie between any two suc-

cessive days work. For example : During the first day's count, master stations of the

sub-area for both the first and second days' work are counted, and on the second day
the master stations in the sub-areas comprising the second and third days' work are

counted. This procedure makes it possible to determine fairly definite indices of day to

day fluctuation between sub-areas. At the same time, it is helpful to operate a fixed

master station continuously during the time all floating master stations are counted,

this fixed station to be representative of overall trends from day to day and week to

week. Thus factors are provided for finally adjusting floating master stations to a

common day.

Comprehensive Rural Volume Counts

The U. S. Bureau of Public Roads suggests the following procedure for making

comprehensive rural traffic volume count surveys.
(s)

(8) The continuous counts, control counts and coverage counts described in the following bear
the same relation to each other as the continuous master station, floating master station and short
count stations described previously.
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Continuous Counts. Install automatic recorders on all important road sections

for which continuous traffic data are needed. Also install and operate continuously a

sufficient number of recorders to obtain records representative of roads in each of a

number of groups selected on the basis of:

1. Predominant travel purpose
a. General intercity

b. Farm to market

c. Recreation

2. Geographical location

3. Location with respect to urban areas

4. Location with respect to industries

5. Traffic volume.

The number of recorders required in any state will depend primarily upon the

diversification of travel patterns. It is estimated that from 30 to 40 machines will be

required in an average state.

Control Counts. Make repeat counts on a sufficient number of road sections to

establish seasonal and daily characteristics and factors required for expanding single

counts to average annual figures. Two types of control counts are recommended as

follows :

1. Major control counts to be repeated each month of the year with each

count covering a minimum of three weekdays, one Saturday and Sunday.

Hourly recording type portable recorders should be used.

2. Minor control counts to be repeated six times during the year, in alternate

months, with each count covering a minimum of 48 hours on weekdays. It

would be preferable to use hourly recording type machines for these counts

although some cumulative type machines could be used in combination with

the hourly recording machines. It is estimated that in addition to auto-

matic recorder stations one control station (road section) will be required

for each 30 coverage counts, and that approximately one-third of those

should be major control stations.
(4)

Coverage Counts. Make a sufficient number of coverage counts to permit a

reasonably accurate determination of average daily traffic volume on each road section,

except that it is believed unnecessary to make counts on road sections included in the

traffic volume groups that contribute less than 5 percent of the total vehicle-miles of

travel (1936 data for the United States as a whole show that roads having an average

daily volume of less than 25 vehicles carry less than 5 percent of the vehicle-miles of

travel, but that the mileage of such roads is approximately 50 percent of the total).

Volumes for those road sections on which no counts are made should be estimated,

using all available data.

Coverage counts will be made only once during the year and the count should be

for a minimum of 48 hours on weekdays. Cumulating type portable recorders, prefer-

ably equipped with a time switch, may be used for these counts.

The number of coverage counts required may be approximated by dividing the

total mileage by two, to eliminate the low volume roads, then dividing this quotient by
the average length of each road section which for this purpose may be considered as

(4) In this procedure the method of estimating the number of control counts applies only
when a full number of coverage stations is planned. Generally speaking the number of control
stations is not directly dependent on the number of coverage stations. Rather, the number of con-
trol stations will depend on the characteristics that need to be depicted and the accuracy desired.
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two miles. Thus in a state having 60,000 miles of road approximately 15,000 coverage
counts would be required.

Results of Counts

The results of volume count surveys

are usually rendered and filed in summary
form, traffic flow maps and density maps.
Flow maps may be prepared on the basis

of an average daily traffic. A peak hour

flow may differentiate between classes of

vehicles ; such details are dependent upon
the requirements and objectives of the

particular study. A typical traffic flow

map is shown in figure 56.

Volume counts are commonly ex-

pressed in terms of annual average 24-

hour flow, 30th highest hour of the year
or average peak hour, 8-, 12- or 24-hour

period for the particular day, week or

month studied. Basic planning study vol-

ume counts are generally converted to

A D T (average daily traffic) and 30th

highest hour, as described in chapter XII,

page 347. However specific problem volume counts are more often expressed without

adjusting to average annual levels.

FIGURE 55 Typical Intersection Volume
Flow Diagram.

PEDESTRIAN VOLUME STUDIES

Pedestrian Volumes at Intersections

The pedestrian intersection volume count consists of a manual count of persons

crossing streets at intersections, classified by paths taken and time intervals. The

preparation of maps showing manner of crossing streets, charts showing the daily and

peak-hour flow and charts showing the fluctuations throughout the day are essential

parts of the study.

This study is used to determine traffic signal warrants and to assist in planning

pedestrian protection through adjustment of signal design and timing and installation of

islands and barriers.

Pedestrian Use of Sidewalks

This study consists of observing and recording the volume (and sometimes speed)
of pedestrian movement along sidewalks between adjacent intersections. The data are

useful in basic planning as well as investigation of problems of overcrowded sidewalks

where walkers resort to use of the street in order to make satisfactory headway.

TRUCK TRANSPORT STUDY

The purpose of truck transport studies is to determine the physical characteristics,

volumes and travel patterns of commercial vehicles moving over a highway net. The
minimum data obtained include type of vehicle, weight and dimensions. Additional
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information may include such items as origin and destination, commodity hauled, axle

arrangement, tire sizes and type of fuel used. The scope and specific objective of a

particular study will determine the amount of data to be obtained.

TWELVE HOUH TRAFFIC VOLUMES
CITY OF NEW ROCHELLE

IULY.1947

NEW BOCHELLE URBAN AREA REPORT

FIGURE 56 Typical Volume Flow Map.
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This type of survey finds application, to rural statewide road and highway systems
rather than a city street grid.

Method and Equipment

Truck data are obtained at pre-determined locations over the road network. These

stations should be selected in such manner as to obtain data representative of the dif-

ferent sub-classifications of roads, comprising the network as a whole. Existing perma-
nent weighing facilities will control in part the establishment of the operating stations.

The stations are operated on a cyclic schedule by one or more survey parties. A
traffic volume count is obtained during the period of truck weighing operation for

purpose of subsequent expansion and correlation of data.

Two types of stations are operated, utilizing either portable scales or pit scales

(wherein permanent platform scales have been installed). Full advantage should be

taken in programming of the work to take advantage of existing permanent facilities.

In addition to weighing equipment, the field party requires a measuring tape, a leveling

rod or some other device for readily measuring vertical dimensions of trucks, appro-

priate portable warning and information signs and additional equipment as required.

Summary and Presentation of Data

A study of any sizeable extent is best summarized through the medium of punch
cards. Summary tables are prepared showing such information as commodities carried

by geographic localities or road system, weight distribution practices, axle loads, and

dimensional characteristics of commercial vehicles.

ORIGIN AND DESTINATION STUDIES

An origin and destination study determines the numbers of vehicular and-or pas-

senger trips and their origins and destinations, usually by geographical zones. This

may be supplemented by data concerning purpose of trips, intermediate stops made, etc.

Methods

Any one of several methods, or a combination thereof, is used in making origin

and destination studies. These methods are as follows :

1. Roadside interview

2. License plate

3. Return postal cards

4. Tag on car

5. Home interview.

The particular method employed will be controlled by such items as time element,

availability of personnel, funds and equipment, and the magnitude of the particular

problem at hand.

Roadside Interview. This widely used method consists of stopping vehicles and

asking each driver about the origin and destination of his trip. In some studies he is

asked what route he is taking, the purpose of the trip and the location of stops made.

This method gives a great amount of accurate information. It is particularly

suited to limited personnel as only one station per day needs to be operated, other

stations being operated on other days.
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License Plate. There are two applications of the method of recording license

plates for origin and destination studies. The first is the recording of the license num-

bers of cars parked in a certain area. In this, the location of the parked car is its

destination and the place where it is garaged, as indicated by the registry list, is

assumed to be its origin. The second application is the establishment of recording

stations at which the last three or four digits of the license number of each passing-

vehicle are recorded. The card, or other recording form, carries the license numbers of

all cars passing in a short period such as a minute, and a new form is used each minute.

As a car passes each station its number is recorded, and a comparison of the cards from

all stations shows which stations the car passed. For the purpose of this study, the

origin is the place where the car was first observed and the destination the place where

it was last observed.

The latter method is especially adapted to locations where traffic is too heavy to be

stopped for questioning, and it has the advantage that motorists are unaware that the

count is being made. It is not useful for large areas because of the large man-power

required, but it is particularly adapted to studies of single routes or facilities. It must

all be done on one day and must be continuous, and every exit and every entrance must

be covered. An important disadvantage is that while each station may get a large

proportion of the license numbers passing it, the number matching with those recorded

at another station may be very low. The likelihood of a biased sample is remote when

this method is used.

Return Postal Cards. Where traffic is heavy and cannot be stopped long enough
for an interview, postal cards can be handed to drivers as they pass the station. These

cards are to be filled in by the driver and placed in the mail. The station is located

where traffic is proceeding slowly, such as at toll gates, and the men are stationed

where they can hand a card to each driver with the request that he complete and

return it to the survey authority.

This method is useful where traffic is heavy and moving slowly enough so that

cards can be handed out, but where more information is desired than could be obtained

from the license plate method. While simple answers are usually sought, some studies

have obtained detailed information as to length of trip, whether for business or pleasure,

amount spent, etc. A return of less than 10 percent is considered too small a sample to

be representative. Returns of well planned studies usually range between 25 and 50

percent. Advance publicity is essential to the success of this method.

Tag on Car. In this method a pre-coded card is handed to the driver or fastened

to his vehicle as it enters the area (such as a city or district) under study. When the

car leaves the area the tag is removed and time, station, direction of travel and any
other readily observed information is recorded on it. The driver is informed as to the

nature of the survey and told to hand the card to the attendant as he leaves the sur-

vey area.

This method can be used for studying movements in a small area where traffic

is especially dense and there is reasonable continuity of movement. It has the dis-

advantage that it gives information only as to points of entry and exit and the time

taken to traverse the area. However, it is useful in determining which vehicles would

use a by-pass. This can be done by assuming that any vehicle taking less than one

and one-half times as long as the average minimum time required to traverse the

area is a through vehicle.

Home Interview. This type of O-D survey has been used extensively by state

highway planning survey departments in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Public
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Roads. It is the most comprehensive type of O-D study, obtaining information on all

forms of trips (public transit, private vehicle, etc.). The home interview method of

making origin and destination surveys is a sampling process, the mechanics of which
are patterned in a large part after those used in making public opinion polls. Existing
information as obtained from the U. S. Bureau of the Census is used extensively,

particularly as regards planning and layout of the field work and also as a check in

selection of the sample and final adjustment thereof to a 100 percent basis.

The size of the sample selected is variable dependent upon population of the city

or area of coverage. Generally speaking, cities in the population range of 25,000 to

100,000 require a sample of one home in ten. Cities in population range of 100,000 to

500,000 would require a sample of one home in twenty. A sample of one in thirty for

cities with population in excess of 500,000 is generally used.

The sample dwelling units wherein interviews are to be obtained are usually

selected through one of several processes including the use of Sanborn maps, water

bureau records, assessment records, or field inspection. The individual dwelling unit

sample is selected and identified by street address which is entered along with other

identification and control data on the field interviewer's schedule and field interview

forms.

Interviews are conducted at the selected dwellings and information recorded on

all trips made by all residents (generally limited to those over five years of age) on

the day prior to the interview. The accuracy of the survey hinges in a large part on

obtaining the interview from the specific selected dwelling unit and, in case of field

interviewer being unable to contact a particular resident, call-backs are made rather

than such alternative as interviewing the resident next door.

The collection of data on truck and taxicab trips is usually made as a separate

unit of work. For this phase the sample may be selected from numerical or alpha-

betical registration lists. A larger sample is obtained a 20 percent sample of com-
mercial vehicles and 50 percent sample of taxicabs. The selected sample is contacted

and information obtained as to number of trips made on the day prior to the interview.

The home interview or internal phase of the survey is usually supplemented with

a sampling of vehicles entering and leaving the area. This obtains data on persons

living outside the survey area. This phase is termed "external." It is accomplished

through direct interview at cordon stations and includes all entry and exit points on

major urban highways carrying in excess of 500 vehicles per day. At least a 50 percent

sample should be obtained at the external interview stations.

The summarization and compilation

of data are best accomplished through

coding and transfer of information to

punch cards (for mechanical tabulation).

The final presentation of data is accom-

plished through summary tabulations and

graphic charts. As a check on the ac-

curacy of the interview data, vehicular

volume counts are obtained at selected

locations and the vehicular volume at the

check stations, as derived from the ex-

panded interview sample, is compared
with the vehicular volume as obtained

from the actual traffic volume count at

the checking station (see figure 57).

BALTIMORE TRAVEL HABIT SURVEY 1945

FIGURE 57 Comparison Between Traffic

Passing Three Control Points as Repro-
duced from Interviews and that Actually
Counted at those Points.
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Presentation of Data

Regardless of the method used in surveys of any sizeable proportion, the coding

and transferring of information to punch cards offers the most advantageous means

of summarizing and subsequent analysis of data. The basic tables are prepared to show
interstation and-or inter-zone traffic flows.

Each dot represents the

origin of one passenger

automobile.

FIGURE 58 Origins of Automobiles Parked in Central Business District During Day.
(Detroit Traffic Survey, 1936.)
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o

FIGURE 59 Typical Desire Line Chart
Based on O-D Survey.
(San Francisco Transportation Plan, 1949.)

Extensive use is made of graphic

presentation of the data, the most im-

portant of which is the desire line chart

which shows each trip or group of trips

as a band (width of which is proportional

to number of trips) extending from zone

of origin to zone of destination. The de-

sire line charts indicate optimum location

of new street and highway or public

transit facilities.

The amount of traffic that would use

a proposed trafficway or transit route may
be estimated, using the data secured in the

O-D survey. This is accomplished by

estimating how many trips between all

possible combinations of pairs of zones

(origins and destinations being sum-

marize by convenient geographical zones) would utilize the proposed traffic facility,

basing the estimate on the comparable travel time and other factors over existing

routes and over the new facility in going from one zone to the other.

oourMi?/Jiv or M T o
TRAFTK: wanner)

FIGURE 60 Major Desire Lines a Summarization of Individual Desire Lines.

(San Francisco Transportation Plan, 1949.)
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RICHMOND
FREEWAY

PANHANDLE
FREEWAY

SUNSET
FREEWAY

FIGURE 61 A Typical Estimate of Traffic on Proposed Freeway System, Based on
O-D Survey.

(San Francisco Transportation Plan, 1949.)

CORDON COUNT

A cordon count is a study of all traffic movement into and out of a district (called

the cordon area), usually during a normal weekday. It is a basic planning survey. The

study is aimed at three distinctive analyses : ( 1 ) to determine the concentration char-

acteristics for both vehicles and persons as to time and area, the
^
relative loads on

streets, and the accumulations produced by the flows on these streets; (2) to find out

the modes of transportation used and the relative importance of each; and (3) to

obtain the overall measures of transportation changes and trends by comparing with

similar cordon counts made previously.

Observation posts are located at all major points of entry and exit along the

"cordon line" or boundary of the district, and all vehicles, passengers and pedestrians
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Methods and Equipment

Following are methods which are employed in obtaining speed data :

1. Two-mark method 4. Electronic meter

2. Constant speed motor automatic timer 5. Radar meter

3. Photoelectric meter 6. BPR meter.

Two-Mark Method

This method consists of timing each vehicle between two lines (marks) on the

roadway. At minimum the only items of equipment needed are a tape and a stop

watch. One or two observers may be used.

Disadvantages in this method lie in the error that is introduced by the manual

operation of a stop watch and the error resulting from parallax (in judging the exact

time that a vehicle crosses the lines on the pavement) . If a second observer is used to

signal to the first one the instant the vehicle crosses the second mark the parallax

error is overcome, however there enters the human error in variable reaction time,

etc. To overcome the parallax error, an

enoscope may be utilized, to indicate to

the observer the exact moment that a

vehicle crosses the first line. Since the

observer stations himself directly in line

with the second line, no parallax error is

involved in observing a vehicle passing

OBSERVER

PAVEMENT EDGE

PAVEMENt EDGE

INOSCOPES s.

-----^
E 88'. 176' OR 352' j

SOURCE FOR NIGHT-^A
STUDIES O

FIGURE 64 Use of Two Enoscopes to

Make a Speed Check.

the second line.

Sometimes two enoscopes are used,

the observer stationing himself so as to

see into both of them, as shown in figure 64.

An enoscope is an L-shaped box, open at both ends, with a mirror set at a 45

angle (see figure 65). This arrangement bends the line of sight of the observer so that

it is perpendicular to the path of the vehicle at the limits of the measured course.

The distance between lines is set at 88, 176 or 352 feet for convenience in

converting running time to miles per

hour. The shortest distance is employed
for intersection approaches, the longest

ones for other locations where speed is

relatively more constant.

Spot speed studies may be made at

night by placing shielded flashlights or

lanterns on the opposite side of the road-

way so that they shine into the mirrors

of the enoscopes. When a vehicle passes

the mirror it breaks the beam of light,

thereby indicating the beginning or end-

ing of the timing interval.

Constant Speed Motor Automatic Timer

This method employs what is in

effect an electric stop watch. The timing

mechanism employs a constant speed

motor and an electric-magnetic switch and is similar to equipment used for measuring

driver reaction time.

TOP

MIRROR

FIGURE 65 Enoscope with Top Raised.
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The actuation of the meter is obtained through use of pneumatic rubber tubes or

electric contact strips fastened across the roadway at each end of the zone. When the

front wheels of an approaching vehicle press on the tube, the movement of air in the

tube closes an air-impulse switch, or if electric contact strips are employed the circuit

is closed directly, starting the timing mechanism. When the same vehicle presses its

front wheels down on the detector at the other end of the zone the timing mechanism

is stopped and the reading noted. The meter is equipped with a manual reset for index-

ing preparatory to taking the next vehicle.

This method eliminates the human error of stop-watch manipulation as well as

error through parallax. The entire apparatus (except the detectors which simulate

pavement joint or transverse seam) can be concealed from the sight of passing vehicle

operators so that false values of speed will not be obtained.

Electronic Meter

In common with other of the speed meters this type requires use of pneumatic
tube and air switch or electric contact strips as detectors. On actuation a milliam-

meter measures the current allowed to accumulate in a condenser across the grid of a

vacuum tube during the time elapsing between two electrical impulses from the road

switches. The meter dial can be calibrated directly in miles per hour.

Photoelectric Meter

The photoelectric method utilizes photoelectric cells and transverse light beams

spaced at relatively close distances for detector actuation. The equipment consists of a

two-beam light unit, a two-beam photo cell receiving unit and an amplifier unit and

meter. With this equipment individual vehicle speeds must be recorded manually.

Radar Meter

This is a portable unit that indicates instantaneous speeds up to 100 miles per

hour. The radar meter operates on the fundamental principle that a radio wave re-

flected from a moving target will cause a change in the reflected wave proportional to

speed of movement of the object. Vehicular speeds may be read directly from the

meter or recorded automatically by use of supplementary recording equipment. The

transmitter-receiver contains an oscillator and generates 1/10 watt at 2455 me. At its

maximum operating distance, about 150 feet, the transmitter sprays microwaves in a

pattern 30 feet wide.

ROUTE U.S. 6>
NIGHT:

AVERAGE SPEED- 50.
MAXIMUM SPEED- 92.0

DAY:
AVERAGE SPEED -53. I

MAXIMUM SPEED - 88.

ROUTE U.S. 4-0
NIGHT:
AVERAGE SPEED - 48.9
MAXIMUM SPEED -85.0

DAY'*
AVERAGE SPEED- 52. 9
MAXIMUM SPEED -87,0

UNDER 24 25-29 30-34 55-39 40-44 45-49 SO-54 55-59 60-64 65-69 70-74 75-79 806

FIGURE 66 Typical Speed Distribution Curves.
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BPR Meter

This speed meter equipment was developed by the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.

Direct contact road strips are used as detectors. The meter mechanism utilizes a 50

point Strowger rotary switch with three different types of recording units: (a) relay

operated counters, (b) pens operating on strip charts, and (c) solenoid-actuated

adding machine with tape record.

Presentation of Data

The information contained in the summary sheets is usually presented graphically

by a speed distribution curve (see figure 66) and a cumulative speed distribution curve

(see figure 67).

Measures of central tendency most

commonly used are listed as follows :

Average speed arithmetic average

of a series of miles per hour values.

85-percentile speed that speed below

which 85 percent and above which

15 percent of the speeds occurred.

Alodal Speed the speed which was

found to occur most frequently.

Median Speed that speed below

which 50 percent and above which

50 percent of the speeds occurred.

Pace increment (usually 10 mph)
containing greatest percentage of

15-20
20-25
25-30
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-50
50-55
55-60
60-65

O 10 20 30 40 50 70 60
SPEED MILES PER HOUR

observations.
FIGURE 67 Typical Speed Accumulation
Curve.

SPEED AND DELAY STUDIES

Speed and delay studies seek to find the amount, causes, location, duration and

frequency of traffic delays as well as the overall average running speed and similar

values. A speed and delay study gives classification of how time is spent by the average

vehicle in traffic and the determination of the amount of time consumed by each cate-

gory. Studies may be directed to general traffic or to certain types exclusively, such

as public transit vehicles.

Method and Equipment

Four methods may be employed in obtaining speed and delay data : Riding checks,

elevated observations, license (or vehicle number) checks, or intersection studies.

Riding Check

(a) With Observers. For most practical purposes the actual riding check is

far superior to other methods. Its main difference lies in the fact that detailed informa-

tion is obtained concerning all phases of speed and delay from observations taken in

the vehicle itself, whereas in other systems, stationary observers record the information

pertinent to a typical vehicle as it moves along the street. In checking general traffic,

the observer's vehicle "floats" with traffic. The term floating refers to an attempt to
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assume the modal route speed through the general rule of passing as many vehicles as

pass the test car. It has been found that 8 to 12 runs, at least, are needed to assure

reasonable accuracy in test results.
(5) In checking transit traffic, naturally this "float-

ing" technique would not apply. In transit checks, the observer may ride in an auto-

mobile or in the transit vehicle of which observations are being made.

(b) With Mechanical Recorders. Mechanical devices are on the market which

graphically record a log of the relationship of vehicle speed and delay with regard to

time. These instruments have the advantage of recording not only the duration of

complete stops but also fluctuations in speed. However, in the case of speed and delay

investigations, the cause of delay is usually a prime factor. Obviously, if this equipment
is used is becomes necessary to supplement it with a recorder to identify, tabulate and

connect the cause of delay to the graphical log being mechanically prepared.

Elevated Observations

The elevated observation method employs one or more observers stationed at

elevated vantage points. Their duty is to pick typical vehicles at random and record

pertinent data regarding their progress through a section of roadway. This system is

not inherently practical in general for long run observations, and is further dependent

on the prerequisite of suitable elevation being provided, usually in the form of tall

buildings.

License or Vehicle Number Checks

Fundamentally the license check sacrifices accuracy in the details of movement and

delay in order to gain a bigger sample of overall speeds. As the name indicates, the

method under consideration hinges on identifying the progress of the vehicles along a

predetermined segment of roadway by means of recording identifying numbers from

license plates (or other insignia) at strategic locations. One of the obvious disadvantages

lies in the inability to determine average overall and running speeds other than between

the points at which observers are stationed. Moreover, it is questionable as to whether

the delay recorded is necessary or voluntary. Another factor to be considered is the

relatively high number of man hours required in recapitulation processes. Finally, and

of the greatest importance, is the fact that the causes of delay cannot be ascertained.

Intersection Delay Study

In this study, observations are made of a representative sample of vehicles passing

through an intersection, recording duration and cause of delays encountered. In order

to compute total vehicle-seconds delay occasioned by different causes, it is necessary

to know the total volumes passing the intersection, hence a volume study is needed too.

Delay data may be converted into monetary loss, compared with former studies to

evaluate results of traffic control changes, or may be studied to reveal needed remedies

for congestion.

A method used by the California Division of Highways calculates total vehicle-

seconds delay at an intersection by using a regular electric office calculator.

Quoting from the September, 1940 issue of "Traffic Engineering," page 82, where

this method is given in detail, "As the first car stopped at the intersection, the observer

pressed down the T in the unit column; another car stopped and the '2' was pressed

down which automatically released the T
;
for the third car the number '3' was de-

(5) According to studies made by the University of California Institute of Transportation and
Traffic Engineering.
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pressed. As the signal changed and the first car moved out, the number '2' was de-

pressed, indicating the number of cars still delayed . . . the last car moved on, the red

clearance button was struck . . . cumulator dials indicated 210 delay units. (The cal-

culator had been turning over or adding at the rate of six units per second.) Since

each delay unit equalled one-sixth of a second, three cars had been delayed a total

of 35 seconds."

HOW T7ME IS SPENT- PEAK HOUR

AVERAGE NORTH AND SOUTH MILE
TIME.8MIN. 23 SEC.~

7-I5M.P.H.

/VM06LK. DELAY INTER5ECTIONAL DELAY
OMIN.47SECr9.3% 2MIN. 36 SEC.- 51.1%

AVERAGE CAST AND WEST MILE
TIMC.7MIN. S3 SEC.

SPEED. 76 M.P.H-

MID&L'K DELAY INTERSECTIONA
OMIN.40SEC.-8.5% 2 MIN. 8Se

AY

DISTRIBUTION OF DELAYS - PEAK HOUR

NORTH -SOUTH TRAFFIC DELAYS IN CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
fO 20 3O 40 50 60 7O 8O 90 J00%

'.DELAY 23.l

CROSSING 12.4%

LEFT TURN 4-9 9>

PEDESTRAINS 3.9%

STOP SIGNS 3-6%

RIGHT ITURNS 2.5%

r i

NOTE'. ALL FIGURES ARE
EXPRESSED IN PERCENT
OF TOTAL DELAY

^MANEOUVGTOPK.2.5%

10
EAST-WEST TRAFFIC DELAYS IN CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 100%

STOP SIGN 6-7%

CROSSINGS 6.0%

LEFT TURN 4.4%

PEDESTRIANS 3.6%

RIGHT TURNS 2.1%

NOTE: ALL FIGURES ARE
EXPRESSED IN PERCENT
OF TOTAL DELAY.

NEOUYG TO PK.4.2%

TREET CARS 2.4%
'

23%

PARK6 2.1%

FIGURE 68 Typical Speed and Delay Analysis.
(San Francisco Survey, 1934.)

Presentation of Data

The data gathered by speed and delay studies are subject to a wide variety of

analysis. Graphical presentation of some of the more typical analyses are set forth in
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figure 68. Overall speeds, running speeds, average delay, intersectional delay, mid-

block delay, and duration and frequency of each type (cause) of delay by time and
location are considered as significant.

PARKING STUDIES

A parking study is a series of related investigations into the supply of and the

demand for parking facilities. Such information enables the development of plans for

determining the size, location, financing, construction, and operation of motor vehicle

terminal facilities, as well as the improvement and regulation of existing parking.

Curb Parking

An inventory of curb facilities is obtained including physical and legal restrictions.

Field measurements are generally recorded to the nearest foot. Data then are spotted

on a city map of convenient scale. Such a base map is of use in each of the several

parking studies.

A survey is made to determine the demand characteristics with respect to curb

parking. These data include parking accumulations, durations, turnover, areas of

concentration, time and space violations, types of parked vehicles, destinations of

vehicle occupants, purpose of trip, etc.

Off-Street Parking

Data on off-street parking facilities generally secured include type of facility, loca-

tion, capacity, area, occupation by period of day, turnover, schedule of charges, services

available, etc.

The type of facility, location, capacity, land area, and data on use of each off-

street facility are generally plotted on a map of convenient scale.

Generators of Parking Demand

A complete and comprehensive study of terminal facilities may include a classifica-

tion of the generators of parking demand (6)

by types, locations and relative demand per

unit of floor area. Door counts and customer questionnaires indicate their relative

importance. These data would be significant in the interpretation and analysis of the

parking characteristics as measured by the curb and off-street parking studies.

Survey Methods: Demand

There are several techniques of surveying parking demand and use. They may be

classified under two major headings:

Vehicle Counts

Personal Interviews

Vehicle counts involve observation and recording of vehicle license plates. Where

many parking durations are under 10 minutes, continuous observation by observers at

fixed locations give the most reliable results concerning turnover rates. Otherwise

observers may make round trips over prescribed routes, checking each block face or

parking facility once every 10 to 15 minutes and recording each license number, and

type of vehicle (manner of parking is checked too if hazardous and improper parking

is being studied). Where only certain data, such as all-day parkers, relative accumu-

lations, or time and space violations are desired, observers frequently use a motor

<0) A parking generator is a large establishment of some sort that attracts people who park
nearby.
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FIELD SHEET
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vehicle to convey them over the prescribed round trip routes, repeating observations

at 15- to 30-minute intervals.

Personal interview methods involve either interviewing drivers as they disembark

from parked vehicles, leaving questionnaire forms (return postal cards) on parked
car windshields, or questioning shoppers, employees and others on the sidewalks or in

stores and offices. Interview methods obtain information relative to the trips in addi-

tion to the parking act, such as trip purpose, origin, destination, distance walked,

etc., which cannot be secured by the vehicle count method and which are valuable

data in analyzing the parking problem and efficacy of different solutions.

Interviews of persons in their homes, as a part of areawide origin and destination

surveys, provide data on destinations, trip purpose, etc., in connection with parking, and

are used to supplement field counts of vehicle parking.

Interview methods obtain data regarding future or potential parking demand since

non-users of motor vehicles are contacted, thus aiding in evaluation of effects on park-

ing demand of trends in public transit riding. Many thousands of interviews are re-

quired to yield dependable results. For instance about 2,000 interviews would be needed

to yield a percentage of drivers by purpose of trip with an assurance of a maximum
error of around 10 percent of each percentage.

Presentation of Data

Usual analyses include fluctuation in accumulation, duration of parking, comparison

of parking demand in different city blocks, comparison of parker destinations versus

parking turnover by blocks, extent of hazardous or improper parking and other data

pertinent to the study.

DUB&TIOM 11 =
GttOUPM& o O i

B.t-DHE-5tMT Of- VISITS Of- DU&ATIOM

FIGURE 70 Curb Parking Practice.

(Detroit Traffic Survey, 1936.)

The trend in modes of transportation as measured in a cordon count is significant

when related to parking studies in that it indicates the trend in the total demand for

terminal facilities within the survey area.

Studies are generally made of land use data and, correlating this with demand for

parking, investigations are made of the location of vacant lots, obsolescent buildings or
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blighted residential or business areas within the area of the parking survey which

would provide convenient sites for needed off-street facilities.

w ;. ,J ! ,? ,,-., ",. ,7. ,v. A ,7. ,3. ,7, 47, 4?; .7. si,

CARS PARKED BY TRIP PURPOSE DIAGRAM SHOWING CARS PARKED AT VARIOUS FACILITIES

(KNOWN ONLY) AT 1/2 HOUR PERIODS

LEGEND

CURB

Q LOT

D GARAGE

D FILLING STATION

FIGURE 71 Typical Analysis of Parking Data.

(Source: Portland, Oregon Traffic Survey, 1946.)

PUBLIC TRANSIT STUDIES

Existing Service, Plant and Equipment

This study consists of an inventory of all physical equipment such as rolling stock,

terminal facilities, track, overhead, etc., and a summary of the type, frequency, de-

pendability, and cost of service rendered on each line.

Methods. The major portion of the data can be found in the records and maps
of the transit company. Such information as : (a) pavement surfaces, widths, grades,

curves, corner radii, etc., for streets on which buses are operated ; (b) frequency of

use of emergency switchbacks ; (c) lay-over habits of operators at the end of the line
;

(d) condition of track, rolling stock, barns, overhead, etc., will require some field

work to insure accuracy.

Results. The information relative to the roadbed is best presented on a map
with attached notes.

Track and overhead should be shown with indications as single, double, special

work, right and left turns, electric or hand switches, crossovers, loops, and some

method of distinguishing between track of regular routes, abandoned tracks, emer-

gency track (parades, fires, etc.) and track used to get to and from barns.

Streets over which buses are routed should be marked and any unusual char-

acteristics such as rough surfaces, slick spots, heavy grades, narrow widths, sharp

corners, etc., shown in detail on special physical condition diagrams.
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Show the exact routing of each individual line with an insert of the business dis-

trict to large scale.

A map of the routing of extra cars for the various lines to and from the barns

and garages.

Equipment should be summarized by the number of units, serial numbers, type,

date purchased, capacity, average miles per vehicle, motor type, etc.

The headways existing on the various lines during the day can be summarized in

tabular and graphic form by listing the average headway for early morning, morn-

ing rush, mid-day, evening rush, evening, and night.

A summary of the study of the delay reports in tabular form for the separate lines

and by periods of the day will throw light on the causes, relative frequency, and

duration of the delays reported.

Scheduled running time is sometimes shown in time-tables for the separate lines

and by periods of the day similar to the headways. The most effective method of

presenting that information is by the use of a time-zone map for the entire metro-

politan area which may include not only the scheduled running time of the mass

carrier vehicles, but also the walking time (modified by grades) for each neigh-

borhood.

The presentation of the fare zones, if any, and transfer points is generally more

clear on a map which shows the boundaries of the various zones and the lines and

points at which transfers are accepted (unusual conditions will usually suggest

ways of presentation of themselves).

Transit Traffic Studies

Paralleling the traffic studies currently employed by traffic engineers in other in-

vestigations of traffic problems is a related series of studies especially designed to supply

factual information concerning mass carriers. Studies of transit volumes, speed, delay,

origin and destination, etc., are vitally necessary. These studies are covered in the

following.

Transit Volume Counts. Two types of volume counts are generally made, spot

counts and riding checks. Volume counts are generally made on weekdays and include

separate classification of the morning rush, part or all of the day, and the evening rush.

For spot counts, observers are posted at the curb at points of maximum load, or

at heavy transfer points, or at any other point critical enough to determine the time-

spacing of vehicles and number of passengers at the point of checking.

Volume spot counts are a basic routine study made to help plan a service in balance

with the demand. Local regulatory bodies usually require them to be taken for at

least part of the day, about two or three times a year. The company will take such

counts on the more important lines at frequent intervals to insure satisfactory and

efficient service.

In the riding check, an observer rides on the vehicle for the length of the line (or

survey portion) and records passengers getting on and off for each trip. These data

are usually presented graphically in a diagram which shows the passengers on and off

at each stop and the accumulated passengers being carried at that point on the line.

This diagram is especially useful for fitting the service to the demand, establishing the

proper headway, locating possible turn back points and re-routings or couplings with

other lines for through service.
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Speed and Delay. . A speed and delay check for a transit line is made similar to

that for a stream of autos (see previous section covering this type of study). The

observer may ride the transit vehicle being checked, or follow it in an automobile.

Since transit vehicle operators become expert at judging speeds and distances they tend

to adjust their rate of travel so that all unnecessary dead stops are eliminated. For

this reason, in making a speed and delay study, it is advisable to record "slow downs"

as well as actual stops. "Slow downs" are defined as any time when the operator

applies the brakes sufficiently to seriously check the speed of the vehicle. Certain

physical characteristics of the vehicle and-or the street will affect 'delays and should

be considered. Distinction should also be made between operations caused by external

conditions as opposed to intentional delays made in order to adhere to a schedule.

Origin and Destination. The object is to determine origins and destinations of

every passenger trip. The general procedures are the same for transit vehicles LS for

autos. They can be somewhat simplified due to the fact that on a transit line the

observer can ride with the traffic instead of having to stop it.

The more common methods are :

Questionnaire. Each passenger is given a pencil and form to be filled in during

the trip, and returned before leaving the vehicle. Personal supervision by a

checker is required for successful operation of this method.

Card. The passenger is given a specially marked card when he boards and it

is collected when he alights. Each card is marked to indicate the boarding

point, and when they are collected, the point of alighting is identified. If more

than one line is involved, as in the case of transferees, the card can be

punched to indicate the intermediate lines.

In each method the data must be kept separated by time of day and-or trip. Fre-

quently the information desired can be obtained without checking the entire length

of the line.

The passenger's origin is sometimes taken as his actual starting point, and in

other studies as his point of boarding a transit vehicle. Likewise, data are sometimes

summarized on a route basis and at other times on a systemwide basis.

Origin and destination studies provide the basic data for further studies of proposed

new routings and other major changes in the system such as provision of express

service or rapid transit facilities.

Transfer and Loading Points. Field observation may be made on the street to

determine in detail the passenger movement between lines. Each observer records, for

each vehicle number and block number, the time of arrival, the number of transfer pas-

sengers and the direction of movement.

With some transfer systems, the collected transfers will indicate the location,

movements, and direction of transfer points, together with the approximate time of day.

Accident Analysis. In addition to the methods described in chapter V, the public

transit company should study all accidents to determine whether any operating method,

particular piece of equipment or certain drivers, are causing accidents.

LAW OBSERVANCE STUDIES

These studies are made to determine the degree of driver and pedestrian obedience

to traffic regulations and control devices.
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Types of Studies

Law observance studies may involve any or all types of traffic signs, signals,

markings or regulations.

However, those most frequently studied are : speeds, parking durations, driver

and pedestrian observance of traffic control signals, and driver observance of stop signs.

Methods

Speed and parking studies are covered previously in this chapter. Stop sign ob-

servance studies include a check of at least 50 cars approaching each sign, with tallies

being made under ''Made full stop," "Practically stopped (0-3 mph)," "Entered slowly

(4-15 mph)," and "Entered fast (over 15 mph)."
Traffic signal observance studies include a check of at least 50 cars on each inter-

section approach for the period of day under investigation. Tallies are made according

to color of light when vehicles enter the intersection, classified by turning movement.

Pedestrian traffic signal observance studies include a check of at least 50 pedes-

trians in each crosswalk. Tallies are made according to color of signal light when

pedestrians step from curb, according to whether pedestrian crossed in crosswalk or

jaywalked.

Results

Different levels of observance may be interpreted as follows/"

Drivers at Stop Sign:

75 percent made full stop excellent

50 to 74 percent
"

good
under 50 percent

"
poor

Drivers at Traffic Signal :

99 percent enter on green excellent

97 to 98 percent
' '

good
below 97 percent

" " "
poor

Pedestrians at Traffic Signal:

90 percent step into street on green excellent

75 to 89 percent
" '

good
under 75 percent

" '

poor

SAMPLING ACCURACY AND COMPARISONS

Traffic studies are, in the majority of instances, a sampling process. The accuracy

of conclusions and the reliability of recommendations based thereon will be contingent

upon the sampling procedure and the adequacy of the sample obtained.

The most important requirements of a well chosen and adequate sample are ab

follows :

The sample must be large enough to give the required accuracy.
<9)

The sample must be selected without bias.

In checking the accuracy of a sample certain direct checks often present themselves,

<7) According to the "Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies," published by the Association of

Casualty and Surety Companies.
<8> This section is based on Appendix No. 2, Statistical Treatment of Traffic Data, Manual

of Traffic Engineering Studies."
<9> Generally speaking, sample calculation of arithmetic mean of a group of observed speeds,

distances, etc., requires only 50 to 100 observations to assure dependable and accurate results.

However calculation of percentage classifications requires several thousand observations for rea-

sonable accuracy.
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such as in the origin and destination study home interview method wherein a series

of volume checks are obtained and the volume at the particular point as expanded from

the sample is compared with the actual volume as derived from the traffic volume count

at the particular checking station. Otherwise estimates of probable limits of error in

sample results may be calculated, as brought out in the following.

Stabilization Curves

One method of checking the adequacy of size of a sample is through use of sta-

bilization curves.
(10)

Typical stabilization curves for a survey to determine vehicle

usage with respect to sub-classifications of the highway network are shown in figure 72.

The first point on the curve is de-

rived from the first ten interviews. The

second point is an average of the first 20

interviews. The third point is an average
of still a larger sample, and so on. These

averages plotted in curve form indicate

the degree to which the addition of fur-

ther interviews operates to modify the

averages. When the stabilization curve

levels out (when the addition of further
.

samples does not appreciably affect aver-

age values) the sample is said to be sta-
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of samples, it can be said that there are 99.7 chances out of 100 that the mean com-

puted from this random sample will not be further away than three standard errors,

from the true mean (average).

For all practical purposes, the maximum error can be stated as two standard

errors, which would include 95.5 percent of all cases
; meaning that there are only 4.5

chances in 100 that the sample mean is any further away than two standard errors

from the "true" mean.

Application of Method of Estimating Sample Error

The speeds shown in column (1), table 112, correspond to convenient intervals

of time measured by a spot speed study crew at a speed trap. The mean or average

speed is found to be 17.3 miles per hour. The formula makes it possible to calculate

the range of accuracy of this average to denote within what range the true mean would

probably lie if it were possible to base it on a great number of observations.

TABLE 'll2 HYPOTHETICAL DISTRIBUTION OF MOTOR VEHICLE SPEEDS

(/)

Speed in

Miles Per Hour (X)
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FIGURE 1.

DISTRIBUTION tf OBSERVED SPEEDS

MILES 'PER. HOUR. 40

FIGURE 2.

DISTRIBUTION tf MEANS OF SAMPLES
A NORMAL CURVE-

30 MPH 35 MPH 40
TCUC MUN

FiGUEE 3.

DISTBIBUTION OF
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS

A NORMAL CURVE

ofc//7'/ef^f7ces' between means'

tO.5 +1.0 tl.5

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS
("HYPOTHETICAL

FIGURE 73 Distribution Curves Assumed in Applying Probability Formulae.
9
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This average speed may be expressed as 17.3 0.6 miles per hour. If other similar

sample studies were made, 95.5 out of 100 would yield answers between 16.7 and 17.9

miles per hour.

Significance of Difference Between Two Means

In calculating the significance of the difference between two sample means, such

as in determining whether a "before and after" study indicates any genuine change for

better or for worse, the following formula is used.
m)

Where SD (diff) = standard deviation of the difference in sample means

(SDi) = standard deviation of first sample

(SDa) = standard deviation of second sample
Ni = number of observations in first sample
Nz = number of observations in second sample

An observed difference between sample means of more than 2 standard deviations

indicates probability (over 4.5 chances out of 100) that the difference is significant.

If the observed difference is less, it is probably due to chance variation and isn't a

significant difference.

Standard Error of a Proportion

SE(prop)=
N2 (N-l)

Where SE (prop) = standard error of a proportion (such as a percentage)

f = frequency from which proportion is calculated

N observations in total distribution

p = the proportion

q 1 p

<u> Source: "Getting Results Through Traffic Engineering," Supplement #2, Accident Preven-
tion Department, Association of Casualty and Surety Companies.
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Chapter V/f

TRAFFIC MARKINGS AND MARKERS

This chapter covers standarda) design, application and specifications for pavement

markings and paint lines, curb markings, markings on obstacles, roadside delineators,

and pavement inserts and markers.

CLASSIFICATION, COMPOSITION AND COLORS

Types of Markings and Markers

1. Pavement markings

a. Center lines h. Turn markings
b. Lane lines i. Stop lines

c. No-passing zone markings j. Crosswalk lines

d. Pavement edges k. Route directions

e. Pavement width transitions 1. Approach to railroad crossings

f. Approach to obstructions m. Parking space limits

g. Street-car clearance lines n. Word markings

2. Curb markings showing parking regulations

3. Object markings

a. Objects within roadway
b. Objects adjacent to roadway

4. Reflector unit markers

a. Hazard markers

b. Delineators

5. Studs, mushroom buttoms and jiggle bars

Materials

1. Plain paint

2. Reflectorized paint

3. Metal and plastic inserts

4. Permanent built-in pavement markings of white or colored concrete, inlaid

bricks or blocks

5. Glass or composition reflectors

6. Raised studs, buttons or strips of metal, plastic or concrete.

Colors

Standard pavement markings are either white or highway yellow in color.
<2) How-

(1) Standards are those recommended in the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices,"
U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.

(2) Color cards showing "highway yellow" may be obtained from the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.

171
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ever, extensive use is made of black center lines on portland cement concrete

pavements in the Middle West. White is used for :

1. Center lines on 2-lane rural roads and city streets

2. Lane lines

3. Pavement edges

4. Street-car clearance lines

5. Turn markings
6. Stop lines

7. Crosswalk lines

8. Parking space limits

9. Route directions

10. Word markings.

For the following markings it is recommended that yellow be used, but white is

permissible :

1. Double center lines on multi-laned pavements
2. No-passing "barrier" lines at:

a. No-passing zones on 2- and 3-lane roads

b. Pavement width transitions

c. Approaches to obstructions in the center of the roadway
d. Approaches to railroad crossings.

The markings for which yellow is recommended are all solid guide lines or regu-

latory lines to the left of which it is unsafe to travel.

Standard curb markings to indicate all types of parking prohibitions covered by

signs or ordinance are recommended to be of one color, yellow.
(3)

Standard markings on vertical surfaces of objects within the roadway or danger-

ously close thereto should consist of alternate black and white stripes.

Objects adjacent to the roadway, such as guard rails, trees and rocks, are often

painted white, as a useful guide to night traffic.

In reflector markers, delineators should be white, and markers indicating the loca-

tion of hazardous objects should be white or yellow.

PAVEMENT LINES

Broken, Solid and Barrier Lines

A broken line is used for center or lane lines where these lines are only guide

lines which may be crossed at the discretion of the driver. Line segments 15 feet in

length with 25-foot gaps are recommended, except on urban streets. To preserve the

effect of continuity where traffic is heavy, speeds are low, or blocks short, the line

segments, and especially the gaps, should be relatively short.

A solid line is used for longitudinal markings where the line is of a regulatory

character and is not to be crossed. On relatively unimportant 2-lane roads, a single

solid line is sufficient as a barrier center line for no-passing zones (for both directions)

and a broken line is then used elsewhere. On 4-lane undivided rural pavements or

on pavements of a greater even number of lanes, it is recommended that the center

line consist of two solid lines, denoting no crossing over from either side.

(3) Most cities adhere to this standard; however, it is pertinent to note that a number of cities

use different colors to denote different regulations (red, parking prohibited; yellow, commercial load-

ing zone; green, 10-minute parking; white, passenger loading zone).
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In a combination striping of solid and broken lines used to mark no-passing zones,

the solid or "barrier" line has significance only if it is on the right-hand side of the

combination stripe, as viewed by the driver, i.e., in or adjacent to the traffic lane to

which it applies.

Width of Lines

Longitudinal pavement lines are from 4 to 6 inches wide. Double lines or triple

lines are separated by a space of not less than 4 inches.

Transverse lines on pavements must be much wider than longitudinal lines to be

equally visible. Stop lines should be at least double the crosswalk line and may have

to be as wide as 24 inches where approach speeds are high. Crosswalk lines should

be from 4 to 12 inches in width, and 24 inches wide in exceptional cases.

Reflector/zof/on

The following markings should normally be reflectorized :

1. Center lines on multi-laned pavements

2. No-passing "barrier" lines at :

a. No-passing zones on 2- and 3-lane roads

b. Pavement width transitions

c. Approaches to obstructions in center of roadway

d. Approaches to railroad crossings

3. Striping on vertical surfaces of objects in and adjacent to roadway

4. Crosswalks and stop lines at signalized intersections.

PAVEMENT CENTER AND LANE LINES

TABLE 113 EXTENT OF CENTER LINE AND CROSSWALK MARKING IN CITIES,
PERFORMANCE IN 1949 OF TOP 30 PERCENT OF 598 CITIES REPORTING IN

ANNUAL INVENTORY

Population Group
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each direction, exclusive of parking lanes. This minimum street width does not apply

to the use of short sections of center lines around curves, over hillcrests, or on

approaches to important intersections and marked crosswalks. Short sections of center

line for regulatory purposes should be solid. On wide, high-speed boulevards, and on

controlled access highways in urban areas, center-line standards should be the same as

those for rural highways. (See following section.)

Lane Lines

Lane lines are helpful in directing traffic into proper channels, and in increasing

the efficiency of the use of the roadway surface at congested points. They should be

broken white lines, and used :

1. On all rural highways with an odd number of traffic lanes.

2. In addition to the regular center line, on all rural highways of 4, 6, or 8 lanes.

3. At important intersections, at crosswalks, and in dangerous locations, on both

rural highways and city streets.

4. At congested locations, particularly on city streets, where the roadway will

accommodate more lanes of traffic than would be the case without the use of

lane lines. These include :

Locations between loading islands and sidewalk curbs.

Other locations where the normal lane width is decreased.

Approaches to widened intersections.

5. On important one-way streets or highways where maximum efficiency in

utilization of the roadway is desired.

Center Lines on Rural Reads

Center lines should be placed throughout the length of:

1. Two-lane pavements carrying average annual traffic volumes in excess of

2,000 vehicles per day. Broken line.

2. Two-lane pavements narrower than 20 feet carrying average annual volumes

in excess of 1,000 vehicles per day. Broken line.

3. Two-lane pavements narrower than 18 feet carrying average annual volumes

in excess of 500 vehicles per day. Broken line.

4. All 4-, 6-, and 8-lane undivided pavements. Solid line.

Center lines should also be placed on all 2-lane pavements carrying annual traffic

volumes in excess of 300 Vehicles per day at the following locations :

1. On the approaches to the crest of a hill where the clear view ahead is less

than 500 feet. Solid line.

2. On the 100 feet in advance of and beyond any curve having a radius of less

than 600 feet or where the sight distance is less than 500 feet. Solid line.

3. On the approach to a traffic control signal or arterial highway for a distance

of not less than 100 feet from the stop line, and as much more as may be

necessary to cover the distance within which vehicles are commonly alined.

Solid line.

4. At locations where the accident record indicates the need for them. Solid line.

5. On hard surfaced roads in areas where the entire roadway is likely to be

obscured frequently, as by fog. Broken line.

6. The approaches to railway grade crossings. Solid line.
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Vehicle Positioning With Respect to Center Line

Research studies
(4) have indicated the following advantages of center lines.

1. For each of the pavement widths studied, 18, 20, 22, and 24 feet, the typical

vehicle path was further to the right on pavements with a center-line marking
than on similar pavements without center-line markings. Shifting the vehicle

path to the right did not result in an increase in the use of the shoulder.

2. Center-line markings brought a general improvement in the transverse posi-

tioning of vehicles. Vehicles were driven closer to their proper position on the

roadway and encroached on the left lane much less frequently.

3. The center-line markings were most effective on the narrower pavements in

reducing the tendency of vehicles to encroach on the left lane.

4. The average lateral clearance between the sides of meeting vehicles on 24-foot

pavements was greater by about two feet on sections with center-line marking

than it was on similar width pavements without the marking. Although the

comparable difference in the average clearances on 18-foot pavements with

and without a center line was only about one foot, or half as much, the benefit

was considerably greater since the lateral clearances were so small that they

were regarded as critical.

5. The average speed of vehicles on the marked pavements was 4 miles per hour

higher than on the unmarked pavements.

NO-PASSING ZONE MARKINGS

Location of Barrier Stripe

On a 2-lane roadway the barrier stripe should follow the center line throughout

the no-passing zone. On a 3-lane road the combination no-passing stripe starts from

the left-hand line of the center lane and extends at an angle of not less than 20 to 1

across the center lane to meet the right-hand lane line at the beginning of the no-

passing zone, and extends along that line to the end of the zone.

No-passing zones are determined and marked separately for traffic in each direc-

tion. The zones for traffic in opposite directions may overlap or there may be a gap
between their ends.

Sight Restrictions to be Marked

The minimum sight distances for various design speeds upon which no-passing

zone marking may be based are given in table 114. The design speed should indicate

the speed at which vehicles may travel under normal conditions with a reasonable

margin of safety. This naturally implies that greater speeds may be used under

favorable conditions by competent drivers.

These distances are less than those shown in chapter XII under minimum passing

sight distances because they represent a compromise between the minimum sight dis-

tances used in highway design and the provision of no restrictions whatsoever on

passing. For a detailed discussion of why this compromise is recommended, the reader

(4) Studies by the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads on level, tangent sections of 2-lane, rural

highways during daylight hours. The performance of 18,235 vehicles was studied at 12 locations
in 7 states during the years immediately prior to the war and the summer of 1947. For details see
"The Effect on Driver Behavior of Center Lines on Two-Lane Roads" by A. Taragin, 1947 Pro-

ceedings, Highway Research Board.
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is referred to pages 3 and 4 of "A Policy on Criteria for Marking and Signing No-

Passing Zones on Two and Three Lane Roads," American Association of State Highway
Officials.

A.*TWO- LANE ROAD -TRIPLE STRIPE DESIGN

NOTE:

ON THREE-LANE ROAD, EXTEND
COMBINATION STRIPE ACROSS CENTER

ZO^ ?T^EW )

W)T
>

i3ss
IN

T

6

HAM ,-ZONE OF LIMITED SIGHT DISTANCE. CAR V-H
20 TO I.

f*- ZONE OF LIMITED SIGHT DISTANCE. CAR "Y"-*!

NOTE:

CENTER LINES AND LANE LINES
ARE BROKEN WHITE LINES.

FIGURE 7A Standard Pavement Markings for No Passing Zones (Yellow Barrier Line

Desirable).
(Source: Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.)

Locating No-Passing Zones on Curves

An idea as to the location of no-passing zones at vertical curves may be gained

from table 115. In this table the limits of the zone are related to the change in grade,

length of curve, and design speed. Some adjustments of the termini of the zone stripes

may be required based on trial and error tests in the field.

TABLE 11< -MINIMUM SIGHT DISTANCES UPON WHICH TO BASE MARKING
OF NO-PASSING ZONES

Assumed
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VERTICAL CURVE

HORIZONTAL CURVE

Field Method of Locating No-Passing Zones

By using templates of proper scale on road plans, sections where alinement causes

restricted sight distance may be identified with reasonable accuracy. These sections

are then checked in the field. For the field work one end of a wire or rope of the

proper length (equal to minimum safe

passing distance) is fastened to the rear

of an automobile, and to the other end is

attached a drag or weight. Also on the

rear of this car is attached a target 4*/2

feet above the road (see figure 75). This

car is driven along the highway while a

second vehicle follows alongside the

weight or drag with an observer whose

eyes are at a level of 4^2 feet above

the pavement. At the point on a vertical

curve where the target on the lead car

just disappears from the view of the

observer, both vehicles are stopped. Op-

posite the drag a mark is left to indicate

the beginning of the zone. The position

of the leading end of the wire or rope is

also marked. This designates the end of

the no-passing zone for traffic coming
from the opposite direction. The cars

then continue until the target again comes

into the view of the observer to the rear

who now marks the end of the zone while

the driver of the lead car indicates the

start of the zone for traffic from the

other direction. At many zones thus

FIGURE 75 Method of Locating and De- identified it may be necessary to adjust

termining Length of No Passing Zones on
the location of zone termini to meet local

Vertical and Horizontal Curves (Yellow conditions
Barrier Line Desirable).

/0 ,,
, TT ., , - With modifications and with addi-

(Source: Manual on Uniform Traffic

Control Devices.) tional assistants to conform the wire or

rope to the curve, the same field proced-

ure may be applied to horizontal curves. However, this plan of marking pavements

for no-passing zones is intended primarily for use at restricted vertical sight-distance

or a combination of restricted vertical and horizontal sight distance'
5
'. The restric-

tion in horizontal sight distance alone usually is obvious.

No no-passing zone should be marked less than 500 feet in length. If the actual

no-passing distance is less than 500 feet in length, the additional length of marking

(to make a total of 500 feet) should be added at the beginning of the zone.

When two successive zones are separated by less than a predetermined distance of

400 to 800 feet, the two zones should be connected to form one.

No-Passing Zones at Intersections

When two rural highways two or three lanes in width intersect, without control

(5) "A Policy on Criteria for Marking and Signing No-Passing Zones on Two and Three Lane
Roads," AASHO.
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by stop signs or traffic signals, a no-passing zone may be marked on the non-preference

or minor road. The zone may extend 100 to 200 feet back from the intersection in

both directions and may be marked to control only the traffic approaching the inter-

section.

At an intersection where traffic is regulated by a traffic signal or stop sign, no-

passing zones may be desirable of a length to accommodate the probable number of

vehicles that are stopped or stored at one time plus approximately 50 feet.

On a 3-lane road, the zone normally restricts traffic approaching the intersection

to one lane, allowing two lanes on the exits. Where traffic is heavy and regulated

by stop signs or signals, the no-passing zone may be omitted in favor of standard

lane markings.

Zones are established to prohibit passing by traffic approaching a railroad cross-

ing at grade.

GUIDE AND LIMIT LINES
Pavement Edges

Line markings on the pavement are sometimes used along the sides of the roadway,

especially on bridges, to indicate the limit of safe approach to the edge of the pave-

ment. Experience has shown that such

lines are sometimes mistaken for center

or lane lines, with the result that drivers

attempting to pass to the right of them

are likely to run off the road. They are

therefore not generally recommended.

Reflector markers or offset sight posts

are preferable for the purpose intended.

Pavement edge lines whenever used

should be solid white lines, and they

=, = should supplement rather than replace

c= =, = standard center and lane lines.

A.- FROM 3 LANES TO 2 LANES

B.- FROM 4 LANES TO 3 LANES

C.- FROM 4 LANES TO 2 LANES

FIGURE 76 Typical Pavement
Transition Markings (Yellow
Yellow Barrier Lines Desirable).

(Source: Manual on Uniform Ti
Control Devices.)

direction of convergence, the line

be of "no-passing zone" design.

Pavement Width Transitions

Line markings should be used to in-

dicate points where the pavement width

changes to a lesser number of lanes. There

are a number of situations possible, as

illustrated in figure 76, depending on

which lanes must be offset or cut out,

and the amount of offset. One or more

lane lines must be discontinued and the

remaining center and lane lines must be

connected in such a way as to merge
traffic into the reduced number of lanes.

Lines marking pavement width trans-

itions should be of standard center- or

lane-line design. Converging lines should

have a length of not less than 20 times

the offset distance.

Through the transition area, in the

separating the opposing directions of traffic should

Width
Signs.

affic
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Approach to an Obstruct/on

Pavement markings are used to warn of the approach to a fixed obstruction within

a paved roadway. An obstruction may be in the center of the roadway, in which case

all traffic usually is directed to drive to the right of it, or it may be so located as to be

between two lanes of traffic moving in the same direction. Obstruction pavement

markings should consist of a diagonal line, or lines, extending from the center or

lane line to a point 1 foot to the right side, or to both sides, of the approach end of

the obstruction.

A.-CENTER OF TWO-LANE ROAD B.-CENTER OF TWO-LANE ROAD
WITH CONTINUOUS CENTER LINE WITHOUT CONTINUOUS CENTER LINE

i-

L'L. L VARIES WITH SPEED AND OFFSET
DISTANCE - MINIMUM 150' RURAL. 50' URBAN.

C.-CENTER OF FOUR-LANE ROAD D.-TRAFFIC PASSING BOTH SIDES OF OBSTRUCTION

FIGURE 77 Approach Markings for Obstructions in the Roadway (Yellow Barrier
Lines Desirable).

(Source: Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.)

The length of the diagonal markings should be determined by the formula

L = SxW, where "L" equals the length in feet, "S" the speed in miles per hour, and

"W" the width of the obstruction in feet. In no case should the diagonal line be less

than 150 feet in length in rural areas or 50 feet in urban areas.

If traffic is required to pass only to the right, the diagonal line should be marked
to the right and should be of one of the following designs :

1. A normal broken center line flanked by a solid "barrier" line, as specified for

no-passing zones. The "barrier" line should extend along the center line for a

further distance equal to the length of the diagonal line.

2. On a roadway not marked with a continuous center line, a solid line which

should be extended, on the center line, a further distance in advance equal to

the length of the diagonal line.

3. On roads of 4 lanes or more a simple continuation of the double center line

prescribed for such roads.

If traffic may pass either to right or left of the obstruction, there should be two

solid white lines diverging from the lane line, one to either side of the obstruction. In

advance of the point of divergence a single solid line should be extended in place of

the normal lane line for a distance equal to the length of the diverging lines.

All lines used in obstruction approach markings should preferably be reflectorized.

As an added safeguard, it is desirable, especially where traffic is permitted to pass
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to both right and left of an obstruction, to place broad transverse, diagonal, or longi-

tudinal lines in the triangular area between the guide lines.

Similar markings are desirable at channelizing islands not so designed as to

divert traffic naturally from them.

The middle lane on pavements with an odd number of traffic lanes must be

eliminated on the approach to a center obstruction. This is accomplished by making
a transition to two lanes. A straight line is marked from the lane line to the left of

traffic approaching the obstruction in the center line, to a point 1 foot to the right of

the corner of the obstruction. The line should slant at a 20 to 1 ratio.

Sfreef-Car Clearance Lines

It is often desirable to mark lines on the pavement to indicate the limits and the

clearance of the overhang on turning street cars. Street-car clearance lines should be

broken lines, with segments and gaps of equal length not exceeding 2 feet. They
should be not less than 4 nor more than 6 inches wide, and white in color.

On curves of short radius it is necessary to use very short dashes and spaces,

to preserve the appearance of continuity in a broken line.

Turn Markings

Markings to restrain drivers from

starting left turns before reaching the

intersection, or to guide turning vehicles,

are sometimes used at intersections. Such

markings have not been satisfactorily

standardized, but if used they should be

so designed as to indicate the proper

course for turning vehicles without being

needlessly confusing to through traffic or

traffic making other turns. Typical de-

signs are shown in figure 78.

Lines used in turn markings should

be broken and white in color.

Stop Lines

Stop lines (or limit lines) should be

used in both rural and urban areas only

where it is important to indicate the point 1

[ |
I I

\~\\ 1 I

behind which vehicles are required to

stop in compliance with a Stop sign, FIGURE 78 Typical Designs for Turn

traffic signal, officer's direction, or other Markings on Pavements (White).
(Source: Manual on

legal requirement. They should extend Uniform Traffic Control Devices.)

across all approach lanes, usually to the center line.

Stop lines should ordinarily be located 4 feet in advance of the nearest crosswalk

line. In the absence of a marked cross walk, the stop line should be placed at the

desired stopping point, in no case more than 30 feet or less than 4 feet from the

nearest edge of the intersecting roadway.
If a stop line is used in conjunction with a Stop sign, it should ordinarily be

placed adjacent to the Stop sign. However, if the sign cannot be located exactly

where vehicles are expected to stop, the stop line should be placed at the stopping point.

The word "Stop" should not be placed on the pavement in advance of a stop

line, unless every vehicle is required to stop at all times.

J
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Cross-walk L/ne$ (6)

Cross walks should be marked, particularly at such points as :

School crossings

Irregular intersections where pedestrians could not otherwise determine the

proper crossing

Extensively used crossings not otherwise evident to motorists

Public transit loading zones

Intersections in areas of pedestrian concentration such as business and com-

mercial districts.

It is essential in marking cross walks to select locations where pedestrians will be

subjected to the minimum hazard.

Cross-walk markings, in both rural and urban areas, should be two solid white

lines (marking both edges of the cross walk).
The cross walk generally is equal in width to the clear width between the extended

sidewalk lines. Where sidewalks are used

to capacity the cross walk should be

wider. The width should in no case be

less than 6 feet.

Parking Space Limits

The marking of parking space limits

on urban streets tends to prevent en-

croachment on fire hydrant zones, bus

stops, loading zones, approaches to cor-

ners, and clearance spaces for islands.

Such parking space limits may be indi-

cated on the pavement by lines marked

perpendicular to the curb and extending

into the roadway the width required by a

parked vehicle, usually 7 feet. As a

further refinement a line may be placed

parallel to the curb connecting the street

ends of these perpendicular lines, indicat-

ing the outside boundary of the parking

zone. The zone may be divided into stalls

by the use of lines perpendicular to the

curb and so spaced that each stall is long

enough to accommodate one parked ve-

hicle, usually 20 to 22 feet. In this case

a short line, parallel to the curb, may be

placed at the end of each stall line, in

place of the continuous line extending

the length of the parking zone. (See

figure 79.)

US'

[57

i

I

FIGURE 79 Typical Urban Pavement
Markings, Showing Center Lines, Lane
Lines, Stop Lines, Cross-Walk Lines,

Parking Space Limits, and Route Mark-
ings (White).

(Source: Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices.)

<6)Research into the effects on driver and pedestrian behavior of painted cross walks in Los
Angeles yielded the following conclusions: The presence of a painted cross walk significantly reduces
violations of pedestrian's right-of-way by drivers. Pedestrians tended to use a painted cross walk in

preference to an unpainted one. The presence of a cross walk did not cause drivers to slow down,
nor did the cross-walk lines cause pedestrians to pre-empt the right-of-way to any greater extent
than in an unmarked cross walk. The study included 2,593 pedestrians observed before and after
cross walks were installed at a number of intersections. Results are published in "The Influence
of Painted Cross Walks on the Behavior of Pedestrians and Automobile Drivers," a thesis sub-
mitted in partial satisfaction of the requirements for the degree Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology,
by Robert F. Utter, University of California, Berkeley, California, June, 1949.
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All lines for parking spaces should be solid white lines.

PAVEMENT SYMBOL. WORD AND NUMBER MARKINGS

Route Direction Markings

Special directional markings consisting of one or more arrows, with or without

route numbers, in the center of the lane can sometimes be used to route traffic as a

supplement to standard route markers, or where directions cannot be indicated satis-

factorily by any other means. Such markings should be white in color. A typical

example is illustrated in figure 79.

Approach to Railroad Crossing

Pavement markings consisting of a cross, the letters "RR," a no-passing center

line, and certain transverse lines should be placed on all paved approaches to railroad

crossings, except at minor sidings or spurs or in urban areas where other protection

is afforded. Such markings should be white except for the no-passing "barrier" line,

which should preferably be yellow. These markings should normally be reflectorized.

The design of railroad crossing pavement markings should be essentially as illus-

trated in figure 80. The symbol and letters are elongated to allow for the flat angle

at which they are viewed.

f
300' at rural locations

50'-.4 \

-I
*

22'-6" 22'- 6-

Sands at right angles to pavement

*Bands to be parallel to

The transverse spread of the "X" may vary according to lane width.

A three-lane roadway should be marked with a center fine for two-lane

operation on the approach to o crossing. On a four -lone-rood the

transverse bands should extend across the two right-hand lanes only

to the center line, and a 10 -foot "X" should be centered in the right

half of the pavement. On roadways where one half the pavement width

(or the width assigned to traffic in one direction) exceeds 30 feet,

two or more of the F$$) symbols should be symmetrically placed side

by side on the right half of the pavement.

FIGURE 80 Standard Pavement Markings at Railroad Crossings (Yellow Signs. Yel-
low Barrier Line Desirable.)

(Source: Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.)

Word Markings

Word markings on the pavement may be used for the purpose of guiding, warning,
or regulating traffic. They should be limited to as few words as possible, never more
than three.
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Word markings should not be used for mandatory messages except in support

of standard signs.

A suitable method of developing elongated letters and numerals is shown in

figure 81.

Where prevailing traffic speeds are greater than 35 miles per hour large letters

and numerals should be used, 8 feet or more in height, and, if the message consists

of more than one word, it should read "up," i.e., the first word should be nearest the

driver. The space between lines should be at least 4 times the height of the characters.

Where prevailing traffic speeds are

35 miles per hour or less, it is possible

to use smaller letters and numerals, and

to space the lines closer together so that

an entire message of as many as 3 lines

may be seen and read at one time. In

this case, a message of 2 or 3 lines

should be arranged to read "down," i.e.,

with the first words farthest from the

driver. The spacing between the lines

should be equal to the height of the

characters.

CURB AND OBJECT MARKINGS

Curb Markings

Yellow curb markings may be used

to show where parking is prohibited.

Curb markings should not be used except

on curbs along which parking is legally

prohibited, either by general ordinance,

as at fire hydrants, adjacent to corners,

and opposite loading islands, or by the

erection of standard no-parking signs.

Object Marking on Curbs

Alternate black and white stripes

should be placed on the curbs of all is-

lands located in the line of traffic flow.

They may also be helpful on curbs di-

rectly ahead of traffic at "T" and offset

intersections. Because of the ordinarily

low height of curbs, the stripes should be

vertical on the curb face, rather than sloping as on other obstructions.

Where the curb is naturally dark, sufficient contrast may be obtained by painting-

only the white stripes.

FIGURE 81 Method of Developing Elon-

gated Letters for Pavement Markings
(White).
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FIGURE 82 Design for Letters and Numerals 4 Feet High.

IP FOOT
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8 FOOT

6 FOOT
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FIGURE 84 Typical Alarkings on Objects
in and Adjacent to the Roadway (Yellow
Barrier Line Desirable).

(Source: Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices.)

Object Markings

Physical obstructions in or near a

roadway constitute serious hazards to

traffic islands, beacons or signal stip-

for the control of traffic, and should be

adequately marked.

Typical obstructions of this charac-

ter are bridge supports, monuments,
traffic islands, beacons or signal sup-

ports, loading islands, "Road Closed"

barricades, railroad and drawbridge gates,

end posts of narrow bridges, underpass

piers and abutments, culvert head walls,

guard rails, sign posts, poles, trees, and

rocks.

Objects within the Roadway

Obstructions in the roadway should

be marked with not less than five alter-

nating black and white stripes. The stripes

should slope downward at an angle of

45 degrees toward the side of the ob-

struction on which traffic should pass.

The alternate stripes should be uniform

and not less than 4 inches in width. They

may be as much wider as may be neces-

sary to make a good appearance and to

provide sufficient visibility, depending on

the size of the object and the speed of approaching traffic. Typical markings are illus-

trated in figure 84.

Object markings should be effectively reflectorized.

In addition to the markings on the face of an obstruction in the roadway, warning
of approach to the hazard should be given by line markings on the pavement.

Objects Adjacent to Roadway

In some cases objects may not be actually in the roadway, but may be so close

to the edge of the roadway as to constitute a definite hazard. These include such

encroachments as underpass piers and abutments, and culvert headwalls, and they

should be marked with a diagonal stripe design. Other adjacent objects that are not

likely to be hit unless a vehicle runs well off the roadway, such as guard rails, trees,

and rocks may be painted solid white.

REFLECTOR/ZED PAINT

Night Visibility of Paint Markings

Pavement markings made with paints of a dull or rough finish have much better

night visibility than paints with a gloss finish, due to the specular reflection from the

smooth surface of paint, which means that light from an automobile headlamp is

reflected away from the driver instead of being returned to him.
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The most effective means of increasing the night visibility of traffic markings used

on both horizontal and vertical surfaces is to employ special paint or material in which

small transparent spheres or beads have been imbedded. This paint is termed "reflec-

torized paint."

Tests have shown reflectorized pavement paint lines to reflect from 2 to 8

times as much light from automobile headlamps as ordinary white paint lines, consid-

ering the light returned to the driver's eyes. Vertical surfaces show an even greater

difference for reflectorized versus ordinary white paint.

Reflector/zed Point Characteristics

One type of reflectorized paint for roadways is applied through the introduction

of glass spheres into semi-plastic pigmented binder, as the paint line is laid down. The

glass spheres are, in general, embedded to approximately */2 of their diameters, (rang-

ing from 0.009 to 0.30 inch) and the exposed portions of the spheres refract and

reflect light to its source. After months of service under the action of traffic, the larger

size spheres are dislodged but as they disappear, the smaller size are uncovered and

furnish reflection. The pigmented binder supplies the desired color, which is reflected

by the tiny glass "lenses" to the observer at the source of light.

For vertical surface coatings, such as on signs, the glass spheres in this type paint

will range in size from 0.006 to 0.011 inch in diameter.

Another type of reflective pavement marking material consists of glass spheres

pre-mixed in a white or yellow compound.
A third type of reflecting material is made in continuous sheets, and consists of

a flexible resin backing to which innumerable microscopic glass beads are bonded.

It is used on highway signs and other vertical surfaces such as bridge abutments and

guard rails. It is applied to any flat primed surface by means of a liquid adhesive. It

comes in various colors and degrees of brilliance to suit various uses. One variation

is effective when viewed at almost any angle and continues to be bright even when
the driver is almost abreast of the sign.

The material used on highway and airport pavements is designed to give a high

amount of reflection when viewed at a very flat angle (about 2 degrees) while the

vertical surface material gives the same high degree of reflection when viewed at nearly

right angles, as would be the normal situation when viewed by an approaching motor-

ist. To observe maximum reflection, the observer must be behind and relatively close

to the light source. When the angle between the line of sight and the incident light

beam becomes greater than about 8 degrees, the apparent reflectance disappears.

PAINT MARKING EQUIPMENT

Paint Marking Machines

Machines for applying paint lines may be had with spray or gravity feed. They
are of three general types, manually propelled, those for attachment to a motor vehicle,

and those built to operate under their own power.

Traffic-line marking machines used by city and state traffic engineering depart-

ments are in many instances designed and constructed by the local users to suit

individual needs. The general trend in recent years of marking state highways with

a center stripe supplemented by additional parallel barrier stripes to designate no-

passing zones, has resulted in the development of a number of machines capable of

(7) Material for this section compiled from reports of Field Engineers of U. S. Bureau of Public
Roads by John L. Palmer, Associate Highway Engineer, Maintenance Division, August, 1944.
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placing simultaneously as many as three stripes (either solid or broken) using two

colors of paints.

The designs range from small, single-striping attachments for trucks to large

custom-built, self-propelled, multiple-striping machines. The paint application device

basically consists of a paint spray gun mounted between two laterally fixed shields

which serve to define the edges of the paint line by confining the atomized spray to

the desired width of stripe. A commonly used type of shield, or guide box, is

formed by two rectangular metal plates that are placed in contact with the pavement
when spraying is in operation. In some machines, vertical metal discs which roll on the

pavement are used as guides. Another type of guide defines the edges of the stripe by

curtains or walls of air formed by the escaping of compressed air through an opening
in the lower edge of each guide plate. The guide plates in this case are carried a short

distance above the surface.

Machines used for pigment painting are provided with air compressors, pressure

tanks for paint, mixing tanks, etc. This equipment, except for the self-propelled

machines which are self-contained, is carried on the auxiliary truck which supplies

motive power to the marking machine. When machines are used for placing bitu-

minous stripes, the auxiliary trucks are equipped with heating kettles and oil burners,

the asphalt being fed to the spray guns by rotary pumps. In some instances, marking
machines are adaptable for use with a standard bituminous distributor.

Speed of Operation

The speed of operation varies somewhat in different types of machines, however,

most reports indicate satisfactory results at speeds of 8 to 12 miles per hour. Due to

varying weather conditions, the length of the wet stripe behind the machine and

necessary interruptions to actual painting operations such as cleaning painting mechan-

ism, laying out preliminary guide markings, etc., the amount of striping that can be

placed in an 8-hour day averages between 20 and 25 miles.

Method of Operation

On sections where no previous stripe is available to serve as a guide, a tempo-

rary guide line is usually established in advance of the marking machine. One method

of accomplishing this is by stretching a rope (approximately J^-inch in diameter)

between control points, the guide marking being affected by spots of lacquer applied to

the pavement with either a narrow brush or a spraying apparatus at intervals of from

15 to 45 inches. On tangents the control points are spaced not in excess of 600 feet

and on curves the control points are placed at such intervals as will insure the

accurate location of the line. Another method in use for which satisfactory results

are reported is to set a chalk line offset from the center of the proposed striping. The

operator, through the aid of an offset pointer or guiding device attached to an ex-

tended arm on the front of the machine, pilots the machine along the chalk line. The

chalk line, being offset, does not come in contact with the paint and is available im-

mediately for resetting. The long wheel-base marking machines in use by the Indiana,

Missouri, and North Dakota State Highway Departments are reported to maintain a

straight line through the aid of a triangular shaped sighting arrangement without

preliminary marking on the pavement.

In addition to continual experimentation by both city and state traffic engineering

departments and commercial manufacturers to improve traffic-marking paints chem-

ically, efforts are also being made to prolong the life of the painted line from physical
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standpoints. The following factors have been reported as being the principal causes

of premature failure :

1. Insufficient cleaning of pavement
2. Over-thinning of paint

3. Applying while pavement is damp
4. Applying on hot windy days or at freezing temperatures

5. Applying too narrow a line

6. Presence of limestone or other alkaline materials that tend to break down
the paint causing it to be washed away by rains

7. Loose material on top cover

8. Embedded sand, dust, and mud which cannot be removed by sweeping.

Coverage of Traffic Paint

When applied in a coat of minimum thickness, sufficient when wet to hide the

pavement beneath, one gallon of traffic paint will ideally cover an area of 225 to 250

square feet. Owing to the unevenness of the typical pavement surface, its porosity, and

unavoidable losses of material, the area covered in actual practice is much less. States

and cities indicated in reply to a questionnaire that the average coverage obtained with

a marking machine on concrete pavement ranges between 100 and 130 square feet to

a gallon. The area may be slightly greater on dense smooth bituminous surfaces and

less on worn brick or porous bituminous surfaces.

The complete word "Slow" painted in one coat in 8-foot letters requires 1 to 2

quarts of paint, depending on the pavement surface, in addition to undercoats.

One type of reflectorized paint requires a gallon of pigmented binder, plus 6 pounds
of beads per 300 to 330 feet of 4-inch line or 200 to 220 feet of 6-inch line. For ver-

tical surfaces, a gallon of finished spraying material, plus 25 pounds of glass spheres

covers approximately 300 square feet of reflective surface.

Reflector/zed Paint Application

Where the glass spheres are introduced separately into the paint, this is ac-

complished with the aid of a special dispenser which may be applied to a standard

striping machine. Where the spheres are pre-mixed, the paint may be sprayed directly

with conventional equipment.

For markings on vertical surfaces with separately introduced beads, a special

sphere spray gun is used to spray the beads on the freshly painted line; or a mason

jar with a perforated lid may be employed manually as a shaker in conjunction with

a metal plate held in one hand, the latter serving as a deflector to direct the beads

onto the vertical surface.

REFLECTOR MARKERS

Hazard Markers

Reflector markers for hazards, consisting of single reflecting buttons, clusters of

buttons, small panels covered with reflecting coatings, or similar devices, are widely
used in marking obstructions and other hazards.

Reflector markers may be mounted on or immediately in advance of obstructions,

or at sharp changes in alinement, to indicate the presence of hazards. Hazard markers

should be of such design as to be clearly visible under ordinary atmospheric conditions

from a distance of 500 feet when illuminated by the upper beam of standard automo-

bile headlamps.
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Hazard markers should reflect yellow light. They should be mounted at a height
of approximately 42 inches above the pavement, except when they are applied directly

to a hazardous object which by its nature requires higher or lower mounting, such

as an impaired overhead clearance or a low culvert head wall.

Single small reflector buttons are not ordinarily effective as hazard markers.

Clusters of buttons arranged in suitable patterns, small plates covered with reflecting

coatings, or other units of characteristic design should be used. No single standard-

ized design has been developed for these markers. Since their meaning is non-specific,

however, the important thing is that they be large enough and brilliant enough for

clear visibility. For obstructions closely adjacent to the roadway, markers having
three 1^-inch buttons arranged vertically, or their equivalent, are recommended. For
obstructions within the roadway larger clusters or reflecting areas up to 12 inches

in diameter may be desirable. Similar large units may be used at the end of a dead-

end street, directly ahead of traffic at a "T" intersection, or on the outside of an

unexpectedly sharp turn. On overhead structures, or on curbs in the line of traffic,

rows of buttons suitably spaced, or strips of reflectorized coatings may be used.

Roadside Delineators

Road delineation markers are effective aids for night driving. Delineators are

to be considered as guide markings rather than warning devices. They may be used

on long continuous sections of highway or through short stretches where there are

changes in vertical or horizontal alinement, particularly where the alinement might
be confusing. An important advantage of delineators in certain areas is that they
remain visible when there is snow on the ground.

Delineators should consist of reflector units mounted on suitable supports, the

units being capable of reflecting light of the same color as that of the source and

clearly visible under normal atmospheric conditions from a distance of 1,000 feet when
illuminated by the upper beam of automobile headlamps. The heads or reflector units

should be not more than 3 inches wide and 10 inches high nor less than 2 inches wide

and 6 inches high. The reflectorizing elements or surface may consist of glass or

plastic buttons, a glass-bead reflecting coating, or other suitable reflecting material.

When used on long continuous sections of undivided roadway, bi-directional

delineators (i.e., delineators with two faces, visible from opposite directions, or two
delineators mounted back to back) should be installed on both sides of the roadway.
When used on divided roadways and at certain isolated locations such as pavement
width transitions not included in a continuous delineated section of highway, mono-
directional delineators should be installed. On divided roadways such mono-directional

delineators should be used on both sides of each roadway. At isolated pavement width

transitions they should be used only on that side of the roadway affected by such

a transition.

Delineators should be installed at a height such that the center of the reflecting

head is 42 inches above the near pavement edge. They should in no case he more than

10 feet nor less than 2 feet outside the pavement edge, the most desirable location being

uniformly 8 feet, leaving a clear shoulder wide enough for the parking of a vehic^

On roadways with shoulders less than 8 feet wide, delineators, if used, should be

installed at the shoulder edge. Along curbed sections of roadway, delineators, if

used, should be placed not less than 2 feet nor more than 5 feet from the curb face.

Normally, delineators should be spaced 200 feet apart on tangents. Where such

spacing is interrupted by driveways, crossroads, etc., and where, under normal spacing,

a delineator would fall within such an area, that delineator may be moved in either
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direction a distance not exceeding one quarter of the normal spacing. If such delineator

still falls within that area, it should be eliminated.

On the approaches to and throughout horizontal curves the spacing should be

such as to make 5 delineators always visible to the right of the center line of a 2-lane

pavement, or of the right-hand lane line of a multi-laned pavement. Table 116 shows

the recommended spacing for horizontal curves.

The recommended spacing for vertical curves is shown in table 117.

TABLE 116 SPACING FOR HIGHWAY DELINEATORS ON HORIZONTAL CURVES

Degree of Curve
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ard color. This concrete is struck off to a level approximately 24 mch below the sur-

face of the finished pavement. The remaining space is filled with concrete in which

the cement and frequently also the aggregate are of a distinctive color, commonly
white. This surface is finished and edged with special tools designed for the purpose.

The second type of permanent line requires a special constructed "bridge" to pre-

vent damage to the newly placed concrete. By the use of this movable bridge, coloring

material such as iron oxide is applied on the fresh concrete and worked in to a depth

of % to J4 inch-

Pavement inserts

A marker is an elemental unit from which markings are formed. These are

generally in the form of pavement inserts made of plastic or metal and come in various

shapes and sizes.

One type is a round white plastic pavement marker (4 inches in diameter) with or

without an amber reflector imbedded in its top surface. Installation is effected by
use of a special mechanically operated machine which cuts a groove 4 inches in

diameter and J4 mcn deep in the pavement and the markers are cemented into each

groove. Markers cost 65 cents each plain or 85 cents each with reflector. Installation

charge is 20 cents per marker. (1948 prices.)

Another type is a rectangular plastic marker which comes in various sizes and

colors, the most popular size being 3 inches x 6 inches x ^ inch. Also pavement

messages and symbols are available in various sizes. These markers are applied to the

surface of the paving with a special hot asphalt mastic. Concrete or other paving not

having a fairly "live" asphaltic content must first be primed. An average crew of

three will lay about 2,000 markers per day. Markers cost between 7.5 and 16.4 cents

each in quantity, depending on sizes.

Recommended Use

If inserts, rectangular in shape, are set to form a broken line, the spaces between

inserts commonly equal the length of the insert.

Round inserts should be not less than 4 inches in diameter and should be spaced

a maximum of 16 inches center to center on transverse lines and a maximum of 36

inches on longitudinal lines. They should have a smooth rounded surface projecting

not more than Y-Z inch above the surface of the pavement.

Canvas strips and letters may be purchased in several colors and sizes to be

fastened to the pavement with a patented cement.

Nighttime visibility of markings is aided through the use of pavement buttons or

inserts containing reflector elements. Also minute glass spheres imbedded in special

traffic paint are employed for this purpose.

Desirable pavement marking materials should possess the following characteristics :

Durability. Should be resistant to oil, water, traffic abrasion and the action

of pavement cleaning and snow plowing devices.

Visibility. Should retain the original color or offer a sharp contrast to sur-

rounding pavement without fading.

Visibility and Installation Cost. Should have good nighttime visibility and

be easy and economical to install.

Studs, Mushroom Buttons and Jiggle Bars

The use on the pavement surface of small metal or plastic studs with inserted

reflector buttons is not recommended. Experience has shown that they are destroyed
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by snow plows, they cannot be kept clean and effective, and they are a hazard to

motorcycles.

Large "mushroom" buttons of cast iron or concrete several inches high, with or

without reflectors, lights, symbols, or messages, are favored in some cities to mark
pedestrian islands or to assist in channelizing traffic. In these applications they are in

effect curbs or islands. They are not a suitable alternative to signs or pavement

markings. They should not be located where they constitute an unexpected hazard

for motor vehicles and their use on rural highways is strongly disapproved.

Jiggle bars, raised bars of concrete or other material, several inches high, are

used as traffic islands or on approaches to islands. For discussion, see chapter XIV.

SPECIFICATIONS PAVEMENT PAINT AND INSERTS

Paint

Pavement-marking paint must not only be capable of taking the hardest kind of

wear under severe exposure to weather, but it must also dry very rapidly after

application. As a typical specification, there may be cited Federal Specification

TT-P-115,
<10)

for white and yellow traffic paint, and Varnish and Lacquer Specifica-

tions TT-P-141. (10) This gives wide latitude in composition, but requires that quality,

as determined by abrasion and accelerated weathering tests, shall at least equal that

of a "comparison paint" of a prescribed formula.

Some traffic departments have been purchasing their paint even more definitely

on a performance basis. Bidders are required to submit samples, which are applied

in test stripes on a pavement. The award is made after comparing durability, appear-

ance, and price. The Ohio State Department of Highways has developed an excellent

specification of this type, as follows.

OHIO SERVICE TEST PROCEDURE
SAMPLES

Samples shall be called for by an Invitation to submit samples issued several months in advance

of the bid. All samples shall be properly identified by the manufacturer's code number to permit easy

reference and identification. Samples unaccompanied by a Certificate of Performance will not be

considered.

The sample shall consist of four one-gallon cans and four pint cans of the paint which the

manufacturer proposes to furnish on future bids.

Each manufacturer may submit not to exceed two samples, one white and one yellow, concur-

rently for test.

CERTIFICATE OF PERFORMANCE

The manufacturer shall submit with his sample a Certificate of Performance which certifies that

the materials meet all the requirements in the specification (if any).

The manufacturer shall also certify that if awarded the contract, the material furnished would
be identical with that of the sample submitted.

APPLICATION

Equipment

The equipment used to apply the test samples on the highway shall be similar to that used

in the normal application of these materials.

Position of Marking

Materials shall be applied to the pavements commonly encountered.

Materials shall be applied on sections of highway which are subjected to hard wear of

such a nature that even the best materials will start to lose quality within 30 days. Urban areas

which are reasonably convenient have a minimum traffic count of 1,500 cars and a maximum
of 4,000 cars per day per lane,

do) May be purchased- from the U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
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Areas where the traffic wear is uniform should be selected. They should be areas where the

traffic is free rolling, no side streets and subsequent turning movement and free of loose gravel

or any other factor which might cause lack of uniformity.
The test strips shall be applied transversely across all the lanes of the road. Lines shall be

of a width standard in that area.

At least 3 lines of each test sample shall be applied. The application of all samples shall be

positioned in such a way as to cancel out any non-uniformity in traffic pattern.

Thickness of Line

The material shall be applied according to the recommendations of the manufacturer and in

the thickness recommended.

Quantitative measurements should be made of the area of line applied per unit volume of

material. If the application is not within plus or minus 10 percent of that specified by the manu-

facturer, the material shall be reapplied with appropriate adjustment of the equipment.

Day of Application

The sample materials shall be applied on a day in which the conditions of the road and

atmosphere shall be substantially uniform throughout the period of application of all samples.

RECORDS

Records shall be kept concerning the road condition, weather, quantities of materials used,

drying time, viscosity, area covered and all other factors which are significant as to the durability

or workability of materials.

Witness

Manufacturer's representatives may witness the test applications. However, the absence of

manufacturer's representative shall not be used as grounds of invalidating the test.

Evaluation

An inspection at the expiration of 7 days and then every 30 days shall be made and early

loss in durability appropriately recorded as to time and extent for comparison against the

more durable lines.

Final evaluation shall be made after 80 percent of the samples have failed or earlier

should superiority be shown by any of the samples. In no case should final evaluation be made
earlier than 30 days or such time as all the best materials are in their normal operating
conditions.

It is recommended that the final evaluation, and if possible the periodic inspections, be

made by a representative from Traffic, Testing, and any other departments having a responsi-

bility for the selection of the materials or their application or any other group appropriately

constituted.

QUANTITATIVE FACTORS OF FINAL EVALUATION

The test lines shall be rated according to the following numerical scale.

10 Perfect or absence of failure

9 Good or slight failure

8 Good or slight failure

7 Good or slight failure

6 Fair or intermediate failure

5 Fair or intermediate failure

4 Fair or intermediate failure

3 Poor or bad failure

2 Poor or bad failure

1 Poor or bad failure

Very poor or poorest degree conceivable or complete failure

The following items shall be considered of equal weight in evaluating the lines.

1. General appearance
2. Color

3. Film failure

4. Nighttime reflection

If any one of the above factors shall be excessively low (below seven) the sample material can

be rejected regardless of its performance on any of the other factors.
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DEFINITIONS

General Appearance

General appearance is the complete impression conveyed when the painted surface is

viewed at a distance of not less than ten feet before any detailed inspection has been

made and is measured purely in terms of satisfactory or unsatisfactory appeal to the observer.

Terms applicable to the detailed inspection and ratings of painted surfaces follow.

Color

Color is the designation of a comparison of the color of the surface under consideration

with that of the original color specified.

This comparison includes change due to yellowing, darkening, mottling, dirt collection,

mould growth, etc. If the change is specifically due to one or more of these factors, the cause

or causes should be recorded.

The determination should be made without any preliminary washing, polishing or other

modification of the surface, or other artificial modification of the test line.

Film Failure

The factor used in rating film failure should be equal to one-tenth of the percent of

material remaining on the pavement when examined by close observation by the unaided eye.

Nighttime Reflection

A known satisfactory material shall be considered as the standard and shall be rated

"10." Each of the other test samples shall be rated on a scale of 10 in proportion to their

apparent brightness when related to the standard material when examined from an automobile

at 75 feet distance.

If actual photometric readings are desirable, they may be substituted for the visual

comparison figures by again rating the standard sample "10."

Area for Evaluation

Areas for comparative evaluation should be selected which were subjected to substantially

the same amount of traffic wear.

Final Evaluation

The resulting figure of performance shall be simply the sum of the four factors described

above. The average of the figures of performance arrived at by all four observers shall be

considered the final figure of performance for a particular sample.

USE OF THE FIGURE OF PERFORMANCE

The figure of performance arrived at shall be given due consideration in awarding of bids so

as to assure procurement of the material which will provide the lowest Center-lining cost per

mile per month of useful life of line.

Reflector/zee/ Paint Markings

Glass-beaded paints are available under several trade names, and, to assure satis-

factory materials and performance, it is suggested that the choice in purchase be

based on performance tests as for paint.

Pavement Inserts

No standard specifications, other than the general requirements of Section 122 of

the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices," are available for the types of

markings made up of small, flat or slightly rounded units on or in the pavement sur-

face. These requirements call for permanency of color, non-slippery surface and

rounded smooth contours to offer no undue abrasive action to tires.
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There are no standard specifications for reflectorized paint, however tentative

standards have been established for testing night visibility of traffic paints by the

American Society For Testing Materials/1" Also work has been started by the Society

on standards for glass beads used in reflectorized paint, which will probably result in

approved specifications by about 1951 or thereafter.

<"> 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa.
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Chapter VIII

TRAFFIC SIGNS
This chapter covers standard design, erection and proper application of traffic

signs.
(1)

Signs fall into three general classifications, according to use, as follows :

Regulatory signs, imposing legal restrictions applicable at particular locations

and usually unenforceable in the absence of such signs.

Warning signs, calling attention to hazardous conditions that otherwise would
not be immediately apparent.

Guide signs, including route-marking, directional, and informational signs.

Regulatory and warning signs should be used sparingly, and only where needed,
so that their effectiveness will not be destroyed by excessive frequency. Guide signs,

however, should be used freely, wherever they can contribute to the convenience and
facilitation of traffic.

NO
>ARKING
ANY
TIME

SPEED
LIMIT

50

IDO NOT

ENTER

NO
PASSING

FIGURE 86 Typical Standard Warning
Signs.

(Source: Manual on Uniform Traffic

Control Devices.)

DESIGN OF SIGNS

Working drawings for all standard

designs are obtainable from the U. S.

Bureau of Public Roads. Where a special

design is needed in unusual circumstances

it should follow the general requirements for a sign of its classification.

FIGURE 85 Typical Standard Regulatory
Signs.

(Source: Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices.)

(1) The standards recommended and frequently referred to in this chapter are those prescribed in

the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices." In the interest of uniformity all signs should
follow these accepted standards. A considerable number of states have issued their own sign manuals,
patterned closely after the Manual. Local authorities, in the design and application of signs, should
follow the standards of their state highway departments. . See bibliography at end of chapter for

source of this manual.

198
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Minor variations in layout or symbols will not destroy the essential uniformity of

signs, and may even improve their effectiveness. However, if purchases are to be made

from commercial sources, it usually will be most economical to use standard designs.

TEMPORAL ABCDEGHJKMORS234568

ABCDEGKMORS23568

ABDEGMORS3568
ABDEGQRS389
ABDEGOS389
senct t

FIGURE 88 Standard Lettering for High-

way Signs.
(Source: U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.)

f RICHMOND 15

DAYTON

SALEM 26
FIGURE 87 Typical Standard Guide Signs.

(Source: Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices.)

Sign Shape

Regulatory signs are generally rec-

tangular, with the longer dimension verti-

cal. Warning signs, with a few excep-

tions, are "diamond"-shaped. Guide signs

are ordinarily rectangular, with the longer

dimension horizontal. The principal ex-

ceptions are as follows:

The Stop sign (regulatory) is octagonal.

The One-Way sign (regulatory) is a horizontal rectangle.

The Railroad Advance Warning sign (warning) is circular.

The Railroad Crossing sign (warning) is a "crossbuck."

The Route Marker (guide) for U. S. numbered highway routes is a "shield."

For other numbered state routes, each state has adopted its own special

design.

Distinctive sign shapes, though not in themselves sufficient to convey necessary

messages, are a significant aid to the recognition of signs.

S/gn Co/or

Regulatory and guide signs have a white background with the message in black.

Warning signs have a yellow
(2)

background with black message. Exceptions are as

follows :

The Stop sign (regulatory) has the yellow background otherwise reserved

for warning signs. Also, to improve the legibility of its important message,

a horizontal panel of black or of brightly reflecting material is frequently
(2) The correct shade of yellow for signs is "highway yellow," for which color cards are avail-

able from the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.
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placed across the center of the sign, with the lettering white or yellow (re-

flectorized) or black as required for contrast.

Parking signs (regulatory) have red lettering where parking is prohibited

at all times or at specified times. Green lettering is used where parking is

regulated in other ways.

The Railroad Crossbuck sign (warning) has a white background with black

lettering.

Under some circumstances it is advantageous to reverse the colors of background
and message in a black-and-white sign. Special attention may thus be secured for a

particularly important sign. Occasionally the reversal offers a stronger contrast with

the landscape against which a sign is viewed. White letters or symbols are also

favored by some designers when reflector buttons are to be used, for better daytime

legibility. Tests have shown that the legibility of white lettering on a black back-

ground is definitely superior to that of the standard black-on-white color scheme. (8>

However, since a black sign is usually weak in its power to attract attention ("target

value"), the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices" permits a black background

only on large signs that are conspicuous primarily for their size. Regulatory signs

and route markers should retain the standard color scheme, regardless of size. Signs

with a black background should have a prominent but unreflectorized white border.

Experiments have been made in the use of differently colored route markers to

aid in the identification of numbered routes, especially through cities.
<4) Unsettled

problems relating to the assignment of colors, and the limited number of practical

color combinations, have prevented any widespread acceptance of the scheme.

Sign Dimensions

All standards for sign sizes rest on the assumption that where added visibility or

emphasis is needed, larger signs will be used.

The basic minimum dimensions for signs are:

Stop sign 30 by 30 inches, except that a 24-inch sign is permissible in urban

locations where speeds and traffic volumes are low.

Other regulatory signs 18 by 24 inches or, on important highways, 24 by
30 inches. Urban parking signs, 12 by 18 inches.

Warning signs 24 by 24 inches, except where the length of the message

requires a plate 30 by 30 inches for equivalent legibility.

Guide signs necessarily variable, depending on the length and type of

message. Destination signs on major highways should be large enough for

lettering at least 6 inches high. On' less important roads 4-inch lettering is

the smallest that should be considered.

In the enlargement of standard signs it is not always practical to maintain a

fixed ratio of dimensions. Letter heights in fractional inches should be avoided, to

permit the use of standard dies or templates. Regulatory and warning signs are often

(though not necessarily) so enlarged as to keep the outside dimensions in multiples

of 6 inches.

There is a marked trend toward the use of larger signs and larger copy, par-

ticularly on high-speed rural highways, aided by posting of advance warning signs.

On a high-speed highway the 10-inch lettering on the standard 30-inch Stop sign

is not adequate. A 36-inch or even a 48-inch sign, with 12- or 16-inch letters, is

<8> "The Legibility of Highway Signs," Harry E. Neal 1944 Group Meeting Book, American
Association of State Highway Officials. Condensed in "Traffic Engineering," September, 1947, pp,
S25-S29.

<*> "New Developments in Signs," Fred W. Hurd, "Traffic Engineering," October, 1947.
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necessary for legibility. A Stop Ahead sign can effectively supplement the Stop sign.

Speed zoning can serve a similar purpose.

Oversize signs are also called for on wide high-speed highways of four or more

lanes, because of the lateral distance between the signs and the vehicles from which

they must be read.

On expressways and freeways (especially those having high-speed interchange

facilities) guide signs must be of large size and specially designed. Illuminated letters

as much as 18 inches high may be needed to direct traffic into proper turning lanes

without confusion.

To attract attention to particularly acute hazards, signs of conventional size are

sometimes mounted against a background board of much larger dimensions painted

with a solid color, striped, or with a sunburst design. Though this improves the

target value of a sign, it does not improve its legibility, and is less desirable than a

proportional enlargement of the standard sign.

The use of oversize signs should be restricted to locations where particularly long

range visibility is required, or where special emphasis is needed. The extra impact
of a large sign is lessened if all signs are oversize.

Sign Lettering

The standard alphabets (obtainable in working drawings on request from the

U. S. Bureau of Public Roads) are in a graded series of widths, from a narrowly
condensed Series A to a broad and round

I

Series E (see figure 88). The require-

ments of most signs are met by Series

C and D. A study
(5) of legibility in terms

of distance at which signs can be read

by stationary observers has shown the

following legibility distances per inch of

letter height:

Series B 33 feet

Series C 42 feet

Series D 50 feet

For night conditions (signs flood-
FIGURE to-Overhead Directional Signs lighted) these distances were reduced by
on an Expressway. about 15 percent.

A more recent study,
(6) with the ob-

servers riding in vehicles approaching the signs at 25 miles per hour, yielded average

legibility distances for 4-inch lettering as follows :

(7)

Day Night

Series B 151 feet

Series C 186 feet 117 feet

Series D 211 feet 171 feet

Series E 240 feet 179 feet

<5> "Legibility Distances of Highway Destination Signs," T. W. Forbes and R. S. Holmes, 1939
Proceedings, Highway Research Board.

(o) "The Legibility of Highway Signs," Harry E. Neal, 1944 Group Meeting Book, American
Association of State Highway Officials. Condensed in "Traffic Engineering," September, 1947, pp.
525-529.

<7) The two series of data are fairly consistent for the daytime readings. Apparently the im-
proved legibility of the new "rounded" letters used in the second series more than offsets the dis-
advantage of reading from a moving vehicle. In the second series the nighttime observations were
made under standard automobile headlighting on signs having a white "reflecting coating" back-
ground, and the results are hardly comparable with those of the earlier study.
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Legibility distance depends on a proper spacing of the letters/*
9

Using a constant

value for the spaces between letters does not give uniform legibility for all parts of

the copy.

In determining the necessary letter size for any sign to give the motorist ample

opportunity for reading it, account must be taken of :

1. Speed of the approaching vehicle

2. Location of the sign

3. Width and type of letters (including illumination or reflectorization)

4. Necessary warning time, which involves

(a) time for minimum glance

(b) perception-reaction time

(c) stopping or deceleration time for the necessary maneuver.

Sign Symbols

The advantage of appropriate symbols instead of words on highway signs has

long been recognized. Apart from a certain symbolism in sign shapes, the principal

symbol used is the arrow, showing route turns and directions and warnings of changes
in alinement. "Intersection diagrams" are also used as warnings of different types

of intersections.

A great variety of arrow designs can be found on highway signs. Few scientific

studies of arrow design have been reported, but certain general principles may be

accepted as sound:

1. Arrows should have a plain shaft, without "feathering." Some highway

departments, however, have favored a shaft with a small uniform taper,

narrowing toward the head.

2. The shaft should be long enough to stand out distinctly back of the head.

3. The arrow should be blunt (between 65 and 90 degrees), with a relatively

wide but short head.

Standard arrow designs are shown in figures 85 to 87 inclusive. The rounded

barbs permit a concentration of mass in the arrow heads without excessive spread.

Sign Illumination

All warning signs, including Railroad Advance Warning signs, all Stop signs, all

other regulatory signs with the exception of pedestrian signs and urban parking signs,

and on state highways and important local roads, all guide signs, should be self-

illuminated or reflectorized.

Self-Illumination. In brilliantly lighted areas, and especially where there are many
competing lights adjacent to or in line with the sign, self-illumination may be neces-

sary to provide adequate contrast and visibility. It may be necessary for large signs

(particularly overhead directional signs) that cannot be placed within the normal

beam spread of approaching automobile headlights.

Illumination can be provided by luminous tubes forming characters or letters,

by light shining through a translucent sign face or by a floodlight directed on the

sign. Illumination should always be by white light, with the following exceptions :

(8) Numerous schemes, both graphic and tabular, have been devised for letter spacing, including
those of several state highway departments (California, Ohio and Texas), the U. S. Forest Service
and the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, all designed to give approximately equal "daylight" between
letters. The Bureau of Public Roads, for example, suggests a normal spacing between letters having
vertical parallel sides, of 1.50 times the stroke width of the letters. For other combinations involving
open or sloped sides, spacings of 1.20, 0.80, and 0.40 times stroke width are used.
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1. With Stop signs the message

may be in flashing
00 red light,

or there may be an auxiliary

flashing red bullseye in or direct-

ly above the sign.

2. In warning signs any similar

flashing" illumination should be

yellow.

The use of neon tubing to illuminate

One-Way signs, particularly where the

restriction applies only part of the day,

or applies in reverse directions at differ-

ent times of the day, has been quite

successful. Although it is contrary to the

general rule that sign illumination should

be by white light, its convenience and

efficiency seem to warrant its acceptance.

Where a one-way route reverses itself

periodically, two arrows formed of lu-

minous tubing and pointing in opposite

directions may be incorporated in the

same sign and energized separately (see chapter XI) .

1

FIGURE 90 Neon Tubing One-Way Sign
Used in Washington, D. C.

Reflectorization. The reflectorization of all signs having nighttime application

(other than illuminated signs and parking signs on lighted streets) is fast becoming
standard practice. The combination of powerful automobile headlighting and im-

proved reflecting materials has made reflectorized signs almost as efficient as self-

illuminated signs under most conditions, and much more economical to maintain.

Reflecting elements are of two principal types according to manner of applica-

tion, namely, reflector buttons and reflecting coatings.

Reflector buttons are small reflecting units set on or in the face of a sign in a

pattern to form a symbol or letters. They consist either of (1) a glass lens with a

concave mirror at its focus, (2) glass or transparent plastic having a back surface

made up of a mosaic of prismatic reflectors, or (3) a single unit having multiple

lenses, molded on its face, functioning as a cluster of small buttons. All these possess

the quality of reflex or retro-directive reflection, i. e., the ability to reflect: the incident

light in a focussed beam directly back toward its source, thus being much more
brilliant than any diffuse reflector can possibly be.

Reflecting coatings, as the name implies, are reflecting materials intended to

cover areas of any shape, as the entire background of a sign, or complete letters or

symbols. The most common types consist of very small glass spheres embedded in a

painted or plastic surface. (See also discussion of reflectorized paint and marking

equipment, chapter VII). Each sphere acts as a minute reflector button. Metal

polished to a mirror surface and embossed in a dimpled or faceted pattern has also

been used.

Qualities of reflecting elements affecting their use include :

(1) Amount of incident light reflected back to the light source, and the

divergence angle of the reflected beam
<9) Flashing lights should flash 50 to 60 times a minute, with the illuminated period approximately

equal in length to the dark period.
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(2) Angle through which effective reflection is had

(3) Resistance to deterioration and vandalism

(4) Ease of application and replacement

(5) Cost.

The divergence angle (the angle between the incident beam and the light re-

flected to the observer) must be wide enough to include the eyes of the motor vehicle

driver, but any greater spread is largely wasted. Typical tests for reflecting elements

require measurement of the reflected light at divergence angles of l/2 and 2 degrees.
The entrance angle (the angle between the incident beam and a perpendicular to the

face of the sign) must have an effective range great enough to reflect light even

when the approaching vehicle headlamps are well to one side of the sign. Typical

specifications require measurements of reflected light at entrance angles of 0, 10, 20,

and 30 degrees. The maximum divergence and entrance angles are required when a

sign is to be read at close range from a vehicle about to pass the sign.

Standard specifications for reflecting elements have not been established,
(10)

pending
more experience and better agreement as to performance requirements. Excessive

brilliance will attract attention to a sign, but can destroy its legibility as effectively as

insufficient brilliance. Especially in the case of reflecting coatings there is need for

extensive research into the optical characteristics of the material and its relation to

the design of signs. Considerable research has been devoted to the use of reflector

buttons. A study by the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission has indicated the follow-

ing suitable sizes and spacing of reflector buttons for standard lettering:

TABLE 118 SIZE AND SPACING OF REFLECTOR BUTTONS
FOR STANDARD LETTERING ON SIGNS

Standard Letter Size of Button Spacing
Height (inches diameter) Center to Center

Series (inches) /- , \

(inches)

C 5 0.425 7/s

6 .425 7/s

8 .520 1

8 .610 l*/8

12 .800 iy2
18 .800 iy2
18 1.500 2y2

D 4 .425 Y4
5 .425 H
6 .520 1

8 .720 \y2
E 6 .520 1

Source: Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission Sign Specifications.

All reflector buttons used in highway signs should be clear or colorless. Reflect-

ing coatings should also be clear, except that when used as the background of a

yellow sign they should be yellow.

Sign Materials""

Wooden signs are usually made of a number one grade white or yellow pine,

fir, cypress, yellow poplar or redwood, or of waterproof exterior grade plywood.
<io) Work is underway on such specifications by the American Society for Testing Materials,

1916 Race St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. They may be available by 1951 or later.

<rL) See Appendix B of the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices" for suggestions
regarding specifications for sign materials and fabrication.
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Wooden signs other than plywood should be of one-inch stock, surfaced front and

back and suitably reinforced with battens. Plywood may vary upward from % inch

thick, depending on the size of the sign.

Metal signs are ordinarily made of sheet steel or aluminum. For small signs below

24 inches in their largest dimension, 18-gauge steel, (U. S. Standard) is adequate.

For larger signs, 16-gauge or heavier is desirable. An embossed border stiffens a sign

appreciably and permits the use of a slightly thinner sheet. Aluminum should be

0.064 to 0.091 inch in thickness.

Commercial flat black steel sheet is suitable for highway signs, but it should be

rustproofed by one of the various chemical treatments available. More costly steels

or galvanized sheets are not generally warranted, since the rustproofing both inhibits

corrosion and improves the adherence of the paint. Aluminum sheet should conform

to the American Society for Testing Materials Standard Specifications B 209-46 T,

Alloy A 2 or M 1 (alloy 25 or 35 of the Aluminum Company of America). It

should be of a hard temper, though for embossed signs not so hard as to crack or

tear. It should be thoroughly cleaned and prepared for painting by approved chem-

ical treatment.

Sign Finish

Metal signs, except those surfaced with a reflecting coating, should be finished

with a priming coat, followed by at least one coat of enamel on the back and two

coats on the face. On aluminum a zinc chromate, not a lead primer, should be used.

The enamel should be a high grade baking type, having a low- or semi-gloss surface

to minimize glaring reflection. When signs are made in local shops, lacking equip-

ment for baking, a good air-drying enamel is quite acceptable. The finish should be

smooth and tough, and of true color.
(12> The best finish results if the final coat is care-

fully applied by means of a brush or spray, but dipping or spraying may be used

for the previous coats. Baking enamel should be baked at the proper temperature
and for the time specified by the maker.

Reflecting coatings should be applied according to the recommendations and

specifications of the manufacturer.

On embossed signs the raised design is colored by means of a rubber roller and

an enamel of thick consistency. On flat signs the design is applied through a silk-

screen stencil, or similar device, or, for special signs, by hand.

Vitreous or porcelain enamel signs are virtually indestructible by weathering

provided that nothing breaks the fused glass coating and opens the way to corrosion.

Such signs cannot be refinished or satisfactorily touched up in case of damage.

SIGN ERECTION AND MAINTENANCE

Signs should be erected in a position that assures visibility and legibility and

located in proper relation to the road conditions to which they apply. Although stand-

ard locations and heights are favored, unusual conditions may require variations.

To check the effectiveness of any sign placement, check runs should be made in

a car, by day and by night.

Two signs for different purposes should not be mounted on the same post nor,

generally, within 100 feet of each other. The necessary exceptions to this rule occur

usually in urban areas where speeds are slow and reading time is ample.
^ For yellow signs, the correct color is that approved by the Joint Committee on Uniform

Traffic Control Devices, for which color chips are available from the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.
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Sign Height

Recommended sign heights are :

Rural. On a rural highway, where parking is unlikely to occur, at least 2*/2

feet to the bottom of a single sign, or 2 feet to the bottom of the lowest sign

in an assembly, measured from the level of the roadway crown. A num-
bered route marker with an auxiliary marker (e.g., a junction or turn

marker) above or below it is regarded as a single sign.

Urban. In urban areas, or wherever parked vehicles or other obstructions

may interfere with sign visibility, at least 7 feet to the bottom of a sign or

to the bottom of the lowermost sign in a group.

Overhead. Overhead signs, at least !4 l/2 feet above the pavement or road

surface in all cases.

Lateral Distance From Roadway

Signs are placed ordinarily on the right-hand side of the roadway, and as near

to the roadway edge as is consistent with safety for the sign and for passing vehicles.

This means that where there is no curb a sign should be from 6 to 10 feet from the

pavement or traveled roadway, depending on the available shoulder width. When there

is a raised curb, a sign should be set just back of the curb, but with no part less than

one foot from the curb line so as to clear overhanging vehicles.

Keep Right signs and certain warning signs naturally belong on islands or other

obstructions in the roadway, rather than to the right.

In some cases signs normally mounted to the right will be seen to better advan-

tage if placed on the left side of the roadway, or on traffic islands, or center parkways.
Such variations in position are ordinarily permissible only to supplement signs in

standard locations. On one-way roadways and divided highways, duplicate signs

may be placed on the left-hand shoulder or divisional island. At a sharp right

turn or a "T" intersection, a warning or directional sign is sometimes more conspicu-

ous if mounted directly ahead of approaching traffic, on the left side of the road or

beyond the center of the intersection. Permanent signs, however, should never be

placed on a pedestal within the roadway, thus creating a needless traffic hazard.

Signs should be mounted at such an angle that at night there will not be any

glaring reflection from their surface. Reflectorized signs are usually best turned

slightly toward the roadway, facing traffic, thus giving maximum brilliance over as

long an approach distance as possible. If mirror reflection from the face of any

sign impairs its legibility, it should be turned a few degrees away from the road.

Signs should be placed with regard to the alinement of approaching traffic, not neces-

sarily at a predetermined angle with the roadway edge.

On grades it is desirable, especially in the case of reflectorized signs, to tilt

signs forward or back in their mountings, so that they face approaching traffic more

squarely.

Sign Posts

Signs usually are mounted on individual posts erected at the exact points where

required. In many cases, however, there are light standards or utility poles already

available at the proper location and these may be used with the permission of the

controlling companies. Brackets or mast arms sometimes will improve sign placement
where it is impractical to erect a post at the proper distance from the roadway.
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Overhead signs may be. mounted on mast arms, suspended from cables, or fixed to a

substantial steel gantry.

Wooden posts, usually about 4 by 4 inches, should be treated with creosote or

other wood preservatives. Steel posts are of pipe or channel cross-section, weighing
at least \ l/2 pounds per lineal foot, and are driven into the ground 2 l/2 to 3 feet for

a firm hold. Pipe should be anchored to prevent twisting. Concrete posts should be of

about 4-inch square section, with suitable reinforcing steel rods. Posts should be of

such length as not to extend above the topmost signs mounted upon them. To increase

visibility a post may be painted with white or yellow and black diagonal stripes, to

match the colors of the sign.

Wooden posts can be drilled in the field for the attachment of any sign desired.

Steel posts should be punched or drilled with holes (usually 5/16-inch in diameter),

spaced on 1-inch centers throughout the upper portion of their length. Holes at

ground level weaken the post and should be avoided. Thus they can accommodate

any standard sign. Concrete posts are not suited to such a close spacing of bolt holes,

but with a 6-inch spacing they will take any standard warning signs. A 3-inch spacing

will fit all regulatory signs.

Large signs, more than 6 square feet in area, are commonly mounted on two or

more supports.

All bolts and fittings for mounting signs should be rust-proofed. Fiber washers,

preferably of the same color as the sign, are desirable under the bolt head to minimize

chipping of the enamel or paint.

Temporary Signs

When signs are needed to warn of conditions that are only temporary or periodic

they should be mounted on portable pedestals or stanchions, or arranged so the)

can be turned away from traffic when not needed, or constructed with a cover thai

may be locked over the face of the sign when it does not apply.

Following are suggested minimum weights and diameters for circular bases

(exclusive of weight of post and sign) for pedestals for portable signs, assuming a

wind pressure at 40 miles per hour normal to the face of the sign, and an overall

height to the top of the sign of 36 inches for 18-inch signs and 42 inches for 24-

inch signs :

Diameter of Base Size of Sign Weight of Base
(inches) (inches) (pounds)

18 18 X 18 13

20 24 x 24 30

24 24 x 24 21

Posting Distance

The Stop sign should be placed, if practical, at the point where the stop is to be

made. In built-up districts this is usually just in advance of the marked or unmarked
cross walk. The sign should never be more than 50 feet from the intersected roadway.
The construction of a traffic island may be necessary to channelize traffic and to pro-

vide a suitable location for the Stop sign. In any case, but especially where the sign

cannot be located exactly at the stopping point, it is desirable that a stop line (limit

line) be marked on the pavement surface.

Other regulatory signs are usually placed where the regulations are applicable

Speed zoning signs, however, should be placed far enough in advance to permit the

required adjustment of speed to be made before the next zone is entered (see

table 119).
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TABLE 119 RECOMMENDED SIGN POSTING DISTANCES IN ADVANCE OF
SPEED ZONE

Highway Design Speed Posting Distance for Speed Reduction to

(mph) 30 mph 40 mph 50 mph 60 mph
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)

40 390
50 780 400
60 1,190 810 410
70 ... 1,220 810 400

(1) Deceleration rates are for passenger vehicles under full retardation of the motor in gear, but
with the accelerator released, and include the reaction time for the driver to release the accelerator.

Source: "A Policy on Intersections at Grade," American Association of State Highway Offi-
cials, p. 80.

Warning signs should be posted 300 to 500 feet in advance of the hazardous
condition to which they are directing attention, at a sufficient distance to permit the

driver to make the necessary response (exceptions may be necessary to avoid placing

signs in dips, just beyond hill crests or curves, or where visibility is otherwise im-

paired). In urban areas where intersections are frequent and speeds are low a lesser

distance is often justified. On the other hand, on a high speed highway where a

hazard requires a very marked reduction in speed (e.g., on the approach to a Stop
sign or traffic signal) a greater warning distance may be needed (see table 120).

TABLE 120 RECOMMENDED POSTING DISTANCE OF WARNING SIGNS
IN ADVANCE OF HAZARD, RURAL AREAS

Highway Design Speed, miles per hour 30 40 50 60 70
Calculated Stopping Distance, feet 119 192 281 388 511

Suggested Posting Distance, feet 300 300 300 400 500
Source: "A Policy on Intersections at Grade," p. 79, American Association of State Highway

Officials, except for posting distances at design speeds below 50 mph which are here set at a mini-
mum of 300 feet.

Guide signs, in the interest of uniformity, are posted in prescribed locations either

at intersections or at arbitrary distances in advance of or beyond intersections. Junc-
tion signs should be from 300 to 500 feet, Advance Turn markers from 250 to 300

feet, and Destination signs from 100 to 150 feet in advance of the intersection. Direc-

tional Route markers should be at the intersection, and "confirmatory" route markers
from 25 to 75 feet beyond it. In urban districts all of these distances are neces-

sarily reduced.

Maintenance

The maintenance program should provide for inspecting and cleaning signs and
for straightening and repainting posts, if necessary, at least once every year. Signs
should be replaced and taken in for refinishing when their color has faded and their

legibility is impaired. Deteriorated reflecting elements must be replaced. Damaged
porcelain enamel signs cannot be salvaged, but other types of finishes can be re-

moved in a hot caustic soda bath, followed by rinsing, brushing and buffing. The sign

plates can then be refinished by the same processes used in fabricating new signs.

In field maintenance shops air-drying enamels will usually take the place of baked

finishes.

APPLICATION OF SIGNS AT INTERSECTIONS

The application of each sign or type of sign should be uniform and standardized,

to evoke a consistent response. Similar situations should be treated in the same way,
wherever encountered.
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Warrants can be prescribed for the application of certain signs, but every in-

stallation must be checked against experience and judgment.

Warning Signs

Symbol warning signs indicating the approach to an intersection by means of a

diagram or "map" of the intersection should be used (1) on through highways in

advance of intersections where there is any considerable volume of traffic on the

cross road, (2) where the sight distance is impaired and requires special warning,

or (3) at intersections where it is necessary to prepare to turn, such as "Y" and "T"

junctions. Such warning signs, however, are generally unnecessary where turn or

junction markers give advance notice of an intersection. Ordinarily where a warning

sign is used on the through highway a Stop sign will be used on the less important

cross road.

The Stop Ahead warning sign is warranted where the Stop sign is not visible

from a sufficient distance for a safe stop. The sign may also be used for emphasis

where the Stop sign is not being consistently obeyed. The Signals Ahead warning

sign should be used when a traffic signal is not visible from at least 400 feet distant,

or where conflicting lights or other conditions weaken the effectiveness of the signal.

An advisory speed sign may be mounted just below any of the above warning

signs to indicate a reasonable approach speed. The advisory speed sign, however,

is not a regulatory sign.

Rubber Flapper Signs

One special type sign
<13) used in some urban areas is made of natural rubber,

which is fastened with bolts through a steel base to the pavement. The sign, 7" x 14",

stands in a vertical position displaying a message such as "Slow," "School" or "No
U-Turn" and is easily bent over if run over by a vehicle, returning to its former

upright position immediately afterwards. Its use is limited to areas where there

is no snowfall.

Two-Way Stop Signs

Stop signs are required, as a necessary element in enforcement, at all entrances

to highways legally designated as through routes,
(14) without regard to traffic volumes,

restricted sight distances, or other considerations. In some states they are required at

all railroad crossings or at certain railroad crossings designated by order of the

highway department.

Warrants for the use of Stop signs elsewhere are less specific. They include:

1. The restricted visibility warrant. When the view at an intersection is so

restricted that the critical or safe approach speed
(15)

is 8 miles an hour or less

and the hazard of the view obstruction has been evidenced by right-angle

collision accidents, a Stop sign is warranted on the secondary street or high-

way. The sign should be used only on those approaches where the view is

obstructed, not necessarily on all entrances to the more important highway.
2. The accident warrant. When collisions resulting from conflict between inter-

secting traffic streams have been found unpreventable by less restrictive means,
a Stop sign may be erected at an isolated intersection even though the view

is unobstructed. The occurrence of 3 to 5 such collisions in one year, in each

(is) Not included in the recommended signs as shown in the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Con-
trol Devices."

(u) See warrants for through streets, chapter XI.
See chapter XIII.
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of which one of the involved vehicles entered the intersection from the same

approach, frequently has been accepted as a warrant for the installation of a

Stop sign on that approach.

3. Traffic volume ^varrant. The American Association of State Highway Offi-

cials
(16) has suggested as a minimum traffic volume warrant an hourly traffic of

50 vehicles (30th highest hour (17)
in year) on the more important road. If,

however, both intersecting roads carry almost equal volumes of traffic be-

tween 25 and 100 vehicles per hour, the choice of the Stop sign on one road

or of warning signs only on both roads is optional. For higher volumes, up
to those warranting traffic signals, Stop signs should be used. These ordinarily

are so placed as to interrupt the smaller flow of traffic, and a warning sign

or other intersection marking is used on the more important road. Warning
signs should be used on both roads if a Stop sign installation is not warranted.

In urban areas Stop signs are rarely placed at isolated intersections on the

basis of traffic volume alone. A major volume of traffic usually affects a series of

cross streets and through-street control develops (see chapter XI).

Four-Way Stop Signs

The use of Stop signs on all approaches to an intersection has found favor in

some localities as a control device applicable where the normal Stop sign, properly

enforced, has been found inadequate, but where the warrants for fixed-time signals

(see chapter IX) are not met. The stoppage of all traffic, however, causes a large

aggregate delay and is opposed by many engineers. It can be justified only where

less restrictive controls have failed to prevent delays or accidents.

Warrants. No generally accepted warrants have been developed for four-way Stop

sign control. Suggested warrants (lb) have been put forth as follows, any one of these

criteria warranting such control :

(a) A minimum hourly volume averaging 500 vehicles entering the inter-

section from all directions for 6 hours a day (between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.)

with at least 40 percent of the total entering from the secondary street

or streets.

(b) Occurrence of 5 or more reported accidents of a type susceptible of

correction by such control, within a 12-month period.

(c) Minimum hourly volume on main street entering the intersection of

500 vehicles for 6 hours (between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.) and a pedestrian

volume crossing the main street of at least 250 persons per hour for the

same hours.

In rural application, the Missouri State Highway Department finds a warrant for

the four-way Stop sign installation where a state arterial route is intersected by a

"minor artery" carrying a comparable volume of traffic. If the total traffic is from 75 to

200 vehicles per hour (for the heaviest 6 hours of the day, not necessarily consecutive)

of which more than 50 percent enters from the minor artery, of if the total traffic is

between 200 and 400 vehicles per hour with the minor artery accounting for at least

40 percent of it, a four-way stop is warranted. 01"

a) "A Policy on Intersections at Grade," p. 96, American Association of State Highway Officials.
<17) The design peak hour. See discussion of 30th highest hour in chapter XII.
<18) Discussion by Standards and Specifications Committee, I.T.E., 1946 Proceedings Institute

of Traffic Engineers, p. 153.
(19) "Means of Evaluating Intersection Improvement" by Leon Corder, Highway Research

Abstracts, March 1948.
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Tests made by the Automobile Club of Southern California in 1931 <20) revealed

that four-way Stop signs were adequate to properly regulate traffic with little delay or

confusion up to entering hourly volumes as follows:

4-Lane intersection (street with 2 moving lanes intersecting similar street)

1,687 vehicles with 36 percent as average cross traffic.

6-Lane intersection (street with 4 moving lanes intersecting another street

with 2 moving lanes) 2,670 vehicles with 47 percent average cross traffic.

8-Lane intersection (street with 4 moving lanes intersecting another similar

street) 3,358 vehicles with average cross traffic of 46 percent.

During these counts, pedestrian volumes up to 10 percent of vehicular volume were

able to cross streets safely.

Accordingly, the recommendation was made that the following volume rates be

considered maximum applicable to control by 4-way Stop signs, when deciding be-

tween installing 4-way stops or traffic control signals.

4-Lane intersection 1,500 vehicles per hour through the intersection with

at least 25 percent of the total on the cross street.

6-Lane intersection 2,000 vehicles per hour through the intersection with

at least 25 percent of the total on the cross street.

8-Lane intersection 2,500 vehicles per hour through the intersection with

at least 25 percent of the total on the cross street.

Speed Signs

Speed limit signs at intersections are a special application of speed zoning (see

chapter XIII). Where the safe speed of approaching vehicles is limited to a maxi-

mum or critical rate by obstructions to vision, a speed limit sign should be posted in

advance of the intersection. Another sign showing the normal speed limit should

then be placed beyond the intersection where speed may be resumed.

An advisory speed warning sign, in conjunction with an intersection warning

sign, may be used as an alternative means of reducing speed for safety.

Turn Prohibition Signs

Where certain turning movements are prohibited at an intersection, the regula-

tions must be indicated by appropriate signs. If, however, "U" turns are unlawful

throughout a given area, it is not necessary to post signs at all intersections.

One-Way Signs

At many intersections one or more streets are open to traffic in one direction

only. One-Way arrow signs, Do Not Enter and Two-Way Traffic Ahead signs should

be placed as necessary to prevent conflicts. One-Way signs, where applicable, should

be used in preference to turn prohibition signs. (See chapter XI for location of signs.)

Figure 90 shows neon tubing One-Way signs used in Washington, D. C.

Pedestrian Crossing Signs

Approved types of pedestrian crossing warning signs and their uses are covered

in Sections 87 and 90 of the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for

Streets and Highways." These are for both school and general pedestrian crossings.

In addition to the School and School Crossing signs described in the Manual,
<20) Data published in "A Study of The Traffic Control Problem at Outlying Intersections,"

Automobile Club of Southern California, Public Safety Department.
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there are two other school signs in widespread use. One of these is a yellow sign, 18

inches wide and 24 inches high, with the words "Slow-Children" and a silhouette in

black of a running child. It is used as a permanent warning sign on streets and

highways which have schools or playgrounds adjacent to them. The other is a

5-foot uniformed figure on a platform base holding waist high a sign with the words

"School-Drive Slowly." The figure is placed on the center line of the roadway to

warn drivers that they are approaching a school. It is kept in place only during
those times of the day when children are going to or from school.

Some municipalities are using, at cross walks in congested areas, a portable sign

which is placed on the center line at the cross walk to remind drivers of their

responsibilities to pedestrians. Wordings such as "Stop When Pedestrians Are In

Cross Walk" are used. The usual arguments are advanced both for and against the

use of such signs. Those "for" say that by encouraging drivers to observe pedes-

trians' rights-of-way at a few cross walks, habits are instilled which carry over to

all cross walks. Those "against" say that drivers are led to believe that it is not neces-

sary to give pedestrians the right-of-way in cross walks unless there is a sign

requiring it.

Route Markers and Other Guide Signs

The importance of clear and explicit route markings through intersections,

particularly in villages, towns, and crowded sections of highways, cannot be over-

emphasized. This is not a matter of convenience to the traveler alone but more

important, lack of such markings distracts his attention, creating very definite hazards.

Adequate signing at intersections to show route directions and destinations in-

cludes advance notice of route junctions and turns, directional route markings at the

intersection, and destination signs showing the names of important cities and towns,

with their directions and distances. "Confirmatory" route markers should appear
on numbered routes just beyond every marked intersection, and occasional "reassur-

ance" markers between intersections.

The "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices" gives detailed specifications for

the application and placement of route markings at intersections. Many intersections,

however, particularly those of channelized design, must be given individual treatment,

the sole objective being to provide all essential information where it will be most effec-

tive. Special care is necessary where, due to grade separations, the start of a turn is

made in an unexpected direction. Large overhead signs are warranted on express high-

ways where speed and roadway width make signs on the road shoulder inadequate.

APPLICATION OF NON-INTERSECTION SIGNS

Other signs applicable at non-intersection locations, covered in the following, are :

1. Speed Control signs

2. Turn and Curve Warning signs

3. No-Passing Zone signs

4. Hill signs

5. Parking signs

Speed Control

Speed limit signs indicating the absolute or prima facie legal speed limit should be

placed wherever the legal limit changes, and elsewhere as needed. (See chapter XIII
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for a discussion of speed zoning.) At the end of a restricted zone, particularly where

there is no specified limit in the zone about to be entered, an End Mile Speed

sign may be used instead of a regular speed limit sign showing a numerical limit.

The prescribing of different speed limits for daytime and nighttime
<21)

offers a

special problem in signing. The "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices" sug-

gests that a special night speed sign, with white reflectorized numerals on a black

background, be mounted below the regular speed limit sign, the daytime speed numerals

not being reflectorized (see figure 85.)

Where reduced speed is necessary for safety, but where a special speed zone is

not warranted, an advisory speed sign may be used in conjunction with a standard

warning sign. Such a recommended speed, though not a legal limit, actually becomes

a sort of prima facie limit, beyond which any speed is "too fast for conditions."

Turn and Curve Warnings

TABLE 121 WARRANTS FOR TURN AND CURVE SIGNS

Degree of

Curvature

0-3
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TABLE 122 WARRANTS FOR HILL SIGNS

Grade Length Exceeding
(percent) (feet)

6 2,000
7 1,000

8 750

9 500

11 400

13 300

15 200

16 or more Any length

Source: "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices."

Parking Signs

Parking restrictions of general application, such as those prohibiting parking

adjacent to fire hydrants, do not require signs to make them enforceable. Restrictions

applying to streets or zones designated by local authorities, however, cannot be of legal

effect until signs have been erected giving notice thereof.
<22) Such signs must show

the type of restriction and indicate the extent of the restricted zone.

Other Signs

The "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices" provides for many signs not

specifically referred to here. Special signs are also in use in many states and localities.

In most instances their application is self-evident or analogous to that of similar signs

here described.

<22> "Model Traffic Ordinance," article XIV.
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Chapter IX

TRAFFIC SIGNALS

This chapter treats with traffic signal operational systems, warrants for installa-

tion, timing, operation of controllers (including fixed-time and traffic-actuated), design
and installation, and conduit, cable and detector installation. Signals are classified

as follows :

(1)

1. Traffic control signals ( Stop-and-Go)
a. Fixed-time

b. Traffic-actuated

(1) Full traffic-actuated

(2) Semi-traffic-actuated

(3) Speed control

2. Special pedestrian signals

3. Other special traffic signals

a. Flashing beacons and signals

b. Lane-direction traffic signals

c. Traffic signals at drawbridges
4. Train-approach signals and gates

a. Flashing light and wigwag signals

b. Automatic crossing gates

TABLE 123 PERSONS PER SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION IN U. S. CITIES, 1944

Population Group
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Fixed-time signals are classified as being either :

1. Independent of any other signal installation, known as "isolated operation," (or)

2. In precisely timed inter-relationship with other signal installations, designated

as "coordinated operation."

Isolated or Independent Operation

With this operation signals at one location are operated without provision for

maintaining a definite time relationship with signals at other locations. Under these

conditions, the nearest other controlled intersection generally will be spaced over a

half-mile away. At such distances any precisely timed relationship renders no appre-

ciable benefit because of the widely varying speed habits of vehicular drivers and

other related factors.

The range of maximum spacing for progressive movement control is considered

to be 1,200 to 2,500 feet. The lower value is that prescribed in the "Manual on Uniform

Traffic Control Devices." However under certain conditions, spacings up to 2,500 feet

have worked out satisfactorily. Generally, therefore, isolated signal operation in urban

areas is reasonably justified at signal spacings over 2,500 feet.

Coordinated or Interrelated Operation

Whenever an urban traffic route is relatively free of cross traffic and other traffic

frictions or when signal spacing is 2,500 feet or less, a definite time relationship be-

tween signals should be established and maintained. There are two principal methods

of obtaining coordination of signal timing. One is without electrical cable intercon-

nection, and the other employs a multiple-conductor cable directly connecting all

intersection or secondary controllers with a master or supervisory controller. The
former method is defined as "non-interconnected" and the latter as "interconnected"

operation.

Non-fnterconnected Coordination

The alternating current frequency of a common electric power supply is utilized

as the basis for obtaining non-interconnected coordination.

The method is dependent on the controller mechanisms being driven by syn-

chronous motors which generally keep in step and can be stopped and started readily,

so that with the use of a stop-watch or offset arm and hand operated reset switch,

signal controlled intersections can be brought into definite time relationship. When-
ever power failure or other trouble occurs, however, the relationship is disrupted and

weekly or bi-weekly checking is advisable to determine whether the specified time

relationship exists.

Visual means of registering power failure have been devised and generally feature

the use of a special pilot light or other indication to show that power failure has

occurred at some time or other. Usually a locking-in type of electric relay is used,

which when de-energized by power failure closes a special electric circuit. When power

supply resumes, the special circuit operates either a pilot light or other indicator

device. When proper time relationship between signals has been re-established by
field inspection and adjustment, the relay is replaced in the locked-in position, either

manually or by a manually operated switch and the tell-tale power failure indication

disappears.
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Interconnected Coord/nof/on

The most satisfactory though expensive type of coordination is accomplished by

direct cable connection between all secondary controllers and a master controller. The
entire assembly then constitutes a traffic control signal system which operates with

maximum dependability. The supervisory function, which insures "in time operation,"

usually is accomplished by an interlocking electrical circuit between the master con-

troller and the secondary controllers. In the master controller two normally closed

supervisory contacts are connected in series with the circuit which checks in-time

operation once during each cycle. In the secondary controllers two normally open

supervisory contacts are connected in series with the same circuit. Operation of that

circuit is over the interconnecting cable between the secondary controllers and the

master controller. In the secondary timer the supervising circuit is also connected to

a device which stops the timing mechanism of the secondary controller whenever the

entire supervisory circuit is closed.

The operation of the interlocking supervisory circuit is such that, if in-time opera-

tion exists, the opening of the supervisory contacts in the master controller occurs at

exactly the same time that the supervisory contacts close in the secondary controllers.

Consequently whenever secondary controllers are performing the timing as intended,

the supervisory circuit is never completed and the operation proceeds without variation

from the timing program designed for the signal system.

When, however, for any reason the timing operation of the secondary controller is

lagging or is disturbed, the closing of the secondary controller supervisory contacts

will occur at a time other than the opening of the master controller supervisory con-

tacts and the timing mechanism of the secondary controller will be stopped. The
short momentary time interval is sufficiently long to allow the timing mechanism in

the secondary controller to advance to the point where the secondary controller super-

visory contacts will reopen, and the 'in-time operation is re-established.

The foregoing procedure constitutes the automatic checking each time cycle of

the "offset" in a traffic signal system by the operation of the reset contacts and cir-

cuit. Secondary controllers usually are so devised that the occurrence of "offset" or

"reset" can be adjusted readily from zero to 99 percent of the time cycle. In general,

facilities are provided so that this can be done in 1 percent steps.

Controllers with operational features affording one such reset supervisory function

are called "single-reset controllers." When additional resets are provided, controllers

are "double-" or "triple-reset controllers." With more than one reset provided, it is

possible to establish readily more than a single timing relationship or program be-

tween secondary controllers and the zero-time-reference base of master controllers.

(See discussion of flexible progressive signal systems further on.)

WARRANTS FOR FIXED-TIME TRAFFIC SIGNALS

In general, traffic control signals should only be installed and operated when
abnormal vehicular or pedestrian delay is created by the physical inability of traffic

to flow smoothly at an intersection. The safety aspect alone should seldom be the

decisive factor.
00 With signal operation, accidents seldom are eliminated entirely, but

continue to be a matter of serious concern for those charged with the responsibilities

of these matters.

<2> See "Accident Hazard" warrant in following for further discussion.
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That traffic signals are not primarily safety devices is attested to by numerous

studies that have shown that sometimes there are increases in accident frequency fol-

lowing installation of signals. A poll
<3> of traffic authorities in 27 cities in 1939 included

the question, "Do you find traffic signals sometimes increase rather than decrease acci-

dents at signalized intersections?" Twenty-three of the twenty-seven answered yes.

In order to provide a general yardstick in determining the merits of a given

traffic situation relative to signal control, warrants have been developed to fit a number

of conditions. There will be exceptions, however, and each individual location must

be studied separately to determine whether special characteristics exist which are of

greater importance than regular requirements.

Warrants for traffic signal control at the intersection of two two-lane, two-way

thoroughfares (as stated in the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for

Streets and Highways") are summarized in the following. When more than two

travelled lanes exist in each direction, the warrants should be increased not quite

proportionately.

7. Minimum Vehicular Volume

Applied where no special conditions exist and where the amount of intersecting

traffic is the outstanding reason for intersection conflicts.

In Urban Areas :

(a) Total vehicular volume entering the intersection from all approaches

must average at least 750 vehicles per hour for any 8 hours (not neces-

sarily consecutive) of an average day; and

(b) Total vehicular volume entering the intersection from the minor street

or streets must average at least 175 vehicles per hour for the same hours.

In Rural Areas:

(c) Total vehicular volume entering the intersection from all approaches

must average at least 500 vehicles per hour for any 8 hours of an aver-

age day; and

(d) Total vehicular volume entering the intersection from the minor highway
or highways must average at least 125 vehicles per hour for the same

8 hours.

Flashing Operation :

(e) When for a period of two or more consecutive hours, the total vehicular

volume entering an intersection having fixed-time signals installed under

this warrant falls below 50 percent of the minimum volumes stated

above for urban and rural intersections, flashing operation shall be sub-

stituted for fixed-time operation for the duration of such periods of

reduced volume (except that flashing operation is not recommended to

occur during more than three periods in 24 hours).

2. Interruption of Continuous Traffic

Applies where cross traffic of lower volume than stated in the previous warrant

suffers undue delay or hazard because of uncontrolled and continuous flow of traffic

on an artery.

(3) American Road Builders Association Proceedings, 1940, p. 436.
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In Urban Areas :

(a) At an intersection of an important street, the vehicle volume along that

principal street must average at least 750 vehicles per hour for any 8

hours of an average day ; and,

(b) The combined vehicle and pedestrian volume from the side street or

streets must average at least 75 units per hour for the same 8 hours
; and

(c) The average vehicle speed must exceed 20 miles per hour on the prin-

cipal street approaches to the intersection.

Note: Average speed in the foregoing and following is construed to mean
the arithmetic average of a representative sample of observed speeds
of traffic approaching the intersection when there is no signal, stop

sign, or other control feature affecting the measured speeds. The
determination of speeds of vehicles approaching intersections should

be made for a relatively short distance (say 88 feet) ending at the

stop line, or a location corresponding thereto.

In Rural Areas:

(d) At an intersection of an important highway, the vehicle volume along
that principal highway must average at least 500 vehicles per hour for

any 8 hours of an average day; and,

(e) The combined vehicle and pedestrian volume from the side highway or

highways must average at least 50 units per hour for the same 8

hours; and

(f) The average vehicle speed must exceed 35 miles per hour on the prin-

cipal highway approaches to the intersection.

At industrial plants, parks, stadiums, resorts and other places where surges of

traffic occur for relatively short durations, any one of the following warrants may
justify signal installation.

In Urban Areas :

(g) Vehicular volume on the major thoroughfare past an establishment of

the type mentioned above exceeds 800 cars per hour at the approximate
time of major movement of traffic to and from the establishment, and

traffic to or from the establishment roadway during the same period of

time meets one of the following warrants :

(1) A minimum of 300 cars per hour, or

(2) A minimum of 200 pedestrians crossing per hour, or

(3) A minimum of 200 cars and 100 pedestrians crossing per hour.

(h) Left turns into or from the establishment roadway must exceed 30 per-

cent of the 800 cars per hour past the establishment.

(i) Four lanes of traffic past the establishment exceed an average speed of

40 miles per hour during major movement of traffic.

(j) A sharp vertical or horizontal curve or view obstruction exists near the

entrance or exit of the establishment, one or a combination of which

creates a serious accident hazard.

In Rural Areas:

(k) Warrants for establishments located in rural areas are 50 percent of the

foregoing traffic volumes for major thoroughfare and establishment en-

trance or exit.
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Flashing Operation :

(1) When for a period of two or more consecutive hours, the vehicle volume

on the principal thoroughfare or the combined vehiclo and pedestrian vol-

ume from the side street or highway falls below 50 percent of the minimum
volume stated above for urban and rural intersections, flashing operation

shall be substituted for fixed-time operation for the duration of such

periods of reduced volume.

3. Minimum Pedestrian Volume

The great number of injuries and deaths of pedestrians requires much more pro-

tection for them than is generally afforded in the way of traffic islands and, in some

cases, traffic signals. Where pedestrian volume crossing a major artery represents the

main problem the following should be the minimum requirements.

In Urban Areas :

(a) Pedestrian volume crossing the major street must average at least 250

persons per hour for any 8 hours of an average day ; and,

(b) Vehicular traffic entering the intersection from the major street must

average at least 600 vehicles per hour for the same 8 hours; and,

(c) The average vehicle speed must exceed 15 miles per hour on the ap-

proaches to the intersection.

Note: Average speed above and in the following is to be interpreted the

same as described on page 220.

In Rural Areas:

(d) Pedestrian volume crossing the major highway must average at least

125 persons per hour for any 8 hours of an average day ; and,

(e) Vehicular traffic entering from the major highway must average at least

300 vehicles per hour for the same 8 hours ; and,

(f) The average vehicle speed must exceed 30 miles per hour on the ap-

proaches to the intersections.

Off-Hours :

(g) When for two or more consecutive hours, the vehicular and pedestrian

traffic volume drops to 50 percent or less of the warrant values stated

above, the signal shall not be operated as a fixed-time signal.

4. Coordinated Movement

When signal spacing is greater than about 2,500 feet,
<4) the driving habits of

individuals vary so much that a platoon of vehicles will be distributed over quite a

distance. If therefore, a series of coordinated signals has a longer gap, it may become
desirable to operate a signal in between for the purpose of keeping compact platoons
of vehicles moving throughout the entire system. Care, however, should be exercised

to determine that there will not be more vehicular delay with the extra signal even

though there is a fanning-out effect of traffic without it.

5. Occident Hazard

Safety alone seldom justifies the installation of signals. There may be exceptions,

however, and these should conform at least to the following as a minimum:

(a) Adequate trial of less restrictive remedies with satisfactory observance

and enforcement has failed to reduce the accident frequency; and,
(4) Although the Manual stipulates 1,200 feet, many authorities feel that 2,500 feet is a more

practical figure.
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(b) Five or more reported accidents of types susceptible of correction by a

traffic control signal have occurred within a twelve month period, each

accident involving personal injury or property damage to an apparent

extent of $25 or more; and,

(c) There exists a volume of vehicular and pedestrian traffic not less than

50 percent of the requirements specified in the minimum vehicular volume

warrant, the interruption of continuous traffic warrant, or the minimum

pedestrian volume warrant.

It is much too easy for citizens and officials to suggest traffic signals whenever a

serious accident occurs at a location which otherwise registers no great amount of

collisions. Every intersection of two streets however is a potential traffic accident

location. Consideration of installation of signals primarily as an accident prevention

measure should be preceded by a thorough search and analysis of the accident records

(with particular reference to type) and a very careful study of the location, to deter-

mine whether signs, markings or islands, or a combination of them will help to solve

the problem instead of installation of signals.

In some cases a medial island renders more service than a signal because it

affords a refuge for crossing pedestrians and organizes paths of vehicular flow. In

other instances, the location is lacking primarily in proper street lighting for adequate

visibility at night. Parking and view obstructions are other factors which often are

chief causes of accidents.

Remedial measures, other than signals, should be considered and if possible tried

and checked for at least six to twelve months before signal installations are decided

upon.

6. Combination of Warrants Other Factors

Under exceptional conditions, signals may be justified where no one warrant is

satisfied, but two or more are satisfied to the extent of 80 percent or more of the

stated values, if there are present other important factors such as :

(a) A sudden change from rural conditions where relatively high speeds are

safe, to those of an urban district; or,

(b) Extreme width of roadway which pedestrians must cross and valid rea-

sons exist for not constructing refuge islands ; or,

(c) Predominance of especially handicapped pedestrians, such as the blind,

aged, or crippled; or,

(d) An intersection on or at the bottom of a long or steep grade.

In the case of the latter, a traffic control signal usually should be installed also

at the top of the grade, if the spacing between the two signals will permit a pro-

gressive movement suitable to the street.

In any event, signals installed at locations otherwise unwarranted should be

substantiated by exceptional and highly significant reasons so that a sound policy can

be developed in the interest of preventing unsatisfactory installations.

<s> The City of Detroit determines traffic signal warrants on the basis of a weighted rating
taking into account traffic volume, accidents, pedestrian volume, left turns, through traffic, coordi-
nated movement, one-way streets, speed and existence of four-way stops. Factors are assigned each
of these variables, and the total rating, being the sum of individual factors, determines the posi-
tion on the priority list for signal installation.
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DETERMINING SIGNAL TIME CYCLE LENGTH AND DIVISION

Guiding Principles

Good practice dictates the selection of a total time cycle in the range of from 35

seconds to 50 seconds for a simple right-angled intersection where the intersection

roadways are of average width and traffic volumes not extremely heavy. Where inter-

secting streets are wider, necessitating longer pedestrian crossing time, or volumes ex-

tremely heavy or turning interferences substantial, the cycle will be between 45 seconds

and 60 seconds long. Three-street intersection cycles will range from 55 seconds to

70 seconds.
09

Heavier volumes require longer cycle lengths because the sum of "greens" on

both streets (considering 2-phase operation) is a higher percentage of a cycle length

with longer cycles (since clearance times are fixed). The adequacy of a cycle length

to pass all entering traffic may be roughly checked for a peak 15-minute flow period

by calculating the total seconds of "green" time for each intersection approach and

ascertaining that at least 2.5 seconds is allowed for each vehicle figuring each approach

lane separately. Where left turns are heavy or commercial vehicles predominant, this

average headway may have to be increased.

Cycle division may be based on either long or short period volume counts. A one-

hour count during normal hours of the day and one-half hour at the time of high

traffic volume will give a fairly accurate picture of division of traffic between the two

streets. If the same number of lanes are in use on both streets the normal hour ratio

of traffic volume on one street to that on the other can be applied roughly to the cycle

for its division, tempered however by a consideration of the peak hour relation between

the two streets. The time required to pass a given number of vehicles is inversely pro-

portional to the number of usable lanes through the intersection. The type of traffic

units, interferences from turning movements, as well as pedestrian crossing time, must

be considered carefully in arriving at suitable timing intervals/"

Approximate Methods of Determining Cycle Division

Select the most suitable cycle and apply short period (fifteen or thirty minute)

counts during the peak hour in the heaviest direction to determine the average num-
ber of vehicle units arriving at the intersection per cycle. Apply a factor of 2.5

seconds per vehicle per lane entering the intersection and thus calculate the minimum
"Go" interval required to pass the traffic which presents itself. For example, a 45-

second total time cycle means 20 cycles in a 15-minute period. If on "A" street 200

vehicles arrive in the heaviest 15 minutes we have 10 vehicles per cycle, and, if

travelling in one lane, they require 10 X 2.5 seconds or 25 seconds to clear. A similar

calculation for "B" street will determine its minimum green on the basis of the cycle

length selected.

This is a simple trial-and-error method based on a minimum factor of vehicle

time spacing for the movement of passenger cars. Where there are substantial volumes

(6) With the strong present-day trend toward the use of synchronous motor control for fixed-
time signal operation, cycle gears are furnished as standard equipment in multiples of five seconds.
Odd lengths of total time cycles require special gears which are costly. Hence any calculations of

cycle time will result in acceptance of the nearest five second cycle gear.
(7) Under urban conditions the traffic engineer will find that in many installations, it is not

the traffic volumes which will determine the minimum intervals at an intersection. The time it takes
for a pedestrian to cross the roadway on each "Go" movement will largely influence the timing of
the signals. This is especially true on our wider streets where vehicular traffic can clear the
intersection in less time than a pedestrian can cross. The pedestrian must be taken into considera-
tion in most instances in urban areas.
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of turning movements or slower service vehicles this factor may be increased in

proportion to the interferences affecting normal clearing speeds.

Another approximate method of determining cycle division, as described in the

"Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices," is as follows :

"In making the cycle division, the 'Go' periods will be approximately correct if

made proportional to the products of the critical lane volumes and the time spacings
on the respective intersecting streets.

"To illustrate, assume that a 60-second cycle has been selected and that the time

required for vehicles to clear the intersection after the green signal is 5 seconds on

each street. This leaves a total of 50 seconds of 'Go' time to be divided between the

two streets. Assume that the critical lane volumes VA and VB on streets A and B
during the heaviest traffic hour are 400 and 250 vehicles, respectively. In the first

case, assume that the time spacing between vehicles, or headway on departure, for

each of the two streets is the same. The 'Go' time assigned to each street, TA and TB ,

would then be approximated as follows :

(1) TA _ VA _ 400

TB
"

VB
~~

250

and (2) TA + TB = 50 seconds (total 'Go' time)

Solving for TB in (2) and substituting in (1) :

TA 400_____ =_, whence TA = 31 seconds.

From (2), TB = 50 31 = 19 seconds.

"In the second case, assume that the time spacing between vehicles, or departure

headway, HA and HB ,
is 3 seconds on street A and 5 seconds on street B. This

difference in headway might be caused by a sizeable percentage of trucks in the

critical lane on street B. The division of the 'Go' time would then be approximated
as follows :

(3) TA _ VA x HA = 400 x 3

TB
"

VB X HB 250 x 5

Solving for TB in (2), and substituting in (3) :

whence TA 24 seconds.

From (2), TB = 50 24 = 26 seconds.

"It should be emphasized that such calculations provide only an approximate

means of determining the proper time for each street. Other considerations, such as

the time required for pedestrian crossings and physical conditions at the intersection,

also affect signal timing. After the initial selection of a cycle length and a timing

program, frequent checkbacks and studies of the signal in operation should be made

to obtain the most efficient timing schedule."

Pedestrian Requirements

"As a general principle of traffic signal timing, no vehicle 'Go' interval should

be less than the time required for the waiting group of pedestrians to get started and

to cross to a point of safety unless an exclusive pedestrian interval is also employed.

Experiments with signal timing have shown that, insofar as vehicle movements are
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concerned, excellent efficiency can be attained under certain off-peak conditions with

'Go' intervals as short as 15 seconds. Ordinarily, however, they must be somewhat

longer to give the pedestrian a safe opportunity for crossing the roadway.
"When the pedestrian crossing time runs concurrently with the vehicle 'Go'

period, which is the usual case, the total

'Go' interval should be long enough to

allow not less than 5 seconds during

which it is indicated that pedestrians may
start to cross, and enough longer to

pen-nit pedestrians who have entered the

roadway to reach a place of safety with

the additional time provided by the

vehicular clearance interval. Thus if it

takes 14 seconds for most pedestrians

to cross the roadway or reach a point

of safety, and if the vehicle clearance

(yellow) interval is 3 seconds, the total

'Go' (green) interval should be at least

5+14 3, or 16 seconds. Pedestrian walk-

ing speed is usually assumed to average

3.5 to 4.0 feet per second in making allow-

ance for crossing the street."

At intersections having an intense

rush-hour peak of relatively short dura-

tion it may be advisable to allow some

"25 35 45 55 65 75 85

TOTAL TIME CYCLE -SECONDS

FIGURE 91 Relation Between Lane Vol-

ume, Percent Green, and Total Cycle at

Intersections.

(Courtesy, Illuminating Laboratory, GeneralIlluminating Laboratory,
Electric Company.)

vehicle accumulation during that time

rather than prescribe too long a cycle

which will cause vehicle delay during the

many hours of off-peak operation.

Practical experience and study of actual signal operation will enable a traffic

engineer to set up efficient signal timing for almost any intersection. In-service ad-

justments, however, should never be neglected.

Graphical Method of Approximating Cycle Length and Division

Figure 91 shows a graph which may be used as a short cut method of deter-

mining approximate cycle length and division for a given volume on each street. This

is based on an empirical curve of entering headways (for a single lane) running from

4^ seconds for the first car to enter down to an average of 2 seconds per car after

about 20 have entered. A cut-and-try procedure is necessary with this chart. First a

cycle length is assumed and the percent greens found corresponding to the volumes on

the heavier approaches for each of the two streets. If the percentages add to greater

than about 90 percent, then a longer cycle should be tried. If they add to less than

about 90 percent, a shorter cycle should be tried. A cycle length is sought that gives a

percentage that adds to the following :

(cycle length) minus (two yellow intervals)
X 100

cycle length

For a 3-second yellow clearance interval, the exact total percentages for different trial
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cycle lengths are: 70-second cycle, 92 percent; 60-second cycle, 90 percent; 50-

second cycle, 88 percent; 40-second cycle, 85 percent.

Clearance Interval

The purpose of the yellow signal indication is to warn moving traffic facing the

signals to come to a stop if possible to do so with safety. It should provide enough
time for vehicles to clear the intersection before cross traffic starts to move ;

therefore

theoretically it should be long enough to permit a vehicle to travel at normal inter-

section approach speed a distance equal to the cross street width between curbs plus

the driver stopping distance.

If the clearance interval is too long, it breeds disrespect and defeats its own pur-

pose. If too short it may constitute a hazard and increase rear end collisions. At most

urban intersections, a yellow interval of 3 seconds produces good results. Where

speeds are high, and-or streets are exceptionally wide, 4- or 5-second yellow intervals

may be warranted.

Some traffic engineers frown on the idea of using yellow intervals in excess of

3 to 5 seconds, and prefer to use an all-red period to provide the necessary clearance

time above 5 seconds.

Some traffic engineers prefer to use a short (1- or 2-second) all-red interval in

every case following the yellow interval with the purpose of adding a further time

separation (for safety's sake) between the stopping of one street's traffic flow and

the starting of the cross street's flow.

Formulae for computing required clearance intervals are as follows :

(8)

For a simple right-angle intersection the minimum time required for a vehicle

to clear the intersecting street is :

Let W = Intersecting street width in feet.

V = Speed of clearing vehicle in miles per hour.

y = Clearance time in seconds.

0.682W
(i) y = -v

If the approaching vehicle is a few feet less than the comfortable stopping distance

back from the intersection when the signal changes, time should be allowed for the

vehicle to travel the stopping distance plus the street width before the cross street

traffic receive the "Go." In general, if "S" is the minimum driver stopping distance.

the maximum clearance time required by a vehicle is

0682
(2) 7 = --

(Stopping distances from various speeds are shown in chapter II.)

At complicated intersections there exists frequently a length of free path from

the place the cross-flow vehicles are stopped to the point where these vehicles would

conflict with the clearing stream, therefore a deduction can be made from the above

clearance time.

If D = length (in feet) of free path to clearing stream

Vi = average speed of the accelerating cross-flow in miles per hour and

ti = amount of time to be deducted

0.682
tl= ~VT

> "The Principles of Traffic Signal Timing," T. M. Matson, Transactions of the National

Safety Council, 1929.
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and the clearance time becomes

(3) y=f? (W + S)

Another formula for clearance interval
00

follows. This formula is practically

identical with (2) above except that a stopping distance formula has been substituted

for S, where S = 0.06V2 + 1.1V.

(4) y = 0.8 + 0.04V + ^5-

More Accurate Determination of Cycle Length and Division

This method (10)
is based on observed traffic volumes and spacings between vehicles

and on observed or design speeds. It combines into a total cycle the times necessary

to handle the maximum traffic movements in the intersecting directions, the delays in

accelerating from rest when signals change, and the necessary yellow clearance periods.

For a simple intersection with four approaches and a two-phase signal cycle, the

following terms are used in the timing formula :

C is the number of seconds in the total cycle.

ni is the number of vehicles entering the intersection during the peak 15 minutes on one

street in the direction of the major traffic flow.

n-> is the same for the minor street.

si is the average time spacing in seconds between vehicles as they enter the intersection

in close formation from the direction corresponding to ni.

S2 is the same for vehicles corresponding to n 2 .

gi is the number of seconds of green light in the direction of ni.

g2^ is the same in the direction of n2.

Vi is the average speed in miles per hour attained by vehicles in ni, after they leave the

intersection.

Vz is the same for vehicles in nz.

yi is the number of seconds of yellow between the green and red in the direction of ni.

y2 is the same in the direction of n2.

The total green light necessary to pass all of the vehicles that will accumulate in

t seconds in the direction of ni at spacing Si is J- + 0.2 Vi, in which 0.2 Vi is the
900

delay in accelerating from rest at 2.5 miles per hour per second.

Then, g! = 0.0011 msit + 0.2 Vi.

Similarly, g2 = 0.0011 nas2t + 0.2 V2 .

Combining these and adding the seconds of yellow for each signal change, gives a

minimum total required cycle of

C = 0.0011 ihSi t + 0.2 Vi + yi + 0.0011 n2s2 1 + 0.2 V2 + ya

Solving C - 0.2 (Vi+V) + yi +Y*
1 - 0.0011 (nlSl + n2S2 )

When the total cycle is thus determined, the lengths of the greens in the two pairs

of directions (gi and g2 ) are determined from the above formulae.

The fixed green for each pair of directions must be long enough to handle the

maximum traffic when it occurs during the period to which the computed cycle ap-

plies. Hence, msi and n2s2 in the formula must be the maximum values for each of

<9) Developed by Earl Reeder, Director of Traffic and Transportation, City of Miami, Florida.
'> Developed by Earl J. Reeder, Director of Traffic and Transportation, City of Miami, Florida.

This method yields a more precise determination of cycle length and division as compared to

approximate methods shown previously. In the final analysis, however, the variable factors of
pedestrian requirements and traffic signal system timing may require modification of cycle length
and division, as was pointed out in connection with the approximate methods.
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the two intersecting streets during that period. The values of Vi and yi should be

taken for the movement of traffic producing msi. Similarly, values of V2 and yo must

correspond to n2s2 .

At more complicated intersections as, for example, one having five or more ap-

proaches, three or even four phases of the cycle may be necessary. Then the above

formula for cycle lengths can be expanded. Thus, for a three-phase cycle, the formula

becomes :

c
0.2 (Vt + V2 + v.) + yx + y2 + ya

1 0.0011 (msi +n2s2 + nasa)

The basic formula can also be modified to meet other special conditions at unusual

or complicated intersections. For instance, if an exclusive pedestrian interval is to be

provided in the cycle this can be included as follows :

0.2 ( Vg + V2 + yi + y2 + P
1 0.0011 (nisi + n2s2 )

Here P is the length of the pedestrian "Walk" light in seconds and yp is the length
of the pedestrian clearance period.

Obviously, when the "Walk" light is shown simultaneously with the green it

does not affect computation of the total cycle because it does not constitute an addi-

tional phase.

The lengths of the yellow clearance intervals, yi and y2 , may be determined from
formulae shown previously, or set at three seconds, as is the custom at simple inter-

sections with no unusual problems.

Method of Determining Factor Values

Factor n. Traffic counts by 15-minute intervals, showing the movement in all

directions separately, should be used in determining values of n. These should include

periods of peak traffic and least traffic for determining whether the signals should be

operated on the same cycle throughout the day or changed one or more times to more

nearly fit the traffic demand.

The value of ni will be the maximum continuous 15-minute movement into the

intersection in one street during that period. The corresponding value of r\2 will

apply to the movement in the intersecting direction. Values of n are for all traffic in

the given movement regardless of the number of lanes in which it moves and in-

clude turns. In some special cases a minor traffic flow combined with a large corre-

sponding value of s may produce the maximum values of ns.

Factor s. Values of si and 82 must correspond to movements ni and n%. In each

case the observer should be stationed at a point where he can see the vehicles cross

a line while entering the intersection in compact groups. If a signal has already been

installed, it will release the vehicles in groups and the observer can check the number
of seconds that are required for all of the vehicles in each compact group to pass the

point, recording the number of seconds and the number of vehicles for each of sev-

eral successive groups. If there is no signal, a police officer should control traffic and

release the groups in compact form. It is important to have several vehicles in each

group. To illustrate the procedure, if there are 10 vehicles in a compact group the

observer will record from his stop watch the time between the arrival of the first

and the arrival of the tenth at the point which he has selected. When he has done

this for several groups, say 25, the number of seconds will be added for all of the

groups. Then the number of vehicles will be added for all of the groups, omitting 1

vehicle from each group because the number of spaces is 1 less than the number of
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vehicles. Divide the total number of seconds by the total number of spaces to give

the average spacing in seconds for that direction.

In taking observations on vehicle spacings, no attention should be paid to the

number of lanes of traffic. Count all of the vehicles passing in one compact group

although they may pass as many as two or three abreast. The greater the number

of lanes in use the smaller will be the time spacing in seconds. All spacing checks

should be taken at times of peak traffic flow in the directions observed because it is

then that the street is used most nearly to capacity and the spacing is shortest. Like-

wise, the groups will be largest and the observations will be most accurate.

Factor V. The average velocity of traffic movement on the street should be

determined by one of the common methods for checking vehicle speeds. The value of

V should be the average of at least 100 observations. These should be taken at a

point at a sufficient distance from the intersection to determine the speeds in the free

movement of traffic uninfluenced by acceleration or deceleration at intersections.

TYPES OF SIGNAL SYSTEMS

The following are the four general types of coordination of fixed-time signals

on a street:

Simultaneous System
Alternate System

Simple Progressive System
Flexible Progressive System.

Simultaneous System

The simultaneous system is one in which all signals along a given street always
show the same indication at the same time. The division of the cycle is the same at all

signalized intersections in the systems. Only one controller is used to operate a series

of intersections. The extreme inflexibility, however, of such an arrangement is highly

undesirable, and cannot be recommended.

A progressive system (defined later) may be operated in simultaneous

timing where the start of main street green at each signal installation is simul-

taneous. However this is not termed a simultaneous system, since cycle divi-

sions may vary from intersection to intersection.

In most applications the simultaneous system has serious operating dis-

advantages :

1. Simultaneous stopping of traffic prevents continuous movement of vehi-

cles and results in high speed between stops plus low over-all speed.

2. Cycle division is the same at all intersections in the system. This often

creates serious inefficiencies at some intersections.

3. On streets carrying numerous streetcars, there is an extremely heavy

power drain at the beginning of the "Go" interval.

4. When the main street is completely filled with a continuous line of

traffic and this traffic is stopped on a red indication, side street vehicles

often have difficulty turning into or crossing the main street.

Alternate System

The alternate system is one in which alternate signals, or groups of signals,

give opposite indications to a given street at the same time.
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This system is operated with a single controller, the alternation of signal

indications being effected simply by reversing the green and red signal wires

at successive intersections. Under favorable conditions of spacing, the arrange-
ment is somewhat of an improvement over the simultaneous system. A progres-
sive system (defined later) may be operated like an alternate system, with start

of the green being one-half cycle apart at successive installations. With indi-

vidual controllers at each installation, cycle divisions can be proportioned to individual

requirements, an advantage over the alternate system.

The "single alternate system," where each successive installation shows the

opposite signal indication from the previous one at any time, moves traffic better,

generally, than a double alternate system. In the latter system, pairs of adja-
cent installations operate simultaneously but the signal indications alternate

between each succeeding pair. As with the simpler version of the simultaneous

system, the alternate system can be operated with a single controller, but this

arrangement is not recommended. Although the alternate system can be used

on a street where blocks are of equal length to give a measure of speed control

and to provide equal facility of movement in either direction through the system,
it does have limited application for the following reasons :

1. It requires substantially equal "Go" intervals for both main- and side-

street traffic, which is likely to be inefficient at most of the intersections.

2. It is not well adapted to a street having blocks of unequal length.

3. In the double alternate system the capacity of the roadway is materially

reduced during heavy traffic since the latter part of the vehicle group
will be stopped by the second signal in the group when the 'signal indi-

cation changes.

4. Adjustments for changing traffic conditions are difficult to make.

Simple Progressive System

In the simple progressive system the various signal faces controlling a given
street give "Go" indications in accordance with a time schedule to permit (as

nearly as possible) continuous operation of groups of vehicles along the street

at a planned rate of speed, which may vary in different parts of the system.

With this type of signal system, the timing offset at each installation is set to

afford the best progressive traffic movement in both directions on the street, however
the timing offsets are fixed and cannot vary throughout the day. Each signal installa-

tion may have a cycle division different from the others, however that division

remains fixed also throughout the day.

Flexible Progressive System

In this system, it is possible at each signalized location to automatically

vary:

1. The cycle division and length (multi-time-cycle controllers afford two
or three separate choices).

2. The offset, thus enabling two or more or more completely different time
* schedules or progressive systems.

3. Flashing during off-hours, shut down, and other control refinements.

It is generally recommended that control apparatus be of the flexible pro-

gressive type so that the differences in traffic volumes along an artery and
the unequal spacing of signals can be brought into the best possible adjustment.
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DETERMINING TIMING FOR SIGNAL SYSTEMS

Preparation of timing plans for a system of signals on a given street re-

quires determination of (1) cycle length, (2) cycle division, and (3) offsets

between the start of the green at successive intersections. The cycle length is

generally set according to demands at the heaviest travelled intersection in the

system.
<u) Division of the cycle at each installation should conform to main street

vs. cross street demands. Offsets are determined as brought out in the follow-

ing. It is to be noted that in the process of working out the best time-space

diagram that it may sometimes be necessary to make final adjustments in the

cycle length and divisions, departing from the individual intersection require-

ments somewhat.

Simultaneous System

Cycle length and division, as determined by the one or several heaviest travelled

intersections in the system, are identical at all locations. Where signal installations are

very far apart or speeds abnormally low, progressive movement may take place, how-

ever in the usual case a through-band at a normal speed is not possible. Relation between

speed of progression, cycle length and spacing between successive signal locations, con-

forms to the following formula.

S =.1.47 VC
Definition of terms:

S = signal spacing, feet.

V = speed, miles per hour.

C = cycle length, seconds.

Alternate System

The basic relationship between cycle length, speed of traffic and spacing

between signal locations in a single alternate system is :

S = 0.735 VC
Definition of terms:

S = signal spacing, feet.

V = speed, miles per hour.

C = cycle length, seconds.

Figure 92 illustrates this relationship.

Through-bands in the single alternate system will conform to the speed V
in the preceding formula. Also such a system has a second set of through-bands
at one-third of the speed V. Under unusual circumstances it may be possible to

utilize these secondary through-bands.

Progressive System

With a progressive system, offsets bear no relation to cycle length (as in

simultaneous and alternate systems) hence no formula exists relating speed,

spacing and cycle length. Instead, offsets are determined by trial and error or

(11) In designing or timing a co-ordinated system of two or more signals the method shown on
page 227 may be applied to each signalized location to determine the minimum cycle required to

handle the traffic at each. Then the longest of these minimum cycles will determine the minimum
cycle length for the system. In a flexible progressive system in which different divisions of the

cycle can be made as required at different locations, the total cycle that must be used at all signals
can be substituted for the value of C in the formulae for the values of gi and gs for each signal and
these values can be thus recomputed. At a location where the value of t that is to be used is greater
than the minimum required value for that location, the sum of the computed values of gi and g2
plus yi and y2 will be less than the cycle for the system and the excess over these values can be
added to the minimum green in either direction or divided between the green intervals as may be
desirable to accommodate irregular spacing of signals or other conditions.
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FIGURE 92 Relationship Between Signal
Spacing, Cycle Length and Through Band
Speed in a Single Alternate Traffic Sig-
nal System.
(Courtesy, Lighting Division, General Electric

Company.)

mathematically to give the best possible

through-band speed and width for any

given cycle length. The fact that offsets

may be set at any values, instead of

being confined to half- or full-cycle

lengths as in the previous two systems,

gives a greater latitude in producing a

through-band for any given set of signal

spacings. There may be more than one

optimum arrangement of offsets which

can render the best possible progressive

flow for a given set of signal spacings,

and within a certain range of speed and

cycle length.

With the flexible progressive system,

different timing plans may be auto-

matically switched into effect at differ-

ent times of the day. Thus offsets, cycle

lengths and cycle divisions at each in-

tersection may be altered independently

according to a predetermined plan to

suit regularly changing traffic flow pat-

terns.

The most usual arrangement on ur-

ban arterials is to provide three separate

timing plans; (1) favoring inbound (to business district) flow during the

morning peak flow, (2) giving equal advantage to both directions during the

off peak hours, and (3) favoring outbound flow during the afternoon peak flow

period. Setting up plans 1 and 3 is much easier than determining plan 2. The
first and third plans may be set up by providing offsets in the favored direction

to produce the desired speed, letting the timing for the opposing direction be

determined accordingly. The timing for equal advantage in both directions re-

quires trying different combinations of offsets to produce through-bands in both

directions of approximately equal slope (speed) and width. Usually the mini-

mum cycle length is determined, on the basis of the requirements of the one or

two heaviest travelled intersections cycle divisions at each location determined

on the basis of traffic volumes, and then different plans of offsets tried on a

time space diagram until one is found which gives proper through-bands. This

may necessitate lengthening the cycle length and altering cycle divisions some-
what to produce the desired through-bands.

(Items below refer to corresponding numbers in figure 93)

(1) Plan of street drawn to scale.
<2> "Go" intervals for main street designated by open space. "Stop" intervals for main street

designated by solid line. "Yellow" intervals for main street designated by cross-hatching.
(3) Slope of this line indicates the speed and represents the first vehicle of a group or platoon

moving progressively through the system from "G" street to "A" street.
W) As in 3 above, this line represents the first vehicle moving from "A" street to "G" street

in the southbound direction.
<5) This line is roughly parallel to line marked 3, and represents the last northbound vehicle

in a group to go through all intersections.
(e) The space between lines 3 and 5 on the time scale is the width of the "through-band" in

seconds. This width may vary over different sections of the street.
(7) "Leading green" where green is given to main street ahead of the "through-band".
<8> "Lagging green" on main street after the "through-band".

Note: Speed signs for the illustrated system would be "25 M.P.H." throughout.
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FIGURE 93 Typical Time-Space Diagram.

A Mathematical Method of Timing Progressive Systems

This method is useful for determining timing offsets for equal speed and band

widths in both directions. The trial and error method of preparing time-space dia-

grams seldom renders the full satisfaction of knowing that the optimum condi-

1733' 713'

FIGURE 94 A Typical Time-Space Diagram for Progressive Movement, Giving Pref-

erence to the Southbound Direction of Traffic Movement.

(Source: City of Milwaukee.)
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FIGURE 96 Master Chart for Graphical Determination of Timing Diagrams.

tion has been established, while the mathematical method does give that assur-

ance. This method (12) shown in the following is based on the preparation of a

master chart showing uniform signal spacing for identical two-way speed pro-

gression, and the superimposing and proper manipulation of a straight edge

bearing the actual signal spacing of a given system to the same scale for dis-

tance as that of the master chart (shown by figure 96).

The horizontal lines on the chart are divided by half-cycle lines into equal

spaces corresponding to a uniform spacing of signals for two-way progression

in a single alternate system. Figure 96 shows horizontal lines for the 50-

second signal cycle, each line corresponding to a rate of speed, in even incre-

ments of miles per hour.

The proposed signal spacing scaled off on a straight edge which is made of

cardboard or other suitable material, is superimposed successively on the hori-

zontal lines beginning either at the top or bottom of the master chart, in

performing the process of finding the optimum speed and cycle length.

Figure 97 shows by vertical dotted lines where the scaled points, A, B,

C, etc. on the straight edge would fall when placed at a trial position on the

master chart. As indicated, this has been done along the horizontal line which

corresponds to 15.8 miles per hour for a 60-second cycle, 19 miles per hour for

a 50-second cycle, or 23.8 miles per hour for a 40-second cycle.

The deviation between the proposed irregular signal spacing and uniform

signal spacing is indicated and readily apparent by comparing points of inter-

section of the vertical dotted lines and the horizontal 19 miles per hour 50-

second cycle line to the one-half cycle line
'

intersections with this same 19 miles

per hour line. The greatest deviations between the irregular spacings and the

uniform spacings are shown at E and H. Such deviations exist both on the

left side and the right side of the one-half cycle lines, according to the manner

in which the proposed position of signals is associated with the nearest signal

(12) "Progressive Timing for Traffic Signals", by Douglas A. Bowers, 1947 Proceedings, Insti-

tute of Traffic Engineers.
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FIGURE 97 The Sample Set of Signal Locations (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, & H) Are
Shown Laid Out on the Chart at 19 Miles Per Hour on 50-Sccond Cycle, Repre-

senting an Initial Trial Analysis for Progressive Timing.

locations of uniform spacing. The equalizing of the two extreme deviations at

E and H by shifting the straight edge left or right, yields the optimum timing

plan for that cycle length and corresponding speed. It is possible then to draw

the timing diagram directly from the master chart as indicated by figure 98.

The two extreme deviations which must be balanced are taken as the largest

SPEED I9M.PH.

CYCLE 50 SEC.

BAND 10 SEC.

MAX.GREEN025SEC

FIGURE 98 The System of Signal Locations Has Been Shifted Laterally To Make

the Distance Between Signal Locations and Half-Cycle Lines Equal for Signal Loca-

tions E and H. Time-Space Chart Is Then Developed With All Data Taken Directly

from the Progressive Timing Chart.
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one to the right and the largest one to the left of any half-cycle line. Only
those of quarter-cycle length (half the distance between adjacent half-cycle

lines) or less are considered in establishing the two largest deviations.

The maximum time difference between corresponding lines of opposing

flow occurs where the greatest irreducible deviation remains after lateral bal-

ancing on the master chart between proposed irregular spacing and uniform

spacing. In the case illustrated, this is at E and H, and that time difference

measures 15 seconds. If the minimum green interval at any point along the

system is established at one-half of the time cycle, which is commonly necessary,

then the remainder between a one-half time cycle and the maximum time differ-

ence at points of greatest irreducible deviation establishes the maximum length

of a uniform through-band or time channel. On figure 98 that develops to be

10 seconds, or 20 percent of the time cycle, which, however, represents a signal

system of low efficiency. While, therefore, the best balance has been found for

a trial 19 miles per hour speed at a 50-second cycle, it is quite likely that the

optimum arrangement might involve a higher or lower speed at this cycle length.

The optimum arrangement occurs when the sum of the two critical devia-

tions is at a minimum. By moving the straight edge up or down to successive

trial locations, such a condition can be found by trial and error. The critical

deviations are the two, the biggest one to the left and the biggest one to the

right of the half-cycle lines, which exist at any position of the straight edge.

One optimum position is established at 17^2 miles per hour, as shown on

figure 99. Moving the straight edge up or down from here will produce a

greater total of the two critical locations.

The timing diagram corresponding to that optimum condition is illustrated

by figure 100, and indicates a through-band of 14 seconds. That represents a signal

system of 28 percent efficiency, a gain of 8 percent as compared to the system shown
on figure 98.
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FIGURE 99 The System of Signal Locations Has Been Moved Downward Until the

Critical Distance Between Signal Location and Half Cycle Line Has Become a
Minimum. The Minimum, Point in the Example on the 50-Second Cycle Is at

Miles Per Hour.
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SPEED 175MPH.
CYCLE 50 SEC
BAND 14 SEC.

MAX GREEN* 25 SEC

FIGURE 100 After Finding that on a 50-Second Cycle, 17.5 Miles Per Hour Is the

Optimum Speed, the System of Signal Locations is Shifted Laterally Until the Critical

Deviation Is Reduced to a Minimum. The Signal Location System Has Been Shifted
to the Left Until the Distance Between Signal Location and Half-Cycle Line Is

Equal at Locations A, E, and F. From the Chart a Time-Space Diagram Is Drawn.

There may be more than one optimum condition for a proposed plan of

signal spacing within the range of a prepared master chart. In the case of the

one illustrated, it was found that four optimum conditions prevailed when the

entire chart was probed, as shown by figure 101.

Those four optimum conditions are associated with three different cycle

lengths, or more, if intermediate cycle lengths are plotted in the index section

on the left side of the master chart. On the basis of the three-cycle lengths

shown, twelve different optimum conditions exist, and it remains for the traffic

engineer to decide which of those is best suited for the traffic flow character-

istics of a given artery or traffic area. That choice further depends on the

optimum conditions associated with any traffic signal system which intersects

the given system. Both systems should operate preferably on the same cycle

length and the cycle division should be in agreement on both timing diagrams
wherever the two signal systems intersect.

It may become necessary to choose speeds slightly different from optimum
conditions on either the one or the other artery, or both. Those and other

similar final adjustments must be made on a basis of experience and good judg-
ment so as to best suit the specific conditions encountered.

Where several successive short block spacings occur in a system and the

final diagram in those sections must of necessity have the characteristics of

double alternate timing, it is helpful to place a suitable reference line halfway
between such intersections on the straight edge and consider those reference lines

as being the proper ones to use in proceeding to find the optimum settings.
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DEVIATION FOR SIGNAL LOCATIONS

DEVIATION FOR CRITICAL SIGNAL LOCATIONS

FIGURE 101 Within the Range of This Chart, All Possible Solutions for the Example
Problem Are Shown. Four Optimum Positions on the Chart Are Indicated by Dashed
Lines for Speed-Cycle Combinations.

IMPROVING EFFICIENCY OF 7IMING PLAN

Every timing plan should be tested as to its workability by making stop-

watch observations or actual runs, carefully timed through the proposed signal

system.

After initial operation observations should be made for adjustments in

timing. Changes should be followed by further checks and observations.

It is desirable to post speed signs showing through-band speed. Signs are

especially needed where material changes of speed occur over various sections

of the street. Speed signs serve a most useful purpose through the early stages

of system operation and regular street users will thereafter adapt their driving

habits to the progressive system. Speed signs should be plainly legible both day
and night.

Timing Plan Efficiency

The length in seconds of the minimum width of the through-band divided

by the cycle length, expressed as a percentage, is the efficiency of the timing

plan.

While it is desirable to have efficiencies ranging between 40 and 55 percent,

that frequently is not possible and efficiencies from 25 to 45 percent must be

tolerated. Those lower efficiencies, however, often fall short of the traffic de-

mand, particularly in central areas and as a result there is severe disruption

of progressive traffic flow and more than one wait for signal changes becomes

necessary until a surge of traffic is dissipated. Conditions of that type, however,

are indicative of an excess in demand over capacity in an area and can only be

rectified by providing additional capacity. No amount of cycle division adjust-

ment can overcome supersaturated traffic conditions. Progressive traffic systems
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are sensitive to overloading and their timing structure shatters as soon as a few
more vehicles are present per cycle than the green interval can dispatch.

Traffic Flow Data Needed

To assure success in developing most efficient timing determinations, traf-

fic volume and speed data should be utilized. At the intersections of major
importance complete data on turning movements and pedestrian volumes are also

essential. The data at hand should, furthermore, include the roadway widths of

the artery and cross streets at all signalized locations. The traffic volume tabu-

lations preferably should be in hourly periods for the full 24 hours of the day,
and in 15-minute intervals during the heavily travelled periods. Commercial
vehicles should be classified separately from automobiles. Average speed should

be known for off-peak periods. The number and type of public transit units

should be shown on the tabulations.

Operating Flexibilities

While a time-space diagram is being drawn operating features and flexi-

bilities should be considered to gain every advantage offered by modern control

equipment. Some of these are:

Schedule changes of cycle length and division during various hours of the

day and night to meet changed traffic conditions.

Unusually heavy turning movements might be given special intervals at

certain locations or at certain hours.

Change offsets during peak traffic hours to effect better operation and
allocate width and speed of through-band to needs of traffic. It usually is desir-

able to favor traffic in the peak flow direction both morning and evening in

order to secure a wide enough through-band to pass the additional through
traffic.

Leading Green

Where signals are closely spaced on an artery carrying high traffic volumes,

groups of vehicles turning into the main street at one intersection (being out-

of-step with the system) can be carried ahead of the main group by a short

lead of green at the next intersection.

Similarly left turn movements from the main artery can sometimes be

confined by special signal indications to those periods offering least conflict to

opposing traffic.

In a gridiron progressive system it is sometimes advisable to favor a predomin-

antly heavy turning flow by offsetting the green intervals to provide the best possible

progressive movement of that flow to the next intersection it encounters.

Flashing and Double Green

In cases where the length of main street green exceeds the width of the

through-band by more than 20 percent, it may be advantageous to designate the

out-of-step green time by flashing green so that the drivers may be informed

that they are not in a position with respect to the system timing which, at

the stated speed, will allow them to travel through the other signalized inter-

sections without a stop. Some engineers favor the idea of showing two green

signals simultaneously (in the same head) during the through-band portion,

reverting to a single green during the out-of-band portion of the green. Neither

of these two practices has widespread application or approval.
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Through-Band Speed and Width

It is not absolutely essential for the same speed to exist in all parts of the

system. In fact that may not be desirable in certain instances. However, ex-

treme changes in speed should be avoided between the various sections of a

signal system. In general, an average through-band speed of 25 to 35 miles

per hour is quite satisfactory, where timing is designed to favor through move-

ment of automobiles. A lower speed may be more desirable if public transit

movement is being favored.

A through-band should be as wide as possible. In the typical flexible pro-

gressive signal system on an artery leading into a city, the width is made greater

for inbound than outbound traffic during the morning peak flow period, when
the preponderance of flow is inbound. The outbound band is set wider during

the afternoon peak flow period when outbound traffic predominates. During off-peak

periods of the day, the inbound and outbound bands are then usually set equal

in speed and width.

The speeds of inbound and outbound through-bands may be set at different

values for different periods of the day. Heavier traffic generally necessitates

lower band speed.

Public Transit Operations

While there may be exceptions which justify special pre-empting mechan-

isms to change signal intervals in favor of streetcars or trackless trolleys, as a

rule the progress of mass transit units becomes more satisfactory when the

timing of a signal system is improved to favor progressive traffic flow, or when

improved channelization is effected at critical points.

In determining the speed of progression and width of through-band for a

given street, due cognizance of public transit demands should be taken. If the

majority of persons is being transported via this means, the signal system should

be set to favor public transit insofar as possible.
<13)

TIMING PLANS FOR COMPLEX OR UNUSUAL INTERSECTIONS

Multi-Phase Timing at Complex Intersections

The straightforward method of timing at complex intersections is to give

each street a phase for movement in turn, resulting in multi-phase systems, which

require a long cycle and are very inefficient. Means of avoiding this complica-

tion are discussed in the following.
(u)

Timing at complex intersections frequently can be simplified by establish-

ing one-way operation on one or more legs (in a leaving direction) for a dis-

tance one block starting at the intersection. If this can be done on sufficient

approaches in order to resolve the situation into two-street control, than a very
desirable solution has been accomplished. If, however, all or most of the ap-

proaches are major two-way traffic arteries, three-phase control may be un-

(13) fror instance a study of Market Street in San Francisco showed that five out of six

passengers utilizing this street were street car and bus passengers. At the same time only a small
percentage of Market Street passenger cars was found to be in the category of through traffic, hence
able to take advantage of a through-band. Therefore the signal timing plans were designed primarily
for the movement of public vehicles by establishing a through-band speed of 9 to 11 miles per
hour and a band width of 26 to 30 seconds (cycle, 65 seconds). Studies of boarding and alighting
delays showed only a minor percentage of stops exceeding 25 seconds, hence such stops would seldom
cause a transit vehicle to drop out of a through-band of progression. (See "Transportation Plan for
San Francisco, Nov. 1948", San Francisco City Planning Commission.)

(14) See also discussion of traffic-actuated control, page 259.
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avoidable. In this case, significant factors to consider are (1) the rotation of

the three phases in the time cycle, (A, B, C may not be as safe or efficient as

A, C, B) and (2) the provision of maximum traffic capacity (number of dis-

charge lanes) in each of the approaches. The delays engendered by three-street

control usually are disagreeable to the driving public. For that reason, three- or

more phase control should be avoided if possible.

Where two minor streets and one major artery are involved, at times it

is feasible to alternate movements as follows :

Phase Movement
A Major artery

B First minor street

A Major artery

C Second minor street

This type of operation has been in use on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway in

Philadelphia since 1933. Signals at 2- and 3-way intersections are timed for pro-

gressive movement.

If two major and one minor streets intersect, a three-phase cycle can be followed

by a two-phase cycle (the two major arteries, only) to give a rotation of A, B, C, A,
B and repeat. By using identical cycle lengths for the sum of A-f-B-f-C as well as

A-|-B only, coordination with other signals is possible.

Here again, it must be determined that the delay imposed on the minor streets is

justified because of the requirements of the major artery, or arteries.

Flashing Red on Minor Street Approach

Flashing red is sometimes used for the minor street of a three-street intersection.

These six-point junctions require a long cycle if controlled by a three-phase system,
which does not fit in well with a coordinated system where most of the intersections

are simple two-street junctions. The City of Chicago is among those employing
such a system. The minor street receives a flashing red signal continuously, requiring

each entering driver to stop, then proceed with caution. This system can only be

used where volume on the minor street is very small.

Timing on Unusually Difficult Intersection of Three Streets

At a location where two main intersecting arteries are crossed by a third artery
in close proximity to the first intersection, the three individual two-street intersections

usually cannot be brought into satisfactory timing relationship in all directions with

traffic control signals operated at each crossing. Two compromise timing arrange-
ments are described.

One compromise timing system provides simultaneous operation on two legs of

the triangle formed by the roadway pattern connecting the three locations. Alternating

green intervals then exist on the third leg. Where this leg is longer than the others,

the two short legs are reasonably well provided for. The progressive speed of the

third leg, however, may be too low.

Another timing arrangement is shown by figure 102. The chief characteristic of

this system is that a progressive system exists one-way in either a clockwise or

counter-clockwise arrangement on the streets around the triangle. By choosing the

progressive directions to conform as much as possible with the direction of heaviest

traffic flow in the peak hour, a workable arrangement may be accomplished.
If there is a reversal of traffic demand in the morning peak hour as compared
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to the afternoon, time switch controls can be devised to change the offsets so as to

accomplish maximum benefits in the operation of the system.
In some cases of this type a more reasonable but not fully satisfactory arrange-

ment is to omit signals at one location and post Stop signs on all approaches instead.

Even greater relief can be attained by designating the two arteries for one-way traffic

operation (finding mates for the opposite direction one block removed) and retaining

the third artery on a two-way basis. This, however, may prove difficult in specific

instances.

Timing at "Y" and "T" Intersections

It is possible with certain types of channelization to reduce control at "Y" and
"T" junctions to two movements and handle each on a separate phase.

The "Y" intersection lends itself particularly well to that application, provided
there is not much left-turning movement from one arm of the "Y" to the other.

Figure 103 shows such an intersection wrhich has been in operation at the gateway
to a large middle western city since 1934. Traffic volumes range between 25,000

and 30,000 per day with 9 to 10 percent in the 4 :30 to 5 :30 afternoon peak period.

This volume is readily dispatched by a 35-second time cycle divided evenly or

allowing \7 l/2 seconds, including the yellow, for each phase. Delay and accident fre-

quency are at a minimum.

,

FIGURE 103 "Y" Intersection Controlled by Separate Phases for Two Movements.

The principle of two-basic-movement signal-channelization control can be applied

very effectively in combination with traffic interchange, traffic circle, or adjoining

surface street intersections. In the case of traffic interchanges, great economies of

space and construction cost can be effected at times by incorporating one point of

crossing of two separate movements. Figure 104 shows an example which provides

uninterrupted traffic flow for all movements at the "T" interchange, except at the

minor location denoted as control point "X." Similarly, some movements near a

traffic circle can be provided with an adjacent control point as shown by figure 105.

Another application of two-basic movement control is in combination with adja-
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^ TWO- BASIC MOVEMENT
TRAFFIC-ACTUATED

'CONTROL POINT "X"

cent two-street control. Thus two "Y"

intersections with a normal intersection

in between can all be signalized effec-

tively, particularly if the spacing is suffi-

cient for a one-fourth cycle offset. Figure

106 shows the necessary requirements. It

can be seen that this is a type of control

suitable for an elongated six-approach

intersection.

Where sufficient space exists, the

principle of two-basic movement control

can be applied efficiently when three indi-

vidual "Y" intersections combine to form
one grand "T" junction. As shown by

figure 107 the offset becomes one-half

cycle in every direction.

Flashing of Signal Indications

During low volume traffic hours, fixed-time signal operations can often be bene-

ficially changed from stop-and-go to flashing. Two choices are usually afforded : ( 1 )

all yellow flashing if both streets are of approximately equal importance, or (2) yellow

flashing on main artery and red flashing on cross street or minor street approaches.

Flashing operation is usually initiated by time clocks, although manual switches are

also available.

FIGURE 105 Two-Basic Movement Traf-

fic Actuated Control Adjacent to Traffic

Circle.

4O SEC. CYCLE
ALL SPLIT 50% PROGRESSIVELY

TIMED

SIX POINT

INTERSECTION

THREE-SIGNALIZED
CONTROL POINTS

FIGURE 106 Traffic Signal Timing at Junction of Tzvo "Y" Intersections Crossed by
Another Street.

(Source: City of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.)
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DIRECTION OF CONTROLLED TRAFFIC

DIAGRAM

PREMISE: R TO B
, BTOC,CTOR

ALL EQUIDISTftMT
THREE

SIGMftLIZED 35 Sec. CYCLE
SPLIT 50/50

PROGRESSIVELY
TIMED

RURALCONTROL- POINTS 4

ft.B.C

INTERSECTION

FIGURE 107 Signal Timing at Junction of Three "Y" Intersections.

(Source: City of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.)

There are specialized applications of the foregoing when the identical method

of flashing is used for short periods during otherwise regular hours of standard red-

yellow-green signal operation. Those applications relate to traffic control signal in-

stallations located in close proximity (within
l
/z block, i.e., no other intervening

streets) to bascule or swing bridges or railroad crossings/
119 The method affords a

simple and effective means of handling traffic whenever there is street traffic inter-

ruption because of boat or train movements. Other special applications of flashing

signals, are described on pages 240 and 242.

Intermittent Cycle Operation

Many vexing problems relating to traffic control involve a main artery crossed

by a minor street or secondary route which does not carry sufficient traffic to ordinarily

warrant signal operation. However, the difficulty of crossing the main artery ulti-

mately forces some type of control such as Stop signs in all approaches which, of

course, is detrimental to the main artery movements.

A form of control has been devised which utilizes fixed-time control apparatus

together with certain accessories which together act in such a manner that the fixed-

time controller stops in the main street green position, unless a demand is registered

from pedestrian push buttons or vehicular detectors on the cross street. Generally,

the control is operated as isolated, although refinements have made it possible to

adapt it to coordinated control.

The main virtue of the control is that it minimizes the number of nuisance

installations and-or four way stops.

(is) see a]so discussion on pages 286 and 287.
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ARROW AND PEDESTRIAN SIGNALS

Arrows

Arrow signal indications should always be green. Straight-through movement is

denoted by an arrow pointing straight up and right-turn or left-turn arrows are

horizontal. Where a turn is substantially different from a right angle, the arrow may
be pointed obliquely upward on a slope appropriate to the angle of the turn.

A green arrow should never be shown alone, but always with an accompanying
red indication. Arrows are used to permit certain movements while others are pro-

hibited. Thus a red lens plus straight-through arrow shown together would indicate

only through movement permitted, right and left turns being prohibited. Similarly a

left-turn arrow displayed in conjunction with the red signal means that only left

turning traffic is allowed to move.

PAINT MUST EXTEND OVER THIS
EDGE TO BACK OF LENS.

NOTE-
ALL LENSES SHALL BE KOPP OR CORNING

-f GLASS 8-2/6" DIAMETER PRISMATIC DIFFUSING
OR APPROVED EQUAL THEREOF.

THE LENS GLASS SHALL BE OF APPROVED
COLOR CONFORMING TO I.TE. SPECIFICATIONS
FOR THE PARTICULAR FUNCTION OF THE LENS;
NAMELY, RED. AMBER OR GREEN.

ALL LENSES SHALL BE GIVEN ONE COAT OF
BLACK OPAQUE ENAMEL OF A THICKNESS SUF-
FICIENT TO TOTALLY OBSCURE LIGHT OF 100-WATT
LAMP PLACED BEHIND IT. THE ENAMEL SHALL
BE FREE FROM ALL PIN HOLES.THE ENAMEL

i^
IS TO BE APPLIED ON THE OUTSIDE SURFACE

<o OF THE LENS IN SUCH A MANNER THAT WHEN
THE LENS IS IN USE,THE ARROW SHALL BE THE
ILLUMINATED PORTION OF THE LENS. THE EN-
AMEL SHALL BE BAKED OR FIRED INTO THE
GLASS. THE ENAMEL SHALL BE HARD AND DUR-
ABLE AND SHALL NOT PEEL OR FLAKE OFF
WHEN SUBJECTED TO THE HEAT OF A SIGNAL
LAMP WHEN THE LENS IS IN USE OR WHEN

L THE LENS IS WASHED.

THE ARROW SHALL BE REPRODUCED ON THE
LENS IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE DIMENSIONS
AND SHAPE SHOWN ON THIS DRAWING.

FIGURE 108 Standard Arroiv Lens.

(Source: Technical Report No. 1, Standards of the Institute of Traffic Engineers.)

At points where right turning traffic volume is large and other factors (such as

pedestrian volume) permit, the right-turn lens may be used to advantage to permit
this traffic to proceed on red as well as green. At "T" intersections, the straight-

through arrow may be used to permit through movement in one direction on the

straightaway while side-street traffic is entering the intersections, where such through
movement would not interfere with entering traffic (which must turn left or right).

The left-turn arrow may be used, where streets are wide providing a left-turn storage

lane, to dispatch left turns while opposing straight-through traffic is being held on a

red light.

Approved design of the arrow lens is illustrated in figure 108.

Spec/a/ Pedestrian Signals

Pedestrian control may provide for movement (1) on a special pedestrian phase,

while vehicular flow is stopped, or (2) concurrently with vehicular flow.

The first arrangement should be employed only if concurrent movement of pedes-
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trians and vehicles would offer undue hazard or delay. For example, certain "T"

or rotary intersections with high pedestrian volumes may warrant a separate pedes-

trian phase. Even in that case, however, control is preferable which employs a separate

pedestrian phase only during the periods of peak pedestrian movement.

Both traffic-actuated and fixed-time signals are available which upon pedestrian

push-button operation change an otherwise two-phase controller to three-phase opera-

tion so long as pedestrian actuation continues.

The choice of pedestrian indications involves the use of "Walk" and "Wait"

lenses, or, neon-tube "Walk" and "Don't Walk" combinations. Both types are ap-

proved, there being little proven difference in effectiveness. In the case of the latter,

electrical circuits should be arranged to preclude, in the case of tube failures, the

exhibition of "Walk" alone at the time that "Don't Walk" should be appearing. The
use of "Walk" alone without "Wait" or "Don't Walk" is not approved.

*1
. L f*& a

FIGURE 109 "Walk-Wait" Signal Installation Showing Three Intervals. (1) Walk
plus Green, (2) Wait plus Green, (3) Wait plus Red.

(South Bend, Indiana.)

Usually, the restrictive message is shown as soon as it is no longer safe for a

pedestrian to leave the curb or center island, taking into account the proper clearance

time necessary.

In some localities, the word "Walk" has been flashed during the pedestrian clear-

ance period. Another variation used in Detroit involves flashing the "Don't Walk"

during the pedestrian clearance period following the "Walk" interval, immediately

before the "Don't Walk" interval. While these procedures have not been standardized,

they are examples of intra-cycle flashing which are claimed as being quite effective.

Warrants

Warrants for the various applications of special pedestrian indications are stated

in the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices" as follows.

Special pedestrian signals should be installed in conjunction with traffic signals

already meeting one or more of the minimum warrants for fixed-time or traffic-

actuated signals under the following conditions :

1. When pedestrians and vehicles move during the same phase and the pedestrian

volume crossing the major street averages at least 500 persons per hour for

any 8 hours of an average day ;
or
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2. When a separate phase is provided for pedestrian movement in all directions

(as at a "T" intersection or traffic circle), all vehicles being stopped; or

3. When heavy vehicular turning movements require a separate pedestrian indica-

tion for the protection and convenience of the pedestrian desiring to cross

the street
;
or

4. When pedestrian movement on one side of an intersection is permissible while

through vehicular traffic is stopped to protect a turning movement on the other

side of the intersection ;
or

5. When a separate phase is made available for pedestrians in the operating cycle

of a traffic-actuated signal ;
or

6. When a traffic signal is installed solely for the benefit of pedestrians, as at a

factory entrance or a school crossing, even though the volume in warrant

No. 1 above, is not equalled or exceeded.

LETTERS CLEAR

PAINT MUST EXTEND OVER THIS
DGE TO FRONT OF LENS

NOTE:
THE LENS SHALL BE KOPP OR CORNING

GLASS 8 -3/8" DIAMETER CLEAR WITH THE
WORD"WALK"RAISED ON THE INNER SURFACE,
OR APPROVED EQUAL THEREOF.

THE LENS SHALL BE GIVEN ONE COAT OF BLACK
OPAQUE ENAMEL OF A THICKNESS SUFFICIENT TO
TOTALLY OBSCURE LIGHT OF 100-WATT LAMP
PLACED BEHIND IT. THE ENAMEL SHALL BE FREE
FROM ALL PIN HOLES. THE ENAMEL IS TO BE AP-
PLIED ON THE INSIDE SURFACE OF THE LENS IN

SUCH A MANNER THAT WHEN THE LENS IS IN

USE,THE WORD"WALK" SHALL BE THE ILLUMINATED
PORTION OF THE LENS. THE ENAMEL SHALL BE
BAKED OR FIRED INTO THE GLASS. THE ENAMEL
SHALL BE HARD AND DURABLE AND SHALL NOT
PEEL OR FLAKE OFF WHEN SUBJECTED TO THE
HEAT OF A SIGNAL LAMP WHEN THE LENS IS IN

USE OR WHEN THE LENS IS WASHED.

THE WORD"WALK"SHALL BE REPRODUCED ON THE
LENS IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE DIMENSIONS
AND SHAPE SHOWN ON THIS DRAWING.

FIGURE 110 Standard "Walk" Lens. The "Wait" Lens Is a Typical Design. (There
Is No Standard for the "Wait" Lens as Yet.)
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FIGURE III Approved Type of Neon
Tube Pedestrian Signal. First "Walk",
then "Don't Walk" Is Displayed in Red
Neon Lights.

Special pedestrian signals ordinarily should not be installed at school crossings

where schoolboy patrols can be used effectively or where students can be directed to

cross at locations already controlled by signals or police officers. However, they may
be warranted at an intersection used as

a school crossing under the following

condition :

When minimum vehicular volume en-

tering an urban intersection from all

directions averages 600 or more vehi-

cles per hour for the opening and

closing hours of school, and mini-

mum pedestrian volume crossing the

urban major street averages 100 or

more persons per hour during the

opening and closing periods of the

school. The rural warrant is 50 per-

cent of the foregoing urban volumes.

Other conditions, any one of which

may warrant special pedestrian signals

at a midblock school crossing, are as

follows :

1. When intersections adjacent to the school are more than 1,000 feet apart; or

2. When two lanes or more of traffic in an urban area are moving at average

speeds of 25 miles per hour or greater, during the opening and closing periods

of school, and concentrations of students are required to cross these lanes
;
or

3. When two lanes or more of traffic in a rural area are moving at average

speeds of 35 miles per hour or greater, during the opening and closing periods

of school and concentrations of students are required to cross these lanes ; or

4. When a sharp vertical or horizontal curve or view obstruction, or a com-

bination of these, exists adjacent to the school crossing, and creates a serious

hazard.

In connection with signals installed for school crossings, it should be understood

that the signal is not the only remedy nor is it necessarily the best solution to the

perplexing problem of traffic conflicts between vehicles and school children. Brief

periods during which the hazards are unusually high may often be better handled

by officer control. In some circumstances, the pupil's respect for traffic signal indica-

tions may be so low as to make the installation of a signal a contributory factor in

increasing rather than decreasing accidents. The obedience response to officer control

is usually less uncertain. Complete facts should be obtained and studied by competent
traffic engineering authorities before decisions are made on special school signal

installations.

FIXED-TIME SIGNAL CONTROLLERS

The choice of control apparatus is dependent on deciding whether the location for

the signals is considered as (1) fully isolated, or (2) temporarily isolated, but later

in need of coordination with other signal installations, or (3) requiring coordination

immediately.

Induction motor controllers are available for the first classification. This type

of apparatus is little used because the timing is subject to changes in line voltages

and temperature fluctuation.
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Synchronous motor controllers are operated by a motor that will maintain a

constant speed governed by the frequency of the power supply circuit. Those con-

trollers have been perfected to a considerable degree, so that even fully isolated

locations are best served by synchronous control apparatus which maintains accurate

time cycles and divisions.

Synchronous fixed-time controllers are manufactured generally in two basic types,

namely :

1. Secondary (intersection) controllers

2. Master controllers

a. Combined master and secondary
b. Master exclusively

The synchronous secondary controllers are usually available as :

1. Non-interconnected (non-cable coordinated)
2. Future interconnected (non-cable coordinated)
3. Interconnected (cable coordinated)

The first is not arranged for later cable connection to a master controller. The
second is equipped with the necessary means and wired so as to readily permit cable

connection to a master controller. The third is designed so that it can be cable con-

nected immediately to a master controller, if that is desired.

Complete definitions for controllers are given in the "Pre-Timed Fixed Cycle

Traffic Signal Controllers Technical Report Number 2, Institute of Traffic En-

gineers."

The "timer" in a controller is its most significant part. It usually contains the

driving motor, rotating circuit switch or drum, adjustable timing dials, circuit con-

tacts, flashing mechanism, gearing and other apparatus.

Intervals and Circuits Timer Settings

Controllers are available in several choices as to the number of intervals, and

number of signal circuits. They generally are built as four-, six-, nine-, twelve- or

sixteen-interval, meaning that in each individual interval any of the available cir-

cuits can be energized or de-energized.

Signal circuits usually available total six, nine, twelve or fifteen.

Intervals and circuits in combination generally are offered in controllers as:

Four- Interval Six-Circuit

Six-Interval Six-Circuit

Nine-Interval Nine-Circuit

Nine-Interval Twelve-Circuit

Twelve- Interval Fifteen-Circuit

Sixteen-interval Fifteen-Circuit

Other combinations can be had by special request to the manufacturers. The majority

of controllers in use are the four-interval six-circuit type.

In deciding on the number of circuits, it is strongly recommended that some be

specified as flashing. Thus a fifteen-circuit machine is more flexible if it is required

to provide twelve steady and three flashing circuits.

In general, it is advisable to provide sufficient flexibility and change in the con-

troller specifications to permit future refinements in the time cycle sequence and to

reduce to a minimum the number of types of controllers necessary to serve the wide

variety of control problems usually encountered, particularly in urban operations.
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TABLE 124 NINE-INTERVAL, TWELVE-CIRCUIT CONTROLLER
CIRCUIT TIMING SCHEDULE BEFORE WALK-WAIT SIGNALS
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While it is possible to energize different circuits in each interval, usually two or

more identical intervals occur in groups so that, for example, a nine-interval controller

actually may register only four signal intervals until such time that "Walk" and

"Wait" lights are added. The following timing schedules illustrate that point, for

a nine-interval twelve-circuit controller (see tables 124, 125, 126).

TABLE 127 NINE-INTERVAL, TWELVE-CIRCUIT CONTROLLER
SIGNAL INDICATIONS WITH WALK-WAIT SIGNALS

Interval Seconds Main Street Cross Street

1 18 Green and Walk Red and Wait

2 4 Green and Wait Red and Wait

3 3 Yellow and Wait Red and Wait

4 18 Red and Wait Green and Walk
5 4 Red and Wait Green and Wait

6 3 Red and Wait Yellow and Wait
(1) Total cycle, 50 seconds.

Resets (Offsets)

The beginning of green at the master controller represents the zero time reference

base from which all secondary timers are "offset" in the range of to 100 percent,

usually in 1 percent steps. The part of the timer mechanism which accomplishes that

purpose is called the "reset." On the timing diagrams illustrated on previous pages,
the offset is stated usually both in percent and in seconds.

Both future interconnected and interconnected controllers are equipped with either

single-, double- or triple-rest contacts. With triple-reset machines it is possible to

operate a signal system with three different time relationships between signals. Reset

contacts usually are operative once each cycle as described previously under the

heading "Interconnected Coordination."

Cycle Lengths

Timers are generally arranged for time cycles in five-second steps over a liberal

range. Gears for five- or six-cycle lengths usually are sufficient to meet most opera-
tion conditions. An assortment providing for 35-, 40-, 45-, 50-, 55-, and 60-second cycle

gears is quite satisfactory, but others are readily obtainable beginning with 30 seconds

and extending to 120-second cycle gears. Commencing with 90 seconds, however, the

gears usually are spaced in 10-second cycle increments.

Number of Dials

At locations where, during certain hours, an appreciable change takes place in

pattern of flow of the traffic on the streets controlled, it is advantageous to operate
with two- or three-dial timers. Each dial can be set for a different cycle division,

length and offset. The change from operation on one timing dial to another can

usually be made either manually or by time switch control. The latter is preferable
as a rule. Timing dials are usually calibrated in 1 percent steps which provides con-

siderable choice and flexibility. Generally, however, intervals must not be set at

less than 2 percent to assure satisfactory operation.
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Manual Control

Most controllers have provision for the attachment of some form of manual con-

trol which allows the operator jto cause the signal to show intervals of any length,

as desired. In general, experience with manual control indicates that it should be

used as sparingly as possible, only under very unusual conditions when special events

cause traffic flows to be abnormally distributed for short periods of time. Manual

operation usually results in long cycle lengths and accumulation of large groups of

vehicles on each phase. The resultant delay is considerable. The same fault develops

at many non-signalized, police officer controlled intersections and undue congestion

and delay are generated. Often there is a noticeable disappearance of such turmoil

and time losses when signals are installed.

Special Features, Remote and Time Clock Controls

With a master controller or supervisory mechanism, the interconnecting cable is

connected at each secondary controller with either the single-, double-, or triple-reset

contacts ; relays controlling off-hours flashing operation ;
and remote-controlled shut

down.

In multiple-dial controllers there is also separate cable control from the master

controller for operating any one of the timing dials. Furthermore, in more elaborate

systems, remote control is provided for the adjustment of length of cycle. In some

cases also, remote controlled fire lane signalling is provided which usually displays

either red main red cross or green main red cross indications for the benefit of

fire apparatus using a certain street. Usually, all such special functions can be pro-

grammed with time clocks at the master controller, with the exceptions of fire lane

signalling, which is generally initiated in fire engine houses. In addition, full manual

control of the same functions is often provided.

The individual secondary timers are usually equipped with manual switches as

follows :

Signal switch

Motor switch

Automatic-manual operation switch

Off-hours flashing operation

The first switch is generally located on the front of the timer and controls the

signal indications only at the local intersection. The driving motor continues in

uninterrupted operation, so that when signal operation resumes, the installation is

in step unless power failure has also occurred during the lapse of operation.

The second switch governs the motor only and is intended primarily for adjusting

offset according to stop watch when the controller is operated in non-cable co-

ordinations.

The third switch accomplishes the transfer from automatic to manual operation

and vice versa.

The fourth switch provides, as indicated, for manual control of off-hours flashing

operation.

Master Controllers

When no remote controlled change of cycle is provided in a traffic control signal

system, the master controller frequently is a combined master and secondary con-

troller. There is then little difference between a combined controller and a secondary
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controller. The chief function of such a master controller is to supervise the system
reset and provide other minor control features of all the secondary timers.

Master controllers, however, which provide for changing the length of cycle of

each secondary timer (by interconnected special apparatus in both the master and

secondary controllers) usually are entirely separate machines with greatly different

characteristics, and they do not operate traffic signals directly. Those controllers

usually provide for manual and-or time clock selection of various cycle lengths,

at the master controller.

They provide further for automatically or manually shifting to various time

cycle dials if the secondary controllers are two- or three-dial machines. Likewise,

supervision of single-double-triple reset is provided either by time clocks or manu-

ally. Other control features, such as off-hours flashing are, of course, also included.

Reset Interrupters

Ordinarily, the reset at the secondary timer operates in such a manner that if

the control is out-of-step, it takes one to two complete time cycles before in-step

timing resumes. If the reset position occurs at the time of cross street green, the

resulting delay to main artery traffic, for a period of one to two cycles, produces

severe congestion and confusion. Likewise care should be exercised to avoid an offset

from occurring on an all-red or on a yellow interval.

The foregoing difficulties and special precautions, however, can be removed most

effectively by the use of reset interrupters. Those are devices which superimpose a

fractional readjustment over a series of time cycles until in-step operation is again

resumed. Only one such mechanism is usually required to accomplish gradual or

dampened readjustment to in-step operation of any secondary controller in a system.

Consequently, the reset interrupter is located in the same cabinet with the master

controller.

Program Controllers

In central or commercial areas the traffic situation often is radically different on

Saturdays and Sundays than during the Monday through Friday period. To meet

and govern such conditions by automatic means, program controllers have been de-

vised which modify control of the master controller on a day-by-day basis for a

seven day period. During each day, several choices of cycle length, division, offsets,

etc., can be provided.

Program controllers usually provide one or more master cylinders with pegs,

breakout cams, keys, or inserts which can be readily arranged to provide the schedule

of control changes desired during an entire week. Some devices have auxiliary drums,

which can provide additional variations over two or three month periods, thus ex-

tending flexibility of programming over a considerable period of time.

Manufacturers and others have developed a variety of mechanisms for this pur-

pose and when conditions are suitable each can be applied to good advantage if

properly adjusted and maintained.

Special Controllers

When conditions require, it is possible to obtain special controllers to perform

specialized functions. For example, in some cases, it is advisable to have trolley cars

pre-empt signal control by a trolley contactor. Similarly, the intermittent cycle

operation described on page 247 requires a special arrangement of an otherwise stand-
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ard controller. In such cases, applications should be made directly to the manufac-

turers to obtain the specialized features desired.

TRAFFIC-ACTUATED OPERATION

General Characteristics

The chief characteristic of traffic-actuated operation of traffic signals is that the

length of the signal intervals is responsive to and varied by the existing demands of

vehicular and pedestrian traffic as registered by actuation of detectors and pushbut-

tons. Unlike fixed-time control therefore, there is no unchanging rotation of signal

intervals of fixed length but rather a continuous adjustment of cycle length and division

to the shifting requirements of traffic flow. In multi-phase control not even the

sequence of traffic phases is necessarily fixed, since any phase may be omitted from

the cycle if no demand is present at that particular time.

If detectors are used on some of the intersection approaches only, the control is

known as semi-actuated; if used on all approaches it is termed full-actuated.

The general advantage of traffic-actuated control is that it minimizes the inherent

delay and loss of traffic capacity characteristic of fixed-time operation.

Isolated Operation

The principles of traffic-actuated control were developed at isolated intersections

and the majority of installations up to the present time are still of that type. It is to

be noted however that technical developments are now combining traffic-actuation with

several forms of coordinated signal operation as mentioned in the following section.

A frequent application of isolated traffic-actuated control is at the intersection of

major highways or of major and minor highways in rural areas. Usually these in-

tersections are subject to heavy and high speed traffic of intermittent character. The
value of traffic-actuation in minimizing delay and unnecessary stopping, particularly

to large trucking units, is obvious.

Traffic-actuated control is employed advantageously at many urban intersection

types. Semi-actuated control is well suited to the isolated crossing of a through route

by a relatively lightly travelled street. Various types of heavily loaded urban inter-

sections can often be best controlled by suitably designed full-actuated systems. In

such cases the demand for the use of the intersection area is so great during most

of the day that no unnecessary delay can be tolerated.

Coordinated Operation

Coordinated operation of traffic-actuated signals is accomplished usually by
either of two general methods : ( 1 ) by the interconnection of a series of semi-actuated

controllers or (2) by a series of full-actuated controllers of the volume-density type.

The basic principle of the first method is the limitation of the normal side street

response of the local semi-actuated controller by the requirements of a progressive

timing schedule. A master controller is used, interconnected to each secondary con-

troller and the latter can respond to side street actuation only at the allowable offset

point as determined by the time-space diagram. All green time not required by side

street demand is added to the artery with consequent improvement in the through-band.
It is possible to insert semi-actuated control at desired locations in a fixed-time co-

ordinated system. This may be a useful device at certain intersections which are
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poorly spaced for a maintenance of progression, since the traffic-actuated controller can

be depended upon to widen the artery through-band and yet not permit right-of-way
to leave the artery except as dictated by the master cycle.

A recent development in coordinated traffic-actuated control makes it possible to

vary the cycle lengths of the system in relation to the density of artery traffic. As
traffic becomes heavier, with consequent tendency to lower speeds, it is of course

desirable to increase the length of the cycle. Conversely when traffic is light and

tending to travel at higher speed shorter cycle length is desirable. Detectors at a key
location on the artery furnish master control equipment with continuous information

as to the density of traffic. By interconnecting to the secondary controllers and in-

stalling special facilities there, it is possible for the master control to vary the cycle

length smoothly and in desired steps related to traffic density. The density of artery
traffic is sampled in a continuous series of intervals of approximately 6 minutes and

ordinarily a range of six cycle lengths is available.

In the process described above the percentage offsets in the system are not

changed. However a further application of the above principle provides in addition a

means of changing offsets to favor inbound, outbound, or average flow on an artery

subject to this type of traffic variation. At the key point on the artery, detectors sam-

ple traffic flow in each direction and master control equipment selects any one of three

offset schedules on the basis of a pre-determined degree of difference between inbound
and outbound flows. Over interconnecting wires the master control sets up the proper
offset in the terminal equipment in each of the local controllers.

FIGURE 112 Volume Density Type Actuated Signal Installation at Gratiot, Warren
and Grand Blvd. in Detroit. Three Two-Phase Volume-Density Controllers Are
Employed, Not Interconnected.
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The second basic method of achieving traffic-actuated coordination is by the

employment of full-actuated two-phase controls of the volume-density type. A suc-

cession of full-actuated controllers on a thoroughfare will always exhibit a tendency

toward facilitating progressive flow thereon. When these controllers are of the volume-

density type, suitably adjusted and with artery detectors located at greater than nor-

mal distances from the stop lines, the tendency toward progressive platoon movement

is substantially intensified. This principle has been successfully applied on thorough-

fares carrying very heavy traffic volumes with irregular and frequent short block

spacings. The volume-density controller is described in more detail in a following

section.

The tendency of full-actuated control to accommodate platoon movement can

sometimes be used to advantage in a fixed-time progressive system at points where

intersection spacing is such as to cause difficulty in securing a satisfactory through-

band. It will be found that full-actuated control may be effectively employed at times

to bridge the gap at a difficult multiple intersection in a fixed-time progression.

Traffic-actuated Control at Complex Intersections

The great need of minimizing traffic delay at three-street control points is one

of the best reasons for the application of traffic-actuation at such locations. Of particular

value is the ability of the traffic-actuated controller to proportion the length of each

traffic phase to the existing demand and to omit a phase of the cycle when there is

no demand thereon. In urban centers, however, care must be exercised to insure proper

provision for pedestrian crossings. Equipment is available which will insure that

pedestrian actuation of the controller on one or more phases produces at least a suitable

T
INTERSECTIONS

L COMBINATION:
GRADE SEPARATION,
CHANNELIZATION.

.. . SIGNALIZATION

TWO -BASIC MOVEMENT <

TRAFFIC -ACTUATED
CONTROL POINT

H."TRUMPET"
GRADE SEPARATED
CHANNELIZATION

FIGURE lUTwo Plans for Controlling "T" Intersection. No. I Includes Traffic

Actuated Control; No. II Is Grade Separated.
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minimum crossing time, regardless of light vehicle demand which might otherwise pro-
duce a green time too short for comfortable pedestrian passage.

At complex intersection layouts where several individual intersections are asso-

ciated closely to form one large focal point of traffic circulation the traffic-actuated

method of control does much to minimize delays and difficulties. See figure 112.

In the previous section on fixed-time control are described methods of channelizing
certain types of intersections in such a manner as to reduce signal control to only two

conflicting traffic movements. With traffic-actuated control of the two-movement inter-

section point, efficiencies are attained to a degree which render such locations somewhat
on a par with complete grade separations. See figure 113.

Warrants for Traffic-actuated Control

Traffic conditions justifying traffic-actuated signals differ from those for fixed-time

signals largely because of the differences in operating characteristics and higher effi-

ciencies obtainable with traffic actuation under certain conditions.

The following warrants are as stated in the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control

Devices."

Intersection Control

Because traffic-actuated signals at intersections do not normally delay traffic except

when it needs to be delayed to avoid conflict with traffic on cross streets, it is not

advisable to set values of minimum traffic volumes or other fixed warrants for their

installation. There are, however, a number of factors that should be considered and

weighed before selecting and installing such signals.

These factors are :

1. Vehicular volumes. At intersections where the volume of vehicular traffic is

not great enough to justify fixed-time signalization, traffic-actuated signals may
be applied if other conditions are such as to indicate the need for Stop-and-Go

signal control and if the cost of the installation can be justified by the conditions.

2. Cross traffic. When the volume of traffic on a main street is so great as to

restrict and jeopardize unduly the movement of vehicular cross traffic on a

minor street, semi-traffic-actuated signals may be installed to provide assign-

ment of right-of-way to the cross street without seriously delaying traffic on the

main street. Traffic-actuated signals are desirable at all such signalized inter-

sections, except in cases when they constitute a part of a coordinated or pro-

gressive system, thus warranting fixed-time control.

3. Peak-hour volume. When signal control is required at an intersection during

only a small part of the day, such as during peak traffic hours, traffic-actuated

signals may be installed if economically justified, since they will not unduly

delay traffic at other times.

4. Pedestrians, If the principal need for a traffic signal is to accommodate pedes-

trian traffic, traffic-actuated signals are usually desirable and may be eco-

nomically justified. Most urban intersections with heavy pedestrian volumes also

have heavy vehicular volumes and thereby warrant the use of fixed-time

signals. However, signals may be warranted at special locations, such as in

the vicinity of schools, when pedestrian crossings are the primary considera-

tion. In these special cases, traffic-actuated signals will delay vehicular move-

ments only when the streets are in use by pedestrians.

5. Accident hazard. When a study of intersection conditions indicates that sig-

nalized control would be an effective remedy for the accident hazard existing,
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but the minimum warrants established for installation of fixed-time signals are

not met, a traffic-actuated signal installation may be justified.

6. Wide traffic fluctuations between streets. When the preponderance in traffic

varies from one street to another, at an intersection where one or more of the

warrants for fixed-time signals is substantially fulfilled, full traffic-actuated

control will usually provide the greatest efficiency in intersection operation.

7. Complicated intersections. Traffic-actuated signals offer special advantages at

complicated intersections with conditions substantially warranting signals, where

multiple traffic phases are needed, in that they are capable of skipping phases

when some of the streets are not being used. In each case, they use only the

time actually then required, thus providing a high degree of efficiency.

8. Unwarranted signals. When traffic authorities are compelled to install traffic

signals at locations where they are not needed for safe and efficient movement,
traffic-actuated types should be employed. They cause a minimum of unneces-

sary delay and thus do not tend to break down public respect for traffic signal

control.

9. Progressive signal systems. When the spacing or character of some intersec-

tions in a fixed-time progressive signal system is such that satisfactory pro-

gressive timing cannot be achieved, traffic-actuated control may be employed
at those intersections.

10. Speed control. If approach speeds present a particular hazard at intersections,

in addition to normal intersection problems, full-actuated control employing

speed control on the artery may be installed for best results.

Non-Intersection Control

Special conditions at roadway locations other than intersections may warrant the

installation of traffic-actuated signals. Some of the factors that may justify such

installations are :

1. Speed control. Traffic-actuated signals may be used to control speeds at the

approaches to special roadway locations, such as bridges, sharp curves, and

entrances to towns. They may be of special value at school zones if speeds

average higher than 35 miles per hour in rural or 25 miles per hour in urban

areas.

2. One-way restricted zones. At locations on two-way roadways where traffic

can only move in one direction at a time, such as at narrow bridges and tun-

nels, traffic-actuated signals may be applied to assign the right-of-way and to

provide clearance intervals in accord with traffic requirements.

3. Midblock pedestrian protection. Pedestrian crossings concentrated at schools

where intersections are a considerable distance apart, and at other midblock

points, often justify use of pedestrian-actuated signals.

The installation of signals between intersections for the purposes indicated above

should be accompanied by the erection of appropriate signs advising the motorist of

this special application. Immediately subsequent to installation, there should be a

period of strict enforcement so that disrespect for signal indications will not develop.

TRAFFIC-ACTUATED CONTROLLERS AND DETECTORS

The two principal types of traffic-actuated controllers are:

Semi-actuated

Full-actuated.
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With the first, the controller is capable of responding to actuation on some but

not all approaches to the traffic signals.

With the second, the controller is capable of responding to actuation on all ap-

proaches to the traffic signals.

Sem/-4cfuafed Confro/fers

Controllers of this class are of three general types as follows:

Vehicle- and Pedestrian-Actuated, Intersection Type
Pedestrian-Actuated, Intersection Type
Pedestrian-Actuated, Midblock Type

Vehicle- and Pedestrian-Actuated, Intersection Type

This is the most used type of semi-actuated control and is employed principally at

the intersection of a heavy volume street or highway with a relatively lightly travelled

minor street. Vehicle detectors with or without pedestrian push buttons are installed

in the minor street only. In the majority of instances there is no exclusive pedestrian

interval, actuations of vehicle detectors and pedestrian push buttons affecting the con-

trol in similar manner. In some instances however, push button actuation inserts an ex-

clusive pedestrian interval in the cycle, usually following arterial green. Semi-actuated

control maintains the green light normally on the artery, and accords it to the minor

street upon vehicle or pedestrian demand. Once the green light has been shown to the

artery it must remain there for at least a minimum interval, regardless of minor street

demand. When the minimum interval has expired, the control is then free to respond
at once to minor street actuation.

In the most flexible types of semi-actuated control the length of the minor street

green interval is capable of extension by traffic demand, a maximum limit being im-

posed beyond which the minor street may not retain right-of-way despite continued

demand. When minor street green is terminated in this manner, provision is made by
a memory feature for return of the green to that street as soon as the intervening

artery minimum interval has been timed.

There are a few special applications of semi-actuated control at locations where a

severe speed problem exists on the artery, at which the usual procedure is reversed

and detectors located in the artery. Thus a normally red light is maintained on the

artery with consequent discouragement of speed. This type of control is not generally

recommended and should be reserved for unusual conditions only.

Pedesfr/crn-dcfuafed, /nfersecfion Type

This type of control is in two general forms as below :

1. In the following sequence the normal signal display is FY on the main street and

FR on the minor street, a pedestrian period being inserted on demand as follows :

Interval Main Street Cross Street Letter Key

G Green

1 FY FR-DW R Red
2 Y R-DW Y Yellow

3 R R-W W Walk
4 R R-DW DW Don't Walk or Wait

F Flashing
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2. In this sequence the controller goes through a normal fixed-time cycle in the

absence of pedestrian actuation. However push button demand will cause an

exclusive pedestrian period to be inserted in the cycle as follows:

Normal Upon Actuation
Interval Main Street Cross Street Main Street Cross Street

1 G-DW R-DW G-DW R-DW
2 G-DW R-DW Y-DW R-DW
3 G-DW R-DW R-W R-W
4 Y-DW R-DW R-DW R-DW
5 R-DW G-DW R-DW G-DW
6 R-DW Y-DW R-DW Y-DW

In the above sequence the walk interval may be taken from the main street green,

as would always be the case in a progressive system, or it may be added to the

normal fixed-time cycle at an isolated intersection where it would not be desirable to

cut into the main street green time and a longer cycle length can be allowed in order

to accommodate pedestrian demand when present. It should be noted that the exclusive

pedestrian and clearance intervals may also be made to follow the minor street green
instead of following artery green, if the control is so arranged and if such a sequence
is desired.

Pedestrian-actuated, Midblock Type

This type of controller is intended solely for use at midblock locations. It nor-

mally maintains a green light upon the vehicle phase. When pedestrian push button

demand is registered a "Walk" interval of pre-fixed length is shown, subject to the

usual requirements of semi-actuated control.

One of several signal sequences used is as follows :

Interval Main Street Crosswalk

1 G WAIT (or Don't Walk)
2 Y WAIT
3 R WALK
4 R WAIT

Full Traffic-Actuated Controllers

The objective of minimizing vehicular delay is realized in great degree by full-

actuated control. Detectors are provided in all approaches to the intersection and the

controller is capable of responding to the overall traffic demand with maximum effi-

ciency. There are two principal types of full-actuated control.

Two-Phase Control

Multi-Phase Control

Two-Phase Control

Controllers of this type are designed for intersections where traffic may be con-

trolled in two phases. Both phases may be major or one may be minor. Five operating

functions on each of the two traffic phases are usually provided, adjustment being by
dials or otherwise.

Initial Portion. This is the first part of the green interval which is timed before

the extendible portion becomes effective. It allows time for stopped vehicles to get

into motion prior to the beginning of the extendible portion and provides additional
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time as an aid to pedestrian movement.

and 30 seconds.

Range of adjustment is usually between 2

Unit Extension. After the Initial Portion, each actuation retains the right-of-way
for one unit extension, subject to the Extension Limit, and thereby determines the

duration of the Extendible Portion. Range of adjustment is usually between 2 and 30

seconds.

Extension Limit. This determines the maximum time that the phase may retain

right-of-way after actuation on another phase. If right-of-way is lost by the action of

this function, means are provided for return of right-of-way to that phase at first

opportunity and without the necessity of further actuation. Range of adjustment is

usually between 10 and 60 seconds.

FIGURE 114 Basic Full-Actuated Controller, Model 804D.
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Clearance Interval. This determines the duration of the clearance indication

following the green light. Range of adjustment is usually between 1 and 10 seconds.

Recall Switch. The closure of this switch will cause the green light to return to

the phase despite the absence of actuation. One function of the switch is to permit
the use of a full-actuated controller for temporary semi-actuated operation as, for

example, at an intersection where the latter type of control may be satisfactory for a

while, with the idea of installing detectors in all approaches at a later date as traffic

warrants. The switch can also be helpful if trolley detectors are not provided on a

phase. Closing both switches would cause automatic reversion and a form of fixed-time

operation. Ordinarily authorities agree that better efficiency and safety in full-actuated

operation are obtained by leaving recall switches open.

Mufti-Phase Control

This* classification covers full-actuated controllers of the three- and four-phase

type. Opportunity for right-of-way is accorded each traffic phase in cycle order. If

demand is present on all phases, each will be included in the cycle. However any phase
in which there is no demand will be skipped from the cycle. As ordinarily provided in

controllers of this type, each phase has the same operating functions of Initial Portion,

Unit Extension, Extension Limit, Clearance Interval, and Recall Switch as previously

described in detail for two-phase full-actuated control.

Vofome-Density Control

This designation is applied to a class of full-actuated controllers, either two- or

three-phase, which attain optimum reduction of intersectional delay and provide in-

creased efficiency in traffic movement as compared with the basic type full-actuated

controllers. It is characteristic of this class of controller that they are able to take into

account traffic volumes, densities, and elapsed waiting time on each traffic phase. The
circuit arrangement of the controllers is such that the timing of the initial portion and

the unit extension is subject to automatic and continuous variation with respect to

the overall picture of traffic as it converges on the intersection on each phase. Con-

ventional type vehicle detectors are used but they are located farther back from the

stop line than is the case in basic full-actuated control. (See page 280 for informa-

tion on location of detectors for this and other types of actuated control.)

High efficiency control equipment of this type finds particularly effective application

at heavily travelled intersections, 24-hour volumes of forty to fifty thousand vehicles

being successfully controlled at well designed intersections.

An important characteristic of these controllers, particularly the two-phase type, is

their ability to respond to platoon movement, without interconnection. . The natural

tendency of the individual controller in a series to respond to the dominant arterial

traffic volumes is intensified by suitable operating adjustments in fa^vor of the artery.

In addition means are provided to retain an effect of the passage of a group of artery

vehicles when the green light goes to the side street. This effect exerts a strong in-

fluence in favor of the return of the green light to the artery when the next group of

arterial cars begin to arrive at the intersection. Conversely the controller is sensitive

to the straggling that marks the coming end of group passage and is quick to cut off

the artery in favor of the opposing street. The overall result is to promote coordinated

movement at natural speed and spacing so far as conditions will allow.

This type of control may be employed effectively to "tie-in" an intersection in a
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fixed-time or semi-actuated progression for reasons of difficult spacing or exceptionally

heavy volumes.

In utilizing volume-density control it must be borne in mind that its vehicular

timing is so severe that it is sometimes necessary to incorporate on one or more phases
an auxiliary timing unit usually known as a Pedestrian Interval Unit in order to

insure that pedestrians will have sufficient time to cross the intersection when vehicle

traffic is light and scattered. The unit is not effective when pedestrian push buttons

are not actuated.

Speed Control

Where high vehicular speeds present a problem, two types of traffic-actuated speed
control are useful. One is applicable to non-intersection locations such as approaches
to dangerous curves, underpasses, school zones, and built-up areas on an otherwise

open highway. The other is applicable to suburban intersections (usually having long

sight distances).

For the non-intersection location the equipment consists of a speed controller, a

detector located a suitable distance from the stop line (see table on page 280) and

a two-section signal head. In the absence of traffic the signal indication is normally
red. When the detector is actuated, there is timed a delay interval of pre-determined

length, after which the signal changes to green. If the vehicle is moving at not more
than the allowable speed, it will receive the green signal upon reaching the stop line.

If proceeding too fast, it will traverse the distance between detector and stop line before

the red delay interval has expired and hence will be confronted with a red signal. Once

displayed, successive actuations within a pre-set time interval will retain the green

signal for the benefit of the group, but if the time-spacing is exceeded the red signal

will at once be shown and the regulatory feature becomes effective. No clearance

interval follows the green portion since the latter will have been terminated because

no actuations have been received within the allowable extension time and hence no cars

are expected to be between detector and stop line.

For an intersection where high approach speed is a problem the control combines

the above principle of speed control with basic full-actuation. The signal normally dis-

plays red on all approaches to the intersection in its resting position in the absence of

traffic. Each approach on the artery is phased and signalled separately so that speed
control may be applied to cars approaching in each direction. When vehicles on the

artery are few but fast, the speed regulatory feature on each individual artery approach
comes into play. A clearance interval is always shown to the artery when the right-

of-way is transferred to the cross street. Traffic on the cross street is controlled in

normal manner, no special speed regulatory effect being applied. When artery vehicles

are closely spaced in both directions the control of the intersection is practically indis-

tinguishable from basic two-phase full-actuation. Because of the feature of separate

phasing of the two artery approaches this control should not be used where there is

any appreciable amount of pedestrian traffic.

Defectors

Two types of detectors are in common use, namely pressure-sensitive (see figure

115) and magnetic/
1* See page 280 for locations of detectors.

Pressure-Sensitive Vehicle Detector, Non-Directional Type. This detector con-

sists of a pressure-sensitive contact unit in a heavy steel or cast iron frame which is

permanently anchored in a concrete foundation in the roadway. The contact unit op-
L6) In addition to the two types of detectors discussed herein there are in operation a limited

number of sound-sensitive detectors and also those employing the principle of the photo-electric cell.
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crates on the open-circuit principle, no

current flowing except at the moment of

actuation under pressure of a vehicle

wheel. It is removable without disturb-

FIGURE US Pressure-Sensitive Detector. ing the frame in the roadway and non-

directional and directional contact units

are interchangeable in the same frame. Two-conductor cable is required between each

detector and the controller. These detectors when in circuit with terminal equipment

in the best types of traffic-actuated controllers will operate at vehicle speeds up to

approximately 60 miles per hour.

Pressure-Sensitive Vehicle Detector, Directional Type. This detector is identi-

cal in outward appearance and general features of design with the non-directional type.

Three-conductor cable is required between each detector and the traffic-actuated con-

troller. All of the directional detectors in each traffic phase are connected into a

directional relay unit of proper design. Detector equipment of this type will send to

the controller impulses from vehicles moving in the desired direction and will exclude

impulses from vehicles moving in the opposite direction. The directional detector with

its relay will operate at vehicle speeds up to approximately 35 miles per hour.

Pressure-Sensitive Pedestrian Detectors. This detector is in the form of a push

button, normally open-circuited, and adapted for mounting on post, pedestal, or the

controller cabinet itself. Close to each push button should be mounted an information

sign instructing the pedestrian to press the button and wait for the proper "Walk"

indication.

Magnetic Vehicle Detectors. Magnetic detectors are available in two general

types both having the common characteristics of consuming no power and containing

no moving parts. They are not rendered inoperative or continuously operative by parked

cars or by other fixed iron objects which may be within their zone of influence, nor

are they affected by extremes of temperature or humidity. Amplifying units are always

required in circuit with magnetic detectors.

Magnetic Detector, Non-Compensated Type. As generally supplied, this detector

(see figure 116) is cylindrical in shape

with an outer tube of non-ferrous ma-

terial. The detector has a single magnetic

circuit and requires two-conductor cable.

It does not produce its own magnetic

field and is operated by the distortion of
FIGURE 116 Magnetic Detector, Non-
Compensated Type.

the earth's magnetic field caused by the

passage of vehicles within its zone of in-

fluence. It is capable of providing a road coverage up to 15 feet on either side of

the detector. Particularly when a coverage approaching the maximum is being used,

the zone of influence of this detector is not sharply defined, and it is not recom-

mended for use at locations subject to severe and fluctuating electro-magnetic in-

fluences, as for example, street cars or trolley buses. Lateral road coverage of the

detector at various traffic speeds is as follows :

Traffic Speed
Lateral Coverage (m.p.h.)

15 feet from the detector 12 to 60

10 feet from the detector 8 to 60

5 feet or less from the detector 4 to 60
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Magnetic Detector, Compensated Type. This detector is of the multiple-circuit

compensated type and is unaffected by electro-magnetic influences such as might be

caused by street cars or trolley buses. It

has a sharply denned zone of influence

and a good degree of directional selec-

tivity with respect to moving vehicles.

Three-conductor cable is required be-

tween each detector and the controller.

A terminal unit in the controller cabinet

is required for each detector. As usually

constructed this type of detector is an

hermetically sealed structure of welded
FIGURE 117 Magnetic Detector, Com-

approximately six feet long. The
pensated Type. \ t u- i *u-travel of a vehicle over this detector

causes voltages to be induced in its coils from the changing magnetic field associated

with movement of the vehicle. Compensation against unwanted magnetic influences

in the field is secured by a bucking connection between the coil elements on opposite

sides of the detector. All vehicles travelling toward the intersection and coming
within the zone of influence are detected down to a speed of 2 miles per hour.

Impulses are excluded from most cars which pass through its field of influence

traveling away from the intersection.

Magnetic Detector Relay Unit. Because the voltage generated in the magnetic
detector circuits by the passage of vehicles is so small it is necessary that amplification

be employed. The magnetic detector relay unit is a high-gain amplifier with the func-

tion of receiving impulses from the magnetic detectors on its traffic phase and amplify-

ing them to a magnitude capable of operating the terminal equipment in the controller.

A dial or other adjusting means is provided so that the sensitivity and effective zone

of influence of the magnetic detector may be regulated. It is necessary that one mag-
netic detector relay unit be used on each traffic phase.

SIGNAL HEADS AND OPTICAL UNITS

General Characteristics

Effective control of street traffic is highly dependent on properly installed and

well maintained signal head equipment. For that reason, signal heads are preferable

which are arranged in separate troughs for each direction and which can be rotated

horizontally to point as effectively as possible to approaching traffic See I.T.E.

Technical Report No. 1, "Adjustable Face Traffic Control Signal Head Standards."

Proper positioning for signal indications are (reading from top down for vertical

positioning or left to right for horizontal positioning) :

Red
Yellow

Green

Straight-through arrow

Left-turn arrow

Right-turn arrow

Wait (or Don't Walk)
Walk
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Mounting Methods

Manufacturers generally have signal head equipment available for a variety of

mounting methods, and fixtures are readily obtainable for pedestal, overhead, mast

arm, and span wire mounting. Furthermore, signal head assemblies can be had as

one-way, two-way, three-way, and multi-way heads, by the use of various yokes,

brackets, slip fitters and other devices.

In most cases, the traffic control signals at an intersection are only part of a group
of appurtenances which are necessary to street operations and which includes street

lighting poles, fire and police call boxes, power and trolley poles and other utilitarian

structures. Whenever possible, however, the community should provide legislation

requiring official approval of pole locations so that they can be located to best suit all

purposes including signal head installations. The latter then can be mounted on and

combined with the utility poles in order to minimize the number of street fixtures and

thus provide a much neater appearance, better visibility of traffic signals, and hence,

greater safety.

The wiring of signal heads preferably should be such as to feature an individual

terminal board in each signal face or at least between the signal faces constituting one

signal head. In that manner, electrical troubles can best be isolated and optimum
signal operation achieved.

Visors. .All signal indications should be shielded by small or large visors to suit

requirements. In cases where certain indications should not be visible to some of the

intersection approaches, the visors contain vertical baffle plates or louvres to achieve

the proper cut-off in visibility.

Lenses. Traffic signal lenses should not have lettering or insignia on their sur-

faces except for "Walk," "Wait," or arrow indications. (See figures 108 and 110)

They should be circular with a visible diameter of not less than 8 inches.

Optical Units. Reflectors are usually either glass or bright metal and in some

cases, utilize pre-focused sockets while in others they are adjustable. As a rule signal

lamps are available in 67-watt, 60-watt and 40-watt sizes. The choice is somewhat

dependent upon the location of the installation but in general the 67-watt lamp gives

best results.

Maintenance. As indicated previously, the quality and frequency of maintenance

is particularly important to optimum results in efficiency and safety of traffic con-

trol operations. That includes lamp replacement either on a periodic basis or by having

regularly scheduled patrol crews driving over specified routes, particularly at night.

Cooperation of police forces is essential in reporting signal outages.

Maintenance programs should include periodic cleaning, oiling, and checking of

controllers. Painting of heads and pedestals is desirable at two-year intervals. Green

paint is commonly used because it provides a good contrast with the red and yellow

signal indications. However, some engineers prefer yellow as the color of signal

heads and pedestals because of the high visibility of this color.

Comparison of Bell Equipped Signals with Silent Signals

In some cities, bells, gongs or whistles are sounded automatically in connection

with the changes of signal indication. Studies made in Los Angeles in 1940 <17)
at inter-

section signals equipped with bells and at those without such devices revealed that the

bells cut approximately one second off the average reaction time of drivers starting at

<17) Conducted by Public Safety Department, Automobile Club of Southern California.
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the beginning of the "Go" signal. Other advantages claimed for the bells include an aid

to pedestrians who usually do not keep their eyes fixed on the signals, and a more

positive "Stop" indication to drivers nearing the intersection, who may have their eyes

temporarily diverted from the signal indication at the instant of change to red. Opposi-
tion to the sound devices conies chiefly from those to whom the sound is a nuisance, such

as nearby residents or merchants, and from those who contend that the warning bell

promotes "signal-jumping," or starting ahead of the "Go" signal. Also such devices are

said to be difficult to maintain in operation.

The data showed a peak frequency of reaction times between 1.0 and 1.2 seconds,

with all twelve of the categories shown in table 128 exhibiting these peaks. The dif-

ferences in average reaction times are due to the different numbers of drivers starting

slightly before the "Go," who obviously observed the warning interval on the cross

street.

TABLE 128 SIGNAL REACTION TIME STUDY, LOS ANGELES, 1940
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quately with one face per approach; however two signal faces are desirable even here

because of added factors of safety in event of lamp burn-out and better visibility.

There is also considerable agreement that on wide multi-lane thoroughfares, three

or sometimes four signal faces are needed to govern each direction and approach

because of the roadway widths and intensity of traffic volumes. The philosophy of

thinking in this respect is that of roughly proportioning the number of signal indica-

tions to the combined effect of the street width, traffic speed, length of platoons, and

prevalence of oversize automotive units in the traffic stream.

In recent years, combinations of curb-side and mast-arm installation have proved

very popular on wide, high-speed, high-traffic volume thoroughfares. Signal installa-

tions exhibited at two different levels and with lateral spacing are particularly effective.

Span wire installations are favored by many engineers due to low cost and a high

degree of visibility. These may be mounted directly over the center of the intersection,

or with two signal heads spaced at an intersection so as to give two indications to ap-

proaching traffic (as in plan 3, figure 118).

Span wire or mast arm signals are advantageous where trees and utility poles

would obscure pedestal mounted signals. Where pedestals are used, maintenance is

easier than at a high center-suspended unit. When pedestal mounting is used at rural

intersections with no curbs, it is advisable to provide a substantial protective base of

concrete.

TYPICAL

TWO-WAY
POLE MOUNTED
TRAFFIC CONTROL

SIGNAL

FIGURE '119 Pole-Mounted Two-Way Traffic Control Signals Showing Two Ways of Mounting.
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Near-side vs. Far-side Location

An advantage of near-side signal installations at an intersection is that the signal

is located near the stop line. Thus it is similar to a Stop sign, being located approx-

imately at the point where the driver is supposed to stop. Also, at channelized intersec-

tions, with right turn by-passes or other special traffic channels, the near-side signal

location usually fits in better than do other types of installations.

TABLE 130 POSITIONS OF TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATIONS IN 19 CITIES
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DIRECTION OF MAST
ARM GENERALLY
TOWARDS CENTER
OF INTERSECTION

RACKET ARM
POLE CLAMP

WIRE OUTLET
OPTIONAL
WOOD POLE

OR EXTERNAL
LATERAL ON
STEEL POLE.

ONTROLLER
HOUSING

IT*?

FIGURE 121 Mast Arm Type of Traffic
Signal.

ROAD
SURFACE

UNDERGROUND
SERVICE

STONE

FIGURE 120 Bracket Mounted Type of
Traffic Signal.

curb should be sufficient to provide full

visibility of the signals to approaching
traffic.

In the direction parallel to the curb

the center line of the signal head should be

located between 2 and 4 feet from the crosswalk line farthest from the intersection (in

advance of the cross walk for near-side installations and past cross walk for far-side

installation).

In rural areas, pedestal mounted signals must be located at a greater distance from
the edge of the pavement, possibly 10 to 12 feet, so as to locate the signal approximately
at the edge, or slightly beyond the edge, of the hard shoulder, and to minimize collision

hazards to approaching vehicles. This is a reason why cable suspended or mast arm

signals are preferred by many in rural areas, to afford better visibility.

The specific locations of signals indicated on the installation drawings should be

such that at least three feet, wherever possible, exists between the outer surfaces of

signal housings and utility poles, or other curb-side installation, in order to provide

proper clearance for pedestrians, and to allow for general operations involving the

structures, such as wrench turning clearance at a fire hydrant.

Pedestal mounted signals should have the bottom of signal faces not less than 8

feet, nor more than 10 feet above the sidewalk, or if none, above the pavement center
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PORCELAIN
STRAIN STRAIN

INSULATOR PLATES^S

X_ ,-",

FIGURE 122 Cable Suspension Type of Traffic Signal.

Z WAY
ADJUSTABLE
SIGNAL
HE

WITH SIGNALS.
S-O'ABSOLUTE MINIMUM

"]

6f-0" TOLERABLE MINIMUM
/-"DESIRABLE MINIMUM)

ISLAND WIDTH

HANDHOLE COVER

TRAFFIC
CONTROL SIGNAL
INSTALLATION ON
TRAFFIC ISLAND

TEE WITH DRAIN

STONE

FIGURE 123 Pedestal Mounted Two-
Way Traffic Control Signals on Traffic
Island.

line. Over the roadway, mast arm or

suspended signals generally require clear-

ance of 14^ to 15^ feet (governed by
state law). The supporting poles are set

at a substantial distance from the edge
of the pavement in rural areas, so as to

clear the shoulder. In urban areas, it is

advisable to set them no closer than 2

feet from the street face of the curb.

Under conditions of very narrow side-

walk areas it is necessary to set support-

ing poles closer to the curb in the same

manner as other utility poles. In fact, it

is often possible to use utility poles for

attaching cables which support signal

heads in mid-street or on mast-arms ex-

tending over the roadway.

Controller Location

The position of the controller at the

intersection should be determined on the

basis of several important factors: such

as the point of power supply ;
nearness to

interconnecting conduit or overhead lines
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[:~ STONE

FIGURE 124 Pedestal Mounted Curb-

Side Two-Way Traffic Control Signal.

to other signal installations
;
a good view

of the intersection, if possible, to assist

while timer adjustments are made; and,

at the same time, with a good degree of

protection from possible damage because

of intersection motor vehicle accidents.

When metered service is used, it is

generally advisable to provide a simple
wooden cabinet to enclose the meter, con-

troller, fuse blocks, etc. Such a cabinet

can then be painted in a dark color and

placed inconspicuously and yet effectively

as suggested in the foregoing. In some
cases that will be next to the power
supply pole at the curb, and in others

at the property line against the building

wall beyond the display windows. In some
cases controllers can be located in near-by

public buildings.

Signal and control equipment can be

purchased which combines one of the

signal standards and the controller cabi-

net into one unit. The hazard of damage

ST.

TO
ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

LATERAL a FOUNDATION PLAN CABLE & HEAD PLAN

CODE
PROPOSED PRESENT PROPOSED

ZJ 2 WAY SIGNAL -3 SECTIONS HIGH X TROLLEY POLE
FOUNDATION 2|LATERAL EXCEPT NOTED
FOUNDATION WITH SAFETY ISLAND BASE

<> CONTROLLER
2 CONDUCTORIO

-X- 10CONDUCTORS
CABLE
CABLE

FIGURE 125 Installation Plan for Traffic Signal of the Continuous Conduit Type.
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and disruption of control due to traffic accidents is so great that the arrangement is

not to be recommended.

CONDUIT, CABLE AND DETECTOR INSTALLATION

Conduit Systems

The wiring of traffic control signal installations, when it is an underground sys-

tem, is principally of two types, being either continuous conduit, or non-continuous

conduit. The first provides continuous conduit from one signal base and-or junction box

to another. With that arrangement, full and relatively easy access to the signal cables is

possible at all times, except, however, that after some years of service, binding of the

cable develops in the straight section of the conduit, and particularly at the elbows.

Figure 125 shows a typical continuous conduit layout.

The second method features conduit under the street pavement, and sidewalk

corners, or wherever no open parkway exists. While this necessitates digging whenever

cable difficulties develop, it generally permits straight conduit runs, from which trouble-

some cable can be removed more easily than from the continuous conduit systems,

because of the absence of pipe elbows. Figure 126 shows a typical non-continuous

layout.

In either event, conduit and cable access must be provided for each signal location,

the controller, interconnection with other signal locations in one or more directions,

SERVICE
DRIVE

12 -C"

_^
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and connection with electrical power supply. Arrangements for energy service vary
among different communities. Some are agreeable to a flat non-metered monthly charge.
When metered service is required, the Electrical Code and Rules of the local govern-
ment and public utility must be consulted to determine the location and proper type of

meter fitting, conduit and wire to be installed.

Size and Installation of Ducts and Conduits

The size of conduits is recommended as not less than 2j^-inch pipe for continuous

systems, and not less than 2-inch for partial or non-continuous installations. The fore-

going is on the basis of one multi-conductor lead or rubber-covered signal cable. In

the vicinity of the controller cabinet, there are, however, usually several cables routed,

as for example, one or more local signal cables
;
one or more interconnecting cables,

and possibly a power cable. In those cases, additional conduits or a single duct are

required of a substantial size, as much as 3^-inch diameter, either fibre, composition,

or vitreous clay, installed in trenches as single or multi-duct systems.

Conduits of the iron pipe type can be driven under existing pavements in short

sections by coupling them together as the installation proceeds. The work is accom-

plished by the use of hydraulic or mechanical pipe-pushing jacks, or by using the dirt

auger. As stated previously, however, the location and depth of other utility struc-

tures should be determined in advance, and the conduit installation planned accordingly.

Experience has shown that it is always advisable to open the pavement above major
conduit installations such as power, telephone, and fire-police systems. It then can be

observed, by keeping record of each length of the lateral conduit being pushed, whether

or not it will clear the conduit lines of other utilities. Thus by taking those precautions
it is possible to avoid highly expensive damages and service interruptions of vital

services.

Whenever street reconstruction programs are scheduled, traffic control signals

and traffic island conduits should be included wherever there is any reason to believe

that signal or island installations may be requested at some future time. It is rela-

tively cheap to make those provisions during the reconstruction.

In planning for installation of signals in paved streets, costs in some instances may
be reduced and the installation facilitated by consulting the local public utility organ-

ization, and taking advantage of its existing underground facilities. Many local govern-
ments reserve that right in the franchise agreements with their utility companies.
There are various ways along the same lines in which a community can further its own

interests, and at the same time improve and minimize field installations if the proper

provisions are made in granting franchises for various purposes.

Conduit and duct systems must provide fully for cable routing, access and drainage,

and provide sufficient room for all operating and maintenance considerations. For

proper access, the systems should provide sufficient manholes, handholes and junction

boxes.

Drainage should be provided for all parts of the duct system. Wherever freezing

temperatures are common, laterals particularly should be installed so as to remain free

of trapped water. Signal cable will burst because of water freezing in a lateral. A
pipe "T" placed in a lateral, and surrounded with crushed rock, will furnish an effective

drain. Slots sawed or holes drilled in the bottom side of the pipe will furnish fair

drainage.

Laterals extending from signal foundations or vehicular detectors to manholes

should be so pitched as to drain into the manholes. The manholes can be kept dry
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by sewer connections, if reasonably available, or by crushed rock sump pits under the

manhole floor.

Cable Underground and Overhead Systems'
18'

In general, underground cable systems are to be preferred even though they are

more expensive as a rule. This is true because of the greater permanency and much
neater appearance of signal installations when they are of the underground type. The

foregoing is particularly true in urban areas where it is also frequently a legal and

municipal requirement.

The selection of cable should take into consideration the type of sheath, insula-

tion, color code, and if possible provide for spare conductors.

Lead-covered cables are generally preferred for signal installation, although the

advancements made in rubber-covered cables do not in any way preclude their use

for the same purpose. When lead-covered cables are used in non-continuous duct

systems, care should be exercised that there is a minimum likelihood of damage in the

unprotected sections.

Routing

In routing the cable, it should be specified that the local signal cable connects from

one terminal board to another in the individual signal heads. That requires a little

additional cable, but eliminates splices and greatly diminishes the task of locating cable

trouble, and in general provides for the best maintenance and operating performance.

Likewise, interconnecting cables should enter the controller cabinet separately

from every direction in which cable interconnection exists so that the individual sec-

tions of interconnecting cable can be readily isolated by simply disconnecting them
from the master terminal board in the controller housing.

Splices in manholes should be kept to a minimum. In some cases, therefore, it is

advisable that even the local signal circuit enter the control cabinet as more than one

cable. The terminal boards in the individual signal heads generally pose no moisture

problems and therefore the accessible terminals represent the greatest possible ease

of maintenance and connection facilities.

In the case of overhead systems, multi-conductor rubber-jacketed and loom cov-

ered cables are readily available which can be arranged substantially as suggested for

the underground installations insofar as color code and connection are concerned.

Installations at times become a combination of both underground and overhead

wiring. That may be a matter of necessity because of pavement and other underground
structures and limitations. The combination more frequently is that of the intercon-

necting cable routed overhead and the local cable underground. In any event, the

single multi-conductor overhead cable is unquestionably to be preferred over indi-

vidual wires strung for signal purposes.

The positions of cables, particularly overhead, must be such as to conform with all

local electrical code provisions which relate to nearness to other electrical apparatus
and construction. Usually, agreements exist in the various municipalities as to the

position which should be occupied on poles or in underground structures for various

electrical services rendered both by the municipality or the private utility companies.
Those provisions should be met wherever possible, and any deviations should be con-

firmed in writing with the various parties concerned so as to eliminate, as much as

possible, any misunderstandings, or mistakes in fixing the responsibilities of the various

agencies involved.

<18) See Appendix B for sample specifications for signal control cable.
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Specifications

In addition to stipulating the exact color code, cable specifications should accu-

rately describe the thickness and type of insulation, number of conductors, conductor

coating, wire size, type and thickness of sheath, length of cable on reel, quantity or

number of reels and other similar provisions to make the traffic signal cable suitable

for the particular locality, and to purchase it and have it delivered with a minimum of

trouble.

A sample specification for 110-120 volt, 11 conductor, no. 14 wire size, lead covered

traffic control signal cable is included in Appendix B.

Defector Locations

Table 131 shows recommended location of vehicle detectors for two- or four-lane

roadways. Where the road is wider and visibility unrestricted, distances may be in-

creased as much as 15 percent. These distances apply also to streetcar detectors.

TABLE 131 RECOMMENDED LOCATION OF VEHICLE DETECTORS

85-Percentile Speed
Distance From Stop Line, Feetw

of Approaching Traffic

(mph)
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Pressure- and sound-sensitive detectors are placed transversely in the roadway so

that all approaching vehicles cross them with one or more wheels. No leaving vehicles

should normally cross the detector. If more than an occasional car leaving the inter-

section must cross the detector, a uni-directional detector should be installed.

A pressure-sensitive detector is usually placed with one end about three feet from

the center line of the road. This distance may be four feet for a compensated magnetic
detector. Detectors are spaced four feet apart when installed in adjacent lanes. A
detector should never be located so that a properly parked car can stand with a

wheel on it.

The non-compensated magnetic detector is best located under the path of the right

wheels of a car traveling in the center of the lane to be covered. In special cases non-

compensated magnetic detectors may be located in or .on the shoulder of the roadway
but the recommended practice is to locate them under the path of the vehicles to be

detected since this permits the use of lowest possible amplifier setting.

Installation of Pedestrian Defectors

Pedestrian push buttons are mounted at 3 J^ to 4 feet above the sidewalk on either

wood or steel poles located near each end of pedestrian cross walks. Permanent-type

signs should be mounted just above the detectors, explaining their purpose and use.

For special purpose pedestrian detectors that are to be used only by authorized

persons, lock switches should be installed operable with keys. Supplemental signs are

not necessary here.

Vehicle Detector Installations

When a concrete pavement is cut to install a detector of any type, every effort

should be made to bond the detector foundation to the edges of the old road slab.

Reinforcing rods should not be cut off at the edges of the excavation but should be

cut in the middle and the projecting ends bent down into the excavation so they will

help to bond the new concrete to the old. The bottom of the excavation should be

thoroughly tamped so as to provide a good bearing surface for the new concrete. The

xWOOO SUPPORTS

SPLICE BOX

PRESSURE SENSITIVE DETECTOR

PAVED SURFACE

BASE

w^^\
CONDUIT ELBOW / STONED 9

SIDE VIEW CONDUIT TO HANDHOLE END VIEW

FIGURE 127 Installation of Pressure-Sensitive Detector.
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excavation should be undercut at the bottom surface of the road slab about six inches

all around, so the new concrete will key under the old. Brushing the cut edges of the

road slab with a paste of portland cement and water, just before pouring the concrete,
will assist in bonding.

Pressure-Sensitive Detectors

The excavation should be cut to leave from 8 to 12 inches clearance at each side

and end of the detector. The detector width is approximately 12 inches, so the excava-

tion should be from 28 to 36 inches wide. The depth of the excavation should be at

least 6 inches more than the thickness of the road slab, but never less than 14 inches

overall. If the sub-grade is soft, an excavation depth of 20 to 24 inches is recommended.
The detector may be placed in the excavation with its splice box at either end, but

usual practice is to have splice box near the curb side of the road. A drain pipe should

be installed to lead water from the bottom of the splice box down into a sump.
The usual method of supporting pressure detectors during the pouring of concrete

is to use 2- x 4-inch wood supports. These are bolted onto the top surface of the de-

tector, four of the detector bolts being removed, and the ends of the supports rest on
the edges of the existing pavement. Fill all of the surface openings around the detector

in its frame with sand or dirt, to prevent concrete from getting in. It is very desirable

to remove the supports as soon as the concrete has taken its initial set (when the con-

crete can no longer be dented with the forefinger), and replace the detector bolts in

their proper places. The entire surface of the concrete is then troweled and finished

smooth. If the wood supports are left in place too long, overnight for instance, the

concrete will have thoroughly hardened when they are taken off and there will be

unavoidable surface markings on the concrete which cannot be easily finished off. These

markings mar the appearance of the finished job and sometimes contribute to foundation

failure due to cracking which can start at these scars.

Magnetic Detectors, Compensated

The same instructions for cutting pavement and excavations as given for pressure
detectors apply to compensated magnetic detectors, except that in this case reinforcing

rtPENSATED MAGNETIC DETECTOR

SPLICE BOX V .WOOD SUPPORT

PAVED SURFACE

BASE

CONDUIT ELBOW

CONDUIT TO HANDHOLE

FIGURE 128 Installation Plan for Compensated Magnetic Detector.
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rods should not be allowed to come any closer than about 6 inches from any part of

the detector, since they might distort the magnetic field. The rods should be bent down
into the excavation so they will serve as bonding members between the new foundation

and the old slab. The magnetic detector may be suspended in the excavation by means

of cross members, such as 2 by 4's, with wires looped around them and the detector so

that the magnetic detector hangs from wire loops from the supports. It is advisable to

raise the ends of the wood supports by means of bricks or stones and make the wire

loops long enough so the detector is suspended in the correct position. The concrete

surface can then be troweled and finished without interference from the supports. The
wires are clipped off flush with the surface of the concrete after it has cured. Another

method for supporting the detector in the excavation during concreting operations is by
means of "J" bolts, as indicated in figure 128. The necessary height adjustments are

quite easily obtained by turning the adjusting nuts on the "J" bolts. The detector hav-

ing been properly adjusted, the concrete may be placed. This should be done in two

operations: First, it should be placed and compacted to a depth just under the upper
bars. This concrete should be permitted to acquire sufficient set to support the weight
of the detector, after which; second, the supports and "J" bolts being removed, the

foundation may be completed. It should be noted that the compensated type magnetic

detector, being built almost entirely of tubing, is lighter than the amount of concrete

it will displace, and that it will therefore have a tendency to float upward in the wet

concrete. It can be anchored down with a rock placed on the conduit, or stakes can be

driven in the bottom of the excavation and the detector tied down to them with a cord.

Magnetic Detectors, Non-Compensated

Non-compensated detectors placed under pavements should be installed in a non-

metallic housing or conduit which may serve as a raceway for its wires or cables. When
possible, it is desirable that these be in-

stalled previous to pavement construction

in which case the conduit (non-metallic)

should be encased in concrete. When
necessary to install these under existing

pavements, the following is a satisfactory
8log V|g* method: an iron pipe of one inch larger

FIGURE 129 Installation of Non-Corn- outside diameter than the detector is

pensated Magnetic Detector. pushed under the pavement from the side

(parkway area) as close to the bottom
surface of the pavement slab as possible. The pipe carefully withdrawn leaves a

cylindrical hole in the soil. A fibre or transite conduit (end capped) of one-half
inch less outside diameter than the withdrawn iron pipe is inserted in the hole. The
detector may then be pushed to its desired lateral position in the roadway.

OTHER SPECIAL TRAFFIC SIGNALS

The following is a condensed version of material appearing in the "Manual on Uni-
form Traffic Control Devices."

Flashing Beacons and Signals

A flashing signal is a standard highway traffic signal in which the yellow or red

lens in each face is illuminated by rapid intermittent flashes. A flashing beacon is a
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section of a standard highway traffic signal head or a similar type device having a

yellow or red lens only in each face, which is illuminated by rapid intermittent flashes.

Design and location of these devices should conform to same standards as those for

standard Stop-and-Go traffic signals.

Flashing Yellow Beacon. The installation of a flashing yellow beacon may be

warranted as an advance warning device at an intersection or other location under one

or more of the following conditions :

1. Physical obstruction existing in the roadway.
2. Important intersection hidden by an obstruction or sharp curve in the highway.
3. Proximity of a fire station.

4. Sudden change from rural conditions, where relatively high speeds are safe, to

those of an urban district where speed must be reduced. <18>

Flashing Red and Yellow Beacon. The installation of a flashing beacon at an

intersection with yellow flashing on the main street and red flashing on the side street

or streets may be warranted by one or more of the following conditions :

1. Instead of or in conjunction with Stop and advisory speed signs at intersec-

tions where sight distance is extremely limited or where other conditions make

it especially desirable to emphasize the need for stopping on one street and for

proceeding with caution on the other.

2. Minimum vehicular volume entering an urban intersection from all directions

averages 300 vehicles per hour for at least 2 consecutive hours, of which vehicu-

lar traffic entering the intersection from the minor street or streets averages at

least 30 vehicles per hour for the same hours. Warrants for rural areas are 50

percent of the above urban volumes.

3. Two or more reported accidents in a 12-month period of types susceptible of

correction by cautioning and stopping of traffic.

4. Intersection on or at the bottom of a long or steep grade where excessive speed

may prevail.

Flashing Red and Yellow Signal. When Stop-and-Go signals are put on flashing

operation during periods of low traffic volume, the color indications given to the sev-

eral streets should be based on the following considerations:

1. If one of the streets involved is a through street, it should be given a flashing

yellow (Caution) indication and the other approaches should be given a flashing

red (Stop) indication.

2. If the safe approach speed on one street differs from the safe approach speed

on the other street or streets, the street having the higher safe approach speed

should be given the flashing yellow (Caution) indication and the other ap-

proaches should be given a flashing red (Stop) indication.

3. If the safe approach speed on any street in urban areas is below 8 miles per

hour, that street, regardless of other considerations, should be given the flash-

ing red (Stop) indication. The corresponding safe approach speed value for

rural areas is 12 miles per hour. Other approaches should be given the flashing

yellow (Caution) indication.

The illuminating element in a flashing beacon or signal should be flashed con-

tinuously at a rate of not less than 50 nor more than 60 times per minute. The illumi-

nated period of each flash shall be approximately equal to the non-illuminated period.

<10) The effect of flashing yellow in reducing traffic speed, according to available experience, has

not been particularly potent; and care should be taken not to over-estimate this value of the flashing

yellow indication. Better public understanding and enforcement may eventually prove its worth.
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Flashing beacons generally should be operated continuously throughout the 24-hour

period.

Flashing signals also should generally be operated continuously throughout the

24-hour period, except when conditions warrant their being changed to standard stop-

and-go operation. In every case, the change from stop-and-go to flashing operation
should be made during or immediately following the main street green interval. Change
from flashing to stop-and-go should also be made during or at the beginning of the

main street green interval. Thus the change is from flashing amber to green and

flashing red to red.

Lane Direction Traffic Signals

Lane direction signals are standard signals units used to control the direction of

traffic movement by individual lanes of a street or highway. Signal units suspended

over each lane of the roadway, and supplementary signs are often used to explain

their significance. See chapter XI for details of application to off-center movement

control.

Lane-direction traffic signals may be warranted when:

1. Vehicular traffic flow in one direction on a two-way street, highway, bridge,

or tunnel, having three lanes or more, exceeds the reasonable capacity of the

lane or lanes normally used for traffic moving in that direction and, at the same

time, traffic flow from the opposite direction does not require the number of

lanes which it is generally allocated.

2. Traffic movement at toll-booth areas and single-lane tunnels requires reversal

in direction of traffic flow for efficient operation.

3. Traffic movement in one direction at an entrance or exit of a parking lot at an

industrial plant, stadium, or similar location greatly exceeds the capacity of the

traffic lanes allocated for handling traffic flow.

4. Heavy traffic flow is slowed down and congested on a long uphill grade of a

three-lane roadway because of slow-moving commercial vehicles travelling up

the hill, thereby warranting the use of two lanes for uphill and one lane for

downhill movement.

5. Temporary road conditions reduce the number of lanes normally available to

handle traffic movement, even though it is extremely unbalanced at various

periods of the day.

The type of control provided for lane-direction signals should be such as to permit

automatic or manual operation of the signals. The control mechanism should permit

the illumination of the red lenses in both directions in the same lane for those lanes

where the traffic flow is subject to being reversed. The possibility of an erroneous in-

dication of green in both directions in the same lane should be avoided by wiring the

green signal so that it can be illuminated only when the red signal shows in the oppo-

site direction. Normally, single- or two-lens signals (red or green lenses) are re-

quired for each direction of traffic, since the signals are not often placed at intersections.

A traffic signal head with a face for each direction of traffic to be controlled shall

be located over the center of each lane of the roadway at the beginning and end of the

lane-controlled section. If the area to be controlled is more than 1,000 feet in length,

or if the vertical or horizontal alinement is curved, intermediate signal heads shall be

placed over each lane at frequent intervals so that motorists will at all times be able to

see at least two signals along the roadway and have a definite indication of the lanes

specifically reserved for their use. At the terminal and intermediate signal installation
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points on the lane-controlled section, signal heads above the various lanes shall be

located in a transverse straight line at right angles with the roadway alinement.

All traffic signals used to control traffic movement by lanes shall be coordinated and

wired to a master control which will operate so as to permit all two-lens signal faces

for each direction in any of the reversing lanes to change from red to green or from

green to red, except that the showing of green in both directions over the same lane

shall be guarded against by electrical interlock. It shall be possible also to show a red

indication in both directions in any of the lanes subject to reversing traffic flow. This

latter feature permits the establishment of a neutral area or safety zone during light

traffic periods or during an emergency traffic situation.

Traffic Signals at Drawbridges

Traffic signals of standard design should always be used in conjunction with gates

and other types of protection commonly employed at drawbridges. Drawbridge signals

may be supplemented with bells which operate with the red signal indication to provide

additional warning to drivers.

Such signals should be located at both ends of the movable span, with two signal

heads mounted on each approach, one on the right and the other on the left side of the

roadway. They should ordinarily be not less than 50 feet nor more than 100 feet from

the end of the movable span.

Traffic signals at drawbridges shall be interconnected with the drawbridge gates

and, if feasible, with other signals on the same street or highway within 500 feet of

the bridge. Not less than 15 seconds before the gates are closed, the signal should

change from green to yellow to red. While the gates are closed and the draw is open,

the signals should show a continuous red indication. After the draw is closed and the

gates opened, the indications shall change to a steady green and remain so until the

next bridge opening.

If the drawbridge is close to a railroad grade crossing and there is a possibility

that traffic may be stopped on the railroad crossing as a result of the bridge opening, a

supplementary traffic signal may be required at an intersection on the approaches near

the grade crossing. In this event, extreme care should be used in planning the signal

lay-out and operation so as to avoid the creation of confusion and hazard to motorists,

either at the drawbridge or at the grade crossing. Normally, such installations should be

interconnected to provide coordination in signal indications under a given set of

conditions.

Train Approach Signals

Train-approach signals are classified as flashing-light or wigwag signals.

A flashing-light signal is an electrically or mechanically operated signal in which

indication of the approach of a train is given by two horizontal red lights flashing

alternately at predetermined intervals, producing the equivalent of a signal given by a

watchman swinging a red lantern.

A wigwag signal is similar to the flashing-light signal except that the indication

of the approach of a train is given by a swinging disk and a red light enclosed in the

disk.

Train-approach signals are recommended at railroad-highway grade crossings to

warn highway traffic of any approaching train where the volume of traffic of both the

railroad and the highway warrants, or where physical obstructions to clear vision exist

on highway approaches. Such signals shall be used for no other purpose.
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Flashing-light and wigwag signals may be controlled manually, or automatically

through track circuits arranged so that the flashing-light signals will operate until the

rear of the train reaches or clears the crossing and so that the signals will operate

upon the approach of trains from either direction on the tracks for which protection is

provided.

Flashing-Light Signals. The following provisions relate to the design of flashing-

light signals :

1. Signal lights shall shine in both directions along the highway and be mounted

horizontally. The distance between centers of lights shall be 30 inches. Lamps
shall preferably be not less than 7 feet nor more than 9 feet above the surface

of the highway.
2. Lenses or roundels shall be a minimum of 8^ inches in diameter, and shall be

in accordance with Signal Section Specification 69 of the Association of Amer-
ican Railroads.

3. The railroad crossbuck sign and the signal shall be mounted on the same post.

Wigwag Signals. The following provisions relate to the design of wigwag signals :

1. A wigwag signal shall consist of a disk 20 inches in diameter, in the center of

which a lamp with red lens or roundel is provided for night indication.

2. The disk shall be supported by a pivoted rod and the length of stroke of the

swinging light in the disk measured horizontally between extreme positions

shall be 30 inches.

3. Lenses or roundels shall be a minimum of 5 inches in diameter, and shall be in

accordance with Signal Section Specification 69 of the Association of American

Railroads.

4. The railroad crossbuck sign and the signal shall be mounted on the same post.

Whichever type is used, one signal shall be placed on each side of the track.
<20)

Automatic signal devices used to indicate the approach of trains should so indicate

for not less than 20 seconds before the arrival of the fastest train operated over the

crossing.

Local conditions may require a longer operating time, but too long an operation by
slow trains is undesirable. Uniform time control for all train speeds is the most desir-

able arrangement and at crossings where there is considerable difference between high

and low train speeds and where travel on the highway is heavy, provision for a type

of circuit control that will insure equal or approximately equal timing should be

considered.

Lights in the flashing-light type of signal flash alternately. The number of flashes

of each light per minute should be 30 minimum, 45 maximum, each light burning the

same length of time. A 1,500 foot visibility distance is recommended for both flashing

light and wigwag type signals.

With the wigwag type of signal, movement of the swinging disk from one extreme

to the other and back constitutes a cycle. The number of cycles per minute should be

30 minimum, 45 maximum.
(20) See standards as prescribed in "Railroad Highway Grade Crossing Protection," Bulletin

No. 3 (or subsequent issue), Association of American Railroads, Joint Committee on Grade Crossing
Protection.
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Chapter X

PARKING AND LOADING

This chapter covers automobile parking and truck loading and unloading facilities.

Basic data are given on supply, demand, use and design of curb and off-street parking

facilities, parking meters, finance and zoning. (See chapter XII for design of parking

facilities in residential developments.) Basic data are given on current practices in

regulating curb truck loading and unloading operations, design of off-street facilities,

and zoning for such facilities. (See chapter XV for data on public transit loading zones.)

TABLE 132 PARKING CAPACITY PER 1,000 POPULATION
IN 26 CITIES' CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS

Population
Group

(thousands)
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PARKING SUPPLY, DEMAND AND PRACTICES

Parking Supply and Demand

It may be expected that the supply of curb spaces for parking in central business

districts will continue to decrease as cities grow, since curbs are limited in physical

extent and as the downtown area grows vertically more curb space is restricted for

services in connection with the buildings and for the movement of traffic.

Cities of more than 250,000 population have less than one-third as many total park-

ing spaces per 1,000 population as cities under 25,000 population (see table 132).

TABLE 134 USAGE OF PARKING SPACE IN 24 CITIES'
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS

Population
Group

(thousands)
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TABLE 137 OVERTIME PARKING AT METERED AND UNMETERED SPACES
IN 7 CITIES' CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS
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TABLE 139 WALKING DISTANCES OF PARKERS BY PARKING DURATION,
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

Percent of Parkers Reporting Distances They Would Be Willing to Walk from Curb Parking Space
to Destination When Parking for Various Lengths of Time

Percent of Parkers Witting to Walk

Time Parked
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TABLE 141 WALKING DISTANCES OF AUTOMOBILE PARKERS
Percentage of Parkers According to Distances Walked After Parking in

Business Districts of 21 Cities

City
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leaving the stall, angle parking is invari-

ably more hazardous than parallel park-

ing. The backing maneuver also impedes
or conflicts with one additional lane of

moving traffic.

PARALLEL PARKING RIGHT ANGLE
PARKING

45-ANGLE PARKING

FIGURE 130 Street Space and Maneu-
vering Space Used for Various Parking
Positions.

FIGURE 131 Suggested Method of "Shad-
owing" Parking Lot Exit Adjacent Inter-
section.

Angle parking is not advised at the curb and should be used only in separate park-

ing areas and in low speed urban areas where parking requirements take precedence

over the smooth operation of through traffic. If angle parking is used, care must be

taken that adequate free moving lanes remain. A minimum street width of 70 feet

should be required before angle parking is permitted.

TABLE 143 STALL AND AISLE DIMENSIONS AND AREA REQUIRED FOR
VARIOUS ANGLES AND DIRECTIONS OF OFF-STREET PARKING

WITH SIX-INCH CLEARANCE^)

Stall
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Off-Street Parking Design

TABLE 144 PARKING SPACE REQUIRED BY EACH METHOD SHOWN IN FIGURE 132

Method

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Number of
Vehicles

29

33

30

32

34

32

35

36

Gross Area
per Car

(square feet)

310

273

300

281

265

281

257

250

Percent of Total
Space Used
for Parking

46.4

52.8

48.0

51.2

54.4

51.2

56.0

57.6

Parking lot capacities may run from several stalls up to 1,000 stalls or more. A
survey

C1)
in 1948 of municipal parking lot sizes showed the following lot sizes reported

as existing in 314 U. S. cities (generally the size of city is no indication of the size

of its parking lots) :

16 Cities

42 Cities

Under 50 Stalls

50- 100 Stalls

Over 1000 Stalls

100- 500 Stalls

500-1000 Stalls

13 Cities

205 Cities

38 Cities

(1) Reported in 1949 Municipal Year Book, International City Manager's Association.

FIGURE 133 Entrance and Exit Desin

FIGURE 132 Eight Methods of Laying
Out an Area 90' x 100' for Driver Park-
ing Under Several Conditions as to En-
trances and Exits.

(Factual Guide for Parking.
U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.)

NOTE- THE CURB RETURNS FOR ENTRANCES
MID EXITS 'WERE SO DESIGNED AS TO PER-

MIT A CAR TRAVELING ONE FOOT FROM THE

CURB, TO MAKE THE TURN INTO THE PARK-

ING LOT AISLE AND MISS ANY PARKED
CARS BY ONE FOOT. EXITS WERE DESIGM-
ED FOR THE REVERSE OF THE SAME
MOVEMENT

14'- 0'

3'- 6*

3-0'

2'- 6'

2-3'

2-2"

2'- I*

FIGURE 134 Minimum Entrance and Exit
Curb Returns for Parking Lots.
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Location of Parking Lots and Garages

Off-street facilities, to be successful, must be situated a short walking distance from

parker destinations. Tables 139 and 141 illustrate the short distances that parkers are

willing to walk. It is generally assumed in estimating service area of a new parking

facility that no parkers will walk in excess of 800 to 1,000 feet. Table 148 illustrates

maximum distances permitted in zoning ordinances, showing that over 80% of cities

require the off-street facility to be within 300 feet of the building it serves.

Advantageous features of an off-street facility include :

A rectangular site

Location on or near major arterial streets

Location on side of business district nearest origin of parkers

Location allowing most parkers to arrive and depart via right-hand turns into

and out of garage
Access on two or more streets

Location of garages on sloping land such as to make possible multiple en-

trances and exits to different levels without ramps.

Fringe Lots

Fringe parking lots, sometimes referred to as transit-parking lots, where lots are

located at the fringe of the business and shopping district and parkers complete their

journeys via bus or streetcar, have not worked very successfully in the past. Utility of

such a lot depends on the following factors.

Very heavy parking demand

Location of lots along arterial streets and at termini of express or rapid transit

lines

Frequent bus service in peak traffic hours (5 minute headway).

Fringe parking lots were tried and discontinued prior to 1948 in the following cities :

Denver, Grand Rapids, Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Norfolk, Richmond (Va.), Paterson (N.

J.), Washington, D. C., and Hartford (Conn.). Fringe lots were in operation (1948)

in the following cities : Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Hartford, New
York, Philadelphia, St. Louis, and Toronto

; however, operation of these facilities was

being continued even though the revenues from parkers were insufficient to finance

necessary additional transit service.
(2) In general, big cities seem to accept fringe park-

ing even though the parking-transit combination does not pay its own way and has to

be subsidized.

Suggested Criteria for Parking Garage Design

Minimum size of unit 200 cars

Maximum size of unit Dependent on parking demand, but not so

large as to overtax the street system

during peak flows.

Maximum number of floors (excluding 4

roof)

Column spacing (when clear span not 27'-6"

practical)

Ceiling height for first floor 12'

Maximum ceiling height, other floors 7'-6"

Entrance and Exits Few in number but with multiple lanes,

located as far from street intersections

as possible, oriented to favor right

turns, 12-foot lanes
(2) Source: "Resume of Fringe Parking Practice," by F. W. Lovejoy, Bulletin No. 19, Highway

Research Board.
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In-bound reservoir space

Out-bound reservoir space
Maximum grade for ramps
Attendant parking

Self-parking
Minimum width straight ramp

Direct approach

Sharp turn approach
Minimum clear size for stalls

Attendant parking

Self-parking
Minimum width of parking aisles (for 90

parking)
Minimum inside turning radius for aisles

and ramps (curves on level portions

only preferred)
Maximum curb height
Minimum curb width

Side curbs

Straight center section

Curved center section

Closed outer walls (including grill work)

Ventilation required
For underground storage
For aboveground storage (not enclosed)

Heating required
For office and waiting rooms
For car storage

Fireproofing required
Service facilities

Number of attendants

20 40 60 80 100 IZO I4O 160 180 200 220 3O 260 280 300

AVERAGE NUMBER OF CARS ARRIVING DURING PEAK HOUR

FIGURE 135 Reservoir Space Required
for Various Vehicle Arrival Rates, if

Overloaded Less than 1 percent of Time.
(Source: "The Traffic Design of Parking Ga-

rages", Eno Foundation for Highway
Traffic Control.)

Four 12-foot lanes. For capacity, see figure

135

Two 12-foot lanes

15% preferred; 20% absolute

10%

11'

18'

8' x 18'

8'6" x 18'

22'

20'

12"

12"

18"

Preferred to open-deck construction (de-

pendent on zoning)

Yes
No

Yes

Only as required by climatic conditions

Yes
Car service or minor adjustments

Enough to deliver cars at the rate of cus-

tomer arrivals in average peak hour (3>

The above criteria for size of stalls

and width of aisles are the same for

parking lots. The minimum inside turn-

ing radius in parking lots can vary from

15 to 20 feet. Other criteria are ap-

plicable for garages only.

Rural Parking Facilities Along Highways

Mass parking along rural highways

is hazardous and where it may be ex-

pected, such as at industrial plants, places

of public assembly, and at points of spe-

cial interest or with exceptional scenic

views, specially designed parking areas

should be provided. Preferably they

should be located off the highway with

properly designed entrances, exits, and
<3> Average delivery time per attendant varies between 2 and 6 minutes. Generally an attendant

will not average over 15 cars per hour, according to The Eno Foundation Study, "The Traffic

Design of Parking Garages."
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buffer strips between parking areas and through traffic lanes. Wayside businesses

should be required to provide parking areas of this character to avoid the tendency of

patrons to park partly or entirely on through traffic lanes and to use all portions of

highway frontage for promiscuous ingress and egress. Two simple types are shown in

figure 136.

\\

: \\
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TABLE 145 NUMBER OF CITIES USING PARKING METERS
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TABLE 146 SUMMARY OF PRACTICE, OFF-STREET PARKING
THROUGH ZONING, 1946

Types of Buildings
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Theaters having more than 1,000 seats

Stadia ; sport arenas ; auditoriums

Churches

Dance halls ; assembly halls without fixed

seats
;
exhibition halls

Bowling alleys

Medical or dental clinics ; banks ;
business

or professional offices

Establishments for the sale and consump-
tion on the premises of alcoholic bev-

erages, food or refreshments, having
more than 2,000 square feet of floor

area

Mortuaries or funeral homes

Retail stores, except as otherwise herein

specified, having not more than 2,000

square feet of floor area
Retail stores, except as otherwise herein

specified, having more than 2,000

square feet but not more than 20,000

square feet of floor area
Retail stores, except as otherwise herein

specified, having more than 20,000
square feet of floor area

Furniture and appliance stores; motor
vehicle sales; wholesale stores; ma-
chinery sales

; personal service shops ;

household equipment or furniture re-

pair shops; clothing and shoe repair
or service shops ; and hardware stores

having not more than 2,000 square
feet of floor area

Furniture and appliance stores; motor
vehicle sales; wholesale stores; ma-
chinery sales

; personal service shops ;

household equipment or furniture re-

pair shops; clothing and shoe repair
or service shops ; and hardware stores

having more than 2,000 square feet

cf floor area

Manufacturing and industrial uses; re-

search and testing laboratories;

creameries; soft drink bottling estab-

lishments; printing and engraving
shops; warehouses and storage

buildings

167 parking spaces for the first 1,000 seats

plus 1 parking space for each 4 seats

over 1,000 seats

1 parking space for each 8 seats

1 parking space for each 12 seats in the

main worship unit

1 parking space for each 100 square feet

of floor area used for dancing or

assembly
4 parking sp?.ces for each alley

1 parking space for each 400 square feet

of floor area

10 parking spaces plus 1 parking space
for each 100 square feet of floor area

over 2,000 square feet

3 parking spaces for each room used as a

chapel room, or slumber room or par-
lor or 1 parking space for each 50

square feet of floor area of assembly
rooms used for services, whichever
amount is greater

No parking spaces required

2 parking spaces plus 1 parking space for

each 333 square feet above 2,000

square feet of floor area

56 parking spaces plus 1 parking space for

each 250 square feet above 20,000

square feet of floor area

No parking space required

2 parking spaces plus 1 parking space for

each 800 square feet of floor area

above 2,000 square feet

1 parking space for each 5 employees,

computed on the basis of the greatest

number of persons to be employed
the day or night
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TABLE 148 MAXIMUM DISTANCE FROM BUILDING AT WHICH OFF-STREET
PARKING MAY BE PROVIDED AS STIPULATED IN

ZONING ORDINANCES, 1946

Distance in Feet
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Parking Authority

At the end of 1949 there were 38 States and the District of Columbia having some

form of general or special local enabling legislation dealing with provision of off-street

parking facilities.
<9) These were :

Alabama
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TABLE 150- -PRACTICES OF CITIES AUTHORIZING CURB LOADING ZONES
IN THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT, 1948
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Facilities of the Institute of Traffic Engineers at the 1949 annual meeting. These are

as follows:

Dimensional Ranges
Truck Berths

Depths behind property line 40' 50'

Widths 12' 14'

Overhead clearances \2 l/2 '

14'

Freight Platforms

Depths 12' 15'

Height 40" 50"

Maneuvering Areas

Turning Radii 48' 60'

Outside edges of truck berths to

opposite curbs or outside edges of

opposite truck berths 50' 60'

APRON
i SPACE
RfQUIRED

U-SPACE
REQUIRED

fbl Posf-supporied i

APRON SPACE RE-

QUIRED FOR ONE MANEUVER
INTO OR OUT OF POSITION
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Zoning Practice

According to a listing by the American Society of Planning Officials the following

cities are typical of those having some type of zoning ordinance requiring provision of

off-street loading facilities (there were 66 cities with such ordinances at the end of

1949).
(14)

Alliance, Nebraska Lake Worth, Florida

Biloxi, Mississippi Montclair, New Jersey

Charleston, West Virginia Nashville, Tennessee

Cheyenne, Wyoming New York, New York

Cleveland, Ohio Parma, Ohio

Croton-on-Hudson, New York Pueblo, Colorado

Denver (city & county), Col. San Angelo, Texas

Detroit, Michigan Sterling, Colorado

El Reno, Oklahoma Thomasville, North Carolina

Fort Collins, Colorado West Palm Beach, Florida

Fort Lauderdale, Florida White Plains, New York

Hamden, Connecticut

The following data are based on a 1946 survey
<15)

by The Eno Foundation for High-

way Traffic Control covering 70 cities with zoning ordinances covering off-street park-

ing or truck loading.

Retail Stores. Although retail stores are not required to furnish parking facili-

ties in many instances, they head the list of all establishments in requirements for

off-street loading facilities. Thirty percent of all cities which have zoning ordinances

require retail stores to furnish adequate facilities for off-street loading and unloading

of merchandise. The requirements of space are generally determined in one of three

ways :

1. Gross
floor area The most common requirement calls for one commercial load-

ing space per 20,000 square feet of gross floor area. (One small city in the

east requires one loading space per 5,000 square feet of gross floor area.)

2. Space betiveen alley and rear of building At least five cities require an open

space between the rear of retail stores and an alley. The most common ordinance

calls for 50 percent of the alley frontage to be devoted to unloading space, such

space to be a minimum of 14 feet in depth from the alley to the rear of the

building.

3. "Reasonable" or "adequate" facilities Five cities require off-street commercial

loading facilities, but do not specify a definite amount of such space to be pro-

vided. All these ordinances rely upon the word "reasonable" or adequate," com-

bined with the phrase "so as not to interfere with traffic." This type of

ordinance allows the zoning board of appeals or other authority to pass on each

case individually. While this system offers the advantage of allowing each case

to be judged on its individual merits, it also presents the possibility of bias or

favoritism.

Hotels. Twenty percent of the reporting cities require hotels to provide off-street

loading facilities for trucks. These requirements vary from a minimum of one loading

space for 20,000 square feet of floor space used for storage or merchandising, to a

maximum requirement of one loading space per 5,000 square feet of gross floor area.

(14) Report from David Levin, U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.
(is) Published in Report "Zoning Applied to Parking."
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Several cities require loading spaces, but do not fix a definite amount
;
each case is

judged individually by a competent authority.

No city in the population group 25,000 to 50,000 reported an ordinance requiring

off-street loading spaces in connection with hotels. Five cities in the group 10,000 to

25,000 reported such ordinances ;
two cities in the group 50,000 to 100,000 and seven

cities in the group 100,000 and over reported such requirements for hotels.

Los Angeles, California, has enacted an ordinance which requires loading spaces

in accord with the size of structures.

TABLE 152 DISTRIBUTION OF ZONING ORDINANCES REQUIRING OFF-STREET
LOADING FACILITIES FOR RETAIL STORES, 1946

Population
Group

10,000-25,000 ....

25,000-50,000 ...

50,000-100,000 ..

100,000 and over.

Number of Cities Number of Cities
with OrdinanceReporting

289

146

76

75

Percentage of Reporting
Cities Having Ordinance

2.4

0.7

6.6

10.6

Source: "Zoning Applied to Parking," The Eno Foundation for Highway Traffic Control.

Office Buildings. The requirements placed upon office buildings to provide adequate

freight loading space off the street follow very closely the requirements imposed upon
retail stores, although only seventeen cities, or 24 percent of cities with ordinances,

have such laws.

Wholesale Houses and Industrial Buildings. Based on reports, wholesale houses

are required to furnish adequate loading spaces in 21 cities, and industrial buildings

are required to furnish such spaces in 20 cities. The basis on which the necessary
number of spaces are determined are the same as were given for retail stores.

Four other cities follow the example of Pueblo, Colorado, in requiring space to

be provided along at least 50 percent of the alley frontage in the rear of the building.

Eight cities require "adequate or reasonable space so as not to interfere with traffic."

Six cities base their requirements upon floor area, the values ranging from one loading

space per 8,000 square feet of gross floor area to one space per 25,000 square feet of

gross floor area. One city bases its requirement upon the lot area of the land on which

the building is erected.

TABLE 153 DISTRIBUTION OF ZONING ORDINANCES REQUIRING OFF-STREET
LOADING FOR WHOLESALE HOUSES AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

Population
Group
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was passed. Greenville, South Carolina, however, has approached this condition by

setting a maximum period of 18 years from the date of the ordinance during which

buildings may continue to exist as non-conforming land use.

Many cities provide that if any building is "substantially" altered or repaired, the

parking provisions must be complied with.

TABLE 154 NEW YORK LOADING BERTH REQUIREMENTS
Off-Street Truck Loading and Unloading Berth Requirements Proposed for

New York City by Regional Plan Association

Square Feet of Floor Area in Every Building Designed
To Be Used For

Manufacturing, Storage or Goods Display,
Department Store or Hospital
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"Parking Meters Legality Model Ordinance Annotated"

by C. S. Rhyne and C. O. Murphy
National Institute of Municipal Law Officers

730 Jackson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Price $2.00

"Parking Meters in The United States" (annual publication")

Vehicular Parking, Ltd.

1422 Maple Avenue, N. E.

Canton 5, Ohio

"The Prohibition of Curb Parking" (1948)

The Eno Foundation for Highway Traffic Control

Free

"The Traffic Design of Parking Garages" (1948)

The Eno Foundation for Highway Traffic Control

Free

"Zoning Applied to Parking" (1947)

The Eno Foundation for Highway Traffic Control

Free

"Docking Facilities for Motor Transports"

by Fruehauf Trailer Company
American Trucking Association

1424 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Free

"Merchandise Pickup and Delivery in Business Districts" (1950)

U. S. Chamber of Commerce

10*

B. Planning, Administration and Economics

"An Analysis of State Enabling Legislation of Special and Local Character Dealing

with Automobile Parking Facilities" (1947)

by David Levin

Bulletin No. 7

Highway Research Board

"An Economic Study of Interior Block Parking Facilities"

by Charles S. Le Craw
Technical Report No. 3

Yale Bureau of Highway Traffic

Strathcona Hall

New Haven, Conn.

"Factual Guide on Automobile Parking for the Smaller Cities" (1947)

Bureau of Public Roads
U. S. Department of Commerce

Washington 25, D. C.
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"Financing Municipal Off-Street Parking Facilities"

by M. B. Phillipps and Irving Tenner

Municipal Finance Officers Association

1313 East 60th Street

Chicago 37, Illinois

Price $2.50

"Municipally Owned Parking Lots and Garages" (1948)

by Charles S. Rhyne
National Institute of Municipal Law Officers

Price $3.00

"Off-Street Parking" (1949)

U. S. Chamber of Commerce

Washington 6, D. C.

Price 40 cents

"Parking" (1949)

Highway Research Board
2101 Constitution Avenue

Washington 25, D. C.

Price 90 cents

"Parking"
Bulletin No. 15

Highway Research Board

Papers Presented at the 27th annual meeting in 1947

"Parking for Smaller Cities"

Associated Retailers of Indiana

808 State Life Bldg.

Indianapolis, Indiana

Price $2.50

"Should Cities Go Into the Parking Business" (1947)

by D. Grant Mickle

Automotive Safety Foundation

700 Hill Building

Washington 6, D. C.

(Reprint of Talk, Single Copy Free)

"Requirements for Off- Street Parking Facilities in Zoning or Other Local Ordi

nances" (1950)

by David Levin

Bulletin No. 24

Highway Research Board



Chapter XI

ONE-WAY STREETS AND ARTERIAL ROUTES

This chapter treats with advantages and disadvantages of one-way streets and

methods of control. Arterial routes are discussed as to types and factors to be taken

into account in laying out arterial route plans. Off-center lane movement, a method
for greatly increasing peak capacity of arterial routes, is discussed in detail.

ONE-WAY STREETS TITPES, ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

One-way streets are those on which traffic is permitted to move in one direction

only.

Types of One-Wcry Streets

Class I. A street on which vehicular traffic moves in one direction at all times.

Class II. A reversible one-way street on which the one-way movement of vehicu-

lar traffic is reversed at predetermined times.

Class III. A reversible one-way street on which vehicular traffic moves in one

direction during peak traffic periods, but two-way during the remainder

of the time. Flow during one peak period is normally opposite to that

during the other.

Advantages of One-Way Streets

Results indicate that properly designated and controlled one-way streets will im-

prove the operation of vehicular traffic by :

Increasing the capacity of a facility. Motorists find it more convenient and less

confusing to drive when all motor vehicles are driven in the same direction ;
hence more

traffic can be accommodated on a given street when operated in one direction only than

on the same facility when operating as a two-way street.

Increasing the average speed of traffic, due to the elimination of opposing streams

of traffic and the more efficient operation of the traffic signal system. Eliminates most of

the hazard and delay arising from turning movements. Will facilitate movement of

mass transit vehicles and of heavy trucks. Permits passing of slow moving vehicles on

streets otherwise too congested for passing maneuvers.

Facilitating the operation of a progressive signal system. The only requirement

in determining signal timing offsets is the rate of speed at which traffic is to move.

The complicating effect of unequal and improper block lengths is removed.

Reducing most types of accidents. Intersectional accidents are substantially re-

duced due to decrease in the possible points of conflict. See figure 139. Accidents

between intersections are likewise reduced.

Eliminating headlight glare. Motorists may use high beam with consequent pedes-

trian safety.

Improving pedestrian movement by reducing accident hazard and delay due to

movement through pedestrian lanes. At a signalized intersection of two one-way streets,

two pedestrian lanes are completely free of conflict between pedestrians and vehicles in

318
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FIGURE 139 Comparison of Potential Conflicts Betzveen Paths of Vehicles at Intersec-

tions of Varying Lane Widths Under Various Combinations of One-Way Roads.

each signal cycle. On a one-way street controlled by a progressive signal system,

pedestrians are given safe crossing at intermediate intersections by gaps in traffic

created by the signal timing.

Making possible the establishment of fire emergency lanes to facilitate the move-

ment of emergency vehicles with special signal timing on signalized streets.

From a monetary standpoint, the one-way street yields a number of economic

benefits as follows :

Avoids necessity for large expenditures on new facilities by making best use of

existing street pattern.

Improved operation of traffic on one-way street allows economic benefits through

improved speed of traffic, reducing costly delays and accidents.

May avoid or postpone economic loss due to decentralisation of a central business

district by improved traffic and parking conditions within and facilitation of flow in

and out of that district.

Reduces amount of police enforcement necessary: R. A. Mitchell, City Traffic

Engineer of Philadelphia, reports that approximately 450 miles of the 2,200 miles of

Philadelphia city streets are one-way and that these one-way streets require 75 percent

less police officer control than two-way streets. John Gibala, Traffic Operations En-

gineer of New York City, reports that there are approximately 1,500 miles of one-way

streets in New York City and that they reauire 50 percent less enforcement than do

two-way streets.
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Disadvantages of One-Way Streets

Motorists may have to travel farther to reach certain locations. This disadvantage

is influenced largely by the length of the blocks which must be traversed and may be

influenced by the number of one-way streets in the system.

Additional sign posting. One-way signs must be erected at every intersection and

it usually takes a month of enforcement effort before all motorists become thoroughly

acquainted with the one-way movement. Some out-of-town motorists may be confused

in trying to reach destinations.

Traffic accidents may increase on streets in Classes II and III. Sometimes motor-

ists will violate the one-way rule, either because of lack of familiarity with the system,

inadequate signing, or non-cooperation, and thus cause accidents. Traffic accidents may
increase on one-way streets due to a tendency toward unsafe speeds because of the

improved facility of movement, a tendency to weave or jockey for a position, and a

tendency to turn from or into the wrong lane due to long established driving habits on

two-way streets.

Unfavorable influence on some business establishments abutting on one-way streets

on account of loss of traffic in one direction.

Difficulties in public transit routing and operation in some cases.

WARRANTS FOR ONE-WAY STREETS

Warrants for Class I One-Way Streets

In practically no case should a two-way street be made one-way under this classi-

fication unless there is a nearby parallel street to accommodate the opposing move-

ment of traffic.

The following are conditions under which Class I one-way streets may be

warranted.

A. Roadway Width and Volume of Traffic.

1. Streets where roadway width is insufficient to permit parking on both sides

of street and at the same time permit at least two lanes for traffic move-

ment.

2. Streets with odd number of lanes for moving traffic where full utilization

of the number of lanes is necessary to accommodate the volume of traffic

B. Complex Area or Intersection.

1. Minor streets made one-way to take traffic out of a complicated area or

intersection.

C. Rotary Control.

1. Streets forming the periphery of a public square where there is noticeable

congestion in two-way operation.

2. Streets forming the fringe of small congested area.

3. Streets forming the fringe of an area where special events attract an

abnormal volume of traffic.

D. Street Car Operation.

1. Streets accommodating three or less lanes of moving traffic where there is

a one-way street car operation and sufficient traffic volume to cause con-

gestion and increased accident hazard.

The elimination of parking from one side of a street will sometimes provide an

additional lane for moving traffic; from both sides, two lanes for moving traffic. In

considering volume warrants, therefore, a choice may be made between allowing park-
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ing and making the street one-way or prohibiting parking and retaining the two-way
movement. It is frequently found that the volume of traffic increases to such an extent

that it is necessary eventually to prohibit parking on one side at least.

Warrants for Class II One-Way Streets

Class II treatment is warranted where the street is an arterial route (1) which is

unable to carry its traffic flow expeditiously and safely, where heavy peak flows occur

at separate periods of the day in opposite directions, and where there is no adequate

parallel route immediately adjacent to permit establishing a pair of Class I streets.

Nearby parallel streets should be adequate to accommodate the traffic in the direction

opposite to movement on the Class II one-way street.

Warrants for Class III One-Way Streets

The same as for Class II one-way streets but to be applied on thoroughfares where

traffic requirement throughout the normal business day between peak periods is for

two-way traffic.

METHODS OF CONTROL OF ONE-W4V STREETS

Class f Streets Signing

One-way streets under Class I should be adequately signed at all points where

vehicular traffic crosses or enters. One-Way arrow signs should be erected at every such

location and may be supplemented by Do Not Enter, No Left Turn or No Right Turn

signs. Do Not Enter signs should be installed where a one-way street joins or merges
with a two-way street or streets. National standards require reflectorization or illumina-

tion of such signs except where lighting is adequate to provide 24-hour readability.

In general these signs should be located where they will be easily seen by the

motorist before he can violate the regulation (see figure 140).

Class f Streets Traffic Signal Control "

Where the intersection of one-way streets, or their junction with two-way streets,

is signalized, standard vehicular traffic control signals should face the traffic flow.

Since signals are not needed in one direction where a one-way street intersects a two-

way street, or in two directions at the intersection of two one-way streets, pedestrian

signals should be used to complete the traffic control at such locations, except on limited

ways where pedestrian movement is prohibited.

A rather new development in signalization of one-way streets
"

is exemplified by
the system used on four one-way streets in Detroit, Michigan, consisting of a series of

mid-block signals suspended over the street and facing only the traffic on the one-way
street. These are installed at alleys at about 1,200-foot spacings and are coordinated

for the travel speed of the street. This system is reported to work very well and holds

the traffic in well defined platoons traveling at the prescribed speed. Intersection signals

are used only at locations having sufficient cross traffic to warrant them. At all other

streets Stop signs govern the crossing movement, resulting in a minimum of delay to

such traffic and to pedestrians inasmuch as during light traffic periods it is not neces-

sary to wait through a long red period.

(1) See definition on pages following.
<2) See also chapter IX.
<8> Generally one-way streets are signalized at intersections in the same manner as with two-way

streets, This example from Detroit represents a method of placing signals primarily for progressive
movement control on the one-way street rather than to control intersection traffic. The description
was provided by H. M. LeRoy, of the Detroit Traffic Engineering Bureau.
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MINIMUM HEIGHT I4&V
F SUSPENDED OVER ROADWAY

FIGURE 140 Standard Location of One-Way Signs.
(Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.)
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Cofifro//ing Class // and Class 111 One-Way Streets

Signing should follow the standards recommended under Class I insofar as prac-

ticable ; the only difference being that the direction of One-Way arrow signs and such

supplementary Do Not Enter or No Turn

signs as may be used, must change or be

blanked out periodically to conform with

changes in traffic movement.

Street markings, except center and

lane lines, are not practical for use on

reversible one-way streets because it is

virtually impossible to blank them out.

Because of the greater probability of

mistake on reversible one-way streets,

special means for calling attention of

strangers to the one-way rule is recom-

mended. Illuminated signs pointing in

opposite directions on the same sign and

illuminated for the desired direction of

/-9-AM

^EXCEPUAUUI^^

4-6^PM ^

EXCEPT SAT SUN & HOLIDAYS^

FIGURE 141 Signs Used on a Class HI
One-Way Street (13th Street) in Wash-
ington, D. C. The Signs Have a Black
Background with Yellow Arrows and
Lettering, Except "One Way" Which is

Black.

(Courtesy, Dept. of Vehicles and Traffic,
Washington, D. C.)

movement have been used for this pur-

pose. Also successful use has been made
of a non-illuminated sign showing one-

way arrows in both directions and also

showing the time of day when each

arrow applies. (See figure 141.)

Chestnut Street Lawton Boulevard from 4th Street to Grand Boulevard in St.

Louis, Missouri, has been operated for a number of years as a Class II one-way street.

This 36-foot wide street is one way eastbound into the business district during the early

morning rush period and up to 3 :00 p.m. when the direction is reversed and becomes
westbound away from the business district until 7 :00 p.m., at which time the direction

again becomes eastbound. (4)

Approaching Chestnut Street on any cross street with the exception of three con-

ventionally signalized intersections, the motorist faces a special traffic signal which, by
means of arrows, indicates which turns are prohibited and which permitted.

ARTERIAL ROUTES

An arterial route is one especially designed to accommodate through traffic. There
are three degrees or types of arterial routes, (1) major streets or highways, (2) ex-

pressways, and (3) freeways.

Ma/or Streets or Highways

The first stage or degree of arterial improvement is that of preference control

along an existing road or street, whereby all intersections are either signalized or

provided with Stop signs on the cross street approaches. The timing of the signals as

well as every other aspect of the route from a traffic operations standpoint, is aimed at

moving relatively large volumes of traffic along the route swiftly and safely without

stops.

(4) Description furnished by Tom Watts, Jr., Former City Traffic Engineer.
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Expressways

The next stage, covering streets and highways of a higher type than a through
street but less than a freeway, is the expressway. It is a divided arterial highway for

through traffic with full or partial control of access and generally with grade separations
at intersections. Whereas a through street might have numerous private driveways
coming into it, an expressway would have relatively few, if any. Also, on a through
street, access connection probably would be made at each cross street, but on an ex-

pressway some of the cross streets would be terminated, either completely or else to

permit right turns only. At the higher extreme the term expressway might include a

depressed or elevated facility with occasional minor cross roads at grade.

Freeways

A freeway, the highest type of arterial route, is an expressway with full control of

access (see definition in appendix). All crossroads are separated and points of ingress

and egress are located and designed to favor the major through movements. All access

to the through lanes is completely controlled through right-of-way purchase or front-

age road development. There is a definite limitation regarding the number, location

and design of access connections in a manner consistent with the overall character of

the facility.

A parkway is a distinct type of arterial street or highway for passenger vehicles

only, usually located within a park or a ribbon of parklike development, and may have

the characteristics of any one of the three types of arterial routes.

Arterial Route Networks

Arterial routes may be classified under three major types with respect to pattern
of network: gridiron, radial and circumferential.

Gridiron Arterials. These arterial routes lie essentially parallel and at right

angles to each other, spaced several thousand feet apart. Two-thousand feet is recom-

mended as the most desirable spacing, unless exceptional conditions make closer spacing

necessary.

Radial Arterials. These routes run out like the spokes of a wheel from a center

or hub, usually the central business district.

Circumferential Arterials. These routes follow essentially circular paths like the

rim of a wheel. In a complete urban network of arterial routes, these circumferential

routes intersect some or all of the radial arterial routes. This class will usually include

many of those also classified under the gridiron system.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Arterial Routes

The primary function of an arterial route is to concentrate and facilitate through
traffic on one route, attracting this type of traffic away from other adjacent trafficways

which are less suited to high volumes of fast through traffic.

Advantages of properly designed and located arterial routes are:

1. Delays to through traffic reduced.

2. Traffic control on adjacent local streets and roads better suited to local

traffic, reducing delays to local traffic.

3. Accident frequency reduced on all routes affected.

4. Street and highway traffic capacity increased due to more efficient control.
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Disadvantages (which can be reduced to a minimum by proper methods of design,

control and enforcement of regulations) may be as follows:

1. Increased speed of through traffic may result in higher frequency or oc-

currence of more severe traffic accidents.

2. Vehicular and pedestrian traffic crossing the arterial route at some loca-

tions may be delayed for long periods during peak traffic flow periods. (This
would not be true of freeways, and could be avoided at through streets or

expressways by crossing only at signalized or grade-separated intersections.)

Developing Arterial Route Plans

A master street plan for a community generally prescribes a network of arterial

routes, carefully planned to move through traffic around and into and out of the central

business district, as well as between various other sections of the community. Through
streets, expressways or freeways should conform to such a master plan in order to

assure a workable efficient system of streets and highways.

Designation of a through street plan (often referred to as a preferential street

plan) should be largely based upon the results of a study of accident records, traffic

volumes and traffic origins and destinations. In a grid system, through streets should

be spaced approximately 2,000 feet apart, except where special conditions require greater

or lesser spacing distance. They should not penetrate neighborhoods, but rather follow

neighborhood boundaries. The use of pairs of one-way streets as through streets will

often serve heavy traffic and eliminate the necessity for street widening.

Traffic Volume Considerations. These volume warrants are applicable with the

assumption that the route under consideration conforms to a master plan of arterial

streets and is thus especially suited to through traffic.

Generally speaking, a street is not considered as warranting through-street treat-

ment unless the two-way volume of traffic during the major part of the normal week day
would average at least 300 vehicles per hour, and during the peak hour at least 450

over the length of street to be designated.

Expressways and freeways are generally considered warranted when average daily

two-way traffic volumes on these thoroughfares would reach 20,000 or more (see

chapter XII).

Traffic Accident Considerations. A street that fits in with a through street

master plan, yet would not warrant through-street control on a traffic volume basis,

may be properly considered as justifying through-street traffic control when at least

one-third of its intersections are being controlled by traffic signals or Stop signs which

have been installed to reduce accident hazard in accordance with the approved accident

hazard warrants. (See chapters VIII and XII for Stop sign and signal accident

warrants.)

No specific accident warrants are recommended for expressways or freeways, as

these major arteries are generally considered on a volume warrant basis alone or as

parts of large scale improvement programs to provide better access to or bypass certain

areas. However, expressways and freeways have substantial traffic safety and economic

benefits as is brought out in chapter V.
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Physical Characteristics of Through Streets. To be properly considered for

designation as a through street, a street should possess the following qualifications :

(a) Width of roadway should be sufficient to accommodate at least one lane

of moving traffic in each direction.

(b) Through streets should be of at least a half to one mile in length, unless

connecting other through streets. The through street system should be

interwoven to form a logical pattern of traffic movement throughout the

area covered.

(c) Through streets should not penetrate neighborhood areas. Rather they

should lie on the boundaries of neighborhoods (see definition of neighbor-

hood in appendix).

(d) Through streets should have a pavement suitable to carry all types of

vehicles.

(e) Through streets should have continuity in alignment and consistency in

general design features.

Reversible Lanes

Under certain conditions, arterial routes may be made to carry greatly increased

traffic volumes by a plan commonly referred to as off-center lane movement. (5) Under

this system, one or more lanes are designated for movement in one direction during

part of the day and in the opposite direction during another part of the day. In the

case of a three lane road, the center lane may be a two-way lane during part of the

day as well as being a one-way lane during hours of heaviest traffic flow. By providing

reversible lanes, the center line of the street separating opposing traffic is in effect

shifted one way or the other to provide more traffic lanes for the heavier direction of

movement at the time it is needed.

Designation of which lanes are reversible and the direction of flow is accomplished

by one or more of the following : traffic signals suspended over each lane, signs, mark-

ings, or movable divisional islands.

Signal Control. On the Pulaski Skyway approaching the Hudson River Holland

Tunnel in New York, red and green signal lights are suspended directly over the

reversible lanes at intervals, which indicate by color of signal which lane the driver

may use.

Signal lights are similarly used on U. S. Route 29 (Lee Highway) in Virginia,

approaching the Key Bridge leading into Washington, D. C. This is a three lane l l/2
mile artery carrying around 20,000 vehicles per day (1949). By means of signal con-

trol for each lane, two lanes are used in the heavy direction inbound in the morning

peak period and two lanes are given to outbound traffic in the afternoon peak period.

During off-peak hours, the highway operates as a normal three-lane facility, with

flashing amber over the center lane during arterial green. The signal system employs

a master controller and 11 intersection signal installations having semi-actuated con-

trollers with side street vehicle detectors and pedestrian push buttons. Three timing

systems operate each day ; one, providing for an ideal inbound progressive movement ;

another, an ideal outbound movement; and a third, for the in-between period when

volume is about equal for each direction. Generally speaking (but not at absolutely

every point on the highway) at least one set of signals is visible to the driver as he

moves along.
(5) The terms "unbalanced flow" and "reversible lane movement" have also been applied to this

type of regulation.
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Sign Control. Detroit, Michigan, has successfully used a simple system of signs

in controlling traffic under the reversible lane plan.
(0) This plan was started on a 10-mile

section of Grand River Avenue (U. S. Route 16) in May, 1947. This 72-foot street

was equipped with signs designed to permit four lanes of traffic traveling toward the

central business district during the morning rush period, with two lanes in the opposite

direction, while during the afternoon rush period four lanes were used by outbound

traffic and two lanes by inbound traffic. Traffic in the outbound direction in the after-

noon peak hour increased from 2,400 vehicles to 3,400 vehicles the first day of operation

and substantial decreases in running time and delays were noted.

Overhead signs suspended on span wires were used, spaced at intervals of about

1,000 feet. Alternate signs facing inbound traffic read as follows:

Use Both Center Lanes Keep Off Both Center Lanes

7 :00 9 :00 AM 4 :30 6 :30 PM
Monday Thru Friday Monday Thru Friday

Alternate signs facing outbound traffic read as follows :

Use Both Center Lanes

4:306:30 PM
Monday Thru Friday

FIGURE 142 Placement of Pedestal Signs
for Controlling Off-Center Lane Move-
ment in Los Angeles.

Keep Off Both Center Lanes

7 :00 9 :00 AM
Monday Thru Friday

Movable Pedestal Signs. Figure

142 illustrates the placement of movable

pedestal signs in the system of off-center

lane movement originated in Los Angeles,

California.
00 Each sign has two faces.

Signs shown on the left side of the illus-

tration face southbound traffic (one lane)

while those shown on the right side face

northbound traffic (three lanes).

Prohibition of left turns along the

route of off-center lane movement causes

most drivers who normally make such

turns in this distance to select another

route, encouraging the use of the street

primarily by through traffic. Obviously
off-center lane movement may not be

used on a street with a street car line.

It is necessary to prohibit parking dur-

ing the hours of this special control, since

parking maneuvers would defeat the ob-

ject of the plan of movement.

Any large scale use of this type of

off-center lane movement control requires

the assignment of a considerable number

of men, vehicles and signs, since such

signs must be handled a total of four

times daily, at the beginning and end of

each peak period. In actually posting

these ,signs, the pedestals are placed in

(6) Reported by A. F. Malo, City Traffic Engineer.
<7> Reported by Ralph Dorsey, City Traffic Engineer, who started this system on 8th street

30.shortly before 193(
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FIGURE 143 Off-Center Lane Movement on Wilshire Blvd. at Figueroa St. in Los
Angeles During Morning Peak Flow Hour.

FIGURE 144 Outer Drive in Chicago. Divisional Fins Provide Off-Center Lane
Movement.
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position beginning at the terminal point of the controlled area and ending at the start-

ing point. This is necessary to prevent vehicular conflict, since the transition at the

starting point creates no conflict. The reduction of three lanes to two lanes and of two

lanes to one lane (in the opposite direction) is the only potential source of conflict.

According to City Traffic Engineer Dorsey, initiation of off-center lane movement
on Wilshire Boulevard increased the volume of outbound traffic to about 3,000 cars per

hour as against 1,200 to 1,500 prior to the initiation. Actual speeds for outbound traffic

also increased notably. Wilshire Boulevard is provided with cable-connected, pro-

gressively timed traffic signals, equipped with triple reset timers.

Movable Divisional Fins. On a 2.2-mile section of the 8-lane Outer Drive located

along the shore of Lake Michigan in Chicago, movable divisional fins are employed to

effect off-center lane movement. Three parallel lines of fins lie longitudinally in the

100 foot roadway, and are automatically raised and lowered so as to separate the road-

way lanes into one of three possible combinations ;
6 lanes inbound and 2 lanes outbound

during the morning peak period, 4 lanes in each direction during the balanced flow

periods, and 6 lanes outbound with 2 lanes inbound during the afternoon peak period.

Each line of fin consists of a series of movable units, each unit of which is made up of

a structural steel box approximately twenty inches wide, sixteen inches deep, and

twenty-five feet long. This is placed in a trench so that in the lowered position its top

is flush with the adjacent roadway surface. By means of hydraulic jacks, these fins are

raised 8 inches above the roadway surface, thus producing a continuous barrier between

the traffic lanes.

Without the use of this device, a roadway of 170-foot width would have been

necessary to accommodate the known traffic volume, but with its use, a roadway of 100-

foot width was constructed which amply provides for the heavy traffic volume carried.
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Chapter XII

ROADWAY CAPACITY AND DESIGN

Successful street and highway traffic planning and operation require a knowledge
of traffic operation principles and fundamentals of design. The material that follows

provides some of the more pertinent technical data in this field.

Methods of estimating traffic volume capacity of roadways, both urban and rural,

are shown, including public transit route capacity determinations. Design standards for

both urban and rural roadways are presented, including gradient, cross section, curva-

ture, sight distances, acceleration and deceleration lanes and grade separations. The

chapter concludes with some data on estimating economic savings due to improved

design.

EARLY STUDIES Of CAPACITY

Estimates of maximum roadway capacity were originally made on the basis of

assumed minimum vehicle spacings at different speeds. Nearly all the curves or equa-

tions were calculated from the formula :

_ 5280V

Where C =. capacity of a single lane, in vehicles per hour

V = speed, in miles per hour

S = average spacing in feet, center to center, of moving vehicles.

The spacing factor was usually derived from consideration of driver reaction time,

braking distances and coefficients of friction/" Table 155 illustrates various maximum

capacity estimates in the past. Figure 145 shows these capacity estimates as a function

of speed.

Some of these curves come remark-

ably close to showing the same relation-

ship between speed and volume as the

curves presented in the following sec-

tions, representing the results of compre-

hensive research into actual, not theo-

retical capacities. However the wide

range in capacities for any speed (as

shown in figure 145) has had the effect

of confusing rather than enlightening en-

gineers.

Research work of the Highway Re-

search Board Committee on Highway
Capacity has now provided a more real-

istic method of estimating maximum ca-

pacities. This procedure is presented in

BEFORE DEC 31, 1931 AFTER DEC. 31,1931

10 SO 60 10 . 20

SPEED-MILES PER HOUR

FIGURE 145 Calculated Capacities of a

Single Traffic Lane,from Various Sources.
(Source: Highway Research Board Committee

on Highway Capacity.)

detail in this chapter and recommended for general applications.

(1) For data on spacings, see chapter II.

331
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TABLE 155 CALCULATED CAPACITIES OF A SINGLE TRAFFIC LANE,
FROM VARIOUS SOURCES
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TABLE 156 MAXIMUM HOURLY PASSENGER CAPACITY OF TRANSIT ROUTES,
FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF VEHICLES OPERATED ON FREEWAYS

Type Operation

32-seat bus
40-seat bus

55-seat bus

Single street car

3-car trains

Rapid transit trains . . .

Units per Hour
in One Direction

130

130

120

120

90

40

Passengers
per Unit
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INTERMEDIATE AREAS DOWNTOWN AREAS

40

30

20

f
V)

V
*

4.

30

20

10
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Figure 146 <3) shows graphically the relation between average reported intersection

capacities and total street width for three types of areas. These volumes lie above prac-

tical capacities but below possible capacities. In other words, desirable conditions would

be obtained at maximum volumes somewhat lower (about 10 percent) than these vol-

umes. These data were furnished to the Highway Capacity Committee of the Highway
Research Board by traffic engineers in many cities and states and represent conditions

observed mostly after the year 1940.
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CONDITIONS:
FIXED TIME SIGNAL
10 PERCENT COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
20 PERCENT TURNING MOVEMENT

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

TOTAL WIDTH OF STREET IN FEET (CURB TO CURB)

FIGURE 148 Intersection Capacities of One-Way Streets by Type of Area and Parking

Regulations.
(Source: Highway Research Board Committee on Highway Capacity.)

Figure 147 shows the ranges of reported values from which the average values

were taken, hence indicates how specific instances may vary from the average.

Regardless of street width in downtown areas, intersection capacities where curb

parking is permitted are from 43 to 47 percent below capacities for similar streets where

curb parking is prohibited.

Adjustments to Be Used for Figures 746 and 748

A number of adjustments are necessary when applying the information for average

intersection conditions as shown by figure 146 to a specific location where conditions

are not "average." The most important of these adjustments are:

A. Two-way streets with no added turning lanes and no separate signal period

for turning movements
O) "Vehicles per hour of green," the temi used here and in the succeeding discussion, cor-

responds to vehicles per hour of "Go" interval. If a signal shows green to a street 40 percent of

the time, the capacity would be 40 percent of the value shown on figure 146.
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1. Possible and practical capacities

a. Possible capacity. On the average, possible capacities are about 10 per-

cent higher than the average rates represented in figure 146. Volumes
10 percent higher will pass through the intersection but only with a

continuous backlog of vehicles and extremely long delays to a high per-

centage of the drivers.

b. Practical capacity. On the average, practical capacities are about 10

percent lower than the average rates represented by figure 146. Vol-

umes 10 percent lower will pass through the intersection with few

drivers having to wait longer than for the first green period.

2. Commercial vehicles. Subtract 1 percent for each 1 percent that commercial

vehicles are above 10 percent of the total number of vehicles, or add 1 per-

cent for each 1 percent that commercial vehicles are below 10 percent.

3. Turning movements

a. Right turns.
(4) Subtract J^ percent for each 1 percent that traffic turning

right is above 10 percent of the total traffic, or add */> percent for each

1 percent that traffic turning right is below 10 percent. (Maximum re-

duction for right turns not to exceed 10 percent.)

b. Left turns.
(4) Subtract 1 percent for each 1 percent that traffic turning

left is above 10 percent of the total traffic, or add 1 percent for each

1 percent that traffic turning left is below 10 percent. (Maximum deduc-

tion for left turns not to exceed 20 percent.)

4. Bus stops and elimination of parking near intersection

a. On streets where parking is prohibited

(1) No bus stop add 5 percent.

(2) Bus stop on near side subtract 10 percent.

(3) Bus stop on far side subtract 3 percent in downtown areas and 15

percent in intermediate area.

(4) Where number of buses is so great that at least one is always load-

ing or unloading, subtract 12 feet from each approach width for

either near- or far-side stops when applying the curves of figure

146, then add the number of buses and make the adjustment for

items 1, 2, and 3. (Do not include the buses as commercial vehicles

in item 2.)

b. On streets with bus stops and where parking is permitted except at the

bus stop

(1) With bus stop on near side add Y percent for each 1 percent of

right and left turns, maximum increase not to exceed 6 percent.

(2) With bus stop on far side make no correction.

(3) Where the number of buses is so great that at least one is always

loading or unloading, subtract 6 feet from each approach width for

either near- or far-side stops when applying the curves of figure

146, then add the number of buses and make the adjustments for

items 1, 2, and 3. (Do not include the buses as commercial vehicles.)

t4) Maxim-urn deduction for right and left turns combined not to exceed 20 percent.
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c. On streets where parking is permitted and there are no bus stops

Deduct %. percent for each 1 percent that right and left turns combined

are of the total traffic, but maximum deduction not to exceed 6 percent.

Then if parking is prohibited more than 20 feet in advance of the cross-

walk add

p (D 20)^= percent
5g

Where P = total percentage of right and left turns but not to exceed 30.

D = distance in feet that parking is prohibited in advance of cross walk

but not to exceed 5g plus 20.

g = seconds of green indication per signal cycle.

5. Signal systems. Since figures 146 and 148 show volumes per hour of

green, the cycle division will determine the amount of green or "Go" time

on a street per hour and thus will directly limit the maximum hourly

volume. The type of signal system on a street makes little difference in the

possible capacity of the facility. A perfectly planned progressive system

may function well with volumes less than the maximum possible inter-

section capacity, but when the volume begins to approach the practical

capacity, some traffic will be stopped by the red light at each signal. Thus

vehicles following the next through-band will be slowed by these waiting

vehicles and the system is immediately thrown off balance. The benefits

accruing to vehicle operators as a result of a progressive signal system are

reflected in a saving in time to the traffic using the facility but this time

saving declines rapidly when the practical capacity is exceeded.

B. Two-way streets with added turning lanes but no separate signal indication for

the turning movements

1. Use the width of the through lanes as one-half of the street width when

applying the curves of figure 146.

2. Then add 5 percent for an added right-turn lane, 10 percent for an added

left-turn lane, or 15 percent when both right- and left-turn lanes have been

added to the normal width.

3. Then add:

a. For a right-turn lane the number of vehicles turning right but not to

, 600g N (D 20) ,. ,exceed vehicles per hour or ~ vehicles per hour

Where g = green interval in seconds.

C := total signal cycle in seconds.

D = length of added turning lane in feet.

N = number of signal cycles per hour.

b. For a left-turn lane the number of vehicles turning left but not to ex-

ceed the capacity of the left-turn lane. The capacity of the left-turn lane

per hour of green in terms of passenger cars may be estimated as the

difference between 1,200 vehicles and the total opposing traffic volumes

per hour of green in terms of passenger cars but not less than two

vehicles per signal cycle.

4. Then make the same adjustments as in items A-l and A-2.
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C. Streets with turning lanes and separate signal indication

1. Two-way streets with turning lanes
(5) and separate signal indication; pedes-

trians controlled

a. With right-turn lane

(1) Use the width of the through lanes as */2 of the street width when
applying figure 146 and increase the rate of flow by 5 percent.

(2) Then add number of vehicles turning right, but not more than 800

vehicles per 10 feet of width of turning lane per hours of separate

green indication; adjust for possible or practical capacity as in item

A-l and for commercial vehicles as in item A-2.

b. With left-turn lane

(1) Use the width of the through lanes as */2 of the street width when

applying figure 146 and increase the rate of flow by 10 percent.

(2) Then add number of vehicles turning left, but not more than 800

vehicles per 10 feet of width of turning lane per hour of separate

green indication; adjust for possible or practical capacity as in item

A-l and for commercial vehicles as in item A-2.

D. One-way streets

Figure 148 shows hourly intersection capacities for urban one-way streets by

type of area and parking regulations under average conditions. The most im-

portant adjustments for conditions that are not average are:

1. Possible and practical capacities. Same as for item A-l.

2. Commercial vehicles. Same as item A-2.

3. Turning movements. Subtract H percent for each 1 percent that the com-

bined traffic turning right and left is above 20 percent of the total traffic,

or add H percent for each 1 percent that it is below 20 percent. (Maximum
deduction for turns not to exceed 20 percent.)

4. Bus stops and elimination of parking near the intersection. Same as item

A-4.

5. Added turning lanes. Use the normal street width when applying the curves

of figure 148. Before applying items 1 and 2 above, add :

a. 5 percent for an added right- or left-turn lane or 10 percent if both a

right- and left-turn lane have been added.

b. For a right- (or left) turn lane the number of vehicles turning right

(or left) but not to exceed ~ vehicles per hour or ^
vehicles per hour

Where g = Green interval in seconds.

C = Total signal cycle in seconds.

D = Length of added turning lane in feet.

N = Number of signal cycles per hour.

Effect of Signals on Capacity

One appraisal of the relative effect on theoretical maximum lane capacity of two-

and three-phase signal operation and various combinations of cycle split, is shown in

tables 157 and 158.
<B) Either a lane within the normal surfaced area reserved for turning vehicles, or an added

turning lane.
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TABLE 157 CAPACITY OF HYPOTHETICAL STREET AS LIMITED BY
TWO-PHASE TRAFFIC SIGNAL

60-Second Two-Phase Cycle

Percentage of Total Time
Given To

Main St.
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Figure 149 shows the maximum traffic capacity that may be attained on various

facilities with all vehicles travelling at the same speed. These curves were derived from

average observed spacings between successive vehicles travelling at the same speed.

3,000

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

SPEED OF ALL TRAFFIC - MILES PER HOUR

FIGURE 149 Maximum Capacity of a Traffic Lane Based on Average Spacings Be-
tween Successive Vehicles Traveling at the Same Speed.

(Source: Highway Research Board Committee on Highway Capacity.)

TABLE 159 MAXIMUM OBSERVED HOURLY VOLUMES ON" 2-LANE HIGHWAYS

High-way
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TABLE 160 MAXIMUM OBSERVED HOURLY VOLUMES ON 3-LANE HIGHWAYS
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When roadway conditions are ideal the maximum possible capacities are as follows :

2-lane highways 2,000 passenger cars per hour (total for both directions)

3-lane highways 4,000 passenger cars per hour (total for both directions)

4-lane highways 2,000 passenger cars per hour per lane

With these volumes, speeds are about 30 miles per hour. Such capacity volumes

cannot occur at speeds appreciably higher or lower than this value, as is illustrated by

figure 149.

TABLE 162 MAXIMUM OBSERVED TRAFFIC VOLUMES IN ONE DIRECTION
ON 6-LANE HIGHWAYS

Highway
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volumes as shown below. These practical working capacities are recommended for

design purposes/" subject to the factors that may reduce practical capacity (shown in

the following section).

2-lane highways 900 passenger cars per hour total.

3-lane highways 1,500 passenger cars per hour total.

4- or more lane highways 1,000 passenger cars per hour for the lanes in the

direction of heavier travel.

The average speed for all traffic would be about 40 miles per hour. If a lower

average speed is satisfactory, the practical capacities would be somewhat higher.

Urban Expressways. On multi-lane expressway facilities in urban areas where

the flow is uninterrupted, a volume of 1,500 vehicles per lane per hour is practical. The

average speed at this volume Avould be about 30 miles per hour but the drivers who so

desire would be able to average 35 to 40 miles per hour with safety. Where flow is

interrupted, as at intersections, or where other factors limit capacity, use adjustments

as shown in the following.

Factors That May Reduce Practical Capacity

A number of conditions can cause a reduction in the practical capacity. The more

important of these are:

1. Narrow Lanes. Narrow lanes have a lower capacity than 12-foot lanes, which

are necessary for heavy volumes of mixed traffic. Factors which have been

developed for computing practical capacities of lanes less than 12 feet in width

are shown in table 163.

2. Restricted Lateral Clearances. Vertical obstructions such as retaining walls,

bridge trusses or headwalls, and parked cars reduce the effective width of a

traffic lane. The extent of reduction in capacity may be determined from table

164, in conjunction with the factors listed in table 163. In addition to their

effect on capacity, lane width and lateral clearance also affect driving comfort,

accident rates, etc., which the relationships shown by these tables do not include.

3. Narrow Shoulders. Narrow shoulders reduce the effective width of a traffic

lane by causing vehicles to travel nearer the center of the pavement. The great-

est detrimental effect to capacity is created when disabled vehicles are unable to

park clear of the traffic lane. In either case the information in table 164 is

applicable by using the width of shoulder as the clear distance to an obstruction

in the first case and a zero clearance for the pavement width not occupied by the

parked vehicle in the second case.

TABLE 163 EFFECT OF LANE WIDTH ON PRACTICAL CAPACITIES

Lane
Width
(feet)
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TABLE 164 EFFECT OF RESTRICTED LATERAL CLEARANCE
ON EFFECTIVE WIDTH

Clearance from
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The highest, rate at which traffic can move through a signalized intersection

is about 1,500 vehicles per hour per 12-foot lane during the time that the signal
is green. The practical capacity is about 80 percent of this rate where conditions
are ideal. Seldom are conditions ideal, however, and more especially is this true
in cities, where turning movements, pedestrians, curb parking, etc., combine to

interfere with the free movement of vehicles.

TABLE 165 EFFECT OF PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE RESTRICTION ON PRACTICAL
CAPACITIES OF 2-LANE HIGHWAYS WHEN ADEQUATE STOPPING

DISTANCES ARE ALWAYS PRESENT

Practical Capacity Passenger Cars per Hour
Percentage of Total Length of Highways in For Operating Speed of For Operating SpeedWhich Sight Distance Is Restricted to 45-50 Miles of 50-55 Miles

Less than 1,500 Feet per Hour per Hour

900 600
20 860 650
40 800 500
60 720 420
80 620 300
100 500 160

< Average speed for drivers trying to travel at maximum safe speed.
Source: Highway Research Board Committee on Highway Capacity.

Capacity of Signalized Expressway Intersections

At signalized intersections on expressways, the following procedure for estimating

practical or design capacities should be used:

1. Through Movement. Use 1,000 vehicles per hour of green per 10-foot lane.

Adjust proportionately for wider or narrower lanes. Deduct 1 percent for each

1 percent that commercial vehicles are of the total through movement during
the peak hour.

2. Turning Movements on Added Lanes. To determine the total capacity of an

intersection approach, add the number of vehicles turning right and left during

the hour to the capacity of the through flow
; however, each turning volume

should not exceed the capacity of a turning lane as determined below. Also the

added turning lane should be of sufficient length to accommodate at least twice

the average number of turning vehicles that would accumulate during the red

interval.

a. Right turns on same signal indication with through movement

(1) Where there is no adjacent frontage road and no pedestrian interference,

use capacity of turning lane as 1,000 vehicles per hour of green per 10

feet of width. Deduct 1 percent for each 1 percent that commercial vehi-

cles are of the right-turning traffic during the peak hour.

(2) Where right turns are in conflict with frontage road traffic, use capacity

of right-turning lane as the difference between 1,200 vehicles and the

total conflicting traffic volume (expressed in terms of passenger vehicles)

on the adjacent frontage road per hour of green; adjust this difference

by deducting 1 percent for each 1 percent that commercial vehicles are

of the right-turning traffic during the peak hour. The volume thus de-

termined must not be greater than that estimated under item (1) above,

but not less than 2 vehicles per signal cycle.
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(3) Where right turns are in conflict with pedestrian movements on the cross

street, reduce flow estimated under item (1) above as follows:

Downtown area 20 percent

Intermediate area 10 percent

Outlying area No reduction

(4) Where right turns are in conflict with both frontage road traffic and

pedestrians, use the lower of the two values estimated under items (2)

and (3) above.

b. Left turns on same signal indication with through movement

(1) Use capacity of left-turning lane as the difference between 1,200 vehicles

and the volume of the opposing through traffic movement (expressed in

terms of passenger vehicles) per hour of green; adjust this difference by

deducting 1 percent for each 1 percent that commercial vehicles are of

the left-turning traffic during the peak 'hour
;
minimum capacity not less

than 2 vehicles per signal cycle.

c. Added turning lanes on separate signal indication (pedestrians controlled)

For either right or left turns, use capacity of 1,000 vehicles per hour of

separate green indication per 10 feet of width
; deduct 1 percent for each 1

percent that commercial vehicles are of the particular turning traffic during
the peak hour.

3. Bus Stops on Added Turning Lane:

a. Far-side bus stop

No apparent effect on capacity of the intersection approach.

b. Near-side bus stop (no separate signal indication for right turns)

Bus stops on the right-turning lane tend to reduce the capacity of the through
movement by requiring some right-turning movements to be made around the

bus directly from through traffic lanes. Capacity in such case may be ad-

justed as follows:

(1) Where the number of buses stopping during the peak hour is so great

as to nullify the use of the added lane for right turns, deduct 1^ percent

from the through flow for each 1 percent that right-turning traffic is of

the total traffic, then add the number of buses and the number of vehicles

turning right and left to obtain the total practical capacity of the inter-

section approach.

(2) Where approximately one bus stops in the added lane per cycle, deduct

Y-2. percent from the through flow for each 1 percent that the right-turn-

ing traffic is of the total traffic, then add the number of buses and right-

and left-turning vehicles to obtain total practical capacity.

(3) Where buses stop less frequently than one about every fourth or fifth

cycle, the effect of buses may be neglected.

Relating 24-Hour and Peak Hour Volumes

Traffic volumes are much heavier during certain hours of the day or year than they

are at other times and it is for these peak hours (except for the infrequent extremes)
that highway standards should be developed. Since annual average daily traffic volumes

are much more commonly known than are peak hourly volumes, a means of relating

the two is desirable.
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GREATER THAN THAT SHOWN

FIGURE 150 Relation Between Peak
Hourly Flows and Annual Average Daily
Traffic on Rural Highways.

(Source: U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.)

On urban streets and arterials, the

total peak hour flow in both directions is

generally about 10 percent of that day's

24-hour traffic.

For the United States as a whole,

considering main rural highways, traffic

on the maximum day is normally 230

percent, and that during the maximum

hour, 25 percent of the annual average

daily traffic. Highway facilities are gen-

erally designed with capacity for the

thirtieth highest hourly volume in the

assumed design year, which may be 10,

20, 30 or more years in the future. De-

signing for the fiftieth highest hour, as

is sometimes suggested, usually saves

little in construction and may seriously

affect the service provided by the facility.

The relation between peak hourly

volumes and annual average daily traffic,

determined from study of 171 rural

highway locations in the United States is shown in figure 150. Variations in the

pattern of traffic flow at different locations are of some magnitude, and localized data

are desirable for a complete engineering analysis of the traffic facilities required at any

particular location. The thirtieth highest hour as a percentage of the average daily

traffic ranges from 8 to 38 percent, with an average of 15 percent for rural locations

and about 12 percent for urban locations (see figure 151).

TABLE 166 AVERAGE ANNUAL DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUMES CORRESPONDING TO
THE PRACTICAL CAPACITIES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF HIGHWAYS AS BASED
ON THE NATIONWIDE AVERAGE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 30TH HIGHEST
HOURLY VOLUME AND THE AVERAGE ANNUAL DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUME<D

Average Annual Daily Traffic Volume
(vehicles per day)
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If the nationwide percentage relation-

ships between the thirtieth highest hourly
volume and the average annual daily traffic

volumes are applied to the practical hourly

capacities, the capacities of 2- and 4-lane

highways on an annual basis are shown in

table 166. It should be obvious that vol-

umes of the magnitude shown in this table

are seldom achieved without exceeding
the practical capacities of typical 2- and

4-lane roads because the high design

standards upon which these volumes are

based have rarely been employed. Par-

ticularly is this true for 2-lane roads, the
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d. Assuming not over 40 vehicles per 100 family units move during the peak

hours, a roadway with one lane in each direction will provide for 750 fam-

ily units.

e. A minimum number of cross streets is desirable, consistant with circulation

needs.

2. Design of Local Residential Streets

Speed: Based on 25 miles per hour in accord with Uniform Vehicle Code

recommendations.

Single-family Units Multi-family Units

Street width 50 feet 60 feet

Pavement width 26 feet 32 feet

Curbs Straight curb recommended Same

Sidewalks Width 4 feet minimum Same

Horizontal alinement

Vertical alinement

Cul-de-sac

Turn-arounds

Pavement surface

Setback 3 feet minimum if no trees Same
Setback 7 feet minimum with trees Same

200 feet sight distance Same

6-8 percent grade Same
3-4 percent grade per 100 feet maximum rate

of change Same

400-500 feet maximum length Same

40 feet minimum curb radius without parking Same
50 feet minimum curb radius with parking Same

Non-skid with strength to carry traffic load Same

3. Design of Feeder Streets

Street width

Pavement width

Curbs

Sidewalks

Horizontal alinement

Vertical alinement

Pavement surface

4. Intersection Design

Sight distance

Vertical alinement

60 feet

36 feet

Straight curb recommended

Same as for local residential streets

Same as for local residential streets

Same as for local residential streets

Same as for local residential streets

Such that each vehicle is visible to the other driver

when each is 75 feet from the intersection, for 25

miles per hour maximum speed.

No building or other obstruction within sight

triangle

Flat grade within intersection.

Flat section preferred from 50 feet to 100 feet each

way from intersection, but not over 3-5 percent

grade.

6 percent maximum within 100-150 feet of inter-

section.
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Horizontal alinement 90 intersection preferred; less than 60 hazardous.

Curb radius for local and feeder streets 12 feet.

Curb radius for feeder street intersecting main

highway 50 feet

5. Sidewalks

Placement Setback should be minimum of 7 feet where trees

are planted between curb and sidewalk ;
minimum

of 3 feet if no trees.

Width 4 feet minimum (4^-5 feet near shopping centers).

6. Parking in Residential Areas

a. Ample off-street facilities should be provided.

b. Private garage or space, with private driveway, should be provided for single

and semi-detached dwellings.

c. Parking bays not physically divided from roadway may be used on strictly

local streets with little traffic, and in multi-family or other rental develop-

ment. Requires 180 to 210 square feet per car.

d. Parking bays physically divided from roadway preferred on streets carrying

more than local traffic, such as feeder streets. Requires 360 square feet per

car, including service aisles and divider.

e. Parking lot is most desirable off-street facility. Requires 275 to 300 square

feet per car, including aisles.

7. Alleys

a. Not considered necessary or desirable in single-family developments.

b. May be necessary in group, row house or apartment developments.

c. If provided should be 20 feet wide and paved.

8. Street Lighting

a. Street lighting ample for traffic safety is necessary.

b. Subdivider not usually responsible for lighting, but if he is he should obtain

technical assistance.

9. Curb Cuts

Curb return with radius of 3 to 5 feet desired. 7-foot radius desirable at park-

ing lot entrances.

10. Street Name Signs

Height Not less than 7 feet above top level of curb.

Placement Not less than one foot, or more than 10 feet from curb.

Size of letters 4-inch height at intersections of main and secondary high-

ways ; 3-inch for local reseidential streets.

11. Shopping Centers

a. Shopping center entrances and exits should be on feeder streets rather than

main highways, or, if on main highway, should be limited as to location

and number.

b. Adequate off-street parking should be provided. Grouping business estab-

lishments around central parking area suggested as economical use of land

for parking.

c. Parking requirements : Two to three square feet of parking space needed

per square foot of floor area. (See also table 146, chapter X.)
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12. Public Utilities

Placing of public utilities under roadway undesirable from traffic standpoint.

Gas, water and sewer suggested under sidewalk and planting strip between

sidewalk and pavement; storm sewer, street lighting and other electrical serv-

ices under edge of pavement.

13. Parks and Playgrounds

a. Should be in accord with master and recreation plans of community.

b. Play lot of 1,500 to 2,500 square feet desired in each densely populated

block containing 30 to 60 families such as in apartment or multi-family.

c. Should be located away from trafficways or suitably fenced, or both.

Private Driveways

Recommended width of private driveways for various curvatures and vehicle wheel-

bases are shown in table 167. Dimensions in table pertain to those shown in figure 153.
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TABLE 167 RECOMMENDED WIDTHS OF CURVED AND STRAIGHT DRIVES OF
BOTH RIBBON AND SLAB TYPES FOR DRIVES CURVING LEFT
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TABLE 168 RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM GRADIENT ON SECONDARY
AND FEEDER ROADS

Annual Average
Daily Traffic Volume
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AVG DAILY TRAFFIC

LESS THAN 2000

Transit Vehicle Operation on Grades

According to one gasoline bus manufacturer (ACF-Brill Motors Co.) their stand-

ard vehicles may be operated over maximum grades as shown :

Model C-44 (seated load of 44 passengers and driver)

1st gear 2nd gear
'

3rd gear

Gradient 16.5% 7.9% 4.2%

Model C-36 (Seated load of 36 passengers and drivers)

1st gear 2nd gear 3rd gear

Gradient 19.5% 10.3% 4.4%

"Trolley coaches with proper elec-

trical equipment and rear axle can be

operated on any grade on which any other

rubber-tired public transit vehicle can run

safely," says Westinghouse Electric Cor-

poration. General Electric Company re-

ports that beside the 18.9 percent gradient

operated over in San Francisco, General

Electric trolley coaches operate on the

18.5 percent Queene Anne grade in

Seattle, Washington. This organization

states that for reasons of safety for all

traffic rather than because of limitations

in trolley coach capabilities, a 20 percent

grade may be considered a practical maxi-

mum.
Maximum gradients for street cars

(rail) is limited not so much by the ve-

hicle design as by the wheel-rail adhesion

coefficient, according to Transit Research

Corporation of New York.

Some of the steepest grades operated

over anywhere by transit vehicles are

found in San Francisco. These excep-

tional grades are shown below :

2 000 TO 3 000
WHERE PASSING SIGHT

STANCE IS NOT FEASIBLE

AVG DAILY TRAFFIC- 3.000 TO 5.000

AVG DAILY TRAFFIC -3 000 TO 15.000

AVG DAILY TRAFFIC 15.000 OR MORE

FIGURE 155 Proposed Interregional
Standards for Pavement Widths Rural.

(Source: "Interregional Highways," a Report
of the National Interregional Highways

Committee.)

Transit
Vehicle Type

Maximum
Grade

Gasoline Bus 19.0%

Trolley Coach 18.9

Cable Car . , 17.5

Street Car 15.0

Location in San Francisco

On Castro between 23rd & Alvarado

On Union between Polk & Larkin

On Mason between Union & Green

(On Washington between Jones & Taylor a cable

car operates on a 19.8 percent downgrade only)

Balboa between 23rd & 24th

CROSS SECTION

The proposed standards of the National Interregional Highway Committee with

respect to roadway cross section in rural and in urban areas are shown in figures 155

and 156.
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AASHO Cross Sect/on Design Standards

Lane Width. In general, the Ameri-

can Association of State Highway
Officials' standards recommend 12-foot

traffic lanes where traffic density
(9)

is

greater than 200 vehicles per hour per

lane and 11-foot lanes where it is less than

200. Recommended minimum widths of

surfacing for rural primary highways are

shown in table 170.

On secondary and feeder roads, the

recommended widths of surfacing and

roadbed are shown in table 171.

Twelve-foot lanes are prescribed for

all urban portions of the National System of

system, see chapter I, page 28.)

AVG. DALY TRAFFIC.- LESS THAN 20.000

FIGURE 156 Proposed Interregional
Standards for Pavement Widths Urban.

(Source: "Interregional Highways," a Report
of the National Interregional Highways

Committee.)

Interstate Highways. (For location of this

TABLE 170 RECOMMENDED MINIMUM WIDTHS OF SURFACING
FOR 2-LANE HIGHWAYS

Width of Surfacing If There Are

Design
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Shoulders. Except in mountainous terrain, 8- to 10-foot shoulders should be

provided, capable of supporting a standing vehicle. In mountainous topography or

where traffic volume is very low, a shoulder width of at least 4 feet is recommended.

In general, shoulders should be wider on fills than in cuts. The shoulder dimensions

stated do not include widths necessary for guard rail installation.

Parking Lanes. On through routes, parking lanes should be at least 8 feet in

width. These lanes should be used only for parallel parking. Diagonal parking adjacent

to through traffic lanes is not recommended.

Right-of-way. Recommended widths of right-of-way for rural sections of the

Interstate Highway System are :

Minimum Desirable

Two-lane highway 120 feet 220 feet

Divided highway 150 feet 250 feet

On urban sections of the system, right-of-way widths will depend upon widely
variable conditions. Generally, however, 150 to 300 feet will be required for the ex-

pressway type facilities.

Divided Highways. Major highways four or more lanes in width should always
be constructed as divided highways except in unusual cases. Typical of the exceptions

are long structures where the increased cost would be excessive, or on 2- or 3-lane roads

where a limited length of 4-lane pavement is provided at points of severe sight distance

restriction, or in urban areas where there are frequent cross streets and street width is

limited by extensive adjacent improvements. AASHO standards of width for median

strips are as follows (see chapter XIV for detailed treatment) :

Minimum
.

Desirable

Rural areas 15 feet 40 feet

Urban areas 4 feet 12 feet

Lateral "Clearance. The AASHO policies on lateral clearance vary slightly

with the type of improvement but the fundamental minimum requirement for structures

is for a clear roadway width of 24 feet or 4 feet more than the approach pavement,

whichever is greater. The corresponding desirable standard and one that is gaining in

acceptance, except on long bridges, calls for a clear roadway 6 feet wider than the ap-

proach pavement. On the Interstate Highway System, the full width of the approach

pavement and shoulders should be carried across all bridges with spans less than 80

feet. To an increasing extent, this same practice is followed on highways of lesser im-

portance. On all but the lowest class of highways, structures of less than 20-foot span

should be constructed wide enough to permit the entire roadbed including shoulders or

parking lanes to be carried through.

Lateral clearance from the edge of pavement to the face of bridge rails should be

AfYz feet and in all cases at least 3^2 feet. At underpasses, the clearance from the right

edge of the through pavement to the face of walls, abutments or piers should be at

least 6 feet. The corresponding standard for clearance at the left edge of pavement is

4^ feet.

Sidewalks. See chapter IV. See also previous section on residential develop-

ments.

CURVES AT INTERSECTIONS

Figures 157 and 158 show sharpest right turns of assumed vehicles used in cal-

culating following standards.
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Widening Pavements on Curves at Intersections

Additional width of pavement is required by a turning vehicle due to the rear

wheels tracking inside the front wheels. In addition to this additional width, pavements

are widened further to allow for more erratic movement of vehicles due to difficulty of

steering around the curve.

The formula recommended by the American Association of State Highway Offi-

cials^ to determine the additional width for one lane is :

V

Where W = additional width needed, feet.

R = radius of curve, feet.

L = wheelbase of vehicle, feet.

V = speed of vehicle, miles per hour.

Assuming normal lane widths of 11 feet for automobiles, 11 feet for trucks up to

40 miles per hour and 12 feet for trucks over 40 miles per hour, the total pavement widths

required, in conformity with the above formula, are shown in table 172.

-.4'
19

DESIGN P^SSC
VEHICLE

/\U-PATH OF LEFT~ FRONT WHC6U.

tj
RKTH OF RIGHT J
REAR ^

PATH OF LIFT
FRONT WHEEL.

SHARPEST RIGHT TURN OF
DESIGN PASSENGER VEHICLE

SHARPEST RIGHT TURN OF ASSUMED
DESIGN TRUCK OR BUS

FIGURE 157 Sharpest Right Turns of Assumed Design Vehicles.

(Source: AASHO "A Policy on Intersections at Grade.")

<io) <A Policy on Intersections at Grade," AASHO.
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TABLE 172 RECOMMENDED WIDTHS OF PAVEMENTS FOR CURVES
AT INTERSECTIONS

Radius of
Curvature

(feet)
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sections. Table 178 shows recommended lengths of transitions for curves at intersec-

tions.

Figure 161 illustrates recommended radii of inside and outside edges of pavement
to accommodate large semi-trailer combinations, as developed by the California Division

of Highways.

MAXIMUM
OVER.HAvjq

PATH OF OUTER,
FR.OWT WHEEL

'^XX^T&&

3- CENTERED CURVE :iOO'-2o'-10O
f

RAD. MIDDLE cuave OFF /ET 2.5'

FIGURE 159 Minimum Design for Edge of Pavement for Passenger Vehicles. (Inner
Wheel Assumed 1 Foot from Pavement Edge, Low Speeds, 11-Foot Lanes.)

(Source: AASHO " A Policy on Intersections at Grade.")
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PATH OF OUTER,
FR.OMT WHEEL ^/CPV ^ \/fMAXIMUM OVERMANS

Hf/vr^rS
kTH Of INNER.
HEAR. WHEtL

3-CENT6REO CURVE 120-'- I2o'RAD MlDOLE OJR.VC. OFFSET- 2o'

FIGURE 160 Minimum Design for Edge of Pavement for Trucks and Buses. (Inner
Wheel 2 Feet from Pavement Edge, Low Speeds, 12-Foot Lane.)

(Source: AASHO "A Policy on Intersections at Grade.")
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TABLE 177 MINIMUM SAFE RADII FOR VARIOUS TURNING SPEEDS

Turning speed in miles per hour (V)

Coefficient of friction at impending skid

Safety factor used
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Passing Sight Distance

Passing minimum sight distance for two-lane highways is the sum of three dis-

tances:

1. Distance traversed during perception time by driver sizing up a situation before

starting to pass

2. Distance traversed by passing vehicle while passing

3. Distance traversed by an opposing vehicle during the operation of passing.

These distances are shown graphically at the top of figure 162.

Recommended minimum passing sight distances are given in table 179. No-passing
zones marked on two- and three-lane highways are based on shorter sight distances

than these and approximate the distance travelled by an opposing vehicle during a given

passing maneuver (treated in chapter VII).

ELI I

PASSING ONE VEHICLE AT 10 M.P.H. LESS THAN ASSUMED DESIGN
SPEED, V. (m = 10)

V
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TABLE 179 RECOMMENDED MINIMUM SIGHT DISTANCES
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ACCELERATION AND DECELERATION LANES

Proper design of acceleration and deceleration lanes and their lengths is still some-

what debatable. Currently accepted practices will undoubtedly be refined as more ex-

perience is gained in this field. The American Association of State Highway Officials,

however, has recognized the importance of acceleration and decleration lanes and has

established some guiding principles for their design. These are given in the following

sections :

The design of either acceleration or deceleration lanes is dependent upon :

1. Determination of the length necessary to effect the prescribed speed change

2. The curve to which the lane connects

3. The method of effecting the increase in width for the added lane.

TABLE 180 LENGTHS OF DECELERATION LANES

FOR TURNING SPEED OF 20 MILES PER HOUR

Assumed design speed of highway (V) 30 40 50 60 70

Speed at beginning of deceleration (0.7V),

21 28 35 42 49

Deceleration before braking
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Length of Deceleration Lanes

The American Association of State 2S oo

Highway Officials suggests the following g

method to determine the length of de- T "00

celeration lanes: *

vt ISO

Assume that most drivers travel at

a speed not greater than 0.7 of the as- I 1000

sumed design speed of highway when they J>

swing into the deceleration lane.

Since deceleration lanes are often

used in conjunction with minimum radii

curves that may be traveled safely at

about 20 miles per hour, it is desirable to

provide facilities to enable vehicles to de-

celerate to this speed. A turning speed of

30 miles per hour is also frequently used.

500 1000 1500 2000 2500

L- LENGTH OF VERTICAL CURVE- FEET

A AUSEBRAIC DIFFERENCE OF GRADES - PERCENT + 100

ICNS>L S- % + ^ WJfEN
S<L S-

6-yj

HCJGHT OF EYE AND HEIGHT OF OBJECT 4 S FEET

FIGURE 165 Relation Between Passing

Sight Distances, Grades, and Vertical

Curve Lengths.

(Source: AASHO "A Policy on Sight Distance
for Highways.")Assume that a deceleration without

brakes occurs for a period of three sec-

onds when the vehicle first enters the deceleration lane.

Assume a deceleration with brakes corresponding to a fraction factor of 0.2 for

the lower speeds and 0.3 for the higher speeds.

Length of deceleration lanes, based upon the foregoing are given in table 180. If

the deceleration lane is also used for storage, as is the case with median left-turn lanes,

additional length may be required for this function.

Length of Acceleration Lanes

The American Association of State Highway Officials suggests the following

method to determine the length of acceleration lanes :

Assume that the acceleration lane should permit most drivers to attain a speed

of 0.7 of the assumed design speed of highway the same factor as used for deceleration

lanes.

Because the speed of vehicles entering an acceleration lane is dependent upon

the design of turn, a minimum turning radius for a speed of 20 miles per hour is

assumed. Thirty miles per hour turning speeds are also used.

"Normal" acceleration based upon field observations is used for the vehicle ac-

celeration rates.

Length of the acceleration lanes, based upon the foregoing, is given in table 181.
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TABLE 181 LENGTHS OF ACCELERATION LANES

FOR TURNING SPEED
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Clearance at Structure

If possible, the roadway, including shoulders and median strip, should not be

narrowed at the grade separation. Barrier curbs should be located at least 2 feet and

preferably 3 feet outside the normal pavement edge. Bridge rails, abutment walls, piers

or walls to support a higher level walk or road should be located at least 2 feet and

preferably 3 feet beyond the face of barrier curb, or in the absence of curb, at least

4 feet and preferably 6 feet beyond the normal edge of pavement. Walls, piers or other

supports adjacent to the auxiliary width of speed-change lane should be located at least

4 feet beyond the edge of pavement.

Where continuous curbs are used along the approach highway or auxiliary lanes,

the curb should be continuous over or through the structure, without pavement widen-

ing, and edge clearance should be at least 4 feet and preferably 6 feet.

A vertical clearance of at least 14 feet should be available above the entire paved

width and at least 12^ feet above the width of the shoulder that might be subject to

emergency vehicular use.

Median Strip

It is often desirable to widen 2-, 3-, and 4-lane undivided highways to 4-lane divided

highways at a grade separation where there are ramps. When this is not justified, in

the case of a 2-lane highway, widening to a 3-lane may prove helpful in accommodating
traffic turning to and from ramps. The median should be at least 4 feet in width, but

where a center pier supports the overcrossing, the median should provide at least a

4-foot clearance on each side of the center pier.

Ramp Design

Recommended ramp design is shown in table 182.

TABLE 182 RECOMMENDED RAMP DESIGN SPEED, CURVATURE
AND TRANSITION

Highway Design Speed, miles per hour 30 40 50 60 70

Ramp Design Speed, miles per hour 20 25 30 35 40 45

Minimum Safe Radius, feet

N'o Superelevation 50 87 141 216 322 468
Assumed Superelevation 50 83 126 181 246 348
Rounded Value 50 80 130 180 250 350

Minimum Length of Transition, feet < 90 100 150 200 230

Curve Offset From Tangent, feet < 4.2 3.2 5.2 6.6 6.3

(1) Compound with longer radius curves desirable for appearance.
Source: "A Policy on Grade Separations," AASHO.

Figure 166 illustrates the standards proposed by the National Interregional High
ways Committee for ramp details on the interregional highways system.

Ramp widths should be those shown in table 172 (see previous section on Curves

at Intersections). Opposing traffic should be separated at terminals and preferably

throughout the whole length of ramp.
For 2-lane widths, rate of change of cross slope should not exceed 0.04 to 0.05 of a

foot in 100 feet. For comparable effectiveness on 1-way ramps of the same curvature,

the superelevation on down grades should be somewhat greater than on upgrades.
The use of stop signs at ramp terminals should be avoided.
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FIGURE 166 Proposed Interregional
Standards for Ramp Details.

(Source: "Interregional Highways", a Report
of the National Interregional

Highways Committee.)

Ramp Capacity

The sharp curvature on most ramps

usually limits their possible capacities to

3 those attained on tangent sections at

speeds below 20 miles per hour. Except

( n ramps having extremely long radii,

and on direct connections having a low

degree of curvature, lane capacities of the

ramp itself (when the entrance or exit

does not govern) are usually not greater

than 1,200 passenger cars per hour. How-

ever, due to interference usually existing

between ramp traffic and through traffic

at terminals, the actual ramp lane vol-

umes are generally much lower. Theoretically, with proper terminal design, there is

no reason why ramp lane capacity could not approach 1,200 vehicles per hour per

lane. As a practical matter, traffic is frequently discharged into an existing street,

already well loaded, with traffic signals located a short distance away, reducing the

working range to about that of a city street.

ESTIMATING ECONOMIC SAVINGS DUE TO IMPROVED DESIGN

Improved control, design or location of a roadway results in monetary savings to

the users under one or more of the following categories.

1. Improved traffic safety

2. Economies in vehicle operation due to reduced length of route, improved

gradients, curvature and pavement surface, and reduced variations in speed

3. Time savings to vehicle occupants.

Occident Frequency

Generally speaking, savings in accident reduction are estimated by first estimating

the expected reduction in number of accidents, and then applying accident cost figures

shown in chapter V. Average accident rates for various types of roadways and design

features are included in that chapter, which may serve as a basis for estimating savings.

Reduced Length of Route

Savings accruing to the average vehicle due to reduced vehicle miles are usually

estimated by multiplying the distance savings (in miles) by the average mileage cost of

operating one vehicle mile. The fixed costs (insurance, depreciation, etc.) are not

included under mileage costs (fuel, lubricants, tires and tubes, general repairs and

miscellaneous expenses) for automobiles. However for commercial vehicles, deprecia-

tion is included under mileage costs.

Mileage costs for the average passenger automobile are estimated by various

authorities to average about Z l/2 cents per vehicle mile.
(16)

<!W According to Runzheimer and Company, in American Automobile Association "Information
Bulletin," April 13, 1948, the average 1948 model automobile operating 10,000 miles per year
involved fixed costs of 4.75 cents per mile plus 3.5 cents in mileage costs, or an annual total of
8.25 cents per mile. According to "The Automobilist," July, 1948, p. 7, the average car selling for

$2,000 and operated 10,000 miles per year costs 8.5 cents per mile, total. Another detailed estimate,
reported in "Evaluating Highway Improvements on Mileage-and-Time-Cost Basis" by Lawrence
Lawton, "Traffic Quarterly," January, 1950, The Eno Foundation, yielded a figure of 7.05 cents
per mile. This was for a $2,200 automobile operated 10,000 miles per year. Mileage cost was
3.5 cents, leaving fixed costs of 3.55 cents.
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Operation of automobiles on rural highways may be assumed to cost less than all

around operation including city streets. For example it was estimated, in a study
(17)

of

rural Arizona traffic that passenger car mileage cost was 2*/2 cents per mile. Operation

in commercial fleets may also be less costly, cost of this type of operation having been

estimated in one study to be 2 cents per vehicle mile.
(18)

Truck operation is more expensive. In the Arizona study
(17)

mileage costs were

estimated at 22 cents per mile for heavy trucks (3 or more axles, average gross weight

44,000 pounds). Other studies have shown the following mileage costs 13.1 cents for

heavy trucks and 4.4 cents for light trucks. <18)

Studies in 1940 showed the following costs of motor truck operation. This study
(1&)

was based on an extensive field investigation at the operation of regular route common
carriers in the lower Mississippi Valley.

Average speed 23.80 miles per hour

Average length of haul 258.00 miles

Average weight carried (round trip) 4.90 tons

Average running time 10.8 hours

Mileage cost 3.95 cents per mile

Fixed costs (except driver) 4.35 cents per mile

Driver wages per mile 2.33 cents per mile

Total mileage costs of intercity trucking 10.63 cents per mile

Total cost including local delivery 20.84 cents per mile

Improved Gradient, Curvature and Pavement

With modern passenger cars the cost of "rise and fall" where grades are less than

about 6 percent is very small. However where grades are above 3 percent, the cost of

operation of heavy trucks and buses is increased significantly.
<20)

Similarly roadway
curvature increases vehicle operation costs, reflected in decreased mileage costs when

comparing travel on expressways and winding roads.

Evidence of the effect of type of roadway surface on mileage costs was shown by

Agg and. Carter/
2" who found an average overall cost per mile of 5.44 cents on high

type pavements, 6.43 cents on intermediate type pavements, and 7.50 cents on low type

pavements.
(22)

Investigation of rural mail carrier overall automobile operating costs in

1935-36 showed costs on high, intermediate and low type pavements as 4.77 cents, 5.62

cents and 5.97 cents per mile, respectively.
(23) These rates are shown only to illustrate

effect of surface type. Suitable cost index factors should be applied if it is desired to

utilize them for current analyses.

(17) See "The Phoenix-Tucson Route Study," 1947 Proceedings Highway Research Board.
(is) Investigations made in 1940 for the Yale "Bureau of Highway Traffic, corrected to 1949 cost

indexes. See "Some of the Economic Aspects of Highway Planning," by Thomas J. Fratar, "Traffic

Quarterly," October, 1949, The Eno Foundation for Highway Traffic Control.
do) "Transportation Study, Lower Mississippi Valley," Board of Investigation and Research,

U. S. Government Printing Office, 1944.
<2> See "Hill Climbing Ability of Motor Trucks," by Carl Saal, "Public Roads," Vol. 23, No. 3.

<21> In Iowa Engineering Experiment Station Bulletin No. 91, "Operating Cost Statistics of
Automobiles and Trucks."

(22) High type pavements are those with a hard, smooth, uniform surface, practically unchange-
able with weather conditions; intermediate type, although considered to be all-weather roads, vary
in surface texture with climatic conditions and sometimes break up in extremely wet weather; low
type are susceptible to great changes with weather, some becoming impassable with heavy rains.

(23) See "Cost of Operating Rural Mail Carrier Motor Vehicles on Pavement, Gravel and
Earth," Iowa Engineering Experiment Station, Bulletin 143, 1939. These rates covered both fixed
and mileage costs.
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Reduced Variations in Speed
Vehicle fuel consumption rates on various types of roadways under various con-

ditions are shown in chapter I. The effects of variations in speed in increasing fuel

consumption are clearly illustrated, and provide another measure of economies of

vehicular operation where traffic flow is smoothed out by improved traffic facilities.

Studies by the Oregon State Highway Department'
24 ' showed that the average

overtaking and passing maneuver caused consumption of 0.005 gallons of excess fuel.

They found that a "normal stop" from 20 miles per hour consumed 0.003 gallons, and
that from 60 miles per hour a stop consumed 0.011 gallons. Average conditions would
indicate a cost of 0.1 cent per stop per passenger car. (See figure 167.)

Tests by an automobile manufacturer

in 1940 to reveal the effects of stops or

slowing, in terms of increased fuel cost

for passenger cars, showed the follow-

ing.
<25) Cost of increased fuel (at 25 cents

per gallon) ranged from 0.087 cents for

an easy stop from a cruising speed of 20

miles per hour to 0.273 cents for a hard

stop cycle from 50 miles per hour. Slow-

ing from 50 to 30 miles per hour and ac-

celerating again to 50 miles per hour

caused no increase in fuel consumption
for an easy cycle but for hard cycles,

showed a 50 percent increase in rate of

fuel consumption. Idling consumption

averaged 0.173 cents per minute, fuel cost.

(An easy stop cycle corresponded to comfortable slowing and accelerating, involving a

10-second idling period. A hard cycle corresponded to an emergency stop.)

Research by the Iowa Engineering Experiment Station between 1938 and 1942 in

Iowa and several adjacent states yielded the data shown in table 183. Results pertain

to performance of 1938 Chevrolet cars and 1941 Plymouth cars, and are shown pri-

marily to illustrate relative traffic delay cost figures. To convert to present day costs,

suitable factors would be needed, based on ratio of gasoline and tire unit costs then and

now (see footnote in table for cost figures).

Time Savings

Ordinarily the value of time savings is added to mileage savings in computing
estimated economic benefits of a shortened or improved route.

Rates commonly used for time savings range from 1 cent to 2 cents per vehicle

minute. A minimum value of 3 cents for commercial vehicles has been suggested.

The Oregon State Highway Department has used a figure of 75 cents per hour for

automobiles and $3.50 per hour for commercial vehicles.
<26) The California State De-

partment of Public Works has used a value of 2 cents per additional minute required

for travel.
(27) Studies of the amount that drivers are willing to pay as tolls to save time

indicate a value of \Y\ cents to 4^ cents per minute saved.
(28)

(24) See Technical Bulletin No. 17, Oregon State Highway Department, 1944.
(23) See "Some of the Economic Aspects of Highway Planning," by Thomas J. Fratar, ''Traffic

Quarterly," October, 1949, The Eno Foundation for Highway Traffic Control.
(26) "Report on One-Way and Thru Streets for Portland," by Fred Fowler, Traffic Engineer,

City of Portland, Oregon.
(27) "Preliminary Studies for an Additional Bridge Across San Francisco Bay," p. 71.
<as> "Economic Value of Time Savincs in Traffic," ITE Proceedings, 1946. See also "Eco-

nomics of Alignment, Grade and Width," Proceedings, Am. Soc. of Civil Engineers, Vol. 63, No. 9,
p. 1794.

200 400 600 800 IOQO 1200 1400

TOTAL TRAFFIC VOLUME-VEHICLES PER HOUR

FIGURE 167 Cost Per Hour for One
Stop Including All Vehicles at Various

Traffic Volume Levels. (Based on 20
Cents Per Gallon for Gasoline and 60
Cents Per Hour for Driver Time Value).
(Source: Technical Bulletin No. 17, Oregon

State Highway Department.)
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TABLE 183 COMPARISON OF COSTS OF STOP-AND-GO AND STEADY DRIVING
BASED ON TESTS IN IOWA AND SURROUNDING STATES, 1938-1942

A. COSTS OF TIRES AND FUEL
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REFERENCES FOR FURTHER STUDY
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Price $1.00
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by O. K. Normann
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"Design Standards for the National System of Interstate Highways" (1945)
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Washington 25, D. C.

"Economic Value of Time Savings in Traffic"

by M. H. West
1946 Proceedings

Institute of Traffic Engineers

"Economics of Alignment, Grade and Width"
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American Society of Civil Engineers
33 West 39th Street

New York City

"Effect of Roadway Width on Vehicle Operation" (1945)

by A. Taragin
"Public Roads," Vol. 24, No. 6

U. S. Government Printing Office

Washington 25, D. C.

Price 15tf
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'Evaluating Highway Improvements on Mileage- and Time-Cost Basis"

by Lawrence Lawton
"Traffic Quarterly," January, 1950

The Eno Foundation for Highway Traffic Control

Saugatuck, Connecticut

"For Better Roads"

by Thomas H. MacDonald
"Scientific American," June, 1940

Munn & Co., Inc.

24 West 40th Street

New York, N. Y.

Price 35tf

"Geometric Design Standards for Highways" (1941)

Approved by American Association of State Highway Officials

U. S. Bureau of Public Roads

"Highway Capacity Manual"

Highway Research Board

Available at U. S. Government Printing Office

Price 65^

"Highway Capacity: Practical Applications of Research" (same data as manual above)

by O. K. Normann and W. P. Walker
"Public Roads," October and December, 1949

U. S. Government Printing Office

Price 15tf

"Highway Economics" (1942)

by Tucker and Leager
International Textbook Co.

Scranton 9, Pennsylvania

"Highway Practice in the United States of America" (1949)

U. S. Bureau of Public Roads

U. S. Government Printing Office

Price 45 tf

"Hill Climbing Ability of Motor Trucks" (1942)

by Carl C. Saal

"Public Roads," Vol. 23, No. 3

U. S. Government Printing Office

Price lOtf

"Influence of Alignment on Operating Characteristics"

by O. K. Normann
143 Proceedings

Highway Research Board

2101 Constitution Avenue

Washington 25, D. C.

Price 30tf
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"Passing Practices on Rural Highways"

by C. W. Prisk
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Highway Research Board

"Report of Committee on Engineering" (1949)

President's Highway Safety Conference

U. S. Government Printing Office

Price 25$

"Results of Highway Capacity Studies"

by O. K. Normann
"Public Roads," June, 1942

U. S. Government Printing Office

Price lOtf

"Some of the Economic Aspects of Highway Planning"

by Thomas Fratar

"Traffic Quarterly," October, 1949

The Eno Foundation for Highway Traffic Control

"The Effect of Highway Design on Vehicle Speed and Fuel Consumption"
Technical Bulletin No. 5, 1937

Oregon State Highway Department
Box 30, Salem, Oregon

"Time and Gasoline Consumption in Motor Truck Operation as Affected by the

Weight and Power of Vehicles and the Rise and Fall in Highways"

by Carl Saal

Available in bulletin form from

Highway Research Board



Chapter XIII

SPEED REGULATION AND ZONING

In theory, the speed limit should correspond closely to the maximum speed at

which the normally prudent driver would operate under the existing conditions. Because

conditions at any location change with fluctuations in traffic and variations in weather

and visibility it is customary to set speed limits for average physical and traffic condi-

tions and for favorable weather and visibility.

In view of the importance of assuring safe and rapid transportation, speed regula-

tions should be based upon the prevention of those accidents in which excessive speed

is an important contributing factor without needlessly restricting drivers at times and

at places where higher speeds could be safely permitted. Wherever practicable it is

better to correct hazardous conditions to meet traffic requirements than to restrict speed

to conform with such conditions.

Speed regulations can be divided into two general types: (1) blanket regulations,

set by legislative authority, that apply to entire areas or types of districts, and (2) spe-

cial speed regulations that vary from location to location and are generally established

by administrative agencies to whom the necessary authority has been delegated by the

legislative body.

BLANKET REGULATIONS

Types of Blanket Regulations

Three types are in use : the basic rule, absolute limits and prima facie limits.

The basic rule states in effect that no person shall drive a vehicle on a highway at

a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent under the conditions and having regard

to the actual and potential hazards then existing. Every state has such a law.

An absolute limit relates to a speed above which it is always illegal to drive and

below which it is always legal to drive, regardless of conditions.

A prima facie limit means that any speed in excess is presumed to be unlawful and

the burden of proof falls upon the driver if there is any question.

Statewide blanket speed limits are generally prescribed for different types of dis-

tricts. Act V, Uniform Vehicle Code (l)

prescribes the following prima facie top limits :

1. Twenty-five miles per hour in any business or residence district

2. Fifty miles per hour in other locations during the daytime
3. Forty-five miles per hour in such other locations during the nighttime.

The Code also includes a minimum speed regulation to the effect that no driver

should operate at such a slow speed as to impede normal traffic flow, except when such

reduced speed is required for safe operation or in compliance with law. Minimum speed
rules are in effect in most large cities, but in few of the small ones.

(2)

Existing State Limits

Table 185 shows existing limits, by type, in 1949, for passenger automobiles. Tables

186, 187, and 188 show ranges in speed limits in different sizes of cities, according to

a 1948 survey/
2'

(1) See list of references at end of chapter.
<2) See "Traffic Speed Enforcement Policies," The Eno Foundation for Highway Traffic Con-

trol, Inc.

378
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TABLE 185 STATE SPEED LIMITS FOR PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES, 1949

State
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TABLE 186 RANGE IN PASSENGER CAR PRIMA FACIE SPEED LIMITS BY DAY
AND NIGHT FOR CITIES OF VARIOUS POPULATION GROUPS, 1948

Population Group
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Stated speed indications at curves usually are mounted just below the curve signs

on the same post. Twenty-five states reported use of stated speed signs on curves. This

is an increase from the eighteen states which reported use of such signs in 1941. Eight

states adopted the practice between 1941 and 1947 while one state apparently discon-

tinued their use.

SPECIAL SPEED REGULATIONS AND ZONING

Special speed regulations, posted at curves and intersections and on sections of

street and highway, are used to help motorists adjust speeds to the conditions normally

existing at those locations. These regulations generally have legal significance, supple-

menting the speed limits set by state law for business and residence districts and other

specific types of locations.

Types of special speed regulations, treated in detail in the following include :

1. Critical speeds posted at approaches to intersections which have obstructions

to view across corners

2. Stated speed indications at approaches to curves and turns (sometimes referred

to as "advisory speeds")

3. Speed zoning for sections of street and highway.

Critical Speeds at /nfersecf/ons

Sections 57 and 58 of Act V of the Uniform Vehicle Code <3)

provide that whenever

state or local authorities find that the normal speed limit is greater or less than is rea-

sonable and safe under the conditions existing, the authorities may, after engineering and

traffic investigation, determine and declare a reasonable and safe prima facie speed

limit, which shall be effective when appropriate signs are erected giving notice thereof.

The critical speed for vehicles approaching an intersection on a minor street can

be calculated and thus used as the basis for establishing a special speed limit at that

point. The speed of vehicles on the major street and the location of the view obstruction

in relation to the paths of vehicles on the intersecting streets are used in establishing the

special regulation on the minor street. The speed of vehicles on the major street can be

taken as either the legal speed limit, the design speed for the highway, or a percentile-

speed as determined through speed observations, such as the 85-percentile speed, for

instance.

Other uses for calculations of critical speeds at street intersections, as given by the

National Safety Council, include :

(4)

1. Determining whether there is a view obstruction for the prevailing speeds at

an intersection

2. Finding out to what extent a view obstruction must be removed to make further

speed restrictions unnecessary
3. Determining to what extent curb parking should be eliminated to remove the

obstruction to view caused by such vehicles at a high accident intersection

4. Deciding whether there is a sufficient view obstruction to require a stop sign

5. Determining whether a stated speed slow sign is desirable, and if so, what speed
should be designated by it

6. Deciding whether a street should be designated as a through-street with stop

signs at all approaches or, conversely, whether an existing through-street no

longer needs to be so protected
[3) See list of references at end of chapter.
<4 > "Critical Speeds at Blind Intersections," Public Safety Memo. No. 73, National Safety

Council, April, 1941.
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7. Establishing criteria for avoiding view obstruction hazards in the design of new
streets and highways or improvements of existing ones

8. Preparing a table of necessary speed restrictions along a street as an aid to

enforcement.

Several methods are available for calculating critical speeds, each based upon

slightly different assumptions regarding driver and vehicle performance. Three methods

and their assumptions are described briefly here. In each of the three methods, the

locations of points "A" and "B" of the visibility triangle (figure 168) are determined

in the same manner. <5) The critical speed for vehicle "B" is computed after determining

the distance from "B" to the collision point.

In methods 2 and 3, this distance is assumed to be equal to the driver stopping dis-

tance for vehicle "B." <6)
It is assumed that vehicle "B" is going at a sufficiently low

speed to permit the driver to react to danger and stop before reaching the collision point.

In method 1, the distance from point "B" to the collision point is not considered as

a driver stopping distance. Instead, it is assumed that vehicle "B" is travelling at a

sufficiently low speed so that when both vehicles reach their critical sight points at the

same time vehicle "B" can continue through the intersection at speed Vb, and pass

behind vehicle "A" which also continues at a uniform speed. Deceleration rates do not

enter into this part of the calculation as in the other two methods.

The major differences between methods 2 and 3 are in assumptions for perception-

reaction time, rate of deceleration, and clearance distance. Method 2, with assumptions

of a 1.0 second reaction time and a deceleration rate of 16 feet per second per second,

is suited especially for urban conditions. Method 3, with assumptions of a 2.0 second

perception-reaction time, a deceleration rate of 12.9 feet per second per second, and no

clearance distance, is designed for the

range of speeds on open highways 30 to

70 miles per hour.

For urban conditions, speeds deter-

mined with method 1 are usually be-

tween 3 and 9 miles per hour lower

than with method 2. For rural highway

conditions, speeds with method 1 are

sometimes higher and sometimes lower

than those obtained with method 3, de-

pending upon the location of the view

obstruction.

The National Safety Council

Method. (7) This method for computing
the maximum safe speeds is based upon
each of the vehicles passing through the

intersection at a uniform speed, when
both have arrived at the points of the

visibility triangle simultaneously. If "A"
arrives at its point first, the danger of collision with "B" is further reduced. If "B"

< Point "A" is determined by measuring back from the collision point a distance equal to the
driver stopping distance for the speed of vehicle "A," plus a clearance distance. The distance from
the collision point to point "B" is determined through a similar triangle relationship, considering
the location of the view obstruction.

(6) Plus a clearance distance of 15 feet for method 2.
<7) "Critical Speeds at Blind Intersections," Public Safety Memo. No. 73, National Safety

Council, November, 1932; latest revision April, 1941. This method is based upon a reaction time
varying from 0.8 to 2.0 seconds, (see figure 170) and a deceleration rate of 17 feet per second
per second.

MAJOR OR PREFERENTIAL STREET

FIGURE 168 Visibility Triangle.
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arrives at its point first, "A" may have to slow down or stop. However, if these

vehicles are running at their critical speeds at these points, the adjustments can be

made in safety.

Vehicle paths, on the roadways are taken as the most dangerous legal positions.

Distances from the paths to the obstruction are designated as "a" and "b" as shown in

figure 168. VALUES OF Vb IN MILES PER HOUR w
1*5 10 35 30 25 20 15 10 5_ <n 3

20 ^---^ ^--^ ^-^ ^^ "x^ >v X \ \
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Sa= .063 V.2 + 1.47 RV. + 16

cOb

v _
Sa b

16) V.

UJ
O)

I 1.5
UJ

1.0

S. + 12

Values of V are in miles per hour. Values of R, the reaction time, are taken from

figure 170.

American Automobile Association

Method.00 This method is based upon

computing the maximum speed from

which a vehicle can be brought to a stop

before meeting the straight line path of

another vehicle approaching the same

corner on the intersecting street.

Vehicle positions in the roadways
are assumed generally as the most usual

paths, taking into consideration also the

most hazardous legal positions. Distances

from the paths of the vehicles to the

view obstruction are designated as b and

c, as shown in figure 168.

0.5

10 50 6020 30 40
VELOCITY IN M.PH.

FIGURE 170 Perception Reaction Time
for Use in Computing Critical Speeds.

(National Safety Council's Method.)

The following are formulae for computing the normal safe approach speed V in

miles per hour, for other given values of Va ,
b and c, for a right angle intersection :

<9)

111 oo

s.=

S = be

S, b
^

V = 2.73 (^l + V2S 14)

Example
If V. = 35 mph

b = 60 ft.

c = 50 ft.

Then S a =

s=

(35)
2 + (35) +15 = 148.7 ft.

60x50 + 50 = 83.8 ft.
148.7 60

V = 2.73 ( 4 + V 2X83.8 14) =22.9 mph.

American Association of State Highway Officials Method. " This method is

based on safe stopping distances for the speeds of vehicles on each of the roads. Where
a preference road is designated, vehicles on it are assumed to travel at the design speed

and the speed for vehicles on the non-preference road is restricted, if necessary, to that

of the available sight distance. The assumptions were made to fit the range of speeds

on open highways 30 to 70 miles per hour. The assumptions do not fit operations at

low speeds, 25 miles per hour or less.

<8) "Normal Safe Approach Speeds at Intersections," American Automobile Association, July,
1933. Assumptions in the method include reaction time of 1.0 second, vehicle deceleration of 16
feet per second per second, a distance of 10 feet from the driver's eyes to the front of the car, and
a safety clearance distance of 5 feet from the front of the car to the eyes of the other motorist
when the first vehicle stops.

<w Formulae applying to intersection of other intersecting angles are given in the original AAA
report. Tables showing relations between speeds and distances are also given there.

do) From "A Policy on Intersections at Grade," American Association of State Highway Offi-
cials. Assumptions in this method include a perception-reaction time of 2.0 seconds and a coefficient of
friction of 0.4, equivalent to a rate of deceleration of 12.9 feet per second per second (see figure 171).
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Formulae for computing Vb ,
the

critical speed on the non-preference road

for a preference road design speed of Va

and known values of a and b are as

follows :

Sa = 2.93 V a + 0.083

Where S a equals safe stopping dis-

tance of vehicle on preference road.

aSa
Sb

Sa

Vb = V 12.1 Sb + 310 17.6

Critical speeds can be found by using

this formula, or the chart shown in figure

172 may be employed, giving the same

results. Steps are as follows:
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The diagram shows the graphical solution when Va = 50 miles per hour, b = 200

feet and a = 100 feet. The value of the critical speed Vb is found to be 38 miles per

hour. (The formula above gives an identical answer.)

This critical speed diagram may also be used to determine how far back an ob-

struction need be moved to provide sufficient sight for safe driving at desired vehicle

speeds on the respective roads.

Stated Speed Indications at Curves

Highway officials in many states mark the approaches to curves on main routes

with safe speed indications, usually posted below the curve signs. In most states they

are not considered as having legal significance but are advisory only.

Methods for determining safe speeds for curves have been summarized in a report

to the Highway Research Board(11) and the following information and recommendations

are based upon that report.

The method most commonly reported for determining safe speeds was to make
trial runs in vehicles equipped with an airplane ball-bank indicator. A reading of 10 is

usually taken as the limiting value for comfort and safety, since there is definite dis-

comfort to passengers when the indicator shows a higher reading.

The following ball-bank angles are recommended as limiting values for various

speed ranges : 14 for speeds below 20 miles per hour, 12 for speeds of 25 and 30

miles per hour, and 10 for 35 miles per hour and higher.

SAFE SPEED (MILES PER HOUR)
25 .30 35 4C

RULES FOR SAFE SPEED
ADO SUPERELEVATION ANGLE (A

1

)TO BALL BANK ANGLE
telOBSERVED AT ANY GIVEN SPEED TO OBTAIN THE TOTAl

ANGLE (C). FOLLOW CURVE ON WHICH (C) IS LOCATED TO

10 DEGREE BALL BANK ANGLE.

POINT (D) WHICH IS SUM OF SUPERELEVATION ANGLE AND
10 DEGREE BALL BANK ANGLE. MAXIMUM SAFE SPEED
FOR REFLECTORIZED SIGN IS THE CLOSEST SPEED
VALUE FOR POINT (D) TO THE NEAREST 5 MILES PER
HOUR.

55

SPEED (MILES PER HOUR)

FIGURE 173 Chart Used When Determining Safe Speed for Curves.

(See Text for Source.)

The speed value for a desired ball-bank angle can be determined through trial and

error, or by making a single trial run and using the chart shown in figure 173. In
<u> "Marking Highway Curves with Safe Speed Indications," by Ralph A. Moyer and Donald

S. Berry, 1940 Proceedings, Highway Research Board.
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using the single run method, the super-elevation angle (A) is determined first by

stopping the car on the curve at several points and reading the ball-bank angle. Then

a test run is made at the estimated safe speed and the average ball-bank angle (B)
observed. The steps in the graphical solution are given on the chart. Following deter-

mination of the safe speed, a check run at the proposed safe speed should be made.

Calculations and speed observations are recommended for occasional use in check-

ing results obtained in tests with the ball-bank indicator. When computing critical

speeds the following formula is used (see page 55, chapter II, for explanation of

symbols).

y /(e + f) r

\ .067

The friction factor "f" recommended for use by AASHO is 0.21 for speeds below

20 miles per hour, 0.18 for 25 and 30 miles per hour, and 0.15 for 35 miles per hour

and higher.

Results of speed observations can also be used in determining what drivers consider

as a reasonable maximum speed for a curve. The 85-percentile for curves of 30 miles

per hour or less, and 90-percentile for curves with speeds of 35 miles per hour and

above, are recommended in determining the values for the indicated speed.

Speed Zoning for Streets or Highways

Speed zoning is described as the establishment of reasonable speed limits, based

upon traffic and engineering studies, at locations where the general speed limits do not

fit the road and traffic conditions, as an aid to motorists in adjusting their speeds to

those conditions.

Sections 57 and 58 of Act V of the Uniform Vehicle Code provide that appropriate

state or local officials may, on the basis of traffic and engineering investigations, estab-

lish and declare reasonable and safe speed limits where it is determined that the existing

limits are greater or less than is reasonable and safe under the conditions. The provi-

sions of Act V of the Uniform Vehicle Code also permit the zoning of highways and

streets with separate limits for nighttime where found necessary.

Sections of street and highway which are commonly zoned include (a) transition

sections between rural areas and built up districts of cities, (b) sections of state high-

way passing through municipalities, (c) other through streets in municipalities, and

(d) sections of rural highway which are not dealt with adequately by the existing rural

speed limits.

Selection of Numerical Limits. Reports of the National Safety Council's Com-
mittee on Speed Regulations for 1938, 1939 and 1941 contain methods for determining
the proper numerical limits to be posted. Speed limits for zones should be adjusted as

nearly as possible to read conditions which exist when traffic is normal and weather is

good. The minimum engineering investigations required include :

1. Representative field checks for motor vehicle speeds
2. Spot map studies of accidents

3. Studies of roadside developments
4. Trial runs over the sections.

In addition it is recommended that engineering formulae be used for calculating
critical speeds at approaches to curves, hillcrests and intersections with obstructions to

view across the corners.

The numerical limit for a section being zoned should never be set at a value more
than 7 miles per hour lower than the 85-percentile speed, unless there are hidden haz-
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TABLE 190 SPEED-ZONING PROVISIONS IN THE VARIOUS STATES, 1949

Power of State and Local Authorities to Establish and Post Limits Other Than Indicated in Table 189.

State
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TABLE 192 RESPONSIBILITY FOR SPEED ZONING IN STATES, 1948

jrKTson or agency J\esponsioi>e jor zoning
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Chapter X/V

TRAFFIC ISLANDS AND PEDESTRIAN BARRIERS

Vehicular and pedestrian traffic may be segregated, diverted or excluded by pave-

ment markings, traffic islands, or barriers.

TRAFFIC ISLANDS

Traffic islands are areas within the roadway, constructed in a manner to establish

physical channels through which vehicular traffic is guided. Many times traffic islands

serve more than one function. Generally, however, most of these islands may be classi-

fied functionally as follows :

Divisional

Channelizing

Rotary
Traffic islands are not adapted to detailed standards of design. There are, however,

certain basic requirements that should be met both in the design and construction of

islands and certain minimum dimensions as well as certain possible defects in their

construction which should be avoided.

It is important that traffic islands be plainly visible to approaching drivers. The

element of surprise inability to determine in advance the type of treatment ahead

should in all cases be avoided.

DIVISIONAL ISLANDS

Function and Application

The primary function of the divisional type of traffic island is that of separating

opposing flows of traffic in a highway four or more lanes in width. Divisional islands

may also be used to separate streams of traffic under the following conditions :

1. In a highway six or more lanes in width, where it is desired to establish sep-

arate roadways for traffic in the same direction as well as opposite direction.

2. In a roadway of any width where it is desired to provide guides to traffic ap-

proaching a fixed object such as a bridge support, a safety zone or at specially

controlled intersections.

3. In a roadway at the ends of tunnels or bridges or where traffic is regularly

stopped for toll or inspection purposes.

Although accident frequency, traffic volumes and traffic speeds are conditions for

consideration when determining the need for divisional islands, the basic warrant is

that of roadway width. Such islands must of necessity occupy roadway area and,

except for extremely short sections, should only be constructed when and where the

roadway is sufficiently wide to maintain at least two full lanes for moving traffic either

side of the island.

Dividing the highway into two one-way roadways will eliminate head-on collisions

almost entirely and often reduces other accident types. Sufficiently wide divisional

islands make it possible for vehicles to stop, if necessary, between the one-way roadways

395
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when entering or leaving the divided highway to await a break in the stream of oppos-

ing traffic. The hazards resulting from headlight glare are reduced by the judicious

planting of low shrubs along divisional islands of sufficient width.

Divisional islands should be placed in all new major thoroughfares of four or more
lanes to separate traffic moving in opposing directions.

Divisional islands are also recommended for existing roadways where the width

permits.

FIGURE 175 Precast Concrete Median Strip.

Design

On highways where crossing movements, left turns on or off, and "U" turns are

prohibited, a narrow divisional island is sufficient if so constructed as to prevent or

discourage vehicles from crossing the island.

On surface roadways, however, where all vehicular movements are permitted at

grade intersections, including access to and egress from abutting property, the elements

controlling design are more complicated and include :
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DESIGN FOR T TYPE OF TRAFFIC

DESIGt4 TRUCK OR

. DIVIDED HIGHWAY

WHEEL PATHS OF SHARPEST LEFT TURN "\

. PAVEMENT

<. OUTSIDE UWC

COMPROMISE DESIGN FOR M TYPE OF TRAFFIC

FIGURE 176 Median Strip Designs for Left Turns.
(AASHO "Policy on Highway Types.")
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1. Type and size of vehicles and their movements
2. Protection to vehicles crossing divided highway
3. Protection to vehicles turning left onto highway
4. Protection to vehicles turning left off highway
5. Protection to vehicles making "U" turns.

In most cases, divisional islands are designated by curbs outlining the area with

suitable filler of pavement, turf or shrubs, depending upon the width, location and
other conditions. Raised curbs, however, are not essential where encroachment on the

island is not dangerous to motorists, pedestrians or property. When curbs are used,

-

<t PAVEMENT

DE5IGN PAiSENGER VEHICLE

4. DIVIDED HIGHWAY

WHEEL AND OVERHANG PATHS OF SHARPEST U-TURN

t. PAVEMENT .

SEMICIRCULAR

DESIGN PASSENGER VEHICLE

4. DIVIDED HIGHWAY _____ .

HEEL AND OVERHANG PATHS OF SHARPEST U-TURH

<t PAVEMENT

j
<L INSIDE LAL

--/,
I

<t OUTSIDE LANE

B

FIGURE 177 Median Strip Designs for U-Turns, "P" Type of Traffic.
(AASHO "Policy on Highway Types.")
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they should be highly visible at all times.

The curbs should slope so that they may
be mounted easily in emergencies and so

that drivers are not encouraged to drive

some distance from them and thus re-

duce the effective width of traffic lanes.

Width. Fixed divisional islands in

new construction should be at least 4

feet wide. This standard, however, should

not preclude the placing of narrower

islands in existing roadways where total

width is restricted. A single raised and

rounded curb has proved effective in

some cases. High narrow islands with

vertical sloping or parabolic unmountable

sides are successfully used where road-

way widths are restricted and where con-

trolled access and interchange exist.
(1)

Although narrow divisional islands

prevent conflicts between opposing
streams of traffic, they afford little pro-

tection to vehicles crossing the divided

highway or to vehicles turning left to or

from such highways. Lengthening the

opening will compensate to some extent

for the narrower width of islands but

there is a reasonable limit of opening

length above which it would not only

prove hazardous, particularly to pedes-

trians, but would be inconsistent with

the principle of divided highways, espe-

cially on roadways where there is a high

frequency of grade intersections. The
movements made possible by the various

minimum widths of divisional islands are

shown in table 194. ("P" type traffic con-

sists of passenger automobiles, "T" indi-

FIGURE 178 Median Strip Design for
U-Turns, "T" Type Traffic.

(AASHO "Policy on Highway Types.")

cates trucks and "M" indicates mixed traffic.)

TABLE 194 WIDTHS OF MEDIAN STRIPS AT INTERSECTIONS

Width of Median Strip Movements for Which Facilities Are Provided

For "P" Type of Traffic

4 to 18 feet Narrow median strip does not protect vehicle except where long

openings are provided.
19 feet Protected in crossing.
25 feet Turning left.

28 feet U-turns from inside to outside lanes.

39 feet U-turns from inside to inside lanes.

<D Guardrails, back to back, are being used successfully as a divisional island on Ramona Blvd. in
Los Angeles. However, this is an exceptional case.
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For "T" Type of Traffic <

4 to 29 feet Narrow median strip does not protect vehicle except where long

openings are provided.
30 feet Protected in crossing.
32 feet Turning left to outside lane.

43 feet Turning left.

49 feet U-turns from outside to outside lanes.

60 feet U-turns from inside to outside lanes.

71 feet U-turn from inside to inside lanes.

For "M" Type of Traffic Compromises
30 feet Protected in crossing.
32 feet Turning left.

49 to 60 feet U-turns.

WFor full protection of maximum length "T" type vehicles, island widths should be increased.
Source: "A Policy on Highway Types," AASHO.

U^S^

I-^-
DESIGN VEHICLE IN ITS PROTECTED POSITION
IN MEDIAN AREA DOES NOT CU AR CROSS
TRAFFIC LANES

f ^
J ^^ R SO MINIMUM fM T TV

<t COS3 ROAO

OESIGN TRUCK OR BUS

Kt^
~~~~ ^^ R SO* I

CROSS ROAO

FIGURE 179 Openings in Narroiv Median Strips Case I.

(AASHO "Policy on Highway Types.")
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At cross streets it is desirable that divisional islands be of sufficient width to pro-

vide protection for vehicles crossing, making left turns or making "U" turns. Insofar

as cross traffic is concerned, an island width slightly greater than the length of vehicle

is necessary for the protection of the vehicle when it is stopped between the through

lanes approximately at right angles to the divided street. Divisional island widths of

about 20 feet will protect a passenger car or light truck but widths of 30 to 50 feet

are necessary to protect buses and commercial vehicles. Greater widths may be

necessary, depending upon the minimum turning radii of the vehicles involved to

provide protection for vehicles making left turns or those making "U" turns.

FIGURE 180 Opening in Narrozv Median Strip Case II.

(Source: AASHO "Policy on Highway Types.")

TABLE 195 LENGTHS OF OPENING FOR NARROW MEDIAN STRIPS

Width of
Median Strip

(feet)
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While divisional island widths less than 19 feet and 30 feet for passenger and

commercial vehicles, respectively, will not afford full protection for cross traffic, these

narrower widths, in combination with proper lengths of the opening between ends of

the divisional islands, may be utilized to afford protection for vehicles making left turns.

For instance a 16-foot width affords room for a 12-foot left turn lane and a 4-foot

island as illustrated in figure 181.

The minimum length of openings required for narrow median strips are given in

table 195.

FIGURE 181 Illustration of a Divided Highway New Jersey State Highzvay Route
2~ Including a Left-Turn Channel.

In Case I, the design vehicle in its assumed position clears the traffic lanes of the

divided roadway. In Case II, the design vehicle encroaches three feet in the case of "P"
type of traffic and two feet in the case of "T" type of traffic. The type of traffic

classification refers to turning traffic.

The use of extremely long openings in median strips is to be avoided, where
possible. Under such conditions, flared intersections that provide additional width for

turning maneuvers should be considered.
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Installation of Islands

Three installation methods used in one state are:

1. Installation of curbing on the sub-grade adjacent to the pavement edge

2. Cementing the curbing on existing concrete pavement
3. Cementing and doweling the curbing on existing concrete pavement using steel

dowels.

Wherever possible, the first method is most desirable. However, where it is not

practical or it is costly to disturb existing pavement, then the curb may be cemented

or doweled to existing concrete pavement. Doweling has only been used in locations

where the curbing is so placed that it is likely to be struck and consequently might be

moved from place.

Where pavement is of asphalt, brick or wood block type, it is more desirable to

place the curbing on the concrete base and then build around the curbing with asphalt,

brick or wood block pavement.

Traffic islands placed upon existing pavement may require drainage ; therefore,

adequate provision must be made where drainage is necessary.

FLUTING' 5 FLUTES 7 DEEP PER 4" SEGMENT.
SEGMENTS PLACED 6B<*ON SLOPING FACE OF BLOCK.

r

FRONT SIDE

DETAIL OF CURB BLOCK
FOR 24" BLOCK

NOTE' BLOCKS CAN BE PRECAST IN 6" 12" 8 I8"LENGTHS BY USING SEPARATORS

OHIO DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
DIVISION OF TRAFFIC AND SAFETY

PRECAST CURB DESIGN
FOR CHANNELIZATION

FIGURE 182 Design of Precast Curb Block Used for Traffic Islands.

(Courtesy, Ohio Department of Highways.)

Approach End. Unless the island serves also as a pedestrian refuge island, the

only end protection required is that sufficient to prevent damage to vehicles, signs or

markers, and to the island itself. To afford this, the island should contrast in color

with the adjacent pavement and be so designed and located that the proper course of

travel is obvious, easy to follow and unquestionably continuous.

A high intensity of well directed street light is desirable at the approach ends of

divisional islands to show clearly the locations of the islands and the proper lanes for

vehicles to travel. In addition, the approach end of a divisional island in the line of
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traffic flow should be properly signed and marked to reduce the likelihood of being

struck as well as to properly direct traffic.

Length. When divisional islands are used to prevent overtaking and passing at

hazardous points, they should be long enough and so designed as not to introduce a

surprise element.

Divisional islands should not be located on a sharp curve or at the top of or just

over a hillcrest.

The median strip dividing opposing traffic at an intersection at grade should be

designed to accommodate the predominant types of turns and crossing movements.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS DIVISIONAL ISLANDS

Designation of Area Raised or depressed grass plot with or without curbs; vertical

or sloping curbs with suitable filler.

Dimensions Width Four feet minimum in new construction; 20 feet or more
desirable.

Other Dimensions Dependent on conditions.

End Protection Sloping curb, narrow at approach end, widening gradually to

full width of island. Approach end of island to meet or be

to the left of medial line of highway.

Illumination Effective illumination of approach end treatment.

Signs Standard "Keep Right" or reflectorized hazard marker.

Markings Where necessary, standard approach pavement markings.

CHANNELIZING ISLANDS

Function and Application

Channelizing islands generally are used at grade intersections to guide traffic into

proper channels through the intersection area. They are particularly useful at inter-

sections with large area, normally occupying neutral or little used areas, preventing

undesirable vehicular weaving and maneuvering. They reduce the area of possible

points of conflict between streams of traffic, they establish desired angles of crossing

or converging streams of trajfic, they are useful at locations where it is necessary to

change the direction of traffic flow, they may also serve as refuge islands for pedes-

trians and often they provide convenient locations for necessary traffic control devices.

The basic warrant for application is that of intersection size, physical character-

istics or complexity of a nature such that without such islands there exist unnecessary
or undesirable conflicts and hazards to motorists and pedestrians, as well as general

disorder or confusion in traffic flow.

For example, at wide-throated intersections, motorists making left turns may "cut

corners," creating unnecessary hazards and conflicts. Channelizing islands, properly

designed and placed, entirely correct this difficulty without affecting the desirable

large turning radii areas for truck traffic. Similarly, hazardous conflicts may be re-

duced by means of channelization at intersections of wide highways, oblique angle

intersections, "Y" and "T" intersections and others of an unusual actual or potential

hazard caused by physical characteristics.

Each intersection calls for special study and the number, size and shape of islands

will depend on each case with due regard, of course, to permissible and prohibited

movements through the intersection.
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AREAS OF CONFLICT AREAS OF CONFLICT AREAS OF CONFLICT

LEGEND MAJOR CONFLICTH MINOR CONFLICT

FIGURE 183 Intersection Areas of Conflict.

v ^MVON THUCK OH U . __ ___

FIGURE 184 Channelised Median Strip Designs for Left-Turn Protection.

(Source: AASHO "Policy on Highway Types.")
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A few islands, carefully designed and

placed to direct the preponderant move-

ments of traffic at an intersection, may be

far better than a large number of small

islands. A multiplicity of islands may not

alone confuse drivers but may inadver-

tently cause drivers to enter a one-way

roadway in the wrong direction.

Design

Channelizing islands should be so de-

signed and located as to minimize obstruc-

tion hazards and unmistakably inform the

driver sufficiently in advance of his

proper course.

When dividing opposing flows of

traffic, it is important that the approach

end of the island meet or be placed

slightly to the left of the normal medial

line or center of the roadway.

No fixed rules can be stated with

regard to the dimensions of channelizing

islands. However, they should not be so

small as to be inconspicuous to drivers

or to increase maintenance difficulties. In

most cases, channelizing islands are desig-

nated by curbs outlining the area, with

suitable filler or pavement, turf or shrubs,

depending upon width, location and other conditions. High shrubs which obstruct

view so as to cause traffic hazard should be avoided. The character and purpose of

the island should to some extent determine its dimensions and height.

I TWO SEPARATE TURNING LANES

111

FIGURE 185 Channelised Intersections
ivith Separate Turning Lanes and Flared

Approaches.
(Source: AASHO "Policy on Intersections

at Grade.")

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS CHANNELIZING ISLANDS

Designation of Area

Dimensions Widths

Other Dimensions

End Protection

Illumination

Signs

Markings

Vertical or sloping curbs and filler of a shape to fit the plan
of location.

4 feet minimum in new construction; desirable minimum 18

feet of roadway space each side of island.

Dependent upon conditions.

Sloping curb, narrow at approach end, widening gradually
to full width. Approach end of island to meet or be to the

left of normal medial line of highway when dividing

opposing flows.

Effective illumination at approach end to show the proper
lane or lanes leading past the island.

Standard "Keep Right" or destination signs.

Standard approach pavement markings.
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FIGURE 186 Some Typical Channelizing Island Designs.
(Source: AASHO "Policy on Intersections at Grade.")
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FIGURE 187 Channelising Plans for "V" and for Complex Intersection.

(Source: AASHO "Policy on Intersections at Grade.")

FIGURE 188 Divisional Island Treatment of a "T" Intersection.
(Source: AASHO "Policy on Intersections at Grade.")

ROTARY ISLANDS

Rotary islands are used at "traffic circles" or rotary intersections where all traffic

merges into and emerges from a 1-way road around a centra,} island.
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mftfftfffffffff^
FIGURE 189 Illustration of Channelization at the Intersection of State Highway
Routes 25 and 39, Bordentown, New Jersey.

Functions and Application

A rotary island is generally applicable at a rural intersection where the volume of

intersecting or conflicting flows of traffic is such that congestion and delay occur

under other methods of control, short of a grade separation, and where it is physically

possible and feasible to construct such an island. An example of such a case would be

an intersection where traffic is entering from more than four intersecting throats and

is of an amount to warrant control but, to avoid the delays of multi-phase operation of

traffic control signals, the continuous flow principle of a traffic rotary is applicable.

Another example might be where there is a heavy left-turn movement conflicting with

a heavy movement of traffic in the opposite direction and where it is not advantageous
to protect the left-turn under other methods of control.

Because of the continuous flow principle of rotary islands, they are generally not

applicable in urban areas where there is an appreciable amount of pedestrian traffic.

Some localities have applied the rotary principle in such areas, supplemented by traffic

control signals, to provide pedestrian protection and to reduce at any one time the

volume of traffic entering the circle. Such a combination impairs the primary function

of rotary islands continuous traffic flow.

Volume Warrant. The American Association of State Highway Officials "A
Policy on Rotary Intersections" states:

"It is questionable whether a rotary is justified for a traffic density classification

(total of all intersecting roads) less than about 500 vehicles per hour and it appears
that a rotary is impractical where the total is greater than about 5,000 vehicles per

hour. A large proportion of turning traffic may justify rotary design when the traffic

density classification is outside these limits."

Design

The details of design of rotary islands must of necessity vary, as required by

physical and traffic conditions. There are, however, basic principles in design that are

applicable to all rotaries.

To enable safe and expeditious merging as well as weaving of traffic, the physical

characteristics of a rotary island should be so designed that vehicle speeds are con-

trolled within a narrow range. This concerns the speed at entrances to as well as

within the rotary roadway.
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Speed. Experience in the application of rotaries, both for urban and rural areas,

has concluded that rotaries should be designed for the following speeds :

(2>

Highway design speed, miles per hour 30 40 50 60

0.7 design speed, miles per hour 21 28 35 42

Rotary design speed, miles per hour 25 30 35 40

Weaving Distance. Adequate distances between radial roadways for easy weav-

ing (maneuvering from the outside to the inside of the rotary roadway, or vice versa)

is an important basic element of design. It is generally considered that 150 feet is the

minimum distance between radial roadways.

A table of assumed minimum lengths between radial roadways for various rotary

design speeds is as follows :

<2>

Rotary design speed, miles per hour.

Minimum weaving length, feet

... 25 30 35 40

. 150 180 210 240

Rotary Diameter. The design and diameter of the central island are primarily

governed by physical conditions, the design speed of the rotary and the weaving dis-

tance between the radial roadways. For intersection of two highways, minimum
diameter would be in the neighborhood of 300 feet. It is necessary that the central

island be so designed and sufficiently large that all vehicles within the rotary roadway

FIGURE 190 Aerial Vieiv of a Rotary Island at a Traffic Circle.

< 2 > From "A Policy on Rotary Intersections," AASHO.
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are moving in substantially parallel lines

and at about the same speed. Small cen-

tral islands enabling right angle or near

right angle conflicts perform the function

of channelizing islands rather than rotary

islands.

Roadway Width. The width of the

rotary roadway is usually 36 to 39 feet

or the equivalent of three 12-foot or 13-

foot lanes. A wide rotary roadway has

the tendency, under light traffic, to per-

mit vehicles to wander, decreasing safe

weaving, and under heavy traffic, en-

couraging more than three lanes of traffic

within the weaving areas, increasing the

difficulty of weaving from the inside to

the outside, or vice versa, on the rotary

roadway. Therefore, if congestion results

because of capacity limitations of rotaries

(approximately 3,000 vehicles per hour

within the weaving area), the solution is

that of removing from the rotary a por-
tion of the traffic by partial grade sepa-

ration rather than by widening the rotary

roadway.

FIGURE 191 Channelising Island Designs
Incorporating Rotary Island.

(Courtesy, Guy Kelcey.)

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS ROTARY ISLANDS

Designation of area

Traffic Volumes
Dimensions

Central island (diameter)
Radial roadway

Illumination

Signs

Generally grass plot with concrete curb.

500 to 5,000 vehicles per hour (total).

300 feet or more.

35 feet to 40 feet.

Adequate street lighting.

"Keep Right" and destination signs.

PEDESTRIAN BARRIERS

Function and Application

Pedestrian barriers prohibit pedestrian crossings of major roadways at points

where such crossing would cause exceptional hazard or would impede and delay

vehicular traffic movement. Barriers channelize and concentrate pedestrian crossings

at specific points, thus establishing regimentation and control of pedestrian movement.
Such barriers may be used in combination with traffic islands.

They are applicable at the following locations :

1. At complex intersections where, because of physical and traffic conditions,

pedestrians are subject to unusual or extreme hazards if permitted to cross

indiscriminately.

2. At pedestrian underpass or overpass locations, whether or not in combination

with vehicular grade separations, to compel pedestrian use of the overpass or

underpass.
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FIGURE 192 -Chain Type Pedestrian Barrier Fence in Montdair, N. J. Channelizes
Pedestrians into Designated Crosswalk.

FIGURE 193 Pedestrian Barrier Fence in Center of Roadway Compels Pedestrians
(Many of Whom Are Going to and from Buses) to Use Overpass. Fort Lee, N. J.
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3. At long public transit loading islands where it is necessary to confine pedestrian

travel (between island and sidewalk) to the established crosswalk area.

4. At midblock points where unusual conditions prevail requiring a physical bar-

rier (usually erected on the roadway center line) to pedestrian crossing.

5. At any other location where the physical channelization of pedestrians is deter-

mined necessary to expeditious flow of vehicular traffic.

The following facts should be considered in determining whether or not a barrier

is warranted.

1. Vehicular and pedestrian volumes and conflicting movements

2. Traffic accident records

Design

Pedestrian barriers are not subject to standard design: They are generally estab-

lished by means of a permanent or portable fence, or posts or stanchions with con-

necting ropes or chains located at the edge of the sidewalk just inside of the curb

line or on or within traffic islands.

Pedestrian barriers should be of sufficient height and so constructed to make it

impossible or difficult for pedestrians to climb through or over them.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS PEDESTRIAN BARRIERS

Designation of Area Fences, posts or stanchions with connecting ropes or chains.

Dimensions Length As required.
Dimensions Height Sufficient height to prevent pedestrian passage.
Illumination Adequate street lighting or spot lights or flood lights on or

along the barriers.

Signs Informational signs directing pedestrians where to cross.
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Chapter XV

PEDESTRIAN ISLANDS AND BUS CURB LOADING ZONES

This chapter covers islands designated for the use and protection of pedestrians

and also areas adjacent to the curb of a roadway designed for the boarding and alight-

ing of public transit passengers. This chapter does not deal with channelizing islands

or pedestrian barriers (see previous chapter). Standards and definitions conform to the

"Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices."

PEDESTRIAN ISLANDS

Definitions

Pedestrian Loading Island. A pedestrian island at a regular street car, bus or

trolley coach stop especially provided for the protection of passengers.

Pedestrian Refuge Island. A pedestrian island at or near a crosswalk, to aid and

protect pedestrians crossing the roadway.

Classifications

Pedestrian islands are classified both functionally and physically as follows:

1. Pedestrian loading islands

a. Structural

b. Non-structural

2. Pedestrian refuge islands

a. Structural

b. Non-structural

The term "structural" indicates provision of permanent protection against en-

croachment by vehicles through the use of physical barriers as follows :

1. Raised platforms, regardless of material or construction

2. End abutment

3. Permanently inserted posts with or without chain connections

4. And-or similar features.

Non-structural islands employ the following features :

1. Painted lines, signs or markings
2. Mushroom buttons or jigglebars

3. Temporary portable stanchions

4. Illumination or reflectorized markings
5. And-or similar features.

PEDESTRIAN LOADING ISLANDS FUNCTIONS AND WARRANTS

Pedestrian loading islands afford protection to street car riders at loading, dis-

charge or transfer points and to riders of buses and trolley coaches who may also use

such islands.

They expedite vehicular traffic by permitting such traffic to continue in motion

while the transit vehicles are stopped at the loading island.

Loading islands are warranted and generally established at street car stops under

any of the following conditions :

415
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1. Where either vehicle or pedestrian traffic is sufficiently heavy to require physi-

cal separation

2. Where the speed of vehicular traffic along the roadway is relatively high re-

quiring physical protection for even a limited number of pedestrians

3. Where accident experience indicates the occurrence of a number of pedestrian

accidents of a type that would probably be eliminated or reduced by loading

island installation

4. Where delays to vehicles forced to stop at unprotected street car stops reach a

magnitude justifying, on economic ground, the construction of a loading island

which will permit such traffic to continue in motion past transit vehicles that

are stopped

5. Where the establishment of a loading island will permit vehicular traffic to

proceed in platoons in accordance with the signal progression.

STRUCTURAL LOADING ISLANDS

Structural loading islands have four distinct elements:

1. Area intended for pedestrian use<u

2. Physical barrier at the approach end and on sides

3. Devices to warn and direct drivers

4. Illuminating and-or reflectorizing devices.

These are taken up in detail in the following.

Area Intended for Pedestrian Use

The pedestrian areas of structural loading islands are designated in practice by
one or more of the following means: (1) platforms, (2) permanently inserted posts

with or without rail or chain connections, (3) paint lines or markings, (4) and-or

similar devices.

Raised platforms with adequate safeguards and end abutments generally provide

the greatest actual protection and sense of security to pedestrians. Platforms are

usually permanent structures of concrete or other sturdy materials, with the surface

properly sloped for drainage. Under certain conditions, where it is periodically desirable

to remove the platforms because of parades or other reasons, they should be designed

in sections to permit their temporary removal.

Permanently inserted posts with or without rail or chain connections and end abut-

ments, properly safeguarded, are generally next in order of effectiveness. These may
also be combined with platforms for added protection. These may be designed to permit

temporary removal if desired.

Length. The length of the pedestrian area of a loading island should be equal to

the distance from the front of the longest car that may use the island to a point at

least 5 feet to the rear of the end of the car, exclusive of end protection and forward

ramp if such are used, where not more than one car ordinarily loads or unloads. Where
two or more cars frequently use the same loading island simultaneously, the pedestrian

area should extend from the front of the first car to a point at least 5 feet to the rear of

the end of the last car allowing a clearance between cars of about 3 feet. Modern cars

of the PCC type range in length from 40 feet to 50 feet. Most older cars are within

this range of lengths. It is advisable to provide a ramp approximately 5 feet

in length at the end of the pedestrian area nearest the crosswalk if platforms are

used.

> Sometimes referred to as a "Safety Zone."
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It has been found in practice that stopping the street car approximately 8 feet

from the forward end of a platform greatly facilitates the speed of boarding and alight-

ing operations and increases the convenience to passengers. Therefore, where space

is available, it is advisable to increase the minimum pedestrian area length given above

by approximately 8 feet to provide greater convenience to passengers boarding

and alighting at the front of the car. This is even more important on a narrow

platform.

The length of the space at the approach end of the island required for end pro-

tection will depend upon the type and design of the protective deflecting or warning
devices desired.

Width. The pedestrian area of a loading island should be not less than 4 feet wide.

Widths of 5 to 6 feet are preferable. Where more than one car ordinarily stops at the

same time and where street width is available, it is important to obtain these greater

widths. This is especially true when cars of different routes use the same loading island

because of the added movement and conflicts of pedestrians seeking cars of varying
destinations.

Height. Normally the height of the platform is from 5 to 7 inches except where

transit vehicles require lower islands for clearance. In some cities where a street car

overhang is desirable due to the recessed step, the platform height has been used as

3>2 inches. Due consideration in the selection of the height should be given to the

operation of snow removal equipment.

LENGTH-. MINIMUM LENGTH SHOULD BE DISTANCE
OF 5 FEET FROM THE FRONT OF THE LONGEST
CAR TO A POINT 5 FEET FROM THE REAR END
OF THE CAR FOR SINGLE CAR ZONES, AND AN
INTEGRAL MULTIPLE OF THIS DISTANCE FOR
MULTIPLE CAR ZONES.

W-A MINIMUM WIDTH OF 4 FEET, BUT GREATER
WIDTH GENERALLY DESIRABLE.

S- DISTANCE FROM TRACK, ALLOW CLEARANCE
OF I INCH FROM SIDE OF CAR.

Y-DISTANCE TO CURB SHOULD BE AN EVEN
NUMBER OF LANES, NOT LESS THAN 9'-0"
PER LANE.

FIGURE 194 Position and Size of Trolley Loading Zone and Curb Cutback at Inter-

section.
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Physical Barrier at the Approach End and on Sides

End Protection. Loading islands outside of congested business districts, and
\\herever feasible within business districts, should have adequate physical protection at

T

FIGURE 195 Well Marked Concrete Buffer Type Loading Island with Adequate
Pedestrian Protection.
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FIGURE 196 Vertical Steel Post Type Island with Adequate Side Protection.

the end towards approaching traffic in the form of a buffer or deflecting devices to

withstand the impact of colliding vehicles. It is important to provide appropriate

deflecting devices where vehicle speeds are high. Such buffers or deflecting devices

should be so designed to both protect the pedestrian and to minimize the damage in

vehicle collisions.

A concrete block is an effective buffer. It should be sloped or rounded to deflect

a colliding vehicle not meeting it head-on, and should be so constructed and marked as

to be highly visible. A concrete block should be of an attention-getting color, usually
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in sharp contrast to the color of the pavement. In addition, effective illumination, re-

flectors, indented facets, or other high-visibility treatment is recommended. Care must

be exercised in the design of concrete buffers to assure adequate clearance for all

types of street cars and snow removal equipment in present or prospective use in the

community.

FIGURE 197 Bumperless Type Loading Island Illustrating Approach End Markings.

Where vertical posts are used, three or more should be set to form a deflecting arc.

These may be connected with horizontal members and should be provided with a

sheet steel facing to deflect a vehicle hitting at an angle.

A "bumperless" type of end protection, used by one of the larger cities since 1933,

has proved very satisfactory in practice. It is constructed by extending the raised

concrete platform of the pedestrian area to form a V-shaped area of concrete approx-

imately 10 feet in length and of the same height as the pedestrian area platform. This

V-shape area of concrete occupies the space at the approach end used by the concrete

buffers or vertical posts previously described.

A development of the sloping vertical element is the prow. Prows installed to date

vary considerably in length and in shape which indicates the need for further study to

determine their relative merits and the most effective design. These types are so de-

signed as to lessen the damage to automobiles and occupants striking the prow by

either slowing the car to a stop due to the friction between the underside of the car

and the prow, or deflecting the car off to one side or the other.

Side Protection. Side protection of loading islands is warranted wherever condi-

tions indicate its need. Illustrations of this are where crowds of waiting passengers
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would otherwise overflow the island particularly where a platform is not provided.

Such protection should be provided by a line of fixed or firmly secured posts not less

than 3 feet high and set not more than 8 feet apart connected by chains, rails or wire

mesh fencing (see figure 195). The purpose of this is not only to keep motor vehicles

off the island but also to keep pedestrians within the area of the island and to dis-

courage crossing between the island and sidewalk at other than designated points. In

such cases the entrance and exit should be located at a single point nearest the cross-

walk. In areas where loading islands must accommodate two or more cars and boarding

and alighting is heavy not more than one additional opening should be provided near

the center or at the end of the pedestrian area farthest from the crosswalk. Such an

opening should not be provided unless essential to avoid congestion in the pedestrian

area. In any event it should not be positioned directly opposite the exit door as this

tends to encourage the departing passengers to pass to the adjacent sidewalk without

stopping to observe approaching traffic.

In addition to a rail or chain connection of posts for side protection it may be

desirable to place a substantial sheet of metal along the line of posts on the side of

vehicular traffic to divert such traffic away from the loading island and to serve as a

splash plate. Splash plates are particularly advantageous at islands without a raised

platform but also are used in some cities in conjunction with platforms (see figure 196).

When posts without a splash plate are used on raised platforms they should be set

back somewhat to lessen the likelihood of being hit by motor vehicles.

Devices to Warn and Direct Drivers

The approach end of a loading island, whether or not protected by a buffer or

other protective deflecting devices, should be carefully designed to provide a maximum

FIGURE 198 Loading Island with Sloping Prow.
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degree of warning of the presence of the island and, where necessary, definite indication

of the proper vehicle path or paths to be followed.

Various types and forms of end approach treatment have been used and found

satisfactory. The following devices, which vary greatly in details, are in present use.

These are located either on the end protection (buffer or deflecting device) or in

advance of it.

1. Pavement marking, with and without mushroom buttons and reflectorization

2. Signs

3. Flashing yellow signals

4. Contrasting pavement colors and textures

5. Jiggle bars which are raised transverse bars placed on the pavement to make

any wheel encroachment within their area obvious to a vehicle operator without

loss of control of the vehicle

6. A vertical element sloping up to the island nose

7. Various combinations of the above.

Signs. The following signs, as may be required by conditions, should be erected in

the vicinity of or on loading islands.

Warning signs.

Directional signs and arrows.

Parking signs.

Information signs.

Standard signs indicating the permitted directions of flow should be placed at the

approach end of every loading island that is in the line of traffic flow. Such signs may
be double arrows or other appropriate symbols where traffic is permitted to pass on

either side of the island. When traffic is required to pass to the right of a loading

island a directional arrow or a regulatory Keep Right sign should be placed on the

approach end of the loading island. Such signs should be mounted at a height of 2 l/2
feet to the bottom of the sign. It should be mounted on the face of, or just in front

of a pier or other large obstruction (see figure 195).

Because a loading island may be obscured by vehicles, a second sign of the same

design should ordinarily be mounted directly above the standard sign with its lowest

edge 7 feet above the pavement.
All such signs should be reflectorized or adequately illuminated.

Standard No Parking signs may be placed along the curb of the sidewalk adjacent
to loading islands to prohibit parking opposite the entire length of the island and for

such distances beyond the ends thereof as are necessary to assure full utilization of

all available lanes.

Where street cars stop at particular loading islands only during certain periods,

informational signs should be appropriately placed to inform the public of such

practices.

Other informational, directional and regulatory signs may be required to expedite
and control traffic and to inform transit patrons.

Markings. The approach end treatment of loading islands should include pave-
ment markings consisting of a diagonal line, or lines, extending from the lane line to

a point 1 foot to the right side, or to both sides, of the approach end of the loading
island. The length of the diagonal line or lines should be not less than 50 feet. All

lines used in loading island approach end markings should be not less than 4 inches

nor more than 6 inches wide. They should preferably be reflectorized.
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As an added safeguard, it is desirable, especially where traffic is permitted to pass

to both right and left of a loading island, to place broad transverse, diagonal, or longi-

tudinal lines in the triangular area between the guide lines.

Approach end pavement markings should be used only to supplement adequate

markings on the approach end of the island itself.

It is desirable to mark lines on the pavement to indicate the limits and clearance

of the over-hang on turning street cars. Street car clearance lines should be broken

lines, with segments and gaps of equal length not exceeding 2 feet. Such lines should

be not less than 4 inches nor more than 6 inches wide.

Lane lines and turning movement lines, symbols or lettering should be used oppo-

site loading islands to guide vehicle operators into the proper lanes to obtain maximum

efficiency of the roadway.
All markings should be of a contrasting color, reflectorized paint, or other special

treatment to indicate clearly the presence of the island. In some cases additional curb

markings on the face of the loading island and on the adjacent curb may be necessary

to indicate parking limits, and to delineate the loading island.

Illumination and-or Reflecting Devices

The approach end of loading islands should be adequately visible to approaching
traffic. Methods of accomplishing adequate visibility during periods of darkness may
be obtained by the following means :

1. Intensified illumination and-or reflectorization to show clearly the outlines of

buffers or other protective deflecting devices.

2. General illumination of the entire area including adjacent vehicle lanes or as

much of the area as is required for safe operation.

The most effective arrangement for lighting bulkhead loading islands consists of

flood lights of proper design to emit sufficient light intensity to illuminate the ap-

proach end of the loading island, traffic lanes adjacent to the island, the pedestrian area

and the pedestrians therein. The usual heights of such units range from 9 to 12 feet.

Supplementing this illumination it is desirable to provide an amber light for approach-

ing traffic at the mounting height of the flood lights and a lower amber light or lights

to indicate the construction of the bulkhead. The upper and lower lights should be on

separate circuits so that failure of one will not affect the other (see figures 195, 196

and 198).

A lesser degree of illumination may be used if signs, targets and markings are

reflectorized. In some cities a reasonable degree of success has been obtained by the

use of only reflectorization. It is important to give due consideration to the available

general street illumination.

NON-STRUCTURAL LOADING ISLANDS

Non-structural loading islands have the following distinct elements :

1. Area intended for pedestrian use (2)

2. Devices to warn and direct drivers

3. Illuminating and-or reflectorizing devices.

Area Intended for Pedestrian Use

Pedestrian areas of non-structural loading islands are usually designated in practice

by painted lines, mushroom buttons and temporary portable stanchions, used separately

or in combinations.

(2) Sometimes referred to as a "Safety Zone."
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Pedestrian areas designated by the means indicated above do not offer the same

degree of protection as structural loading islands and are not generally recommended

except where the hazard to pedestrians is limited and where it is not feasible to locate

a structural loading island.

The dimensions of the space required for pedestrian area of a non-structural load-

ing island are identical to those for a structural loading island.

FIGURE 199 Non-Structural Loading Island Designated by Paint Lines and the Mush-
room Button.
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Devices to Warn and Protect Drivers

Non-structural loading islands have no physical protection at the end towards

approaching traffic. Deflecting materials in the form of mushroom buttons, jiggle bars

or similar devices are used as approach-end treatment to warn traffic.

The treatment given to the approach to structural loading islands also applies to

the non-structural loading island.

In order to afford the maximum protection to pedestrians in the pedestrian area

of a non-structural loading island it is necessary to give special attention to pavement

markings outlining the island. The requirements for pavement markings given for

structural loading islands should be followed wherever possible in marking the presence

of non-structural loading islands. Greater emphasis should be placed on the reflector-

ization of all signs and markings.

Illumination and-or Reflecting Devices

The effectiveness of approach end treatment of non-structural loading islands

depends greatly upon the illumination. Inasmuch as there is no physical structure such

as a raised platform upon which to mount adequate illuminating devices greater em-

phasis should be placed upon adequate street lighting in the vicinity of non-structural

loading islands. It may be necessary to provide additional flood lighting or standards

or lighting poles mounted on the curb of the roadway. It is equally important to give

special consideration to reflectorization.

LOCATION OF AND OPERATION AT LOADING ISLANDS

Distance from Curb

A loading island should allow at least 10 feet clear space between island and curb.

A 10-foot width is the minimum, and 11- or 12-foot lane widths are to be preferred.

FIGURE 200 Recessed Curb Opposite Loading Island.
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Where two lanes of traffic must move between the island and the curb, the minimum

clear distance should be 20 feet.

In some cases, it may be necessary to recess the curb adjacent to the island to

provide the required pavement width. Recessed curbs should begin not less than 80

feet from the end of the island and the pavement should reach its full width 50 feet

from the end of the island. This provides for curb at an angle to the normal curb

alignment for a distance of 30 feet. This is satisfactory for recesses up to 4 feet. For

greater recesses the ratio of length of angle curb to recess should range from 8:1 to

10:1. The new curb connecting the original curb with the recessed curb should be

set on a straight line rather than a reverse curve. Such construction is less expensive

to install and less difficult to clean.

Location at Curves

Wherever feasible it is desirable to avoid the location of loading islands on curves

where the street car overhang sweeps the pedestrian area of the loading island. If it

is necessary to establish loading islands on curves, the location on an inside curve is

preferable to the location on an outside curve. It is also desirable to avoid the location

of islands on steep grades.

Distance from Rail

Due to the variation in gauge of track in different cities, in street car widths,

design of street car steps and type of snow removal equipment, it is difficult to give a

standard distance from the rail for the location of a loading island. However, a

clearance distance between the street car and the edge of the loading island platform

of approximately one inch is generally used. In some cases, where wider, older type

cars with folding steps are still being used together with modern PCC cars, platforms

have been successfully located to provide a car overhang of 2 to 3 inches for the wider

older car. In these cases due consideration should be given to the height of the plat-

form to provide adequate clearance. Local conditions should be thoroughly studied to

determine the exact distance.

Distance from Crosswalk

Loading islands at near side of street intersections should be extended to the

crosswalk unless this is not feasible because of switches, street car turning movements
or other conditions. They should not, however, be continued within a crosswalk.

Near Side, Far Side or Mid-b.'ock Location

Loading islands, generally, should be located at intersections on the near side.

However, the following are among those factors that may make it desirable to estab-

lish the islands at far side or mid-block points : signal timing progression, selective

signals, switches, transfer movements, entrances and exits to buildings, driveways,
street car turning movements, excessive distance between stops, intersection design,

grade of street, or volume and turning movements of vehicular traffic. These factors

are discussed in the following.

Traffic Signal Progression

Whether a loading island should be located on the near side or the far side will

depend on which will result in the lesser signal light delays. When street cars, pro-
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ceeding in a progressive signal system usually approach an intersection on the red

signal interval, the loading island should be located on the near side to utilize the red

signal time for boarding and alighting of passengers. When street cars approach on

the green interval and sufficient green signal time is available to complete loading and

discharge and to proceed through the intersection, either a near side or a far side

location may be used depending on the other conditions. However, when street cars

commonly approach on the last part of the green signal interval and when loading and

discharge time extend into the succeeding red signal interval, the far side location has

definite advantages in eliminating signal light delay, effecting a better maintenance of

schedules and increasing operating speeds.

Theoretically there is no substantial time difference in delays of transit vehicles

loading at the near side as compared to the far side of an intersection, provided the

vehicles arrive at random intervals. As a practical matter, vehicles do not usually

arrive at random intervals, therefore the comparison of delay for near side vs. far

side stops depends upon the individual situation.

There may be circumstances which would justify the elimination of any street car

passenger stop due to the effect on the operation of progressive signal timing at adja-

cent intersections.

Location at Selective Traffic Controlled Intersections

At locations where movements are controlled by selective traffic signal indications

which allow sufficient time for only a limited number of street cars to proceed through
the intersection in the directions indicated by such signals, it may be advisable to

locate the loading island back from the intersection far enough to accommodate the

number of street cars which can proceed through the intersection in the indicated direc-

tion in the time allowed by the selective traffic signal. Such a location of the loading

island will permit street car operators to complete boarding and alighting operations

and to pull up to the intersection in order to take full advantage of the limited time

allocated to these movements without being further delayed by subsequent loading

operations.

Where two or more street car routes are operating over a common track and

diverging at switches at an intersection controlled by selective traffic signal operation,

it becomes even more important to provide adequate reservoir space between the plat-

form and the switch so that cars may proceed on their respective signals and not be

delayed by subsequent loading operations.

Switches

The location of loading islands opposite electric switches should be avoided since

their operation during rainy periods frequently causes splashing of water to heights
of several feet. The preferred location is not closer than 6 feet from a switch.

Due consideration should be given to trolley power cut-outs and track switch con-

trol practices and devices.

Locate at /ntersection with Traffic Signal Control

Wherever possible loading islands should be located at intersections controlled by
traffic signals. Such signals afford protection to pedestrians crossing the roadway to

the loading island. In this respect a near side location is preferable to a far side loca-

(3) Multi-phase signals which provide special through, right and-or left turn movements and
which are either street car activated or pretimed are used at these intersections.
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tion because the crosswalk is nearest to the end of the loading island where most

boarding and alighting takes place.

Entrances and Exits

Normally, loading islands should be located so as not to block entrance or exit

driveways. Special consideration should be given to locations in front of off-street

parking establishments, merchandising entrances and exits, churches and funeral par-

lors. Where large volumes of patrons are received from or destined for a large office,

store or other establishment, attention should be given to the location of loading

islands so as to give the greatest convenience and safety to such patrons.

Volume and Direction of Transfer Movements

Wherever large volumes of patrons transfer from one transit line to another, load-

ing islands should be located in such a manner as to keep the distance between transfer

points to a minimum and so that pedestrian movements will cross roadways carrying

the smallest traffic flow and as few roadways as possible. The far side stop location

may offer advantages in accomplishing this objective if used for one location.

Distance Between Stops

It is desirable to avoid short distances between loading islands. Longer distances

are better adapted to progressive signal timing, are beneficial to transit vehicle opera-

tion and speed up schedules by reducing the number of stops. Distances are however

influenced by number of passengers boarding and alighting at each point, accessibility

and convenience of loading points, and volumes and locations of transfers.

Operation at Loading Islands

Decision as to whether vehicles may pass only to the right or on both sides of the

island should be based on width of roadway, volume of motor vehicle traffic, and volume

and character of transit service. The rule should be uniform along any one street or in

one area where conditions are substantially similar. It is advisable where possible to

restrict automotive traffic to the right side of the island. Where roadway capacity to the

right of the island is considerably less than required and additional capacity cannot be

obtained by recessing the curb, it is advisable to permit traffic to pass on either side of

the loading island. Allowing other than transit vehicles to pass to the left of the island

may seriously delay street cars in reaching the loading island with subsequent cumula-

tive loss of time to passengers and derangement of transit schedules. However, such

delays may be less serious than the delays resulting from the accumulation of the excess

general traffic on the car tracks approaching the island when there is inadequate capacity

to clear traffic to the right of the island.

Unless other conditions warrant, it is advisable to prohibit automobile left turns

from the car tracks opposite loading islands.

REFUGE ISLANDS

The main function of refuge islands is to provide a place of safety for pedestrians

caught within the roadway on crosswalks by changing signals, by oncoming traffic at

unsignalized intersections or in large or irregular shaped intersections where it is dif-

ficult and dangerous for pedestrians to cross. In congested areas they also tend to
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FIGURE 201 Streamlined Pedestrian Islands.

expedite the movement of vehicular traffic by permitting such traffic to proceed without

waiting for pedestrians to clear the entire roadway.
Where any one or a combination of the following conditions indicate the need,

one or more refuge islands should be installed.

High accident frequency.

Dense pedestrian traffic.

Dense vehicle traffic.

High speed vehicle traffic.

Wide roadway.

Complex intersections.

In urban areas where vehicle traffic is relatively slow moving, particularly at inter-

sections without traffic signal control, pedestrians in any considerable number should

not be required to find their way through more than four lanes of two-way traffic with-

out a center island, or through more than three lanes in one direction without an inter-

mediate island. Such islands may also be desirable at traffic signal controlled intersec-

tions to reduce the necessary clearance periods and expedite the movement of traffic.

Refuge islands have four distinct parts:

1. Area intended for pedestrians"'

2. Physical barrier at the approach end

3. Devices to warn and direct drivers

4. Illuminating and-or reflectorizing devices.

Area Intended for Pedestrians

In practice refuge islands are designated by platforms, markings, or mushroom but-

tons. Raised platforms for part of the width of the cross walk are preferable as they
afford pedestrians a greater sense of security. Part of the area, however, should be

kept at pavement level to facilitate use by baby carriages, wheel chairs, and crippled

or aged persons.

Length and Width. Width should be at least 4 and preferably 6 feet. The usable

length along the roadway, including the part at pavement level for baby carriages,
<4) Sometimes referred to as a "Safety Zone."
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wheel chairs and infirm persons should not be less than 5 feet nor less than the width

of the cross walk. In any event the area of the island should be sufficiently large to

accommodate the maximum number of pedestrians who will use the island at any one

time. Local conditions will determine whether the part of the island at street level is

to be adjacent to the intersection, at the center of the cross walk, or elsewhere. In any

event the entire area used by pedestrians should be so designed as to be protected

against any encroachment by motor vehicles, including those making left turns.

Height. Platform height should be from 5 to 7 inches, and in general should con-

form to local standards' of curb height for sidewalks. Where additional thickness of

surfacing is anticipated on the roadway pavement due allowance should be made for it.

Physical Barrier at the Approach End

In areas where vehicle speeds and hazards are relatively high, physical protection

of refuge islands should be provided at the end toward approaching traffic in the form

of a buffer to withstand the impact of a colliding vehicle. This buffer may be a con-

crete, block, a series of solid posts or pipes, a prow or other similar devices. Even in

business districts where speeds may be high after business hours some form of buffer

at the approach end of a refuge island may be desirable. The type of buffer recommended

is the same as those described for loading islands.

In roadways requiring median islands at each intersection, consideration should be

given to the alternative of a continuous median strip between intersections. Such a strip

would avoid the expense of buffers or other approach end protection at each intersec-

tion, minimize weaving between intersections and afford other advantages of a divided

highway. Disadvantages are that it would bar vehicles on one side of the street from

direct access to alleys, filling stations, and other business facilities as well as residences

on the other side. This in reality is a channelizing island (discussed in previous chap-

ter) although parts of it are used as a refuge island.

Devices to Worn Drivers

The approach end of a refuge island, whether or not protected by a buffer, should

be carefully designed to provide a maximum degree of warning of the presence of the

island, and where necessary a definite indication of the proper vehicle path or paths to

be followed. Approach end treatment similar to that given for loading islands should

be followed.

On every refuge island in the line of traffic, standard regulatory or warning signs

and pavement markings as described for loading islands should be placed at the end

toward approaching traffic. The extensive use of a contrasting color, reflectorized paint,

or other special treatment to indicate clearly the presence of the island may make
illumination unnecessary or limit the degree of illumination required (see figure 202).

Illumination oncf-or Reflecting Devices

All refuge islands, including their approach end treatment, should be provided with

1. Intensified illumination and-or reflectorization to show clearly the outline of

buffers or other structures, collision with which might seriously damage motor

vehicles or injure pedestrians. Due consideration should be given to the avail-

able general street illumination (see figure 202).
2. General illumination of the entire area including adjacent vehicle traffic lanes,

or as much of the area as is required for safe operation.
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FIGURE 202 Sloping Faced Abutment Type Refuge Island.

Location

Refuge islands should normally be centered on the median line of the roadway.

They should not be located in roadways carrying fast moving vehicles unless they can

be so placed between the streams of traffic as not to create hazards. Where the estab-

lishment of a refuge island would create hazards to approaching vehicles, any consid-

erable pedestrian movement across the roadway should be protected by other means,

such as a pedestrian-actuated traffic signal or a pedestrian underpass or overpass. The

parts of the island used by pedestrians should be in line with the crosswalks. Local

conditions will determine whether the part of the island at street level should be adja-

cent to the intersection, at the center of the crosswalk, or elsewhere.

BUS CURB LOADING ZONES

Design

Bus zones normally have the following distinct parts :

1. The area in the roadway adjacent to the curb reserved for use by the stopped

bus.

2. Adequate signs and markings to indicate to all vehicle operators the presence

of a bus stop and the extent of its area.

3. Adequate signs to inform pedestrians of the location of bus stops.

Dimensions. Bus stops should be sufficiently long to enable operators to approach
the stopping area at a reasonable rate of speed, pull buses completely out of the moving
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traffic lanes and stop parallel and close enough to the curb so that passengers may
enter and leave any door by an easy step. The length of the zone necessary to accom-

plish this depends upon the following factors :

1. Location of zone; near side, far side or mid-block

2. Length of buses using the zone

3. Number of buses to be accommodated simultaneously.

Table 196 gives minimum desirable zone sizes as related to these factors based

upon data from several sources but mainly from tests conducted by or for the American

Transit Association in several cities and on all sizes of buses.

Tests upon which these observations were made were controlled so that the bus

approached the stop at operating speeds from 15 to 20 miles per hour.

TABLE 196 MINIMUM DESIRABLE BUS CURB LOADING ZONE LENGTHS >

Length in Feet for

Approximate Bus
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the number of buses using the stops varies materially. The limits corresponding to

the different times of day should be clearly marked by appropriate signs and markings.

Illumination. When bus stops are located where the general street lighting is not

sufficient to provide adequate illumination for safety in boarding and alighting and for

the security of patrons, supplementary lighting should be provided.

Signs and Markings. Adequate signs for prohibiting parking and for marking the

extreme limits of the zones should be installed and properly maintained. Curb mark-

ings, preferably yellow, will aid in enforcing regulations prohibiting use of these spaces

by private automobiles, taxicabs and trucks. Painted lines or markings on the pave-

ment designating the limits of the zone are frequently used and in some cases a legend

similar to the following is painted on the pavement : "Bus Stop No Parking."

Location and Operation

Location. Curb bus stops should not be so located as to cause hazard and delay

due to obstruction of other traffic flow. Where curbs are recessed for bus stops the

requirements are similar to those for loading islands (see page 426). It is sometimes

desirable to recess the curb sufficiently to provide a turnout bay for the entire bus,

completely shielded from moving lanes of traffic.
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FIGURE 203 Accident Hazards at Near Side Bus Loading Zones.

(Courtesy, Chicago Surface Lines.)

Bus stops may be located either on the near side or the far side of the intersections,

or in mid-block. The proper location should be determined from careful consideration

of all conditions involved. No single factor is generally controlling. However, bus

stops are most commonly located on the near side of intersections except where some
of the following conditions dictate otherwise.

Where both buses and street cars are operated on the same street, it is desirable

to avoid the location of street car and bus stops directly opposite each other. Whether
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the street car or the bus should stop on the near or far side will depend upon the

conditions at each intersection.

At intersections where buses turn left, a far side or mid-block stop has some

advantages. A far side stop is particularly advantageous where a left turn is made.

When right turns are made and the curb radius is short, a mid-block stop has definite

advantages, other conditions being equal.

At complicated intersections, where streets meet at other than right angles, far

side stops often provide better operation and less traffic interference. In some cases

where large channelizing islands are available, there are advantages in locating the

bus stop at the channelizing island. The curb of such channelizing islands may be con-

veniently recessed to accommodate the bus stop.
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FIGURE 204 Accident Hazards at Far Side Bus Loading Zones.

(Courtesy, Chicago Surface Lines.)

At transfer points where there is a considerable volume of transferring traffic,

the buses on one route may stop at the near side while buses on the intersecting street

stop on the far side. Combination locations such as these reduce pedestrian travel across

the intersection.

At intersections where the predominant number of arriving and leaving passen-

gers come from, or are destined for, a building or industrial plant on either the near

side or the far side, the stop should be located at this most appropriate point to reduce

pedestrian traffic in the intersection. Far side stops are seldom found satisfactory where

there is apt to be even an occasional accumulation of buses over the capacity of the

bus stop zone.

At intersections where numerous vehicles turn right, near side bus stops may
result in conflicts and traffic accidents and hence be inferior to far side stops.

Sidewalk obstructions, inferior alighting surfaces, street paving or roadway grades

frequently may be the key factor in the final determination of the stop location.

Many of the factors applicable to the location of loading islands apply to the
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selection of near side, far side and mid-block bus stops, including relation to signal

timing and reasonable spacing (see pages 426 to 428).

Operation. Where buses of several routes use the same stop location, it is

advisable to segregate the loading by route. Adequate signs or markings should be

placed to indicate clearly the point of loading for each route. Also, adequate curb

length should be provided so that buses not at the head of the fcone may pull out prompt-

ly when through loading. At such locations and at other points where heavy loading

occurs, it is advisable to encourage queue loading. This provides an orderly operation

and increases the speed and efficiency of loading. In connection with queue loading,

it may be possible also to collect fares prior to boarding which decreases the delay in

making change and thereby reduces loading time.

Where buses make right turns, it is desirable (though not always possible) to

increase the curb radii to a degree sufficient to permit buses to make such turns with-

out swinging out into the adjacent traffic lanes and without climbing or rubbing the

corner curb. A desirable curve which will provide an easy right turning movement
consists of a compound curve the center radius of which is 25 feet and the radius at

each end is 100 feet. If a simple curve is more practical, it should have a radius of 35

feet. Such curb radii will facilitate bus movements and reduce delays and congestion

to other traffic. The lengthening of the curb radius as suggested above will not lengthen
the pedestrian crosswalk materially or to the degree the curb radius is lengthened.

However such action will reduce sidewalk capacity and therefore may not be feasible

at some locations where sidewalk space cannot be sacrificed.



Chapter XVI

STREET AND HIGHWAY LIGHTING

This chapter
(1> covers fundamental factors of seeing and lighting, types and charac-

teristics of lamps and luminaires, proper arrangement and layout of street lighting, and

operation and measurement of street illumination.

FUNDAMENTAL FACTORS

Discernment by Silhouette

Where the brightness of objects is less than that of the background, discernment is

principally by silhouette. To enhance discernment by silhouette, brightness of the pave-
ment and uniformity thereof along and traverse to the roadway are essential. The
amount of light reflected or brightness of the pavement depends upon the intensity and

angle of incident light from the luminaire, pavement specularity and reflection coeffi-

cient at typical angles of view.

Pavement Surface Reflect/on

The light-reflecting characteristics of representative pavement surfaces, both wet

and dry, have been measured by the Oregon State Highway Department.
(2) A constant

candlepower of incident light was directed to pavement samples at angles of 45 and
17 from the pavement surface. Relative values of light reflected from the pavement

samples for an incident angle of 45 at various angles throughout a vertical plane in-

cluding the beam of incident light, are shown in figure 205. Among the important

findings gained from these measurements and similar studies conducted by others in

this country
00 and abroad<4) are the following :

1. A light tone of pavement surface contributes importantly to visibility of the

pavement itself and also to discernment of obstacles by silhouette.

2. When pavements are wet, visibility is greatly enhanced by location of light

sources several feet out over the pavement and along the outsides of curves.

Discernment by Reverse Silhouette

At locations when the object brightness is greater than that of the immediate

background, discernment is by reverse silhouette. This usually applies to the visibility

(1> The material in this section is based upon the "American Standard Practice for Street and
Highway Lighting," sponsored by the Illuminating Engineering Society, and approved on September
30, 1947, by the American Standards Association.

<2>
"Light-Reflecting Characteristics of Pavement Surfaces," by G. S. Paxson and J. D. Everson,

Technical Bulletin No. 12, December, 1939, Oregon State Highway Department.

ing
the

<8> "Evaluation of Street Lighting," by K. M. Reid and H. J. Chanon, "Illuminating Engineer-
"; Reflection Characteristics of Road Surfaces," by Parry Moon and R. M. Hunt, "Journal of
Franklin Institute," Vol. 225, No. 1, p. 1, January, 1938.
<4) "Reflection from Road Surfaces," by A. K. Taylor, Bulletin of the Department of Scien-

tific and Industrial Research (England), March, 1930; "Road Surface Reflection Characteristics and
Their Influence on Street Lighting Practice," by J. M. Waldram, Proceedings of the Association
of Public Lighting Engineers (England), September, 1934; "Licthreflectie Door Wegdekken" (Light
Reflection from Road Surfaces), by J. Bergmans, Bulletin of the N. V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrie-
ken (The Netherlands), 1938; "Etude de la brilliance des revetements de chaussies humides" (Study
of the Brightness of the Surfaces of Wet Highways), by M. Cohu and A. Trequingneaux, "Revue
Generale de L'Electricite," September, 1938, p. 373.

436
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of objects on areas adjacent to the roadway, projections above the pavement surface

such as channelizing islands, abutments, and the upper portions of pedestrians or

vehicles.

FIGURE 205 Distribution of Reflected Light from Various Types of Pavement Sur-

faces. (See Text for Explanation.) Solid Lines Show Dry Surface. Dotted Lines Show
Wet Surface Reflection.

Discernment by Surface Detail

This factor in visibility depends upon a high order of direct illumination on the

side of the object toward the driver. The object is then seen by variations in brightness

or color over its own surface without general contrast with a background. In heavy

traffic, discernment by surface detail is usually the principal method of seeing. The

night legibility of traffic signs depends upon visual acuity and brightness of surface

detail. Figure 207 shows placement of signs with respect to luminaire for direct

illumination.

Size of Objects

Size of objects and identifying detail which must be recognized is an important

factor in night visibility. Objects of significance to safety cover a wide range in size

a brick, a dog, a person, or perhaps a vehicle.
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Time Available for Seeing

Another important factor is the time available for recognition of an object or

traffic situation. For a driver this time decreases with vehicular speed. The time

factor is involved to a greater extent as the level of illumination is decreased and

also as the range of brightness in the driver's field of view increases, requiring light

adaption of the eyes.

Color of Light

Research (6) has shown that the visibility of objects on or near a roadway is sub-

stantially the same throughout the wide differences in color of light from sodium-vapor,

mercury-vapor, and filament lamps, when the comparison is on the basis of equal
amounts of light, similarly distributed.

Glare

The effects of glare reduce visibility and cause ocular discomfort. The reduction

in visibility has been measured for varying conditions of glare from luminaires, road

brightness and driving speed.
<8)

Veiling glare interference with visibility depends upon the illumination at the

eyes from the glare sources, the angles which they make with the line of vision along
the roadway, and the fluctuation due to movement with respect to glare sources.

Discomfort glare interference with seeing is diminished by reducing luminaire

brightness. This may be accomplished through increasing the effective luminaire area

and decreasing the intensity of light at angles higher than that required for pave-
ment brightness.

Both veiling and discomfort glare effects are decreased as the luminaires are

removed from the driver's normal line of sight or center of field of vision. Modern
practice in luminaire mounting height and restriction of light from the luminaire

at vertical and lateral angles where interference with driver visibility is most signi-

ficant aids in this respect. Increasing the brightness of surroundings, such as the

pavement and other areas forming a background in the field of view, reduces glare

contrast, improves visibility and the comfort of seeing. Properly designed street and

highway lighting minimizes glare from sources in the field of view.

Lighting Effect on Traffic Movement

Generally speaking, highway lighting encourages night use of streets and highways,
particularly main intercity arteries, distributing traffic loads to the night hours, and
safe speeds may be fully 10 to 20 miles per hour higher than on unlighted highways.
Economic benefits due to reduced accident frequency and reduced travel time are gen-
erally high.

Special studies
(7)

of effects of highway lighting on movement of vehicles on tangent
sections of rural highways where there are few pedestrians, few property entrances and
low traffic densities show that :

1. Highway lighting does not affect travel speeds on these types of roads.

< "Studies in Fundamentals of Highway Lighting," by K. M. Reid and H. J. Chanon, Trans-
actions of the Illuminating Engineering Society, Vol. XXXI, February, 1936, p. 119.

Tit

' '

"?val"ati?n of Street Lighting," by K. M. Reid and H. J. Chanon, Transactions of the
Illuminating Engineering Society, Vol. XXXIV, December, 1939, p. 120.

)Fpr complete report, see "Studies of Motor Vehicle Operation on Lighted and Unlighted
Rural Highways m New Jersey," Proceedings of the Twenty-Fourth Annual Meeting of the High-
way Research Board, p. 513. These studies pertained to tangent sections of rural highways with
few pedestrians, few property entrances and low traffic densities.
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2. Based on transverse positions and clearances between vehicles, the behavior of

drivers at night conforms more nearly to their daytime practices when the

highway is lighted than when it is unlighted. The difference, however, is slight.

3. Certain driving practices at night which tend to cause accidents are reduc'ed a

measurable amount by providing highway illumination. This is verified by the

actual accident rate as well as by the potential accident hazard as determined by

the driver-behavior studies. The driving practices that seem to be directly af-

fected are: the tendency of drivers to follow too closely behind a preceding

vehicle travelling at the same speed, and failure of drivers to keep their vehicles

to the right of the center line when meeting other vehicles on a two-lane

highway.

4. Insufficient evidence was provided by these studies to justify continuous lighting

on long tangent sections of rural highways.

Studies
(8) show that highway lighting encourages use of full roadway width and

proper lanes, and acceptance of available passing opportunities.

Effect on the Driver

Seeing is work that human beings do with eyes, muscles, nerves, energy, heart, and

mind. It requires such tools as light and vision, but also human effort and intelligence.

The motorists' internal condition depends upon and is affected by the external seeing

conditions provided for travel on the highways at night. Easy, quick, and accurate

seeing conditions lessen the rate of fatigue, decrease muscular and nervous tension, and

improve driver efficiency, confidence, reaction, judgment, and behavior.

Accident Prevent/on

Installation of properly designed and warranted street and highway lighting systems

generally results in significant reduction in night accident rates. This is due to the fact

that visibility distances at night are materially increased by the installation of highway
traffic lighting. The contour and alinement of the roadway are thus revealed several

thousand feet ahead, the primary limitation being the same physical characteristics

which limit daylight sight distances. At these distances the lighted roadway also serves

as a background to minimize the effect of headlight glare and for judgments of speed

and direction of vehicles.

LAMPS AND LUMINAIRES

Lamps

Choice of lamp size, type, and color may be dependent upon several considerations

in addition to luminaire distribution. Increase or decrease in lamp size used with a

given luminaire may almost proportionately increase or decrease candlepower, illumina-

tion, pavement and obstacle brightnesses, etc. This is usually not directly proportional

because accompanying variations in the size of the light source such as lamp filament,

or mercury discharge arc, affect the degree of light control and concentration obtained

from a given luminaire optical system, such as reflector, prismatic globe or lens.

It is generally good practice and in the interest of economy to use the largest lamp
size in a luminaire which will provide acceptable uniformity of pavement brightness.

This also depends on luminaire spacing.

The following types of lamps (light sources) are available for street and highway
lighting.

< "Effects of Highway Lighting on Driver Behavior," W. P. Walker, Proceedings of the
Twentieth Annual Meeting of the Highway Research Board, December, 1940, p. 511.
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Filament. The filament lamp now predominates in usage. It is particularly well

adapted in a number of ways to service of this kind: It is inexpensive; its small

light source permits good optical control of the light; it produces light of a pleasing

color; and it is available in a wide variety of sizes. See table 197 for lamp ratings.

TABLE 197 LUMEN AND WATT RATINGS OF STREET SERIES FILAMENT LAMPS <

Rated Initial Lumens Rated Amperes Approximate Initial Watts

2,000 Hrs. ( 3,000 Hrs. <

1,000 6.6 62 66

2,500 6.6 143 152

4,000 6.6 210 220

4,000 15.0 205 215

6,000 6.6 310 325

6,000 20.0 295 310

10,000 6.6 540 590

10,000 20.0 485 505

15,000 20.0 715
u> Multiple street lighting lamps rated in nominal lumens have been designed and made available

giving the same average lumens throughout life as the corresponding street series lamps.
<*) Rated average laboratory life.

Source: General Electric Company.

Sodium-Vapor. This type is being used for the traffic lighting of underpasses,

bridges, railroad crossings, sharp curves, intersections, cloverleaves, traffic circles, and

vehicular belt parkways.
The readily interpreted yellow-orange color of light from this lamp has been suc-

cessfully used at hazardous locations for desired driver aspect, mental attitude, and

behavior based on advance warning, attention, and awareness. Because the sodium light

source is the size of the lamp bulb itself, luminaires of the size used with filament and

mercury do not give as high performance with sodium lamps. However, sodium lamps

produce light at a high lumen output per watt efficiency, which with long lamp life

makes their use advantageous under certain conditions. (See table 198.)

Mercury-Vapor. This type of lamp is being used for street and highway lighting

to an increasing extent. Luminaires are now available for the horizontal operation of

mercury lamps which provide illumination, visibility, and good seeing efficiency com-

parable at least to that previously obtained with filament lamps.
Factors such as higher lumen output of mercury lamps per watt power used and

long lamp life are conducive to their use. The light from mercury lamps is generally
considered bluish-white, having very little of the red color component. Typical mercury
vapor lamps used in street and highway lighting are listed in table 198.

Fluorescent. This type is being used in luminaires extending along the sides of

roadways. The luminaires are mounted low at or below driver eye level. These lamps
are also being used for the overhead illumination of tunnels and underpass roadways.

Luminaires are also now available for the effective use of fluorescent lamps in

overhead street and highway lighting. Due to the length and number of lamps re-

quired to provide lumen output comparable with that obtained from filament and mer-

cury lamps, these luminaires are quite large. However, the direct reflection pavement
brightness streaks to the driver's eyes are several times wider and the glare brightness
of the luminaire is several times less than that from luminaires for other lamp types.

Fluorescent lamps generate light in desirable colors, such as "warm white," at high

efficiency and have relatively long life. Use of fluorescent lamps depends upon evalu-

ation of the seeing benefit provided and economic comparison with that obtained from
other types of lamps (see table 199).
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TABLE 198 LUMEN AND WATT RATINGS OF SODIUM AND MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS

SODIUM VAPOR LAMPS

Rated
Lumens
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The distribution from the luminaire should cover the pavement between curbs and

provide reasonably adequate lighting on adjacent areas extending 10 to 15 feet beyond

the pavement edge. This illumination is essential for traffic signs, to detect the presence

or movement of pedestrians, and to light the full height of parked vehicles.

In the following paragraphs five typical candlepower distribution types are de-

scribed which meet most street and highway lighting requirements. Figure 206 shows

these distributions in the 75-degree cone.
<8) The angles shown in the illustration conform

to the usual convention of designating the direction across the street as degrees;

parallel with the street as 90 degrees, and directly back from the street as 180 degrees

(considering a light mounted at the edge of the pavement). Lateral width angle is

the angle at one-half of the maximum candlepower in the cone of maximum candle-

power, measured from the luminaire axis parallel to the curb line (see figure 206).

Type I Two Way Lateral Distribution. Intended for luminaire mounting ap-

proximately over the center of the street. It projects two beams of light in opposite

directions along the street, their axis being parallel with the curb line. Lateral width

is zero.

Type II Narrow Asymmetric Lateral Distribution. Intended for luminaire

mounting at or near the side of the street. It is narrow distribution, having a lateral

width of approximately 25 degrees in the cone of maximum candlepower.

Type III Medium Width Asymmetric Lateral Distribution. Intended for lumi-

naire mounting at or near the side of the street but having a lateral width up to

approximately 45 degrees (in the cone of maximum candlepower at approximately 75

degrees). It is intended for wide streets.

Type IV Wide Asymmetric Lateral Distribution. Still wider laterally than

Type III. The lateral width is approximately 90 degrees.

Type Y Symmetric Distribution. Candlepower in the cone of maximum candle-

power is the same throughout 360 degrees. It is useful where lighting must be installed

in center parkways and to some extent for intersections.

The above lateral distributions are prototypes. A light distribution should be

classified by the type number corresponding to the prototype distribution curve which

it most nearly approximates. For example, a distribution in the cone of maximum
candlepower which has a lateral width up to 35 degrees may be classified as Type
II. Distributions which in the cone of maximum candlepower have lateral width of

from 35 degrees to 67.5 degrees may be classified as Type III. Type IV distributions

may have a lateral width of from 67.5 degrees to 90 degrees in the cone of maximum
candlepower.

The width of the lateral distribution required to adequately cover the rectangular
area of a roadway having a specific width varies with the vertical angle of the cone

in which the distribution is shown. In a cone at 77.5 degrees the lateral distribution

for roadway coverage is generally narrower. In lower cones such as 72.5 degrees, 70

degrees, 60 degrees, etc., the distributions should be progressively broader to cover

the same width of roadway.
(9) Since the degree of asymmetry required from any luminaire is quite different at different

vertical angles measured from nadir, it is difficult to express the asymmetric distribution graph-
ically by any single photometric curve. Therefore, it is customary to use a series of such curves,
each representing the light distribution in the surface of a cone with its axis vertical and apex at
the light center. The light distribution in the surface of such a cone is commonly called the "lat-
eral distribution." Since the 75-degree cone is the one generally representative of maximum candle-
power, this cone is the one usually selected for showing the typical lateral distribution. It is
assumed that in each luminaire the lateral distribution in other vertical cones will vary from that
in the 75-degree cone to provide adequate coverage of the rectangular street area involved.
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Distribution widths which in other cones will provide transverse coverage of

roadway which is approximately the same as that from lateral distributions in the

75 degree cone are shown in table 200.

TABLE 200 DISTRIBUTION WIDTHS FOR CORRESPONDING ROADWAY COVERAGE

Vertical Angle of
Maximum Cone

(degrees)

75

Lateral Width of Distribution
( degrees')

70

25

30

35

20

35

43

52

29

45

56

74

36

Examples of more complete photometric data on representative street lighting

luminaires are presented in figures 207, 208, 209 and 212.

DEVELOPMENT OF LIGHTING LAYOUT

Luminaire Spacings

The spacing of street lighting units is often influenced by the location of poles for

trolley attachments, electrical distribution poles, block lengths, and property lot lines.

It is better practice to use larger lamps at reasonably wide spacings and higher mount-

ings than to use smaller lamps at more frequent intervals with lower mountings. This is

an economical procedure, and it is usually in the interest of good lighting provided the

spacing-mounting height ratio is within the range of light distribution for which the

luminaire is designed.

Luminaire Mounting Heights and

Transverse Location

As mounting heights are increased,

proportionately longer spacings between

lighting units may be permissible. Wider

spacings, of course, require larger lamps
tb maintain a given level of illumination.

Lower mounting heights require closer

spacing in order to preserve a proper

spread of light over the pavement.

Glare from street lamps increases

with the candlepower directed toward the

eye and decreases with greater mounting

heights.

The relative blinding effect of glare
from street lamps at different mounting

heights is shown in figure 210.

The recommended mounting heights
for luminaires having the distribution

characteristics described above are given
in table 201. Where practicable, higher

mounting may often be preferable.

HEIGHT

30 FT

RELATIVE BLINDING EFFECT

i!

FIGURE 210 Relative Blinding Effect of
Glare from Street Lamps at Different
Mounting Heights. Candlcpoivcr Assumed
Constant.

(Source: American Standard Practice ^or
Street and Highway Lighting.)
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All of the light distribution types referred to in the previous section are most

effective when suspended over the street pavement by suitable brackets, mast arms or

other means. Types II, III and IV luminaires should be mounted at least four feet

out from the curb. Type I luminaires are intended for mounting approximately over

the center line of the street or highway.

TABLE 201 RECOMMENDED LUMINAIRE MOUNTING HEIGHTS

Lamp Size Mounting Height if the Luminaire Is



A Globe-headed Norway Maple

B Upright Norway Maples

C Upright Ginkgo

D Street of Upright Sugar Maples

FIGURE 211 Varieties of Excellent Street Trees.
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TABLE 202 RECOMMENDED AVERAGE HORIZONTAL FOOTCANDLES
FOR STREET AND HIGHWAY LIGHTING

(Lumens per Square Foot)

Horizontal Footcandles if the Vehicle Traffic Is
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Recommended Footcand/es

The following recommendations of illumination for various classifications of city

streets and highways are based on the "American Standard Practice for Street and

Highway Lighting."

Table 202 has been expanded to show recommendations for the differences in

pavement reflectance. (Generally speaking, 10 percent for urban streets and 20 percent

for urban and rural highways are considered the usual reflectance values existing under

favorable conditions.) The minimum of 0.3 footcandles for highways corresponds to

the minimum recommended. Consideration should be made for vehicle speeds which

on highways are usually higher than on urban streets.

TABLE 203 DEFINITION OF CLASSIFICATIONS OF VEHICULAR TRAFFIC VOLUMES
Volume of Vehicular Traffic

Classification (maximum night hour both directions)

Very Light Traffic Under 150

Light Traffic 150-500

Medium Traffic 500-1200

Heavy Traffic 1200-2400

Very Heavy Traffic 2400-4000

Heaviest Traffic Over 4000

Source: "American Standard Practice for Street and Highway Lighting."

TABLE 204 DEFINITION OF CLASSIFICATIONS OF PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC VOLUMES

Pedestrian Volumes Crossing^ Vehicle Traffic Lanes in

Classification Hour of Heaviest Night Vehicle Traffic

None No pedestrians as on express highways

Light As on streets in average residential districts

Medium As on secondary business streets and some indus-

trial streets

Heavy As on main business streets

Source: "American Standard Practice for Street and Highway Lighting."

Design of Lighting Systems

The utilization efficiency chart (available from manufacturers of street lighting

equipment) for various makes and types of luminaires, affords one practical method

for the determination of average footcandle intensity over the roadway surface where

lamp lumens, mounting heights, width of paved area and spacing between luminaires

are known or assumed. Conversely, the desired spacing or any other unknown factor

may readily be determined if the other factors are given.
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.50

.40

.30

.20

.10

SIDE

20'MOUNTING HEIGHT 20
25' 25
30* 30

AVERAGE FOOT-CANDLES

40 60 80 100

5O 75 100 125

60 90 120 150

PAVEMENT WIDTH (FT)

LAMP LUMENS X COEFFICIENT OF UTILIZATION
SPACING X WIDTH PAVED AREA

Spacing is measured along center line of pavement. When luminaires arc opposite,

double lamp lumen value.

FIGURE 212 Composite Utilisation Efficiency Chart Showing Utilisation Factor for

Effective Lumen Delivery on Pavement Area, Type II Distribution.

Figure 212 illustrates a composite utilization efficiency chart based on an average

of four typical Type II luminaires of different makes, representative of luminaires in

general use.

A typical practical application of the use of the utilization efficiency chart may be

illustrated as follows :

Given : Street Width 50 feet

Mounting Height 25 feet

Lamp Size 6000 lumens

Luminaire Type II

Required : Desired spacing to produce 0.6 footcandles

Lamp Lumens X Coefficient of Utilization
Spacing =

Average Footcandles X Width Street

6000 X 0.443
a6 ft

0.6 X 50

This example assumes luminaires at the curb line. Where the luminaire overhangs
the curb, the width factor used will be the actual street width between curbs minus the
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amount of overhang. Where the supporting bracket is short (4 feet or less) the cal-

culation will be reasonably accurate if the full street width is used.

It is usually advisable to use a maintenance factor in computations so that the

desired average illumination is obtained in service. Where operating conditions are

normal a maintenance factor of 80 percent may be used. The formula is then :

Lamp Lumens X Coefficient of Utilization X Maintenance Factor (80%)

Average Footcandles X Width of Pavement

FIGURE 213 Recommended Lighting Lay-
outs for Specific Hazardous Locations.

(Source: American Standard Practice for
Street and Highway Lighting.)

tt4J AV6. LUMENS PER SQ.FT.

10' BERM (0.50 AVO. LUMENS PER SO fT.J

0.84 AVO. LUMENS PER SO. FT.

0.45 AVE. LUMENS PER SO.FT.

-0.40 AVE. LUMENS PER SQ.FT.

- 0^0 AVE. LUMENS PER SQ.FT.

Illustrative Arrangements

Figure 213 illustrates recommended

lighting layouts for several specific types

of hazardous locations.

Curves. On curving roadways the

lighting units provide best visibility when
located on the outside of the curve.

Intersections. Due to the potential
n- , r i.- i A j ,. r FIGURE 214 Correctly Spaced Highway

conflicts of vehicular and pedestrian traf-
Traffic Lighting at Intersection-10,000

fie at intersections, more illumination is Lumen Sodium Luminaires.

required. For the average simple, skew, .

"Y" or "T" intersection on urban streets the illumination should be at least equal to the

sum of the illumination values recommended for the two streets which form the inter-

section. For compound intersections, a detailed study of traffic flow, both pedestrian

and vehicular, should be made. The illumination should be at least equal to that

recommended for very heavy traffic. In all cases the lighting units should be so located

that pedestrian cross walks are illuminated effectively.

The luminaires at a highway intersection should be located so that specular

pavement reflection areas best reveal the full roadway width, its layout, signs, pave-

ment markings, minimize glare from opposing headlights, and provide maximum
silhouette effectiveness for discernment of the presence and movement of vehicles.
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Wet pavement conditions greatly decrease the width of pavement reflection areas

and must be considered in the location and selection of luminaires. The increase and

decrease in illumination, shown in figure 214, generally provides satisfactory build-up

and diminuation of pavement brightness for the driver entering and leaving the

lighted area.

Railroad Grade Crossings. Two luminaires should be on opposite sides of the

roadway and so located as to place the crossing between the lighting unit and the ap-

proaching vehicle. The distance between lighting units and the outside track should

not exceed 75 feet. Where the street or highway is already lighted, the lighting units

adjacent to the crossing should be located as described above, and the lamp should be

at least one size larger than those employed on the remainder of the installation. Light

of a cautionary color may be used.

Alleys. Lighting should be provided at entrances, exits and intersections of public

alleys. Unless traffic through such alleys is sufficient to justify lighting for traffic

safety, the minimum recommended lighting is the 1,000-lumen lamp on spacings not to

exceed 200 feet.

Bridges. Overpasses and Viaducts. The approaches and pedestrian walk-ways
should receive particular attention especially where there are changes in street or high-

way width, curb contour or where abutments are so placed as to constitute a possible

traffic hazard.

Plazas and Traffic Circles. The illumination of plazas or traffic circles should be

at least equivalent to that recommended for streets or highways carrying the same

volume of traffic and should be increased approximately 50 percent if there is heavy

pedestrian traffic or an unusual number of streets or highways entering the area. Lights
should be placed to provide quick and easy identification of ingress and egress roadways.

Elevated and Depressed Roadways. Lighting units should be properly located to

identify dividing curbs, curves in roadways, or changes in width. Ramps for exit and
entrance should have particular consideration as to lighting unit placement and may
require somewhat greater illumination than the remainder of the roadway.

Underpasses and Tunnels. Vehicular tunnels involve many special design features

not common to streets and highways. In general, the illumination should be approx-

imately 50 percent greater than that recommended for the connecting street or high-

way or for a roadway carrying the same volume of traffic. However, at the entrances

there should be a supplementary lighting system for daytime operation.

OPERATION

Street lamps are turned on and off either on a fixed time schedule or by photo-
electric cells at predetermined footcandle values.

Where fixed time schedules are used the street lights are usually turned on fifteen

minutes after sunset and extinguished thirty minutes before sunrise. The times of sun-

rise and sunset for each of the 48 states are shown in table 205. In some localities

during certain seasons of the year when there is much cloudy weather and heavy at-

mosphere the street lamps are turned on earlier in the evening and off later in the

morning.
With modern traffic conditions the most desirable method is to turn street lights

on and off in accordance with visibility conditions by means of photo-electric control.
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The minimum footcandle values at which street lights are usually turned on does not

always occur at the same time. The time at which this minimum occurs varies as

much as three quarters of an hour between a bright day and a dark cloudy day. It has

even occurred that street lights are turned on by the electric eye in the middle of the

afternoon. This is important inasmuch as the peak evening rush period often occurs

during the twilight period and good visibility during this period is of utmost impor-

tance in the promotion of safe traffic conditions.

Provision should be made of adequate cleaning and maintenance of glassware and

reflector equipment in order to minimize lighting losses due to dust and dirt. The rate

and amount of these losses depend upon local atmospheric conditions. A regular pro-

gram of cleaning and replacement of lamps improves the continuity and quality of

street lighting service.

MEASUREMENT OF STREET ILLUMINATION

Accurate measurement of illumination on lighted streets involves two principal

problems. First, street illumination levels are relatively low, as compared with interior

lighting levels for which most light meters are designed. Hence it is necessary to limit

the choice of meters to those which have satisfactory accuracy in the range of street

illumination usually of the order of 0.02 to 2.0 footcandles and to take measurements

with special care to minimize errors. Second, at most locations the light comes at

large angles of incidence with the street surface. It is essential, therefore, that the test

plate employed be of a substantially "cosine corrected" type and that it be leveled

accurately for each reading.

A third source of difficulty exists where streets are lighted with vapor illuminants

(sodium or mercury) because of the color of the light. If a direct reading type of

meter is used it must be "color corrected," or the scale values must be multiplied by a

proper constant applying to the meter and the illuminant in question. If visual photom-

etry is employed, the photometrist should be skilled in the use of the photometer.
The Macbeth Illuminometer is most widely used for measurements of illumination

on lighted streets. A white test plate of diffuse texture and known reflectance is sup-

plied with the instrument. This plate is accurately leveled at a test station, shielded

from any extraneous light, and the brightness of the plate measured with the Illuminom-

eter by a photometrist. The angle at which the test plate is viewed should not be

greater than 30 degrees from the vertical. The accuracy of the instrument is of the

order of 5 to 10 percent.

The Luckiesh-Taylor Brightness Meter may also be used to measure street illu-

mination in a manner similar to that for the Macbeth Illuminometer.

A low-range, electrical instrument having a self-leveling, cosine-corrected photo-
voltaic cell as primary detector is now available for street lighting measurement.

There are two ranges, to 1 and to 5 footcandles, and readings are indicated on a

standard illuminated instrument.

Evaluation of Street Lighting

An instrument known as a "street lighting evaluator," has been developed,
(11)

which can be used in making street lighting tests in the field. The Evaluator

consists of three parts the pavement bed, the glare integrator, and the instrument

box electrically connected to the battery of the automobile.

<u) "A Street Lighting Evaluator," by K. M. Reid and H. J. Chanon, Transactions of the
Illuminating Engineering Society, Vol. XXXV, January, 1940, p. 72.
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The model pavement bed is mounted on the car hood. A strip of simulated pave-

ment, matching the tone and texture of the roadway in question, is selected from a

series of samples by inspection at near-grazing angles. This strip, inserted in the pave-
ment bed where approaching headlamps do not alter its brightness, becomes the test

field of the pavement photometer. From the driver's position it is alined with the

word PAVEMENT printed on a glass plate. The word becomes lighter or darker as

the operator varies the lamp current (left), and the recorded value of pavement bright-
ness is the point of balance where the word disappears. The vertical word OBSTACLE
on the same plate is alined with and balanced against an obstacle positioned on the

pavement strip (right), and the value recorded on the chart expresses the obstacle

brightness.

The glare integrator, in front or above the windshield, houses a Luckiesh-Holla-

day "transparent diffuser" which integrates the glare from the street lamps and other

sources in the field of view in proportion to their interference with seeing. Masks
restrict the field to the angles of view of the average driver, and permit exclusion of

light from headlamps. The word GLARE is balanced against the brightness of the

"transparent diffuser," is part of the Glare Integrator and is arranged in a way to

require all readings to be taken from the driver's seat.

Measurements may be made by a single operator, without leaving the driver's seat,

at a rate of 2 to 3 minutes per test station. The instrument box houses the photometric

controls, the device for recording the observed data on a chart, and adjustment to

insure correct voltage at all times.

In development of the evaluator, relative visibility measurements were made,

both in the field and in the laboratory, for combination of values of the above three

factors of pavement brightness, obstacle brightness and glare, existing on typical lighted

streets. Thus it was possible to establish a means for direct conversion of the Evaluator

measurements in the form of a Calculator.
(12) The Calculator expresses the end result

in two ways: (1) an Evaluator Rating scale which represents relative effectiveness of

the lighting system, and (2) the classification of vehicular and pedestrian traffic for

which the lighting is adequate under "American Standard Practice of Street and High-

way Lighting."

It should be noted that measurements with the Street Lighting Evaluator and the

subsequent calculations apply to dry pavement conditions only.

A method to evaluate street lighting under wet pavement condition has not as yet

been devised.

(12) For illustrations and discussion of the Calculator as well as techniques of light measure-
ment, see "Seeing and Traffic Safety," General Electric Company, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Roads, Highway Research Board, Yale Bureau of Highway Traffic, Association of
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Federation for Housing and Town Planning, and various other authorities. Where
two different interpretations were found to exist, both are shown.
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Official Definition of Traffic Engineering

That phase of engineering which deals with the planning and geometric design
of streets, highways and abutting lands, and with traffic operation thereon, as their

use is related to the safe, convenient, and economic transportation of persons and goods.

SECTION I LAND USE

A. Types of Districts

District, Business. The territory contiguous to and including a roadway when
within any 600 feet along such roadway there are buildings in use for business

or industrial purposes, including but not limited to hotels, banks or office buildings,

railroad stations, and public buildings which occupy at least 300 feet of frontage
on one side or 300 feet collectively on both sides of the roadway.

District, Central Business. The major business district of a city. Sometimes called

the downtown area.

District, Central Traffic. The central business district of a city or town plus

immediate surrounding area and streets generally used for parking by shoppers,

employees and other persons making trips into the business district.

District, Central Parking. Same as Central Traffic District.

District, Industrial. An urban district primarily devoted to manufacturing and

other industrial uses.

District, Residence. The territory contiguous to and including a trafficway not

comprising a business district when the property on such trafficway for a distance

of 300 feet or more is in the main improved with dwellings or dwellings and

buildings in use for business.

District, Rural. Any territory not included in a business, industrial or residence

district as denned herein, whether or not within the boundaries of a municipality.

District, Urban. An indefinite area of land developed and used primarily for resi-

dential, commercial and-or industrial purposes. Also, the area included within

and adjacent to a municipality or other urban place of five thousand or more in

population.

Neighborhood. A residential neighborhood, meeting the needs of family life, is

characterized by four factors: (1) centrally located elementary school no more

than Y-2 mile from any dwelling, (2) scattered parks and playgrounds to com-

prise 10 percent of whole area, (3) local stores on periphery of neighborhood,

(4) a residential environment (architecture, planting, internal street system,

deflection of through traffic). A collection of neighborhoods is termed a "com-

munity."
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B. Trafficways (Types and Elements)

Alley. A narrow minor street, usually without sidewalks, on which the rears

of buildings adjoin.

Arcade. A footway usually at street elevation, covered by buildings or special

structure. Buildings may exist on one or both sides of an arcade.

Avenue. Same as street or highway ; frequently used to designate streets of a

certain direction.

Bay, Parking. The parking area immediately adjacent to the margin of a street

and abutting thereon, provided by especially widening the street. This area may
or may not be separated from the street by an insulation strip. In either case access

to and egress from the bay is provided from the street proper.

Boulevard. A broad street of major importance, usually planted with trees or

receiving other park treatment. Usually synonymous with "Through Highway."

By-Pass, See By-Pass Highway.

Cross Walk. That part of a roadway at an intersection included within the con-

nections of the lateral lines of the sidewalks on opposite sides of the trafficway

measured from the curbs, or in the absence of curbs from the edges of the

traversable roadway. Also any portion of a roadway at an intersection or else-

where distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossing by lines or other markings on

the surface.

Cross Section. The transverse profile of a way showing horizontal and vertical

dimensions.

Crown. The rise in cross section from the lowest edge to the crown line of the

finished roadway, usually expressed in so many inches or tenths of a foot. Crown is

sometimes expressed as a rate of rise per foot of width. The crown line is the

longitudinal line at the highest part of the roadway, usually at the middle of the

roadway.

Cul-De-Sac. A local street open at one end only and with special provision

for turning around.

Curb. A vertical or sloping member along the edge of a pavement forming part of

a gutter, strengthening or protecting the pavement edge, and clearly defining the

pavement edge to vehicle operators. The surface at the curb facing the general

direction of the pavement is called the "face."

Curb, Lip. A curb whose face is a plane surface which is inclined at an angle

of at least 60 degrees with the vertical and which is readily mountable by a vehicle.

Curb, Rolled. A curb, the face of which is "S" shaped in cross section, usually

so constructed as to be readily mountable by a vehicle.

Curb, Sloped. A curb whose face is a plane surface which is inclined at an angle

of at least 20 degrees, but not more than 60 degrees, with the vertical. It may be

mountable or non-mountable by vehicles.

Curb, Vertical. A curb whose face is a plane surface which is either vertical

or inclined at an angle not exceeding 20 degrees with the vertical. Ordinarily it

is not mountable, or is mountable with difficulty, by vehicles. Also called a

straight or normal curb.
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Dead-End. A local street open at one end only, without special provision for

turning around.

Escalator. A moving stairway (trademark of Otis Elevator Company) .

Expressway. A divided arterial highway for through traffic with full or partial

control of access and generally with grade separations at intersections.

Freezvay. An expressway with full control of access. A freeway generally has

the following characteristics :

1. No direct access permitted from abutting property to the express traffic

lanes. (Provision of an independent parallel and usually one-way paved

roadway along one or both sides of the express lanes, if required to give

direct access to abutting property.)

2. Two or three paved lanes each for traffic moving in opposite directions,

separated by a continuous median strip.

3. Prohibition of parking or stopping on travelled lanes.

4. Right-of-way locations desirably between or skirting, rather than traversing,

predominantly residential communities and neighborhoods.

5. Use by all kinds of rubber-borne vehicles normally permitted, including

public transit vehicles, provision being made for stops by the latter without

interfering with the flow of traffic on the express lanes.

6. Elimination of crossings or intersections at grade, by constructing grade-

separated interchanges with other important motorways, such interchanges

including ramps, accelerating and decelerating lanes, etc., to permit con-

tinuous traffic flow.

7. Right-of-way widths variable up to 350 feet depending on location and

cross section requirements.

8. Through built-up areas where frequent crossings are unavoidable, depres-

sion or elevation of the express lanes, thus facilitating the carrying over

or under the expressway of non-interchange cross streets for which con-

tinuity is essential.

Friction, Coefficient of. This is a property of two surfaces when one is caused to

slide on the other. It is the ratio of the minimum force parallel to a surface neces-

sary to cause an object to slide over that surface (at constant speed) and the

pressure of the object on the surface (measured perpendicular to the surface).

On a level pavement, it is the net retarding force between tires and pavement, ex-

pressed as a decimal fraction of the vehicle's weight.

Grade. The slope in the longitudinal direction of the pavement, usually expressed
in percent which is the number of units of change in elevation per 100 units of

horizontal distance.

Gutter. The artificially surfaced and generally shallow waterway provided usually
at the side of the roadway for carrying surface drainage.

Highway (or Street or Road). A general term denoting a public way for purposes
of vehicular travel, including the entire area within the right-of-way. Recommended
usage : in urban areas highway or street

;
in rural areas highway or road.

Highway, Arterial. A general term denoting a highway primarily for through
traffic usually on a continuous route.
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Highway, By-Pass. A highway intended to divert through traffic from a particular

area by going around (or passing by) the area. Sometimes referred to as an

"alternate route."

Highway, Belt. An arterial highway for carrying traffic partially or entirely

around an urban area or portion thereof. It usually intersects radial streets

approximately at right angles. (Also called circumferential highway.)

Highway, Divided. A highway with separated roadways for traffic in opposite

directions.

Highway, Dual Type. A highway having a distinction in color and in smoothness

of surface between inside and outside lanes. May be 3 or 4 lanes total.

Highway, Limited Access (also called Controlled Access). A trafficway in respect

to which owners or occupants of abutting property or lands and other persons

have no legal right of access to or from the same, except at such points only and

in such manner as may be determined by the public authority having jurisdiction

over such trafficway.

Highways, "M" Type. Highways used by all types of traffic (i.e. "mixed").

Highway, Multi-Lane. A highway having two or more lanes for traffic in one

direction; or four or more lanes for traffic in two directions.

Highways, "P" Type. Highways used by passenger vehicles only and on which

trucks or other commercial vehicles are prohibited and highways on which the

character and percentage of trucks likely to use the highway will have little effect

on the movement of passenger vehicles and on the essential details of design.

Highway, Preferential. See Through Highway.

Highway, Radial. An arterial highway leading to or from an urban center.

Highivays, "T" Type. Highways on which the percentage of trucks is abnormally

high.

Highway, Through. A highway on which preference is given to the^ through
movement of traffic, at the expense of cross traffic, by the utilization of Stop signs

and-or other control devices on intersecting streets. Sometimes referred to as a

"preferential street or boulevard." Also, every highway or portion thereof at the

entrance to which vehicular traffic from intersecting highways is required by
law to stop before entering or crossing the same when stop signs are erected.

Lane. A strip of roadway intended to accomodate the forward movement of a

single line of vehicles. Generally from 8 to 13 feet in width. Also used to indicate

a single line of traffic units (section II-A).

Lane, Acceleration. An added area of partial or full lane width of sufficient length

to enable a vehicle that has turned to increase speed to the rate at which it is con-

venient or safe to merge with through traffic.

Lane, Auxiliary. The portion of the roadway adjoining the traveled way for

parking, speed change, or for other purposes supplementary to through traffic

movement.

Lane, Added Turning. Special lane for turning vehicles obtained by widening the

normal roadway at intersections.

Lane, Center. On an undivided roadway having an odd number of lanes, the lane

which may be used by traffic travelling in either direction.
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Lane, Center-Line. The lane adjacent to the center line of a 4-lane roadway.

Lane, Critical. See section II-A.

Lane, Curb. The lane adjacent to the curb of a 4-lane roadway. It may be used

for parking or traffic movement.

Lane, Deceleration. An added area of partial or full lane width of sufficient

length to enable a vehicle that is to turn to slow down to the safe speed on the

curve it approaches.

Lane, Left. (1) On a 2-lane, two-directional roadway, that lane which is to the

left of the center line and which is normally used by traffic in the opposite direction.

(2) On a multi-lane roadway, the extreme left-hand lane of those lanes available

for traffic moving in one direction.

Lane, Left-Turn. A lane reserved for left turning vehicles.

Lane, Median. A speed-change lane within the median to accommodate left-

turning vehicles.

Lane, Middle. The lane between the center-line lane and the curb lane (on a

6-lane roadway).

Lane, Parking. A lane, separate and distinct from the traffic lane, intended for the

parking of vehicles.

Lane, Right. On any roadway, the lane on the extreme right in the direction of

traffic flow, available for moving traffic. Sometimes referred to as the outside lane

on rural highways or the curb lane on city streets where parking is not permitted

(also called First Lane).

Lane, Right-Turn. A lane within the normal surfaced width reserved for right

turning vehicles.

Lane, Second (Third Lane, Etc.). On a multi-lane roadway, lanes to the left

of the right lane (or first lane), available for traffic travelling in the same direction,

are designated "Second Lane," "Third Lane," etc., in that order.

Lane, Separate Turning. Added traffic lane separated from the intersection area

by an island or unpaved area. It may be wide enough for 1-lane or 2-lane

operation.

Lane, Speed Change. An acceleration or a deceleration lane.

Lane, Traffic. The portion of the travelled way for the movement of a single line

of vehicles.

Parkway. An arterial highway for noncommercial traffic, with full or partial

control of access, and usually located within a park or a ribbon of parklike de-

velopment.

Path, Bridle. A way designed for and limited to equestrian traffic.

Pavement. That portion of a roadway having a constructed surface for the

facilitation of vehicular traffic. Also that with which the road is paved.

Return, Curb. The curved section of curb used at street intersections in joining

straight sections of curb.

Road. A highway outside of an urban district.
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Road, Arterial. Same as Arterial Highway.

Road, By-Pass. Same as By-Pass Highway.

Road, Class A. A road with a traffic density of 4,000 or more vehicles per day.

Road, Class B. A road with a traffic density of 750-4,000 vehicles per day.

Road, Class C. A road with a traffic density of 300-750 vehicles per day.

Road, Class D. A road with a traffic density of 300 vehicles per day maximum.

Road, Class E. A road with a traffic density of 200 vehicles per day maximum.

Road, Class F. A road with a traffic density of 100 vehicles per day maximum.

Road, Class G. A road with a traffic density of 50 vehicles per day maximum.

Road, Double-Deck. A collective term for a high level road and a low level road

that both follow the same route, one over the other.

Road, Frontage. Same as Frontage Street.

Road, High Level. A road on a higher level than other roads in the vicinity

irrespective of whether there are roads underneath or not. The collective term for

a high level road and a low level road that both follow the same route, one over

the other, is double-deck road.

Road, Local. One of a class of highways which connects the individual farms

with the main market roads. Under the jurisdiction of a township or subdistrict

authority. Also, a street or road primarily for access to residence, business, or

other abutting property.

Road, Preference. See section I-C.

Road, Radial. A road approaching a rotary intersection.

Road, Service. Same as Frontage Street.

Road, Surface. A road at grade and without limited access.

Roadway. That portion of a trafficway including shoulders, improved, designed, or

ordinarly used for vehicular traffic. In the event a trafficway includes two or more

separate roadways the term "roadway" shall refer to any such roadway separately

but not to all such roads collectively.

Section, Weaving. A length of one-directional roadway serving as an elongated
intersection of two one-directional roadways crossing each other at an acute angle
in such a manner that the interference between cross traffic is minimized through
substitution of weaving for direct crossing of vehicle pathways.

Shoulder. The portion of the roadway contiguous with the travelled way for accom-
modation of stopped vehicles, for emergency use, and for lateral support of base and
surface courses.

Sidewalk. That portion of a street between the curb lines, or the lateral lines of a

roadway, and the adjacent property lines, intended for the use of pedestrians.

Stall, Parking. An area intended to be occupied by a parked vehicle.

Street. A highway in an urban area.

Street, Arterial. Same as Arterial Highway.
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Street, By-Pass. Same as By-Pass Highway.

Street, Circumferential. Same as Circumferential Highway.

Street, Distribution. A major street that collects and passes traffic from other

major streets and from which traffic distributes itself to advantageous points of

entry into a district.

Street, Feeder. A street connecting a local street system and a major street or

highway system.

Street, Frontage. A local street or road auxiliary to and located on the side of an

arterial highway for service to abutting property and adjacent areas and for control

of access.

Street, Local (or Minor). A street or road primarily for access to residence, busi-

ness or other abutting property.

Street, One-Way. A street upon which traffic is allowed to move only in one

direction.

Street, Preferential. Same as Through Highway.

Street, Radial. A major street that runs from the central business district to the

outlying districts in a city. A radial street is one that carries traffic from surround-

ing territory to a main focal point. The term is also applied to rural highways.

Street, Reversible One-Way. A street where traffic moves one way only during
one period of the day, then in the reverse direction during another period of the

day. The street may or may not accommodate two-way movement during other

periods of the day.

Street, Surface. A street at grade and with unlimited access.

Street, Through. Same as Through Highway.

Strip, Center. Unpaved strip of land lying within the roadway limits. Center strips

may form divisional islands and may be planted with trees, grass or shrubbery.

Strip, Side. Unpaved strip of land paralleling the roadway, often planted with

trees, grass, or shrubbery. Side strips often flank sidewalks.

Super-Elevation. The rate of rise in cross section of the finished surface of a road-

way on a curve, measured from the lowest or inside edge to the highest or outside

edge.

Super-Highway. A highway of major cross sectional and longitudinal dimensions,

especially designed to accommodate very large traffic movements at a high rate of

speed and which may also have provisions for rapid transit in a medial or side strip.

Trafficway. The entire width between property lines (or other boundary lines) of

every way or place on which any part is open to the use of the public for purposes
of vehicular traffic as a matter of right or custom. A trafficway and a public way
are synonymous terms.

Viaduct. A bridge for carrying a road over a valley, road or other way.

Way. A way as applied to traffic is that upon which traffic passes. The term "way"
shall be considered generic to all places upon which traffic may move. It includes

highway, parkway, limited way, freeway, road, path, route, street, avenue, boule-

vard, lane, alley, arcade, drive, etc.

Way, Limited. See Freeway.
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C. fntersect/ons, Approaches and Ramps

Approaches (At a grade separation). The portions of the intersecting roads on

each side of the structure that lie within the intersection area or that are utilized

in grade line rolls or dips to provide the difference in levels at the structure

Approach, Intersection. That portion of an intersection leg which is used by traffic

approaching the intersection.

Circle, Traffic. A type of intersection having a single circular rotary island with

or without supplementary channelizing islands.

Cloverleaf. A grade separation with ramps for both directions of travel in each of

the quadrants. All left turns are made without direct crossing of traffic by means of

exits to the right, a curve around to the right, and entrance to the right of the

through traffic. Also referred to as a 4-ramp design (from above the intersection

looks like a cloverleaf).

Cloverleaf, Partial (Also referred to as 1-, 2-, or 3-Ratnp Designs). A grade

separation with ramps in less than all four quadrants.

Connection, Direct. A form of one-way ramp which does not deviate much from

the intended direction of travel.

Connection, Outer. A ramp used by traffic destined for a right-turn movement from

one of the through roadways separated by a structure to the second through road-

way.

Crossroad, Intercepted. A crossroad at an intersection where a median strip on the

major trafficway continues through the intersection, thus barring direct crossing

by vehicles on the crossroad.

Exit, Intersection. That portion of an intersection leg which is used by traffic

leaving the intersection.

Interchange. Point of access for vehicles to enter and leave a freeway. Also a

system of interconnecting roadways in conjunction with a grade separation or grade

separations providing for the interchange of traffic between two streets or highways
on different levels.

Intersection. The area embraced within the prolongation or connection of the

lateral curb lines, or, if none, then the lateral boundary lines of the roadways of two

trafficways which join one another at or approximately at right angles, or the area

within which vehicles travelling upon different highways joining at any other angle

may come into conflict. (Note: Divided highways with more than a 30-foot separa-
tion strip are considered to make two intersections with a crossing roadway.)

Intersection, Bridged Rotary. An intersection with grade separation of intersecting

highways and rotary channelized connections.

Intersection, Compound (Also called Multiple or Multi-way Intersection). An in-

tersection with five or more legs. Compound intersections are referred to frequently
as five-way, six-way, etc.

Intersection, Flared. An intersection in which the number of traffic lanes or the

pavement width exceeds the normal number of lanes or the normal width of the

intersecting highway.
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Intersection, Four-Way. A roadway junction with four intersecting legs. If two
of the intersection legs are approximate prolongations of the directions of approach
of the other two, and the angle of the intersection of these two prolongations is less

than 75 degrees or more than 105 degrees, it is classed as a four-way oblique inter-

section. If two of the intersecting legs are approximate prolongations of the other

two legs and the angle of intersection of these prolongations is 75 degrees or more,
but not greater than 105 degrees, it is classed as a four-way right angled intersection.

Intersection, Multiple-Bridge or Braided. An intersection involving more than one

grade separation structure or more than two levels of traffic, with direct connections

between roads. Essentially these are combinations of individual grade separations

and ramps.

Intersection, Multiway. A junction having five or more legs.

Intersection, Offset. A simple intersection where the medial line of one of the

intersecting ways is broken or offset at right angles at the crossing of the second

way.

Intersection, Rotary. An intersection of two or more roads where vehicles move
one way only around a central area or island approximately 150 feet in diameter

or greater.

Intersection, Simple. An intersection of two traffic ways, with four legs or ap-

proaches.

Intersection, Skew. A simple intersection where the ways meet and cross so as to

form acute and obtuse angles.

Intersection, "T." An intersection with three legs (shaped like the letter "T")
where one of the intersecting ways meets at approximately right angles, but does

not cross the other way. See following term.

Intersection, Three-Way. A roadway intersection with three legs. If one of the legs

is an approximate prolongation of the direction of approach of another, and if the

third leg intersects this prolongation at an angle between 75 and 105 degrees, the

three-way intersection is classed as a "T" intersection. If one leg is a prolongation of

the approach of another and the third leg intersects this prolongation at an angle

less than 75 degrees or greater than 105 degrees, it is classed as a "Y" intersection.

Intersection, Turbine-Type Rotary. A rotary intersection where most of the

change in direction is made on entering and a near tangent path is used on leaving.

Intersection, "Y". An intersection with three legs (shaped like the letter "Y")
where one of the intersecting ways meets, but does not cross, the other way so as

to form an acute or an obtuse angle. See Three-Way Intersection.

Leg, Intersection. That part of any one of the roadways radiating from an inter-

section which is outside of the area of the intersection proper.

Loop, Inner. A ramp used by traffic destined for a left-turn movement from one

highway to a second when such movement is accomplished by making a right-exit

turn followed by a three-quarter round right-turn maneuver and a right entrance

turn.

Ramp. An inclined section of way over which traffic passes for the primary purpose

of ascending or descending so as to make connections with other ways. Also, an

interconnecting roadway of a traffic interchange, or any connection between high-
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way facilities of different levels, on which vehicles may enter or leave a designated

highway.

Road, Preference (at an intersection). One of two or more roads upon which road

it is clearly indicated that traffic is permitted to proceed through the intersection

without interruption.

Rotor. A rotary intersection.

Roundabout. An intersection of trafficways having one or more rotary islands,

with or without supplementary channelizing islands, together with peripheral

highways.

Separation, Grade. A junction of ways such that one passes over the other and

connections between the ways may or may not be made by ramps or other special

provisions.

Separation, "T" Grade (or "Trumpet"). A grade separation at a "T" intersection,

generally with 3 direct connections and one inner loop.

Separation, "Y" Grade. A "Y" intersection where two of the left-turning move-
ments are separated.

Turn, Entrance. A turn where traffic turns from a ramp and enters a through

roadway.

Turn, Exit. A turn where traffic leaves a through roadway and enters a ramp.

0. Parking and Terminals

Garage, Private Parking. A garage, use of which is restricted to the owner, tenants,

employees or other special persons.

Garage, Public Parking. A facility, open to the general public. The words "pay"

or "free" are sometimes added to distinguish whether or not a parking fee is

charged.

Lot, Parking. An open area, off the street, used for parking. It may be enclosed by

a fence or wall, but is not considered a building.

Terminal. A special area, including buildings, structures, and equipment at the end

of a transportation facility, for the storage, transfer, handling, delivery and recep-

tion of vehicles, passengers and materials.

Terminal, Stub. A terminal where the entering carrier must retrace on departure

the same way it came into the terminal or loading platform.

Terminal, Through. A terminal where the carrier continues progressively on de-

parture along untraced sections of the same way it came into the terminal or load-

ing platform.

Track, Truck (Also called Team Track). A track where freight is transferred

directly between freight cars and trucks or wagons.

SECT/ON II 7RAFFIC OPERATIONS

A. Composition I Vehicles, Drivers, Pedestrians)

Automobile. A private passenger motor vehicle with seating capacity of 7 or less.
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Bicycle. A device propelled by human power upon which any person may ride,

having two tandem wheels either or both of which are usually over 20 inches in

diameter, and including any device generally recognized as a bicycle though

equipped with two front or two rear wrheels.

Bus (or Motor Bus or Coach). A motor vehicle designed to carry more than 7

passengers without auxiliary folding seats, usually engaged as a common carrier

in the transportation of persons.

Bus, Trolley (or Trackless Trolley). A public conveyance similar to a bus, pro-

pelled by electric power supplied from overhead conductors and designed to travel

on the roadway for the primary purpose of transporting persons but not materials

within a metropolitan area.

Car, Cable. A street car that is mechanically drawn by a moving cable.

Car, Passenger. A passenger motor vehicle with seating capacity of 7 or less.

Includes taxicabs and automobiles.

Car, Private Passenger. Same as Automobile.

Car, Street. A public conveyance designed to travel exclusively upon rails usually

laid in the street or highway, for the primary purpose of transporting persons but

not materials, within a metropolitan area.

Chauffeur. A motor vehicle operator employed for the principal purpose of operat-

ing the vehicle, or who drives the vehicle while in use as a public or common
carrier of persons and materials.

Coach, Trolley. Same as Trolley Bus.

Driver. A person who drives or is in actual physical control of a motor vehicle.

Motorcycle. A motor vehicle having a saddle for the use of the rider and designed

to travel on not more than 3 wheels in contact with the ground. Tractors are not

included.

Operator. A Driver.

Passenger. Any person in or upon a conveyance, other than the operator, with the

knowledge and consent of the operator. Any person in or upon the conveyance
without knowledge and consent of the operator is termed a trespasser.

Pedestrian. Any person afoot. For purpose of accident classification, this shall be

interpreted to include any person riding in or upon a device moved or designed for

movement by human power or the force of gravity except bicycles, including stilts,

skates, skis, sleds, toy wagons, scooters, scooter-bikes (having wheels less than 24

inches in diameter), tricycles, baby carriages, etc., while upon or adjacent to the

highway.

Platoon (or Wave). Closely grouped elemental components of traffic moving or

standing ready to move over a roadway, with clear spaces ahead and behind.

Railroad. A carrier of persons or property upon cars, other than street cars, oper-

ated upon stationary rails. Does not include elevators.

Semi-Trailer. A vehicle of the trailer type so designed and used in conjunction
with a motor vehicle that some part of its own weight and that of its load rests

upon or is carried by another vehicle.
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Taxicab. A motor vehicle similar to an automobile, generally of the sedan or im-

perial sedan type, usually with a partition between the rear seat and operator's

compartment and used as a public carrier in a commercial business for gain.

Traffic. Pedestrians, ridden or herded animals, vehicles, street cars, and other con-

veyances, either singly or together while using any street for purposes of travel.

Traffic, Converted. Induced traffic representing trips made by persons converting

from some other mode of transportation ; e.g. automobile passengers who change
to bus riders because of improved bus transportation facilities.

Traffic, Diverted. Induced traffic representing units of traffic transferred from some
other trafficway; e.g., traffic diverted from a surface street to a new freeway, or

diverted from one street to another because of a detour.

Traffic, Generated. Induced traffic representing units of traffic which had not

existed before ; e.g. more frequent trips taken by previous users of existing facilities,

or trips made by those who had not travelled previously, but now travel because of

installation of an attractive facility. Includes converted traffic.

Traffic, Induced. Increased number of trips by persons or vehicles on or over a

trafficway or public transit facility, not attributable to normal growth, but caused

solely by improvement or change in the trafficway or facility, or by installation of

the trafficway or facility where none existed before. Includes generated and-or

diverted traffic and-or converted traffic.

Traffic, Through. Traffic proceeding through a district, not originating in or des-

tined to the district.

Traffic, Weighted Average. Total vehicle miles of travel on a route divided by

length of route in miles.

Trailer. A vehicle without motive power designed for carrying materials (or

persons) wholly on its own structure and for being drawn by a motor vehicle,

usually a truck.

Transit, Local. Low speed rail or bus lines serving local needs with frequent stops.

This service usually operates on the surface streets.

Transit, Mass. Transportation of large groups of persons.

Transit, Public. The public passenger carrying service afforded by vehicles follow-

ing regular routes and making specified stops. Such vehicles are usually buses, street

cars, trolley buses and railroad trains, but may include air-borne and water-borne

craft.

Transit, Rapid. High speed rail or bus line service operating over long distances

and with few stops. This service often operates at a grade separated from other

traffic, such as in a subway or private right-of-way.

Transportation, Private. Carrying of passengers by private passenger cars.

Trip. One way travel between origin and destination.

Trip, Through. A trip proceeding through a district, not originating in or destined

to the district.

Truck. A motor vehicle with body designed for the primary purpose of transporta-

tion of materials or freight.
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Truck-Tractor. A truck designed and used primarily for pulling trailers and semi-

trailers and not so constructed as to carry a load other than a part of the weight of

the trailer (with load).

Vehicle, Commercial. A free-wheeled vehicle designed for the transportation of

cargo other than passengers, and broadly referred to as a "truck" may be further

classified as light, medium, heavy, etc., and includes tractor-trucks, trailers, and

semi-trailers when used in combination.

Vehicle, Free-Wheeled. A vehicle not limited in operation by rails or tracks.

Vehicle, Motor. Any mechanically or electrically powered device (except one

moved by human power), not operated on rails, upon which or by which any person

or property may be transported upon a land highway. The load on a motor vehicle

is considered as part of the vehicle. Included in this category are such vehicles as

motor trucks, automobiles, motor buses, trolley buses, motorcycles, motorized bicycle

or scooter, tractors, army tanks, highway graders, trailers and semi-trailers.

B. Movements {Distances, Capacity and Studies!

Area, Cordon. The district bounded by the Cordon Line and included in a Cordon

Count.

Capacity, Basic. The maximum number of passenger cars that can pass a given

point on a lane or roadway during one hour under the most nearly ideal roadway
and traffic conditions which can possibly be obtained.

Capacity, Lane. The maximum traffic volume per lane which will permit vehicles

to travel at the assumed speed without appreciable delay.

Capacity, Possible. The maximum number of vehicles that can pass a given point

on a lane or roadway during one hour, under the prevailing roadway and traffic

conditions.

Capacity, Practical. The maximum number of vehicles that can pass a given point

on a roadway or in a designated lane during one hour without the traffic density

being so great as to cause unreasonable delay, hazard or restriction to the drivers'

freedom of maneuver under the prevailing roadway and traffic conditions.

Conflict, Point of. The point or limited area where elemental movements of traffic

intersect or join a common path.

Count, Cordon. A count of all vehicles and persons entering and leaving a district

(cordon area) during a typical day.

Count, Ground. Actual counts of all types of motor vehicles made at control points,

roadside interview stations, and screen line stations, in an O and D study.

Count, Long Time. A traffic count extending over 8 or more successive hours on

one day.

Count, Pedestrian. A physical count of the number of pedestrians passing a point

during a specific period of time.

Count, Short. A traffic count extending over a short period, usually several hours

or less.

Deceleration, Chronotropic. Deceleration that occurs in situations where motion

beyond a specified point cannot be continued until a definite instant of time (such
as approaching a traffic signal red light).
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Deceleration, Functional. Deceleration that occurs in a situation where forward

motion may be resumed as soon as the specific stopping function is fulfilled.

Delay. Time lost by traffic due to traffic frictions. Also, the time consumed while

traffic or a specified component of traffic is impeded in its movement by some

element over which it has no control.

Delay, Fixed. Delays caused by such things as Stop signs or signals, to which

traffic is subjected regardless of the amount of traffic volume and interference.

Delay, Operational. Delay caused by mutual interference between vehicles. The

difference between travel times over a route during extremely low and during high

traffic volumes, or the time consumed while waiting at a Stop sign for cross traffic

to clear, are operational delays. Time losses resulting from congestion, from inter-

ference with parking vehicles, and from turning vehicles are also examples of oper-

ational delays.

Density, Critical. The density of traffic when the volume is at the possible capacity

on a given roadway. At a density either greater or less than the critical density the

volume of traffic will be decreased. Critical density occurs when all vehicles are

moving at or about the optimum speed.

Density, Traffic. The number of vehicles occupying a unit length of roadway at a

given instant, usually expressed in vehicles per mile.

Distance, Brake Lag. The distance travelled (by a vehicle being braked to a stop)

between the time the driver contacts the brake controls and the point at which the

brake lining contacts the brake drum.

Distance, Braking. The distance travelled between the point at which the brake

lining contacts the brake drum and the point at which the vehicle comes to rest.

Distance, Driver Perception-Reaction. The distance covered by a moving vehicle

during the time the driver sees and reacts to a situation, and before he can affect

the vehicle's motion in any way.

Distance, Driver Reaction. The distance travelled between the point at which the

driver perceives that braking is required and the point at which he contacts the

braking controls.

Distance, Driver Stopping. The distance travelled between the point at which the

driver perceives that braking is required and the point at which the vehicle comes

to rest.

Distance, Minimum Non-Passing Sight. The distance required for a vehicle to be

stopped from the instant a stationary object in the vehicle's lane becomes visible to

the driver. A height of 4 inches is assumed in determining non-passing sight

distance.

Distance, Minimum Passing Sight. This distance is used in conjunction with a

situation where vehicle no. 1 is passing vehicle no. 2 proceeding in the same direc-

tion on a 2-lane or 3-lane high\vay and a 3rd vehicle is approaching from the oppo-
site direction. It is the minimum distance between no. 1 and no. 3 when each driver

can see the other's vehicle, when no. 1 can safely pass no. 2 before meeting no. 3

vehicle.
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Distance, Non-Passing Sight. The longest distance at which a driver whose eye

is assumed to be 4.5 feet above the pavement surface can see the top of an object

4 inches high on the road.

Distance, Passing Sight. The longest distance at which a driver whose eye is

assumed to be 4.5 feet above the pavement surface can see the top of an object 4.5

feet high on the road. Also, the minimum sight distance that must be available to

enable the driver of one vehicle to pass another vehicle safely and comfortably

without interfering with the speed of an oncoming vehicle travelling at the design

speed should it come into view after the maneuver is started.

Distance, Restrictive Sight. A sight distance which, by reason of its inadequate

length, causes a reduction in the operating speed and otherwise restrains the free

movement of traffic under the prevailing conditions.

Distance, Sight (at an intersection). The distance from the driver's eye (his

vehicle approaching the intersection) to the point of intersection of the paths of his

vehicle and another approaching vehicle on a cross road, measured from the. point

where as both vehicles approach the intersection each driver is first able to see the

other's vehicle. Where no sight obstruction exists on the intersection approach for

several hundred feet, the sight distance is, for all practical purposes, unlimited.

Distance, Stopping Sight. See Non-Passing Sight Distance.

Distance, Vehicle Stopping. The distance travelled between the point at which the

driver contacts the braking controls and the point at which the vehicle comes to

rest. This equals the brake lag distance plus the braking distance.

Effort, Braking. The net effective retarding force exerted by the brakes, expressed
as a percent of the vehicle's weight component normal to the road surface.

Friction, Intersectional. The retarding effect on traffic movement caused by poten-

tial and actual traffic movement conflicts at an intersection of two moving streams

of traffic. This friction is due solely to the effect of one stream of traffic crossing

the other stream.

Friction, Marginal. The retarding effect on the free flow of traffic caused by
interference of any sort at the margin of the trafficway. This does not include con-

flicts at intersections or medial friction.

Friction, Medial. The retarding effect on the free flow of traffic caused by inter-

ference between traffic units proceeding in opposite directions on a trafficway. Turn-

ing conflicts are classed as intersectional conflicts.

Friction, Stream. The retarding effect on the free flow of traffic caused by mutual

interferences between traffic units proceeding in the same direction. This does not

include turning conflicts. Conflicts are caused primarily by differences in sizes and

speeds of traffic units.

Headway. The time spacing between the front ends of successive vehicles when

moving past a specified point in a given direction and lane.

Lag, Brake. Used to describe either the distance or time travelled at a given speed
between the point at which the driver contacts the braking controls (in stopping a

vehicle) and the point at which the brake lining contacts the brake drum.

Lane. A series of elemental components of traffic moving or standing ready to

move so as to use effectively a lane or roadway.
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Lane, Critical. A lane of traffic which for inherent reasons requires more time to

pass a given point than do other parallel lanes.

Line, Cordon. An imaginary line encircling the cordon area studied in a cordon

count.

Line, Desire. A straight line between the point of origin and point of destination

of a trip without regard to routes of travel (used in connection with an O and D
study) .

Line, Major Directional Desire. A grouping of several desire lines having a like

direction and without regard to routes of travel.

Movement, Off-Center Lane. A situation where traffic moving in one direction on

a street is accorded use of more lanes than traffic moving in the opposite direction.

Traffic in the direction of heavier movement is accorded use of a portion of the

street to the left of the center line.

Movement, Unbalanced Lane. See previous definition.

Occupancy, Car. The average number of occupants per automobile (including

driver).

Pace. A given increment of speed that includes the greatest number of observa-

tions. Usually taken as a 10-mile increment.

Pattern, Daily Traffic. A traffic pattern wherein traffic volumes for each of

twenty-four consecutive hours are shown.

Pattern, Seasonal Traffic. A traffic pattern wherein the average daily traffic vol-

umes for each of several consecutive months or years, as may be specified, are

shown.

Pattern, Traffic. A tabular or graphical representation of the fluctuation in traffic

volume over a specified period of time.

Pattern, Weekly Traffic. A traffic pattern wherein daily traffic volumes for each

of seven consecutive days are shown.

Pattern, Yearly Traffic. A tabular or graphical array of all the hourly traffic

volumes for one year arranged in descending order of their magnitude, either as

numerical values or as percentages of the traffic on the average day.

Platoon. A closely spaced group of traffic units moving or standing ready to move
over a roadway, with clear spaces ahead and behind.

Point, Control. A selected location where ground counts are made for comparison
with reported trips in an O and D study analysis.

Radius, Minimum Turning. Radius of the path of the outer front wheel of a

vehicle making its sharpest turn.

Right- oj'-Way. The privilege of the immediate use of the roadway. Also a right

of private passage over another's ground.

Speed, Assumed Design (of a highway) . The maximum approximately uniform

speed which probably will be adopted by the faster group of drivers but not, neces-

sarily, by the small percentage of reckless ones.

Speed, Average. The arithmetic average of the speeds of individual traffic units.

This is computed by adding the values of all speed observations together, then

dividing by the number of observations.
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Speed, Crest. See Nominal Speed.

Speed, Critical. Same as Optimum Speed. Also sometimes used to designate the

maximum speed at which normal drivers of normal vehicles may travel in safety as

determined by physical conditions within or adjacent to the roadway.

Speed, Critical Approach (also termed Safe Approach Speed). At an intersection,

that speed above which a vehicle does not have sufficient distance to stop in time

to avoid collision with another vehicle approaching the intersection on the cross

street.

Speed, Design. A speed selected for design and correlation of the physical features

of a highway that influence vehicle operation. It is the maximum safe speed that

can be maintained over a specified section of roadway when weather conditions are

so favorable, that the design features of the highway govern.

Speed, 85-Percentile. That speed below which 85 percent of the traffic units travel,

and above which 15 percent travel.

Speed, Median. The speed represented by a middle value when all speed values

are arrayed in ascending order.

Speed, Modal. The speed value occurring most frequently. In a frequency distribu-

tion of speeds obtained in a speed study, the modal speed would be the value with

the highest frequency of observations.

Speed, Nominal. The modal speed at which drivers operate between times that

they are slowed or delayed. This may be referred to as the "crest speed."

Speed, Operating. The highest running speed at which a driver can travel on a

given roadway under prevailing conditions without at any time exceeding the

design speed.

Speed} Optimum. The average speed at which traffic must move when the volume
is at a maximum on a given roadway. An average speed either appreciably higher
or lower than the optimum will result in a reduction in volume. Also known as

Critical Speed.

Speed, Overall. The total distance traversed divided by the travel time. Usually

expressed in miles per hour and includes all delays.

Speed, Running. The total distance traversed divided by the running time.

Study, External. The part of an O and D study conducted at roadside interview

stations on main highways crossing the cordon line.

Study, Internal. The part of an O and D study conducted within the cordon line.

Study, Origin-Destination (or "O and D"). A study of the origins and destinations

of trips of vehicles and passengers. Usually included in the study are all trips

within, or passing through, into or out of a selected area.

Study, Speed and Delay. A study of overall traffic speed on a given street and
causes and amounts of traffic delays.

Study, Spot Speed. A study of speed of traffic at one point on a trafficway.
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Study, Traffic. An investigation of traffic characteristics such as volume, speed,

delay, accidents, origin and destination, etc.

Survey, Traffic. A large scale traffic study. Sometimes two or more studies are

termed a survey.

Time, Brake Reaction. The shortest time required for a driver (reacting to a

situation calling for a stop) to move his foot from the accelerator and to actuate

the brake pedal.

Time, Driver Judgment. Time required by a driver to appraise a situation (judg-

ing speed and traffic conditions) immediately after perceiving the situation and

immediately before reacting to it.

Time, Driver Perception-Reaction. The time taken by a driver to perceive and

react to a situation.

Time, Reaction. The time taken by a person to react to a stimulus. Applied to

traffic movement and driver actions, this term is more correctly called the percep-

tion-reaction time.

Time, Running. The time the vehicle is in motion.

Time, Travel. The time of travel, including stops and delays except those off the

travelled way.

Traffic, Through. See preceding section A.

Triangle, Sight (at an intersection). The triangle formed by the line of sight and

the two sight distances of drivers in vehicles approaching an intersection on two

intersecting roads.

Volume. The number of vehicles passing a given point during a specified period

of time.

Volume, Average Daily. The total volume during a stated period divided by the

number of days in that period ; commonly abbreviated as ADT. If period is a year,

term is Average Annual Daily Volume.

Volume, Maximum Annual Hourly. The highest hourly volume that occurs on a

given roadway in a designated year.

Volume, 10th, 20th, 30th, etc., Highest Annual Hourly. The hourly volume on a

given roadway that is exceeded by 9, 19, 29, etc., hourly volumes during a designated

year.

Walking, Jay. Act of a pedestrian in crossing a street outside of the regular

crosswalk area.

Weaving. The movement of vehicular traffic proceeding in the same direction, so

that the elemental components cross each other's paths at low angles of approach or

in nearly the same direction of movement. Also, the act performed by a vehicle in

moving obliquely from one lane to another, thus crossing the path of other vehicles

moving in the same direction.

C. Parking (Movements, Types, Amounts and 4na/ysesj

Capacity, Parking. Maximum number of parked vehicles that can be accommo-
dated in a specified area and manner.
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Demand, Parking. Actual number of parked vehicles that are accommodated in a

specified area and manner.

Duration, Parking. Length of time a vehicle (or average vehicle) is parked.

Load, Parking. Total number of vehicle hours which are absorbed (parked) in a

specified area during a given period.

Meter, Parking. A mechanical time measuring device which indicates continually

the available time remaining for a parked vehicle. Generally the device auto-

matically indicates when the legal time limit has been exceeded, and is usually

set in motion by the insertion of a coin by the driver of the parked car at the

beginning of the parking duration.

Parking. The standing of a vehicle, whether occupied or not, otherwise than tem-

porarily for the purpose of and while actually engaged in loading or unloading.

Parking, Angle. Parking where the longitudinal axes of vehicles form an angle

with the alinement of the roadway.

Parking, Center. Parking on or near the center line of the roadway.

Parking, Double. Parking of a vehicle parallel to the curb, in or so as to obstruct

the second lane from the curb line.

Parking, Live. Parking of a vehicle with a licensed operator in attendance.

Parking, Parallel. Parking where the longitudinal axes of vehicles are parallel

to alinement of the roadway and so that the vehicles are facing in the same direc-

tion as the movement of adjacent vehicular traffic.

Study, Parking. A survey of parking habits such as duration, location, maximum
accumulation or manner of parking.

Turnover, Parking. The total number of parked cars accomodated during a stated

time in a stated area.

Turnover Rate, Parking. The number of times that a parking stall is used in a

stated time. For a number of stalls, usually the average rate is given which equals

number of parked vehicles observed divided by number of stalls.

D. Accidents (Types and Analyses)

Accident, Motor Vehicle. Any accident involving a motor vehicle in motion that

results in death, injury, or property damage. (In the classification of motor vehicle

accidents, motion of the vehicle is assumed if a thorough inquiry regarding the

facts surrounding the accident does not indicate to the contrary. However, collisions

involving either a railroad train or a street car and a motor vehicle are classified

as motor vehicle accidents whether or not the motor vehicle was in motion, provided
that derailment does not precede the collisions. Thus, if a railroad train or street

car leaves the rails and collides with a parked motor vehicle, the accident is not

classified as a motor vehicle accident.)

Accident, Motor Vehicle Non-Traffic. Any accident involving a motor vehicle in

motion which occurs entirely on private property or in any place other than a

trafficway and resulting in injury, death, or property damage.

Accident, Motor Vehicle Traffic. Any accident occurring or originating on a traffic-

way and involving a motor vehicle in motion, resulting in death, injury or property
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damage. (In the classification of a motor vehicle traffic accident, it will be assumed

that the accident occurred on a trafficway unless specifically indicated to the

contrary.)

Accident, Pedestrian Motor Vehicle Traffic. Where person involved in a motor

vehicle traffic accident was not at the time of the injury riding in or on a motor

vehicle, railroad train, street car, animal-drawn, or other vehicle, or on a bicycle

or animal. Besides persons afoot, includes persons operating pushcarts, pushing

vehicles, riding on or moving a coaster wagon, sled, scooter, tricycle, roller skates,

ice skates or skis, or a baby in a carriage.

Damage, Property. Damage to property as a result of a motor vehicle accident

that may be made a basis of a claim for compensation. Does not include compensa-
tion for loss of life or for personal injuries.

Death, Motor Vehicle Accident. Any death resulting from a motor vehicle acci-

dent within 12 months after occurrence of the accident.

Diagram, Collision. A plan of an intersection or section of roadway on which

reported accidents are diagrammed by means of arrows showing manner of

collision.

Diagram, Combined Condition-Collision. A condition diagram upon which are

diagrammed the reported accidents by means of arrows showing manner of col-

lision.

Diagram, Condition. A plan of an intersection or section of roadway showing all

objects and physical conditions having a bearing on traffic movement and safety

at that location. Usually these are scaled drawings.

File, Accident Location. A file of accident reports arranged according to location

of accident.

Injury, Motor Vehicle Accident. Any injury received in a motor vehicle accident

that requires treatment by a practitioner of medicine at some time within 12

months of accident. An injury is classified as a motor vehicle accident injury regard-

less of whether treatment was actually received.

Map, Accident Spot. A map of the street system showing locations of accidents

by means of spots or pins.

SECTION III TRAFFIC CONTROL

A. Signs, Markings, Markers, Islands and Zones

Bars, Jiggle (sometimes called Raised Bars or Chevrons). A series of raised

transverse bars placed on the pavement to make any wheel encroachment within

their area obvious to a vehicle operator without loss of control of the vehicle.

Barrier, Pedestrian. A physical barrier constructed to bar certain movements of

pedestrians.

Buffer. A structure at the approach end of a safety zone designed to deflect or stop

any vehicle which collides with it.

Button, Mushroom. A mushroom shaped marker generally constructed of cast

steel, so as to project several inches above the pavement surface. It may carry

reflectors and embossed ridges. It is usually over 12 inches in diameter and is

anchored to the pavement.
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Button, Reflector. Button shaped light-reflecting devices used on traffic signs or

markers for the benefit of nighttime traffic.

Button, Traffic. A button shaped device installed on the pavement for the purpose
of helping to channelize traffic movement.

Delineator. A light-reflecting device mounted at the side of the roadway, in series

with others, to indicate the alinement of the roadway.

Divider, Medial. See Medial Strip.

Insert. A pavement marking accomplished by setting into or attaching to the

pavement a material (other than paint) of contrasting color flush or practically

flush with the surface.

Island. An area within a roadway from which vehicle traffic is intended to be

excluded, together with any area at the approach thereto occupied by protective

deflecting or warning devices.

Island, Center (or Medial or Divisional). A raised island extending along the

center line of a roadway and separating opposing streams of traffic.

Island, Channelising. A traffic island located to guide traffic streams along certain

definite paths and to prevent the promiscuous movement of vehicles in what would
otherwise be a widely extended roadway area.

Island, Directional. A traffic island which serves to change the direction of the

paths of vehicles. These often appear as triangular shaped islands on radial roads at

the entrances to rotary intersections.

Island, Divisional. See Center Island.

Island, Loading. A pedestrian island at a regular street car, bus or trolley coach

stop especially provided for the protection of passengers.

Island, Pedestrian. An island designed for the use and protection of pedestrians,

includes the area at the approach end occupied or outlined by protective deflecting

or warning devices. Included are both loading antf refuge islands.

Island, Refuge. A pedestrian island at or near a cross walk, to aid and protect

pedestrians crossing the roadway.

Island, Rotary. A circular or nearly circular island approximately 150 feet in

diameter (or more), around which traffic moves in a circular path.

Island, Traffic. An island designed to separate or direct streams of vehicle traffic.

Included are both divisional and channelizing islands.

Line, Barrier. A distinctive longitudinal pavement line which, when placed in

proper relation to a center line, lane line or division line, indicates that all traffic

should keep to the right of such barrier line.

Line, Center. A line marking the center of a roadway on which traffic moves in

both directions, or dividing the roadway between traffic moving in opposite
directions.

Line, Clearance. A guide line placed to guide traffic around an obstruction or so as

to clear the overhang of a turning street car or other hazard.

Line, Lane (or Division). A line other than a center line separating two traffic

lanes.
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Line, Parking. A guide line which indicates the limits within which vehicles

shall be parked.

Line, Stop (sometimes called a Limit Line). A line behind which vehicles should

be stopped when so directed by a traffic officer, traffic signal or Stop sign.

Marker. An elemental unit from which markings are formed.

Markings. All lines, patterns, words, colors, or other devices, except signs, set

into the surface of, applied upon or attached to the pavement or curbing, or to

objects within or adjacent to the roadway, officially placed for the purpose of

regulating, warning or guiding traffic.

Median. The portion of a divided highway separating the travelled ways for traf-

fic in opposite directions.

Paint, Reflectorized.
Paint used for traffic markings, with materials incorporated

which give the paint light-reflective properties.

Prow. An elongated extension of a buffer tapered and sloped downwards toward

approaching traffic, so that a vehicle mounting it will drag thereon and come to

a stop or reduce its speed considerably.

Separator. An area or a device (other than a painted line or area) so located

longitudinally in a roadway as to separate traffic flowing in the same or opposite

directions and being so designed as to discourage or prevent passage by vehicles

from the lanes on one side of the separator to those on the other.

Separator, Outer. A separator between the roadway of a controlled access highway

(or major street) and a service road.

Sign, Directional. An informational sign indicating the direction to the named
destination. Such sign may or may not indicate mileage from the point to the

destination and-or the route and number to be followed to the destination.

Sign, Flexible. Sign usually mounted with one edge in the roadway surface and

so constructed that it stands vertically. The material of the sign together with its

construction is such that it will bend flat under the impact of traffic and return to

a vertical position.

Sign, Guide. A sign used to direct traffic along a route or toward a destination, or

to give information concerning places or points of interest.

Sign, Illuminated. A sign constructed so that it is illuminated from some exterior

source specially provided for the purpose.

Sign, Luminous. Sign constructed so that the legend, border and-or background is

lighted up from some source within the sign housing.

Sign, Parking. A sign directing the operator of a vehicle as to the manner of

placing or the duration of parking or the prohibition of parking or the type of

vehicle which may not be parked.

Sign, Reflector. Sign constructed so that the legend, border and-or background
reflect light from the vehicle or other source to the driver.

Sign, Regulatory. A sign used to indicate the required method of traffic move-

ment or use of the public trafficway.

Sign, Route. A form of directional sign bearing the route number and-or legend,
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and may indicate the approach of a turn or bend in the route. A route sign may
also indicate the junction of other routes or the class of the route.

Sign, Stanchion. A sign mounted on a portable standard so that the sign and

support are readily movable (sometimes called Pedestal or Portable Sign).

Strip, Insulation. Any physical barrier separating a deceleration or acceleration

lane from the highway proper.

Strip, Medial (or Median or Dividing). An island extending along the center line

of a roadway and separating opposing streams of traffic.

Zone, Curb Loading. A space adjacent to a curb reserved for the exclusive use of

vehicles during the loading or unloading of passengers or materials.

Zone, No Passing. A section of roadway in which any vehicle may not overtake

and pass any other vehicle.

Zone, Safety. The area or space officially set apart within a roadway for the

exclusive use of pedestrians and which is protected or is so marked or indicated

by adequate signs as to be plainly visible at all times.

Zone, Speed. A section of roadway limited to a specified maximum speed, as

determined by engineering study.

Zone, Street Loading. An area or space set apart within the street for the ex-

clusive use and protection of streetcar or bus passengers, and which is protected

or is so marked or indicated by adequate signs as to be plainly visible at all times.

B. Signals (Equipment and Timing j

Amplifier, Detector. Any device such as a relay, vacuum tube amplifier, or other

equipment capable of intensifying the electrical energy produced by a magnetic
detector to a sufficient degree to affect the controller.

Band, Through- (Band of Travel). The band on a time-space diagram designating

the passage through time and space of a theoretical platoon of vehicles moving in

accordance with the design speed of a progressive signal system.

Board, Master. The panel board and all devices and equipment mounted thereon

for the purpose of supervising, regulating and controlling the operation of a signal

system, such as: master cable, program device, program clock, trouble indicator.

Box, Control. The housing for protecting and mounting the controller.

Carry-over. The effect which a passing platoon (closely spaced group of vehicles)

exerts on a traffic actuated controller for the benefit of prompt assignment of the

right-of-way for the next following platoon on that traffic phase.

Control, Coordinated. Operation of two or more traffic control signal installations

with definite interrelation.

Control, Fixed-Time. Operation of a traffic signal installation with fixed-time

cycle length and divisions.

Control, Independent. Operation of a traffic signal installation not in coordination

with any other installation.

Control, Traffic-Actuated. A type of automatic control which is actuated, under

specific conditions, by impulses from individual vehicles or pedestrians or both.
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Controller. A complete electrical mechanism for controlling the operation of

traffic control signals, including the timer and all necessary auxiliary apparatus

mounted in a cabinet.

Controller, Automatic. A self-operating controller for operating traffic control

signals automatically.

Controller, Full Traffic-Actuated. A type of traffic-actuated controller in which

means are provided for traffic actuation on all approaches to the intersection.

Controller, Future Interconnected Local. A synchronous or induction motor-

driven controller mechanism designed to operate temporarily as a non-intercon-

nected controller but equipped with automatic reset contacts and jacks for the

future insertion of relays for remote control of signal shutdown, flashing indications

or other operating features so that the control may be interconnected at some

future time.

Controller, Induction Motor. A controller operated by a motor having variable

speed dependent upon the line voltage of the power supply circuit.

Controller, Interconnected Local. A synchronous or induction motor-driven

controller designed for immediate interconnected operation supervised by a master

controller, equipped with a single automatic reset, relay jack and relay for remote

control of signal shutdown, flashing indications or other operating features and

capable of maintaining a definite time relationship with other interconnected local

controllers.

Controller, Intersection Speed. A type of full traffic-actuated controller incorporat-

ing speed control characteristics.

Controller, Local. A controller for operating traffic control signals at an inter-

section (or two or three proximate intersections) which may be isolated or included

in an interconnected or non-interconnected signal system.

Controller, Master. A synchronous motor-driver controller or an induction motor-

driven controller provided with a synchronous supervisory mechanism designed
to supervise the operation of all interconnected controllers so as to maintain

definite time relationships of all such controllers in the signal system and to operate

the remote signal shutdown, flashing indications, total time cycle change and other

features of operation.

Controller, Non-Interconnected Local. A synchronous motor-driven controller or

an induction motor-driven controller provided with a synchronous supervisory

mechanism not equipped with remote reset contacts or other provision for future

interconnection, but capable of maintaining a definite time relation with other non-

interconnected local controllers without interconnecting cable.

Controller, Non-Intersection Speed. A type of traffic-actuated controller incorporat-

ing speed control characterstics for non-intersection locations where cross traffic

actuation is not required.

Controller, Pedestrian-Actuated. An automatic controller in which part of the

intervals or groups of intervals, particularly pedestrian "walk" and clearance inter-

vals, are initiated by the actuation of a pedestrian detector.

Controller, Pre-Timed. An automatic controller for supervising the automatic

operation of traffic control signals in accordance with a pre-determined fixed-time

cycle and divisions thereof.
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Controller, Semi-Traffic-Actuated. A type of traffic-actuated controller in which

means are provided for traffic actuation on one or more but not all approaches to

the intersection.

Controller, Synchronous Motor. A controller operated by a motor which will keep

in step with the frequency of the power supply circuit.

Controller, Traffic-Actuated. An automatic controller for supervising the operation

of traffic control signals in accordance with the immediate and varying demands

of traffic as registered with the controller by means of detectors.

Controller, Traffic-Actuated Speed. A type of traffic-actuated controller designed

to provide signal indications that have the effect of limiting the speed of approach-

ing vehicles.

Coordination. The intended definite time interrelation of signal indications in a

signal system.

Cycle, Time. The number of seconds required for one complete revolution of the

timing dial or complete sequence of signal indications.

Detector, Compensated Magnetic Vehicle. Any magnetic detector which is so de-

signed and constructed as not to be affected by changing electric magnetic influences

other than those resulting from the passage of a vehicle. When properly designed, a

compensated magnetic detector has substantial directional characteristics.

Detector, Light-Sensitive Vehicle. A detector consisting of a light source and

photoelectric cell or cells, capable of being operated by the passage of a vehicle

interrupting the beam or beams of light. When properly equipped directional char-

acteristics are present.

Detector, Magnetic Vehicle. A detector installed in or near the roadway capable of

being operated by the magnetic or electrical disturbance caused by the passage of

a vehicle.

Detector, Non-Compensated Magnetic Vehicle. Any magnetic detector other than

a compensated magnetic detector.

Detector, Pedestrian. A detector, usually of the push button type, installed near the

roadway and capable of being operated by hand.

Detector, Pressure-Sensitive Vehicle. A detector installed in the roadway, capable

of being actuated by the pressure of a vehicle passing over its surface.

Detector, Sound-Sensitive Vehicle. A detector installed in the roadway, capable
of being operated by sound waves generated by passage of a vehicle wheel over the

surface of the detector.

Detector, Street Car. A detector installed on or near a trolley wire or rail, capable
of being operated by the passage of a trolley wheel or shoe, or car wheel.

Detector, Traffic-Actuation. A device by which vehicles, trolley cars, trolley buses,

and pedestrians are enabled to register their presence with the controller.

Diagram, Time-Space. A two-dimension geometric diagram showing the distance

traversed as one coordinate, and the time elapsed as the other coordinate, on which
is placed the cyclic indication of the various signal installations and the time-space

relationship of a "Band of Travel" which embraces the theoretical, desired pro-

gression possibilities of traffic.
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Dial, Interval. A dial on an automatic timer calibrated in 1 percent steps and

equipped with adjusting devices, by means of which it is possible to divide the total

time cycle into the required number of intervals and set up the offset and interlock.

Dial, Offset. A calibrated dial on an automatic timer equipped with adjustment

devices, by means of which it is possible to set any desired offset of the beginning

of the "Go" indication.

Eliminator, Radio Interference. A combination of choke coils and-or condensers

applied to signal light circuits to suppress or minimize interference with radio

reception.

Extension, Unit. During the extendible portion, the minimum time for which the

right-of-way must remain on any traffic phase following an actuation on that phase,

but subject to the extension limit. (Applies to traffic actuated signals.)

Face, Signal. That part of a signal head provided for controlling traffic from a

single direction.

Feature, Flashing. A device which when operated discontinues normal signal

operation and causes the flashing of any pre-determined combination of signal lights.

Feature, Power Failure. A relay mechanism which operates upon restoration of

power after a failure and causes traffic control signals to operate as flashing signals

or illuminates a power failure indicator until the controller is restored manually

to normal in-time operation.

Filter, Radio Interference. See Radio Interference Eliminator.

Head, Signal. An assembly containing one or more signal faces which may be

designated accordingly as one-way, two-way, three-way, or multi-way.

Indication, Signal. The illumination of a traffic signal lens or equivalent device, or

of a combination of several lenses or equivalent devices at the same time.

Indication, Vehicle Warning. A suitable warning sign or signal illuminated for

a predetermined interval as the result of actuation, to indicate the approach of the

actuating vehicle to traffic which may be coming from the opposite direction.

Installation, Base. The traffic control signal installation which gives the signal

indications which are used as the time datum from which other signal indications

are reckoned in a coordinated system.

Installation, Signal. All equipment and materials involved in the signal control of

traffic at one location.

Interval. Any one of the several divisions of the total time cycle during which

signal indications do not change.

Lag. See Offset.

Lens. This is that part of the optical unit that redirects the light coming from the

reflector. It may be referred to as a redirecting cover glass or roundel.

Limit, Extension. The maximum time for which actuations on any traffic phase

may retain the right-of-way after actuation on another traffic phase.

Line. Time Reference. The line drawn through some arbitrary point on the time-

space diagram, which indicates the same instant at all signal installations and
which is used as datum for measuring the coordination of the system, or the lag

of specific intervals.
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Mechanism, Synchronous Superznsor. An auxiliary synchronous motor applied to

an induction motor-driven traffic controller to cause such controller to keep in

step with the constant frequency of the power supply circuit.

Offset. The number of seconds that the green signal indication appears at a given

signal with respect to a certain instant used as a time reference base.

Offset, Double. An adjustment mechanism providing for the setting up of two

timing arrangements of the start of the "Go" indication, either of which may be

selected manually or by means of an electric time switch.

Offset, Single. An adjustment mechanism providing for the setting up of the

timing arrangement of the start of the "Go" indication.

Offset, Triple. An adjustment mechanism, providing for the setting up of three

timing arrangements of the start of the "Go" indication, any one of which may be

selected manually or by means of an electric time switch.

Operation, In-Time. A specified timing relationship of the "Go" indication between

controllers in a system of traffic control signals in accordance with a predetermined

timing diagram.

Operation, Manual. The operation of an automatic controller by means of a hand

operated switch.

Out-of-Step. A term used to denote the fact that a traffic control signal timing

offset is not the correct value, or is out-of-step with the timing pattern of a series

of signals operating in a progressive traffic flow timing arrangement.

Period, Clearance. One or more intervals for the orderly termination of a traffic

movement.

Period, Minimum. In semi-traffic-actuated controllers, the shortest time for which

the right-of-way shall be given to the approaches not having detectors.

Period, Passage. The time allowed for a vehicle to travel at average speed from

the detector to the nearest point of conflicting traffic.

Phase. A part of the total time cycle allocated to any traffic movements receiving

the right-of-way or to any combination of traffic movements receiving the right-of-

way simultaneously during one or more intervals.

Phase, Pedestrian (Pedestrian Movement). A traffic phase allocated exclusively

to pedestrian traffic.

Phase, Traffic (Traffic Movement). A part of the cycle allocated to any traffic

movements receiving the right-of-way or to any combination of traffic movements

receiving the right-of-way simultaneously during one or more intervals.

Phase, Vehicular (Vehicular Movement). A traffic phase allocated to vehicular

traffic.

Platoon. See Platoon under section II-A.

Portion, Extendable. That part of the green interval following the initial portion.

Portion, Initial. The first part of the green interval which is timed out or separately

controlled by a traffic-actuated controller before the extendible portion of the in-

terval takes effect.
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Portion, Red Delay. In traffic-actuated speed controllers, the length of time for

which the red signal indication persists following actuation on the corresponding

approach of the traffic phase having speed control.

Progression. The characteristic of a signal system which makes possible the

advance of platoons at a predetermined speed through a signal system without

delay or interruption. Also the movement of traffic itself through a signal system

without interruption at a predetermined rate of speed.

Re-Coordination. Restoration of the intended interrelationship of operation of

signals in a signal system.

Reset, Automatic. A mechanism applied to a traffic signal controller, by means of

which the occurrence of the beginning of the green indication is checked auto-

matically once each total time cycle.

Sequence, Color. The order of appearance of signal indications during successive

intervals of a time cycle.

Sequence, Interval. Any one of the several divisions of the total time cycle during

which signal indications do not change.

Signal, Caution. A flashing yellow signal having the same general function as a

warning sign.

Signal, Fixed-Time. A signal operated on fixed-time control.

Signal, Full Traffic-Actuated. A signal operated by a full traffic-actuated controller.

Signal, Hand Semaphore. A portable signal constructed so as to give indication by
the disposition of movable arms or vanes and-or lights.

Signal, Highway Traffic. Any power-operated traffic control device, except a sign,

by which traffic is warned or is directed to take some specific action.

Signal, One-Way. A signal head with only one face. Signal heads are referred to

as one-way, two-way, three-way signals, etc.

Signal, Pedestal. A signal mounted on a fixed, and specially constructed base

usually located in the roadway. The base acts as a protection to the signal from

traffic, and may be a supplementary part of a traffic island.

Signal, Pendant. A signal constructed so as to be suspended over the roadway.

Signal, Semi-Traffic-Actuated. A signal operated by a semi-traffic-actuated con-

troller.

Signal, Speed-Control. A type of traffic-actuated signal which directs traffic on one

trafficway to proceed only if and when it has approached the signal location at a

rate of speed not greater than a selected value.

Signal, Stop. A flashing red signal having the same function as a Stop sign.

Signal, Support. The physical means whereby a signal head is installed in a par-

ticular location.

Signal, Traffic-Actuated. A signal operated by a traffic-actuated controller.

Signal, Traffic Control. Any device, whether manually, electrically or mechanically

operated, by which traffic is alternately directed to stop and permitted to proceed.
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Switch, Automatic Clock. A device for automatic control of the operation of traffic

control signals in any manner prescribed by a predetermined time schedule.

Switch, Manual. An auxiliary device for manual operation of an automatic con-

troller.

Switch, Power Line. A manual switch for discontinuing the operation of both

controller and traffic control signals.

Switch, Recall. A manual switch in a controller which may cause the automatic

return of the right-of-way to a street regardless of the absence of actuation on that

street.

Switch, Signal Shutdown. A switch in a control which may be operated by hand

to discontinue the operation of traffic control signals.

System, Alternate. A signal system in which alternate signals, or groups of signals,

give opposite indications to a certain street at the same time.

System, Flexible Progressive. This is the same as a simple progressive system

except that the system cycle length and the cycle divisions and the offsets at each

signal installation may be automatically varied throughout the day to fit varying

traffic patterns. Other flexible features may be afforded also such as flashing during

certain periods of day.

System, Simple Progressive. A signal system in which the cycle division and

offset may be set at each signal installation independent of any other location,

and are designed in accordance with a time schedule to permit (as nearly as pos-

sible) continuous operation of groups of vehicles along the street at a planned rate

of speed, which may vary in different parts of the system. The cycle division and

offsets at any location may not be varied throughout the day.

System, Signal. Two or more signal installations operating in coordination.

System, Simultaneous. A signal system in which all signals give the same indica-

tion to a certain street at the same time.

Terminals, Field. Devices mounted on the panel board for connecting all wires

entering the controller cabinet.

Terminals, Yellow-Red-Flash. Additional terminals installed in a traffic signal

controller so wired that by an interchange of jumpers, flashing operation may be

arranged to give either yellow or red on the selected traffic phases.

Timer. The automatic timing mechanism proper in a controller including all dials

for adjusting or setting intervals and offsets, switching and flashing mechanism,

signal circuit contacts, motors, gears, cam shaft and in the master controller, also

the total time cycle control and resynchronization or reset mechanisms.

Timer, Double Dial. An automatic timer equipped with two timing dials mechani-

cally or electrically interconnected so that it is possible to set up and remotely
select either of two timing programs of all intervals offset.

Timer, Triple Dial. An automatic timer equipped with three timing dials me-

chanically or electrically interconnected so that it is possible to set up and remotely
select any one of three timing programs of all intervals and offset.

Unit, Optical. An assembly of reflector, receptacle, redirecting cover glass, and
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door with the necessary supporting parts to be used with a light source for pro-

viding a single signal indication.

Wave. See Platoon under section II-A.

C. Street Lighting

Brightness. The brightness of a surface giving out light, as viewed from a given

direction, is the quantity of light flux emitted in that direction per unit area of

cross-section perpendicular to that direction. This term may be applied to a self-

luminous body, as a white-hot metal plate, or to an illuminated diffuse reflector.

If the emission is one lumen per square centimeter of normal cross-section, the

brightness is said to be one lambert, while one lumen per square foot is called a

foot-lambert.
/

Brightness, Average. The product of the illumination in footcandles and the

reflection factor of the surface (expressed in foot-lamberts).

Candle. The basic unit of light intensity. At a distance of one foot, a candle pro-

duces one footcandle upon a surface normal to the beams. A standard candle is a

sperm candle, ^6-inch in diame.ter, and burning 120 grains per hour.

Candlepower. Luminous intensity expressed in candles. (Light sources are com-

monly rated upon a lumen basis rather than a candlepower basis.) An ordinary

incandescent lamp consumes about 3.5 watts per candlepower, an arc lamp at best

about one-third watt per candlepower.

Efficiency (of a light source). The ratio of the total luminous flux output to the

total power consumed by the light source. In the case of an electric lamp it is

expressed in lumens per watt.

Factor, Absorption. The ratio of the light flux absorbed by an object to the flux

incident upon it.

Factor, Reflectance (or Reflection). The ratio of the light flux reflected by the

object to the flux incident upon it.

Footcandle. One lumen per square foot. It is the unit used in expressing the

illumination received upon a surface from all light sources both directly and by
reflection. The order of magnitude is suggested by the facts that full sunlight

gives about 10,000 footcandles ;
full moonlight about 0.02 footcandles ; and good

reading illumination is of the order of 10 footcandles. The illumination in foot-

candles may be computed from the formula L = -r? where "L" is the illumination

in footcandles, "c" is the candlepower of the light source, and "d" is the distance

in feet from the source.

Height, Mounting. The perpendicular distance between street grade and the center

of the light source in the luminaire.

Lambert, Foot-. The average brightness of any surface emitting or reflecting one

lumen per square foot. A "Lambert" is one lumen per square centimeter.

Lamp. The light source employed in a luminaire.

Lumen. The unit of light flux in terms of which the output of a light source is

expressed. One candlepower of light gives forth 4?r or 12.57 lumens (lines of

light flux). One lumen corresponds to one flux line. It has been found by experi-
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ment that the amount of light emitted by a hot filament depends upon the color

(wave-length) of the light and the rate at which energy is dissipated in producing
it. It has been established by convention that one lumen of green light is emitted

by the dissipation of 0.00161 watts, or that one watt corresponds to 621 lumens at

wave-length 0.0000555 centimeters. The lumen is a power unit and not an energy
unit.

Luminaire. A complete lighting device consisting of a light source together with

its direct appurtenances, such as globe, reflector, refractor, housing and such sup-

port as is integral with the housing. The pole, post or bracket is not considered

part of the luminaire.

Spacing. The distance in feet between successive lighting units, measured along
the center line of the street.

Unit, Lighting. The assembly of poles or post with bracket and luminaire.

Watt. A unit of electrical energy, the product of amperes and voltage. 746 watts

equals one horsepower which equals 33,000 foot-pounds per minute.
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SAMPLE SPECIFICATION FOR TRAFFIC

CONTROL SIGNAL CABLE

1. Scope

This specification covers rubber insulated, lead-sheathed, multi-conductor traffic

control signal cable. Unless otherwise specified, the wire and cable to be furnished shall

comply with the manufacture and test requirements of the Insulated Power Cable En-

gineers Association (IPCEA) specifications.

2. General

Bidder must tender proposals on the quantity of cable, and the number of feet of

cable per reel as follows :

Quantity Required Feet

Length of Cable on Reel Feet

Bidder shall also state in his proposal the estimated time required to make ship-

ment. Ability to make early shipment will be considered in awarding the contract.

Bidder must also submit with his proposal, the manufacturer's name and place of

manufacture of the wire and cable to be furnished, failing in which, his bid will not

be considered.

3. Conductors

The conductors shall be of soft annealed solid copper wire. The conductors shall

be evenly coated with lead alloy and shall meet the requirements set forth in A.S.T.M.

Designation B189-45T. (A.S.T.M. refers to American Society for Testing Materials.)

The size of wire shall be number fourteen, American Wire Gauge (#14 A.W.G.).

4. Insulation

The insulation shall be 3/64 inch thick rubber compound which shall not be less

than the requirements set forth in A.S.T.M. Designation D755-44T. The minimum
thickness of rubber insulation shall in no place be less than 90 percent of the specified

thickness in the foregoing.

5. Color Code

The conductors making up the cable herein specified shall have paraffin braided

covering colored according to the N.E.M.A. Standard Color Code, table VII, page 18

of publication No. 49-141 of February, 1949, as follows :

495
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No. of Conductors

1

2

3

4
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70. Notification of Shipment

Contractor must send the purchaser notification of each shipment, enclosing bill of

lading, immediately upon the departure of shipment from the works of the contractor.

The cables and cable reels must be delivered f.o.b. cars or boats at

Street in the city of with all transportation charges prepaid.

77. Tie Bids

Tie bids, when the lowest ones, will be decided by the Central Board of Purchases.

72. Deposits

All moneys or checks deposited will be returned to the unsuccessful bidders on
award of the contract, and to the successful bidder when the contract is entered into.
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formula, 53
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time, 52, 53
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velocity, 52, 53

ACCIDENTS
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angle parking, 296, 297
arterial route warrants, 325
definitions, 117
effect of divisional islands, 395, 396
effect of one-way streets, 318-320
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120
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121
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divided highways, 127-130
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Cont.

effect of volume, 124, 125
value of design to safety, 127-130
expressways, 127-130
freeways, 127-130
grade separations, 127-130
intersections, 126
parkways, 127, 128
pavement width, 124, 125
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structures, 124, 126
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annual deaths by location, 132
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annual registration death rate, 130, 131
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135
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excessive speed, 134

facts, 129-135
motor vehicle defects, 134, 135
road conditions, 135
traffic signals, 135
violations, 134
vision obstructions, 135
weather conditions, 135

AGE
driver, 80
drivers in accidents, 135
drivers vs. night vision, 92
passenger cars, 10

pedestrians in accidents, 132
trucks, 3

AIRLINES
passenger miles of travel, 36

ARTERI.'L ROUTES
accident warrants, 325

advantages, 324
development of plans, 325, 326

disadvantages, 325
expressways, 324
freeways, 324
major streets or highways, 323
master street plan, 325

preferential street plan, 325

primary function, 324
through street plan, 325
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types, 323
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volume warrants, 325

ARTERIAL ROUTES OFF-CENTER LANE
MOVEMENT

left turn prohibitions, 327
movable divisional fins, 328, 329
operation, 326-329
paiking prohibitions, 327
pedestal signs, 327, 328
reversible lane movement, 326
signal control, 326
sign control, 327
unbalanced flow, 326
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BARRIERS
see: Pedestrian Barriers

BIBLIOGRAPHY
see: References for Further Study

BICYCLES
registrations, 9

BRAKE LAG
distance, 71

time, 74

BRAKE REACTION TIME
driver, 81, 88

BRAKING DISTANCE
Coefficient of friction, 71

deceleration, 71

definition, 71

estimating speed from skid marks, 76-78

power, 72
vehicle spacing factor, 331

velocity ; 71
vs. speed, 71

BRAKING EFFORT, 68

Bus CURB LOADING ZONES
accident hazards at far side, 434
accident hazards at near-side, 433

design, 431-433
desirable curb radii, 435

elements, 431
factors determining length, 432
far-side, 433
illumination, 433

length, 431, 432
location, 433-435
markings, 434
mid-block, 433
minimum desirable lengths, 432
near-side, 433
operation, 435

queue loading, 435
recessed curbs, 433
segregation of loading, 435
signs, 433

BUSES
annual registrations, 1-3, 11

height, 16

length, 15

occupancy, 46
registration by population groups, 11

registration by use, 10

passenger-miles of travel, 36
sharpest right turns, 357
turning radii, 16, 17

width, 16
world registration, 1

CAPACITY

also see: Pedestrian Trafficways
also see: Roadway Capacity
public transit vehicles, 47

CENTER LINES
advantages, 175

barrier, 172, 173

broken, 172-174
color, 171, 172

double, 172, 173
effect on vehicle positioning, 175
extent of markings in cities, 173
length, 172

location, 172-174

pavement markers and inserts, 191, 193,
194, 196

position, 172, 174

reflectorization, 173
rural roads, 172-174
solid, 172-174

standards, 171-174

CENTER LINES Cont.

traffic paint, 186-189, 194-197
traffic volumes, 174

typical example, 182
urban streets, 172-174
where required, 172-174

width, 173

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
formula, 55

CENTRIPETAL FORCE, 55

CHANNELIZATION
also see: Traffic Islands Channelizing
pedestrian barriers, 413
use at Y and T intersections to reduce

signal control, 244-247

CITIES
agency handling accident records, 113

area, 6, 7.

arterial route plans, 323-326
extent of center-line and cross-walk

markings, 173
extent of public transit riding, 41

intercity travel, 37, 39
location of bus zones, 433-435
mode of transporttaion, 42, 43
motor vehicle registrations, 6, 7

off-street parking facilities, 305

parking capacity, 290
parking durations, 291, 294
population, 6, 7

position of traffic signals, 273
rapid transit systems, 32

responsibility for speed zoning, 392
speed limits, 380
speed zoning methods used, 391
street mileage, 6, 7

transit systems, 31
truck loading practices, 307-310
zoning ordinances for off-street parking, 302

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
braking distance, 55

centrifugal force, 55

deceleration, 68

definition, 72

design of deceleration lanes, 367, 368
dry surfaces, 73
effect of speed, 73, 74

estimating speed from skid marks, 76

formulae, 72, 77
non-passing sight distance calculations, 364
relation to braking effort, 68
relation to deceleration, 68
safe speed at curves, 389
stopping distance, 74
tests, 72-74

types of surfaces, 72-74
vehicle spacing factor, 331
wet surfaces, 72, 73

COLLISION DIAGRAMS
accidents, 118, 119

CONDITION DIAGRAMS
accidents, 119, 120

CONTROLLED ACCESS FACILITIES
accident experience, 127-130

CORDON
see Traffic Studies Cordon Count

CROSS WALKS
effect of cross-walk lines on driver and

pedestrian behavior, 182
extent of marking in cities, 173

markings, 182

pavement markers and inserts, 191

pedestrian capacity and use, 105, 108
pedestrian control regulations, 98-100
pedestrian speeds, 107
traffic paint, 186-189, 194-197
typical example of marking, 182
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CURBS

design of cuts in residential developments,
350

desirable radii for bus turns, 435
divisional islands, 398, 399

height, 109

markings, 171, 172, 184
minimum returns for parking lots, 298

CURVES HIGHWAY
also see: Roadway Design Curves at

Intersections

determining safe speeds, 388, 389
economic savings from reduced curvature,

372
effect on accidents, 124-126
no passing zone markings, 176-178
recommended lighting layout, 453-455
sight distance, 364-366, 368
warrants for warning signs, 213

CURVILINEAR MOTION, 53

DECELERATION
at intersections, 69, 70

braking distance, 71

braking effort, 68
brake lag distance, 71
coefficient of friction, 68

definition, 68

design of lanes, 367, 368
determining critical speed, 384-388
driver perception-reaction distance, 71

forces, 68

formulae, 68
maximum, 68, 69

observed, 69, 70
P.C.C. street cars, 66, 71
recommended for design purposes, 74

stopping distance, 71

time, 69
transit vehicle, 71

velocity, 53, 54, 70
without brakes, 70

DEFINITIONS
also see: Traffic Engineering Terminology,

463-494
brake lag distance, 71
brake reaction time, 81

centrifugal force, 55
coefficient of friction, 72

deceleration, 68
driver perception-reaction distance, 71
kinetic energy, 56
perception-reaction time, 81
potential energy, 56

power, 56
reflectorized traffic paint, 187
speed zoning, 389
stopping distance, 71
traffic accidents, 117
traffic engineering, 464
vehicle braking distance, 71

work, 55

DESIGN ROADWAY
see: Residential Developments Design
also see: Roadway Design

DESIRE LINES
see Traffic Studies Origin and Destination

DETECTORS
automatic traffic volume recorders, 139
motor vehicle speed meters, 154, 155
traffic signals, 265-268, 280-283

DIMENSIONS
angle parking, 296, 297
bus curb loading zones, 431, 432
buses, 15, 16

markers, 190, 191, 193, 194
markings, 172, 173, 179-186

DIMENSIONS Cont.

no passing zones, 175-179
off-street parking, 297
parallel parking, 296, 297
passenger cars, 12, 13

pedestrian barriers, 413

pedestrian islands, 416, 417, 424, 429, 430
public transit vehicles, 15

roadway cross section, 354-356
traffic islands, 404, 406, 411
traffic signs, 200, 201
trucks, 13-15
truck loading bays, 312

DISTANCE
acceleration, 52, 53, 66, 67
between luminaires, 447
between traffic signals, 217
between traffic signs, 205
brake lag, 71

braking, 71

deceleration, 53, 66, 69
driver perception-reaction, 71

formulae, 52, 53, 71, 72

headlamp visibility, 17, 20

sight distance, 175, 176, 364-366, 368
skidding, 76, 77

stopping, 71-75, 387
traffic sign legibility, 201, 202
traffic sign posting, 207, 208
walking, 294-296

DISTRIBUTION CURVES
assumed in applying probability formulae,

167
cumulative speed in zoning, 391
number of speed observations required, 391

speed studies, 154, 155
use of cumulative speed, 391

DIVISIONAL ISLANDS
see: Traffic Islands Divisional

DRIVER
age, 80

age vs. accidents, 135
alcohol vs. accidents, 134
annual mileage by age, 95
attitudes and ability, 95, 96
brake reaction time, 81
characteristics important for sign design, 91
color vision, 91

glare resistance vs. age, 92

judgement time, 88

knowledge of traffic regulations, 95
law observance studies, 163, 164
licensed drivers, 80-83
license requirements, 84-87
maximum acuity, 89

night vision, 91, 92

operating habits, 93-95

perception-reactisn distance, 71, 88

perception-reaction time, 71, 81, 88, 331, 332

peripheral vision, 89, 90

physical condition vs. accidents, 134

position in vehicle, 88, 89

race, 81

sex, 80
speed vs. violations, 95

stopping distance, 74, 75

tests, 96
training, 96
violations vs. accidents, 134
visual field, 88-91

DRIVEWAYS
design, 351, 352

ELECTRIC STAIRWAYS
design, 105

pedestrian capacity, 105
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ENERGY
definition, 56
formulae, 56

kinetic, 56

potential, 56

EXPRESSWAYS
also see: Roadway Design
also see: Rural Highways and Expressways

Capacity
accident rates, 127-130

definition, 324

FLOW MAPS
vehicle volume studies, 144, 145

FORCE
centrifugal, 55

centripetal, 55

formula, 54

units, 54

FORMULAE
acceleration, 53
alternate traffic signal system, 231

centrifugal force, 55

centripetal acceleration, 53
coefficient of friction, 72, 77
critical speed at intersections, 386, 387
curvilinear motion, 53

deceleration, 68

estimating speed from skid marks, 76, 77

force, 54
kinetic energy, 56
luminaire spacing, 452, 453
mass, 55

potential energy, 56

power, 56
rectilinear motion, 52, 53

roadway capacity, 331

signal clearance interval, 226, 227
signal cycle division, 224
signal cycle length, 227, 228
significance of difference between 2 means,

168
simultaneous traffic signal system, 231
standard deviation of sample, 165
standard error of the mean of a sample, 165
standard error of a proportion, 168

superelevation, 55

time, 52, 54, 66
vehicle braking distance, 71, 72
velocity, 52, 53, 55, 76, 77

widening pavement on curves at intersections,
357

work, 55

FREEWAYS
also see: Roadway Design
also see: Rural Highway and Expressways

Capacity
accident rates, 127-130

definition, 324

FUEL CONSUMPTION
effect of stops, 47, 48
idling, 373
overtaking and passing, 373
relation to speed, 45, 47, 48
relation to traffic congestion, 48
stop-and-go driving, 373, 374
stop-and-go vs. steady driving, 374

GASOLINE CONSUMPTION
annual by states, 33-35

trend, 32

GLARE HEADLAMP
discomfort interference, 438
effects, 438
reduction by divisional island planting, 396

GLARE HEADLAM P- Cont.

reduction on one-way streets, 318
resistance vs. driver age, 92

veiling interference, 438

GRADE SEPARATIONS
accident rates, 127-130

design, 369-371

ramp capacity, 371

warrants, 369

GUIDE LINES
approach to an obstruction, 180, 181

color, 171, 172
cross walks, 182
effect of cross-walk lines on driver and

pedestrian behavior, 173
extent of cross-walk markings in cities, 173
limit lines, 181

parking space limits, 182

pavement edges, 179

pavement markers and inserts, 191, 193, 194,
196

pavement width transitions, 179

reflectorization, 173

stop lines, 181
street car clearance, 181

traffic paint, 186-189, 194-197
turn markings, 181, 182

width, 173

GUIDE SIGNS
see: Traffic Signs

H
HEADLAMPS

glare reduction on one-way streets, 318

mounting height, 20

pre-sealed beam, 17
sealed beam, 17, 20
visibility distances vs. stopping distances, 17

HEIGHTS
buses, 16

curbs, 109

luntinaires, 447, 448

passenger cars, 12, 13

pedestrian barriers, 413

pedestrian islands, 417, 424, 430
reflector markers, 190
traffic signal clearance, 274, 275
traffic signs, 206
trucks and combinations, 15
vehicle headlamps, 20

HIGHWAYS
see: Accidents Relation to Highway Design
also see: Roadway Capacity
also see: Roadway Design
also see: Rural Highways and Expressways

Capacity

HIGHWAYS ILLUMINATION
see: Street and Highway Illumination

HIGHWAYS MILEAGE
state multiple-lane surfaced, 29
total by type of system and surface, 21

ILLUMINATION
also see: Street and Highway Illumination

pedestrian barriers, 413

pedestrian islands, 423, 425, 430
traffic islands, 403, 406, 411
traffic signs, 202, 204
visibility distances with headlamps, 17

INTERSECTIONS
acceleration, 66
accident experience, 126

application of signs, 208-212
areas of conflict, 405

capacity curves, 333, 335
critical speeds, 381, 384-388
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INTERSECTIONS Cont.

curve design, 357-364

deceleration, 69, 70

delay study, 156, 157
law observance studies, 164

lighting layouts. 453, 454
location of bus stops, 433-435
markings, 171-197
no passing zones, 178, 179

pedestrian volume study, 144
persons per signalized, 216
potential conflicts, 319
speed study, 153
traffic signal locations, 271
volume studies, 137-142

INTERSTATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM, 20, 28

ISLANDS
pedestal mounted traffic signals, 275
pedestrian, 415-430
pedestrian protection, 98
traffic, 395-411

JUDGEMENT TIME
driver, 88

KINETIC ENERGY
definition, 56

formula, 56

LANE LINES
broken, 172-174
color, 171, 172

length, 172
pavement markers and inserts, 191, 193,

194, 196
purpose, 174

reflectorization, 173
rural roads, 174
solid, 172-174
traffic paint, 186-189, 194-197
typical example, 182
urban streets, 174
where required, 174
width, 173

LAW OBSERVANCE STUDIES
see: Traffic Studies Law Observance

LENGTHS
acceleration lanes, 368, 369
bus curb loading zones, 431, 432
buses, 15
deceleration lanes, 367
non-passing sight distance, 365
no passing zones, 175-179
passenger cars, 12, 13

pedestrian barriers, 413
pedestrian islands, 416, 417, 429, 430
skid marks, 76-78
tractor-truck and semi-trailer combinations,

traffic islands, 404
trips, 38, 40, 45
truck and trailer combinations, 14
truck loading curb zones, 307
trucks, 13

LICENSED DRIVERS
age, 80
race, 81

sex, 80
state, 80, 82, 83
total, 80, 83

LIGHTING
see: Street and Highway Illumination

LIMIT LINES
see: Guide Lines

LOADING ISLANDS
see: Pedestrian Loading Islands

LOADING ZONES
see 15us Curb Loading Zones
also see: Truck Loading Facilities

LOCATION FILE
accident records, 113, 116, 117

M
MAJOR STREETS OR HIGHWAYS

see: Arterial Routes

MARKINGS AND MARKERS
see: Traffic Markings and Markers

MAXIMUM ACUITY
driver, 89

MILEAGE STREET AND HIGHWAY
annual traveled vs. driver age, 95
highways, 21

multiple-lane surfaced highways, 29
rural roads, 24-27

streets, 21-23
transit routes, 30

MOMENTUM, 55

MOTION VEHICLE, 52-79

MOTOR BICYCLES, 9

MOTORCYCLES, 9

MOTOR SCOOTERS, 9

MOTOR VEHICLES
also see: Buses
also see: Passenger Cars
also see : Transit Systems
also see: Trucks
acceleration, 52, 53, 65-67

age, 3, 10

average speed on rural highways, 59-62

braking distance, 71, 72

braking effort, 68
clearance between moving vehicles, 63, 64,

175

deceleration, 68-71, 74
effect of center lines on positioning, 175
effect of lighting on positioning, 439
fuel consumption, 32-35, 45, 47, 48, 373, 374
headlamps, 17, 20

inspections, 18-20
maximum speeds, 56-58, 60
occupancy, 39, 45, 46
oil consumption, 47
operators, 80-83

spacing, 63, 64
tail lamps, 20
traffic signal detectors, 265-268, 280-283
travel, 32, 33

turning radii, 12, 16, 356-364
unsafe vehicles in accidents, 134, 135

MOTOR VEHICLES DIMENSIONS
buses, 15, 16

passenger cars, 12, 13

trucks, 12-15

MOTOR VEHICLES REGISTRATIONS
annual, 1-3

cities, 6, 7

counties, 8, 9

states, 4, 5

trend, 32

world, 1

MOTOR VEHICLES TRIPS
length, 38, 40, 45

purpose, 44, 295

MOTOR VEHICLE STUDIES
see: Traffic Studies
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N.

NIGHT VISIBILITY
also see: Street and Highway Illumination
color of light, 438
discernment by reverse silhouette, 436, 437
discernment by silhouette, 436
discernment by surface detail, 437
discomfort glare interference, 438
effect of lighting on driver, 439
effects of glare, 438
effect on accidents, 439
factor of object size, 437
fundamental factors, 436-439
pavement surface reflection, 436, 437
recognition time, 438
seeing distances with headlamps, 17, 20
veiling glare interference, 438

NIGHT VISION
driver, 91, 92
effect on color of signs and markings, 91, 92
legibility distances of signs, 201, 202
relation to driver age, 92
reflectorized markings, 173, 186, 187,

189-192

No PASSING ZONES
design speed, 175
field method of location, 178
intersections, 178, 179
location at vertical curves, 176, 177
markings, 171-173, 175, 176, 178
minimum length, 178
minimum sight distances for various design

speeds, 175, 176
railroad grade crossings, 179
sight restrictions to be marked, 175

No PASSING ZONES MARKINGS
barrier stripe, 172, 173, 175, 176
color, 172, 173, 176
design, 172, 173, 175, 176
length, 175-179
location, 172, 173, 175, 176
reflectorization, 173
significance of location of barrier stripe, 173
signs, 213
traffic paint, 186-189, 194-197
width, 173

OBJECT MARKINGS

approach to an obstruction, 181, 182
color, 172
markings on curbs, 184

objects adjacent to roadway, 186
objects within roadway, 186
reflectorization, 173,
traffic paint, 186-189, 194-197
types of obstructions marked, 186

OCCUPANCY
motor vehicle, 39
passenger cars, 44-46

OFF-CENTER LANE MOVEMENT
see: Arterial Routes

ONE-WAY STREETS
advantages, 318, 319
capacity curves, 335
comparison of potential conflicts, 319
disadvantages, 320
reversible traffic movement, 318
types, 318
warrants for class I, 320
warrants for classes II and III, 321

ONE-WAY STREETS CONTROL
methods, 321-323
progressive movement, 321
reversible movement, 323
signals class I, 321
signing class I, 321, 322

ONE-WAY STREETS CONTROL Cont.

signing classes II and III, 323
standard location of signs, 322
traffic signs, 211

ORIGIN AND DESTINE JN STUDIES
see Traffic Studies Origin and Destination

OVERPASSES
markings, 181, 182, 186

pedestrian control and protection, 98, 109,

110, 411
recommendations for lighting layout, 454

PAINT
see: Traffic Paint

PARKING
authorities, 306
capacity in cities, 290
cities with zoning ordinances, 302

comparison of angle vs. parallel, 296, 297
curb markings, 171, 172, 184
Detroit zoning ordinance, 303, 304
finance and administration, 305, 306

garage design, 299, 300
maximum distances from building permitted

by ordinance, 305

meters, 301, 302

parking space limit markings, 171, 172, 182

requirements for residential developments,
. 350
rural parking facilities, 300, 301

signs, 198, 214
studies, 158-161

summary of zoning practice, 302, 303

supply and demand, 290, 291, 294-296
truck loading zones, 307-310

turnover, 292, 293

zoning for off-street, 302-304

PARKING CURB
angle vs. parallel, 296, 297

capacity in cities, 290
disadvantages of angle, 296, 297
durations in cities, 291, 294
duration vs. trip purpose, 291
duration vs. walking distance, 295

hourly variation in demand, 294
maneuvering space, 297
overtime parking, 294
seasonal pattern of demand, 294
street space required, 296, 297

supply and demand, 291, 294-296

trip purpose, 295
turnover rates, 292, 293
usage in cities, 291

walking distances, 294-296

weekly pattern of demand, 294

PARKING-OFF-STREET
administration, 305, 306
advantageous features, 299
aisle dimensions, 297
area required, 297, 298
authorities, 306
cities with municipal facilities, 305
criteria for lot design, 300
entrance and exit design, 298
financing methods, 305

fringe lots, 299
location of facilities, 299
maximum walking distance, 299
range in lot capacities, 298
required reservoir space, 300
rural facilities along highways, 300, 301
size of stalls, 297
source of funds, 305
suggested criteria for garage design, 299,

300
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PARKING METERS
annual receipts, 301, 302
average revenue per meter, 302

benefits, 301

enforcement, 301
number in operation, 301, 302
observed overtime parking, 294
rates, 302
turnover rates, 292, 293
types, 301
use of revenue, 305

PARKWAYS
also see: Roadway Design
also see: Rural Highways and Expressways

Capacity
accident rates, 127-130

definition, 324

PASSENGER CARS
age, 10
critical clearance, 12

frequency distribution of one-way trips, 45
headlighting, 17, 20
height, 13

length, 13

occupancy, 44-46

sharpest right turn, 357
speed limits in cities, 380
speed limits in states, 379
turning radii, 12, 16
width, 13

PASSENGER CARS REGISTRATIONS
annual, 1-3

cities, 6, 7

counties, 8, 9
ratio of persons and families per car, 8, 9

states, 4, 5

PASSENGER-MILES OF TRAVEL
annual by class of carrier, 36, 43
annual intercity traffic, 37

PASSENGERS
annually carried by taxicabs, 39

annually carried by transit systems, 38

capacity of transit vehicles, 47
total carried on transit lines, 37

PAVEMENT MARKERS AND INSERTS
desirable characteristics of materials, 193

inserts, 193

jiggle bars, 194

materials, 191, 193, 194
methods of fastening, 191, 193, 194
mushroom buttons, 194
permanent lines, 191, 193
recommended use, 193

specifications, 196
studs, 193

types, 191

PAVEMENT SYMBOL, WORD AND NUMBER
MARKINGS

approach to railroad grade crossing, 183
color, 172

design of elongated letters, 184
numerical design, 184, 185
route directions, 183
traffic paint, 186-189, 194-197
word markings, 183-185

PEDESTRIAN BARRIERS
applications, 411, 413
design, 413
designation, 413
fences, 413
function, 411

general specifications, 413
height, 413
illumination, 413
length, 413
signs, 413

warrants, 413

PEDESTRIAN ISLANDS
definitions, 415
functional classification, 415

loading island functions, 415

non-structural, 415, 423-425

physical classification, 415

refuge island functions, 428
structural, 415-423

types, 415
warrants for loading islands, 415, 416
warrants for refuge islands, 429

PEDESTRIAN LOADING ISLANDS LOCATION
AND OPERATION

advantages at signalized intersections, 427,
428

at curves, 426
distance between stops, 428
distance from cross walk, 426
distance from curb, 425, 426
distance from rail, 426
entrances, 428
exits, 428
far-side, 426
functions, 415
left turn prohibitions, 428
mid-block, 426
near-side, 426
operation at islands, 428

passenger transfer movements, 428

passing side, 428
recessed curbs, 426
selected traffic controlled intersections, 427

switches, 427
traffic signal progression, 426, 427

warrants, 415, 416

PEDESTRIAN LOADING ISLANDS NON-STRUCTURAL
area intended for use, 423, 424

description of area, 423
dimensions, 424
elements, 423
illumination, 425
reflectorization, 425

warning devices, 425

PEDESTRIAN LOADING ISLANDS STRUCTURAL
approach end treatment, 421, 422
area intended for use, 416
buffers, 418-420

bumperless type, 420
designation of area, 416
effectiveness, 416
elements, 416
end protection, 418-420
height, 417
illumination, 423

length, 416, 417
markings, 422, 423

physical barriers, 418-421

position, 417
raised platforms, 416
reflectorization, 423
side protection, 420, 421

signs, 422
sloping prow, 420
splash plates, 421
vertical posts, 420
warning devices, 421, 423

width, 417

PEDESTRIAN REFUGE ISLANDS
approach end buffer, 430
area intended for use, 429
continuous median strip, 430

elements, 429
function, 428
height, 430
illumination, 430
length, 429, 430
location, 431
physical barriers, 430
reflectorization, 430
warning devices, 430
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PEDESTRIAN REFUGE ISLAND Cont.

warrants, 429
width, 429

PEDESTRIANS ACCIDENTS
age, 132

alcohol, 134
annual deaths, 130-132
annual deaths by location, 132

circumstances, 132-134
death rate, 132
directional analysis, 133
driver violations, 134
licensed to drive, 133, 134

night accidents, 132
reduced by one-way streets, 318, 319

PEDESTRIANS CONTROL AND PROTECTION
also see: Traffic Signals Pedestrian
advantages of traffic officer control at school

crossings, 251
barriers, 98

crossing signs, 211, 212
cross walks, 98
educational aids, 98, 99
enforcement aids, 98-100

engineering aids, 98, 99

fences, 98
intersection volume studies, 144

islands, 198

legislative aids, 98-100

one-way streets, 318, 319

overpasses, 98, 109, 110
school crossing signs, 211, 212
stop sign warrants, 211
street lighting, 98
traffic officer control, 110, 111, 251

underpasses, 98, 109, 110
use of sidewalk studies, 144
warrants for traffic officers at school

crossings, 110, 111

PEDESTRIANS REGULATIONS
arrests for violations, 100
law observance studies, 163, 164

miscellaneous, 98-100
observance of traffic signals, 98, 99
walk within cross walks, 98-100

PEDESTRIANS SCHOOL CROSSINGS
limitations on signal use, 251

overpasses, 98, 109, 110, 411
school boy patrols, 251
school crossing signs, 211, 212
traffic officer control, 251
underpasses, 98, 109, 110, 411
warrants for traffic officers, 110, 111
warrants for school crossing signals, 251

PEDESTRIANS TRAFFIC SIGNALS
see: Traffic Signals Pedestrian

PEDESTRIAN SPEEDS
average assumed in timing signals, 225
cross walks, 107
effect of grade, 110

ramps, 103

sidewalks, 103, 108, 109

stairways, 104

PEDESTRIAN TRAFFICWAYS CAPACITY AND USE
cross walks, 105, 108
effect on signal cycles, 224, 225
electric stairways, 105
intersection volume studies, 144
ramps, 102, 103

revolving doors, 101, 102
sidewalks, 103, 105, 106, 108, 109

signal warrants, 221, 249-251, 260
stairways, 102

turnstiles, 101, 102
use of sidewalk studies, 144

PEDESTRIAN TRAFFICWAYS DESIGN
cross walks, 108

curbs, 109

PEDESTRIAN TRAFFICWAYS DESIGN Cont.

electric stairways, 105

overpasses, 109

ramps, 102, 109
stairways, 102, 105

underpasses, 109
warrants for sidewalks, 105, 106

PERCEPTION-REACTION DISTANCE
driver, 71, 88

PERCEPTION-REACTION TIME
definition, 81

determining critical speeds, 384-388

driver, 74, 81, 88

non-passing sight distance, 364
vehicle spacing factor, 331, 332

PERIPHERAL VISION
driver, 89, 90

POTENTIAL ENERGY
definition, 56

formula, 56

POWER
braking, 72

definition, 56

formula, 56

PUBLIC TRANSIT SYSTEMS
see: Transit Systems

R
RACE

drivers, 81

RADAR SPEED METER
motor vehicle speed studies, 154

RAILROAD GRADE CROSSINGS
no passing zones, 179

pavement markings, 183
recommended lighting layout, 454
traffic signs, 198
train approach signals, 286, 287

RAILROADS
annual passenger-miles of travel, 36

passenger equipment in use, 11

RAMPS
design of pedestrian, 102

pedestrian capacity and use, 102, 103

vehicular grade separation design, 370

RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS, 32

RECORDERS TRAFFIC
automatic motor vehicle volume, 139
BPR speed meter, 155
ladar speed meter, 154

speed and delay, 156

RECTILINEAR MOTION
formulae, 52, 53

uniform, 52

uniformly accelerated, 52

REFERENCES FOR FURTHER STUDY
drivers, 96, 97
one-way streets and arterial routes, 330
parking and loading, 315-317

pedestrians, 112

roadway capacity and design, 375-377

speed regulation and zoning, 393, 394
street and highway lighting, 461, 462
traffic accidents, 136
traffic islands and pedestrian barriers, 413, 414
traffic markings and markers, 197
traffic signals, 288, 289
traffic signs, 215
traffic studies, 168-170

vehicle, highway and travel facts, 49-51
vehicle motion, 78, 79

REFLECTING ELEMENTS
markers, 189-192

markings, 173

paint, 186, 187, 189, 196, 197

qualities, 203, 204
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REFLECTOR MARKERS DELINEATORS
advantages, 190

design, 190
erection height, 190

location, 190

purpose, 190
reflector units, 190
spacing on horizontal curves, 190, 191

spacing on vertical curves, 190, 192
use, 190

REFLECTOR MARKERS HAZARDS
clusters of buttons, 189, 190
design, 189, 190
effectiveness, 190
erection height, 190
location, 189
purpose, 189
reflectorized panels, 189, 190
single buttons, 189, 190
size, 190

visibility distance, 189

REFUGE ISLANDS
see: Pedestrian Refuge Islands

REGISTRATIONS
bicycles, 9

buses, 1-3, 10, 11
motor vehicles, 1-9, 32
passenger cars, 1-9

railway cars, 11
street cars, 11

taxicabs, 39
trolley coaches, 11

trucks, 1-9

world, 1

REGULATORY SIGNS
see: Traffic Signs

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS DESIGN
alleys, 350
curb cuts, 350
development, 348, 349
feeder streets, 349
intersections, 349, 350
location, 348, 349
parking, 350
parks and playgrounds, 351
private driveways, 351, 352
public utilities, 351
residential streets, 349
shopping centers, 350
sidewalks, 350
standards, 348-352
street lighting, 350
street name signs, 350

REVOLVING DOORS
pedestrian use, 101, 102

ROADWAY CAPACITY
also see: Rural Highways and Expressways-

Capacity
also see: Urban Streets Capacity
capacity curves, 331
capacity formula, 331
early studies, 331, 332
grade separation ramp, 371
recommended design capacities for rural

highways, 342, 343
research project, 331
various calculated single lane values, 331, 332
vehicle spacing factor, 331

ROADWAY DESIGN
also see: Accidents Relation to

Highway Design
also see: Residential Developments Design
ettect of gradient on truck speeds, 353
gradient standards, 352, 353
private driveways, 351, 352
recommended design capacities for rural

highways, 342, 343
recommended maximum gradient, 352, 353
transit vehicle operation on grades, 354

ROADWAY DESIGN ACCELERATION LANES
lengths, 368, 369
method of determining length, 368

principles, 367, 368

ROADWAY DESIGN CROSS SECTION
divided highways, 356
lateral clearance, 356
median strip width, 356

parking lanes, 356
recommended lane width, 355

right-of-way, 356
rural pavement widths, 354
shoulders, 356
sidewalks, 350, 356
standards, 354-356
urban pavement widths, 355

ROADWAY DESIGN CURVES AT INTERSECTIONS
formula for widening pavements, 357
minimum designs for edge of pavement, 358,

361-363
minimum edge of pavement radii, 358
minimum safe radii for various turning

speeds, 364
recommended pavement widths, 358

sharpest right turns of design vehicles, 357,
358

standards, 356-364
tractor-truck semi-trailer turning wheel

paths, 358-360
transition length, 364
widening pavements, 357, 358

ROADWAY DESIGN DECELERATION LANES
length, 367
method of determining length, 368

principles, 367, 368
storage for turning vehicles, 368

ROADWAY DESIGN ESTIMATING ECONOMIC
SAVINGS
accident frequency, 371

categories of savings, 371
effect of gradient, 372
effect of pavement type, 372
effect of reduced variations in speed, 373, 374
effect of roadway curvature, 372
effect of shorter route, 371, 372
estimated time costs, 373, 374
fuel consumption savings, 373, 374
value of time savings, 373
vehicle operation mileage costs, 371-374

ROADWAY DESIGN GRADE SEPARATIONS
alinement, 369
clearance at structureSj 370

gradient, 369
lateral clearance, 370
median strip, 370
ramp capacity, 371
recommended ramp design, 370

sight distance, 369
vertical clearance, 370
warrants for construction, 369

ROADWAY DESIGN SIGHT DISTANCE
components of minimum passing, 365

determining minimum passing, 365
field method of determining no-passing

zones, 178

measuring, 366
non-passing length, 365

passing, 365
recommended minimum non-passing, 364, 366
recommended minimum passing, 365, 366
relation with grades and vertical curve

lengths, 366, 368

ROTARY ISLANDS
see: Traffic Islands Rotary

RURAL HIGHWAYS AND EXPRESSWAYS CAPACITY
effect of commercial vehicles, 344
effect of imperfect alinement, 344
effect of narrow lanes, 343
effect of narrow shoulders, 343
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RURAL HIGHWAYS AND EXPRESSWAYS
CAPACITY Cont.

effect of passing sight distance restrictions, 345
effect of restricted lateral clearances, 343, 344
effect of signalized intersections, 344
factors that may reduce, 343-345
maximum lane capacity curves, 340
maximum observed hourly volumes, 340-342
maximum possible hourly values, 342
method of estimating at signalized express-

way intersections, 345, 346

practical working capacity, 342, 343
reasons for high capacity, 342
recommended design capacities, 342, 343

relating 24-hour and peak hour volumes,
346-348

thirtieth highest hour vs. average daily vol-

ume, 347, 348

RURAL ROADS
also see: Accidents Relation to Highway

Design
also see : Roadway Capacity
also see: Roadway Design
also see : Rural Highways and Expressways

Capacity
annual travel, 33

mileage and travel, 28
state mileage by type of surface, 26, 27
state mileage by type of system, 24, 25

SCHOOL CROSSINGS
see: Pedestrians School Crossings

SEX
driver, 80

SIDEWALKS
curb heights, 109
design for residential developments, 350
pedestrian capacity and use, 103, 105, 106,

108, 109
pedestrian speeds, 103, 108, 109

pedestrian use studies, 144
warrants for construction, 105, 106

SIGHT DISTANCE
see Roadway Design Sight Distance

SKID MARKS ESTIMATING SPEED
formulae, 76, 77
three methods, 76-78

SPEED
also see: Pedestrian Speeds
also see: Velocity
advisory speed signs, 198, 209, 211, 213
average on grades, 60

average on rural highways, 59-62
critical speed at intersections. 381, 384-388
driver operating habits, 93, 94
effect of center lines, 175
effect of highway_ lighting, 438
effect of coefficient of friction, 73, 74
effect on fuel consumption, 45, 47, 48
effect of one-way streets, 318-320
estimating from skid marks, 76-78
excessive speed vs. accidents, 134
limit signs, 198, 211-213, 239
maximum, 56-58, 60
motor vehicle speed studies, 152-155
safe speeds at curves, 388, 389
speed and delay studies, 155-158

stop sign warrants, 209
vs. stop-and-go driving, 60, 62
vs. trip length, 62
vs. vehicle age, 62
vs. vehicle spacing, 63

SPEED REGULATION
absolute limits, 378
absolute limits in cities, 380
airplane ball-bank indicator, 388
ball-bank angles vs. safe speed, 388

SPEED REGULATION Cont.

basic rule, 378
basis, 378
blanket regulations, 378-383
critical speeds at intersections, 381, 384-388

day vs. night limits, 378-380
legal provision for special limits, 381
methods of determining critical speeds, 384-388
methods of determining safe speeds at

curves, 388, 389
minimum speed limit, 378
nighttime limits, 378
posting limits, 380,381
posting limits at curves, 381

posting limits in states, 382, 383

prima facie limit, 378
prima facie limits in cities, 380

purpose of special regulations, 381
recommended prima facie limits, 378
safe speeds for curves, 388, 389

signing, 380
state limits, 378, 379
traffic signals, 266
traffic signs, 198, 209, 211-213, 239
truck limits in cities, 380

types, 37S

types of blanket regulations, 378
types of special regulations, 378
use of critical speed at intersections, 381, 384

SPEED REGULATION DETERMINING CRITICAL
SPEED
American Association of State Highway Of-

ficials methods, 386-388
American Automobile Association method, 386
formulae, 386, 387
graphical solution, 387
National Safety Council method, 384-386

perception-reaction time curve, 386
safe stopping distance curve, 387
uses of critical speed, 381, 384
visibility triangle, 384, 385

SPEED ZONING
adjustment of limits to conditions, 389
areas zoned, 389
cumulative distribution curves, 391

definition, 389
engineering investigations required, 389
legal provisions, 389
methods used in cities, 391
number of observations required, 391

provisions in states, 390
responsibility in cities, 392
responsibility in states, 392
restrictions on numerical limit, 389
selection of numerical limits, 389, 391
speed studies, 152-155
traffic signs, 198, 209, 211-213, 239, 380
use of distribution curves, 391

SPOT MAPS
accidents, 118

STABILIZATION CURVE
see: Traffic Studies Sampling Accuracy and

Comparisons
STAIRWAYS

also see: Electric Stairways
design, 102, 105^
pedestrian capacity, 102

STATES
kinds of accidents reportable, 113
legal requirements for accident reporting,

113, 114
mileage by type of surface, 26, 27
mileage by type of system, 24, 25
motor vehicle registrations, 4, 5

multiple-lane surfaced mileage, 29
parking authorities, 306
posting speed limits, 382, 383
responsibility for speed zoning, 392

'

speed limits, 378, 379
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STOPPING DISTANCE
brake lag distance, 71

braking distance, 71, 72
coefficient of friction, 71-74
critical speed calculations, 387

deceleration, 74, 75

definition, 71
driver perception-reaction distance, 171
driver perception-reaction time, 74, 75
driver stopping distance, 74, 75

power in braking, 72
recommended for design purposes, 74, 75
relation to sight distance, 74, 75

vehicle stopping distance, 74, 75, 387

STREET AND HIGHWAY ILLUMINATION
accident prevention measure, 439
effect on speed, 438
effect on driver, 439
effect on traffic movement, 438, 439
effect on vehicle positioning, 439
field lighting test method, 459, 460
instruments for measuring, 459
lighting time, 455, 459
maintenance programs, 459
measurement, 459, 460
operation of lighting system, 454, 456-459

photo-electric cell control, 455

problems involved in measurement, 459
standards, 436
street lighting evaluator, 459
sunrise and sunset times, 456-458

STREET AND HIGHWAY ILLUMINATION LAMPS
candlepower distribution curves, 441

candlepower distribution types, 442
cone of maximum candlepower, 442
control of design factors, 443

design objective, 441
distribution widths, 447
factors determining lamp choice, 439
filament, 440
fluorescent, 440
fundamental factors, 436-439
isocandle curve, 446
lamps, 439-441
lateral width angle, 442
lumen ratings, 440, 441
luminaire distribution of light, 441-447
luminaires, 439-441
medium width asymmetric lateral distribu-

tion, 442
mercury-vapor, 440
narrow asymmetric lateral distribution, 442
sodium-vapor, 440
symmetric distribution, 442
two-way lateral distribution, 442
typical candlepower distribution, 444, 445
watt ratings, 440, 441
wide asymmetric lateral distribution, 442

STREET AND HIGHWAY ILLUMINATION LIGHTING
LAYOUT
alleys, 454
bridges and overpasses, 454
curves, 453, 455
design of residental developments, 350
design of systems, 451-453
elevated and depressed roadways, 454
example of use of utilization efficiency

chart, 452
forestation vs. lighting, 448-450
formulae for luminaire spacing, 452, 453
intersections, 453, 454
luminaire mounting heights, 447, 448
luminaire spacings, 447
pedestrian volume classifications, 451
plazas and traffic circles, 454
purpose of utilization efficiency chart, 451
railroad grade crossings, 454
recommended foot candles, 450, 451
recommended layouts for hazardous loca-

tions, 453-455

STREET AND HIGHWAY ILLUMINATION
LIGHTING LAYOUT Cont.

relative blinding effect of glare, 447
selection of street trees, 448-450
transverse location of luminaries, 448

underpasses and tunnels, 454
utilization efficiency chart, 451, 452
vehicular volume classifications, 451

STREET CARS
occupancy, 46

registration, 11

STREET LIGHTING
also see: Street and Highway Illumination

design of residential developments, 350

STREETS
illumination, 436-462

mileage and urban travel, 28

one-way, 318-323
state mileage by type of surface, 22, 23

through, 323-329
total mileage by type of surface and

system, 21

STUDIES AND SURVEYS
see: Traffic Studies

TAXICABS
annual registrations, passengers carried and

miles traveled, 39

TERMINOLOGY TRAFFIC ENGINEERING, 463-494
also see: Definitions
land use, 464-473
traffic operations, 473-483
traffic control, 483-494

THROUGH STREETS
see: Arterial Routes

TIME
acceleration, 52, 66

deceleration, 69
driver brake reaction, 81
driver judgement, 88
driver perception-reaction, 74, 81, 88

formulae, 52, 54, 66

stopping, 54
vehicle spacings, 73, 74

velocity, 52, 66

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
see: Accidents

TRAFFIC ISLANDS
definition, 395
functional classification, 395

importance of visibility, 395

TRAFFIC ISLANDS CHANNELIZING
applications, 404, 406
basic warrant, 404
design, 406
designation of area, 406

design for left turn protection, 405
end protection, 406

function, 404
general specifications, 406
illumination, 406
intersection areas of conflict, 405

markings, 406
number of islands, 406
position of approach ends, 406

sizes, 406
typical designs, 405-408

width, 406

TRAFFIC ISLANDS DIVISIONAL
applications, 395, 396
basic warrant, 395

color, 403

curbs, 398-399
design, 396-402
designation of islands, 398, 399

designs for left turns, 397

designs for U-turns, 398, 399
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TRAFFIC ISLANDS DIVISIONAL Cont.

effect on accidents, 395, 396
elements controlling design, 396, 398
end protection, 403, 404
function, 395

general specifications, 404
illumination, 403

installation, 403, 404
length, 404
location, 404
markings, 404
methods of installation, 403
openings in narrow median strips, 400-402
planting to reduce headligjit glare, 396
protection for turning vehicles, 399-402
signs, 404
width, 399
widths at intersections, 399, 400

TRAFFIC ISLANDS ROTARY
applications, 409
central island, 410, 411
design, 409-411
designation, 411
design speed, 410
functions, 409
general specifications, 411
illumination, 411

principles of design, 409
rotary diameter, 410, 411
signs, 411
use, 407
volume warrant, 409
weaving distance, 410
width, 411

TRAFFIC MARKINGS AND MARKERS
center lines, 171-175, 182
color, 171, 172
cross walks, 173, 182
curbs, 184

guide lines, 179-182
lane lines, 172, 174, 182
materials, 171
no passing zones, 175-179
object markings, 181, 182, 184, 186
pavement markers and inserts, 191, 193,

194, 196

pavement symbols, words, and numbers,
183-185

reflector markers, 189-192

reflectprization, 173

stop lines, 181
traffic paint, 186-189, 194-197
turn markings, 181

types, 171

width, 173

TRAFFIC PAINT PAVEMENT MARKING
EQUIPMENT
auxiliary equipment, 188
average daily mileage, 188
causes of premature failure of lines, 188, 189
coverage of paint, 189
design, 187, 188
guide lines, 18"8

method of operation, 188, 189
number of stripes, 187, 188
reflectorized paint application, 189
speed of operation, 188
type of feed, 187
types of machines, 187

TRAFFIC PAINT REFLECTORIZED
angle of view for maximum reflection, 187
characteristics, 187

coverage, 189

definition, 187
effectiveness, 187

night visibility, 186, 187
purpose, 187

specifications, 196, 197
types, 187

TRAFFIC PAINT SPECIFICATIONS
application, 194, 195
certificate of performance, 194

comparison paint, 194

equipment, 194

evaluation, 195
federal specifications, 194

figure of performance, 196
number of lines marked, 195
Ohio Service Test Procedure, 194-196

performance basis, 194

position of marking, 194, 195

quantitative factors of evaluation, 195, 196

records, 195
reflectorized paint, 196, 197

samples, 194
thickness of line, 195

TRAFFIC SIGNALS
accidents, 135
alternate system, 229, 230
arrows, 248
at drawbridge, 286
effect of one-way streets on progressive

operation, 318
effect on accident experience, 218, 219
effect on street capacity, 338, 339
energy service, 298
flashing beacons and signals, 283, 284
flashing lights, 286, 287
flexible progressive system, 230
lane direction, 285, 286
pedestrian signals, 248-251

persons per signalized intersection, 216
rate of flashing, 284
simple progressive system, 230
simultaneous system, 229
special types, 283-287

timing, 231-247
train approach, 286, 287
types of signals, 216
types of systems, 229
warrants for fixed-time, 218-222
warrants for pedestrian, 249-251
warrants for traffic-actuated, 260, 261
wigwag, 287

TRAFFIC SIGNALS CABLES
factors in selection, 279
installation, 279
lead covered, 279
overhead systems, 279
positions, 279
routing, 279
rubber covered, 279
sample specification, 495-497

specifications, 280
underground systems, 279

TRAFFIC SIGNALS CONDUIT
continuous, 277
drainage facilities, 278, 279
examples of underground installations,

274-276
factors in installation, 278
installation, 278
materials, 278
non-continuous, 277
size, 278
types of systems, 277, 278
typical installation plans, 276, 277

TRAFFIC SIGNALS CYCLE LENGTH AND DIVISION
accurate methods, 227, 228
approximate methods, 223, 224
average pedestrian speed, 225
average range in length, 223
basis for division, 223
clearance interval, 226
clearance interval formulae, 226, 227
division formulae, 224
graphical method of approximation, 225
length formulae, 227, 228
pedestrian requirements, 224, 225
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TRAFFIC SIGNALS CYCLE LENGTH AND
DIVISION Cont.

principles in selection, 223

speed factor, 229

timing considerations, 224
trial and error method, 223
vehicle departure headway, 224
vehicle time spacing factor, 228, 229
volume factor, 228

TRAFFIC SIGNALS DETECTORS
intersection approaches, 262, 263, 265, 266

lateral coverage of magnetic, non-

compensated, 267

magnetic, compensated, 268

magnetic, non-compensated, 267

magnetic, relay unit, 268

magnetic vehicle, 267

pressure-sensitive pedestrian, 267

pressure-sensitive vehicle, directional, 267

pressure-sensitive vehicle, non-

directional, 266, 267

types, 266

TRAFFIC SIGNALS DETECTOR INSTALLATIONS
concrete work, 281-283

locations, 280
magnetic, compensated, 282, 283

magnetic, non-compensated, 283
minimum distance from stop line, 280

pedestrian, 281

position in roadway, 281

pressure-sensitive, 282

vehicle, 281
TRAFFIC SIGNALS FIXED TIME CONTROLLERS

advantages of multi-dial timers, 254

advantages of synchronous motors, 252
calibration of timing dials, 254
circuits available, 252

cycle length provisions, 254
disadvantages of induction motors, 251

disadvantages of manual control, 255
factors governing selection, 251

flashing circuits, 252
flexibility of operation, 252
for special functions, 256, 257
intervals available, 252

location, 275-277
master controller, 252
master secondary controller connections, 255
normal combinations of intervals and

circuits, 252
normal cycle gear spacing, 254
number of timing dials, 254
offsets, 254
program controllers, 256
purpose of reset interrupters, 256
remote controls, 255
resets, 254
secondary controller, 252
secondary timer manual switches, 255
special features, 255

'

standards, 252
time clocks, 255
timer components, 252
timer settings, 252
time switches, 254
timing schedules, 253, 254
types of synchpnous controllers, 252
typical signal indications, 253, 254
typical timing schedules, 253, 254
variations in master controller operation,

255, 256
TRAFFIC SIGNALS FIXED TIME OPERATION

characteristic, 216
classification, 217
coordinated or interrelated operation, 217
interconnected coordination, 218
in-time operation, 218
isolated or independent operation, 217
methods of obtaining coordination, 217, 218
non-interconnected coordination, 217

TRAFFIC SIGNALS FIXED TIME OPERATION
Cont.

signal spacing, 217
use of arrow indications, 248
warrants, 218-222

TRAFFIC SIGNALS HEADS AND OPTICAL UNITS
adjustable face traffic control signal head

standards, 268
bell equipped vs. silent signals, 269, 270

characteristics, 268
color, 269
indication positioning, 268
lenses, 269
louvres, 269
maintenance programs, 269

mounting fixtures, 269
optical units, 269
reflectors, 269
rotation of heads, 268
signal lamps, 269
standard arrow lens design, 248
standard pedestrian Walk lens design, 250
terminal board location, 269

typical neon tube Walk-Don't Walk
pedestrian signal, 251

typical Wait lens design, 250
use of arrow indications, 248
varieties of head assemblies, 269

visors, 269

TRAFFIC SIGNALS MOUNTING
bracket mounted, 274
cable suspension, 272, 274
clearance height, 274, 275
controller location, 275-277
desirable number of faces, 270-272
factors determining controller location,

275,276
lateral clearances, 273, 274
location standards, 271
mast arm, 270, 272, 274
mounting fixtures, 269
near-side vs. far-side location, 273

objectives, 270
pedestal mounted, 272, 275, 276

pole mounted, 272
positions of signals in cities, 273

span wire, 272, 274
TRAFFIC SIGNALS PEDESTRIAN

arrests for violations, 100

example of walk-wait installation, 249
limitations on use at school crossings, 251
midblock school crossing warrant, 251
neon tube signal, 251
observance, 99
observance studies, 144

pedestrian-actuated, intersection type
controller, 262, 263_

pedestrian-actuated, midblock type
controller, 263

pedestrian actuation, 249

push buttons, 267, 281
school crossing intersection warrant, 251

special pedestrian phase, 248, 249
standard Walk lens design, 250

types of control, 248, 249

types of pedestrian indications, 249

typical Wait lens design, 250

use, 98
variations in operation, 249
vehicle-and pedestrian-actuated, intersection

type controller, 262

volume-density pedestrian interval unit, 266

warrants, 249-251

TRAFFIC SIGNALS TIMING
alternate system formula, 231

average through-band speed, 241
channelization to reduce signal control,

244-247
desirable efficiencies, 239
double green, 240
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TRAFFIC SIGNALS TIMING Cont.

example of three-phase operation, 242
factors to be determined, 231

flashing green, 240
improving timing efficiency, 239-241
intermittent cycle operation, 247
leading green, 240
mathematical method for progressive sys-

tems, 233-239
multi-phase timing at complex intersections,

241, 242
normal flashing operation, 246
operating flexibilities, 240
out-of-step green, 240
progressive system, 231, 232
public transit requirements, 241

simplifying timing at complex intersections,

241, 242
simultaneous system formula, 231

special applications of flashing operation, 247
three street intersections, 242-244

through-band speed and width, 241
time space diagrams, 233
timing at Y and T intersections, 244-247

timing plan efficiency, 239, 240
use of flashing red, 242
use of traffic flow data, 240
usual progressive timing plans on urban

arterials, 232, 234

TRAFFIC SIGNALS TRAFFIC-ACTUATED
CONTROLLERS
adjustment range of operating functions,

264, 265
applications of speed control, 266
characteristics of volume-density control, 265
clearance interval, 265

example of basic, full-actuated, 264
extendible portion, 264
extension limit, 264
full traffic-actuated, 263-266
initial portion, 263, 264
location, 275-277

multi-phase, full-actuated control, 265
pedestrian-actuated, intersection type, 262, 263

pedestrian-actuated, midblock type, 263
recall switch, 265
semi-actuated, 262, 263

speed control, 266
two-phase, full-actuated control, 263-265

types, 261
typical pedestrian-actuated sequences, 262, 263
unit extension, 264
vehicle-and pedestrian-actuated, intersection

type, 262
volume-density, full-actuated, 265, 266
volume-density, pedestrian interval unit, 266

TRAFFIC SIGNALS TRAFFIC-ACTUATED
OPERATION

advantages, 257
characteristics, 257
control at complex intersections, 259, 260
coordination of full-actuated controllers,

257, 259
coordination of semi-actuated controllers,

257, 258
intersection control factors, 260, 261
isolated operation, 257
non-intersection control factors, 261
off-center lane movement, 326
types, 257
volume-density control, 257-260
warrants, 260, 261

TRAFFIC SIGNALS WARRANTS
accident hazard, 221, 222
combination of warrants, 222
coordinated movement, 221

fixed-time, 218-222
interruption of continuous traffic, 219-221
minimum vehicular volume, 219
minimum pedestrian volume, 221

TRAFFIC SIGNALS WARRANTS Cont.

pedestrian, 249-251
school crossings, 251
traffic-actuated, 260, 261

value, 218, 219

TRAFFIC SIGNS
classifications, 198

effectiveness, 198
need for uniformity, 208

required on one-way streets, 320

typical standard guide signs, 199

typical standard regulatory signs, 198

typical standard warning signs, 198

use, 198

TRAFFIC SIGNS APPLICATION AT INTERSECTIONS
advisory speed signs, 209, 211

four-way stop sign warrants, 210, 211

guide signs, 212
intersection symbol warning signs, 209
need for uniform application, 208
one-way signs, 211

pedestrian crossing signs, 211, 212

portable pedestrian signs, 212
route markers, 212
rubber flapper signs, 209
school crossing signs, 211, 212
signal warning sign, 209
speed limit signs, 211, 239
stop signs, 209-211

stop sign approach warning sign, 209
turn prohibition signs, 211

two-way stop sign warrants, 209, 210
warning signs, 209

TRAFFIC SIGNS APPLICATION AT NON-INTER-
SECTION LOCATIONS
advisory speed signs, 213
curve warning signs, 213
miscellaneous signs, 214
no passing zone signs, 213

parking restriction signs, 214

speed limit signs, 212, 213, 239
turn warning signs, 213
types of signs applicable, 212
warrants for hill signs, 213, 214
warrants for turn and curve warning

signs, 213

TRAFFIC SIGNS DESIGN
advantages of reversing colors, 200
application of over-size signs, 201

color, 199, 200
color of illumination, 202, 203
color of reflecting elements, 204
dimensions, 200, 201
divergence angle for reflectance, 204
driver color vision, 91

examples of standard arrow designs, 198, 199
examples of standard shapes, 198, 199
factors affecting letter size, 202
illumination, 202-204
important driver characteristics, 91

legibility distance, 201, 202
lettering, 199, 201, 202
methods of applying finish, 205
neon tube one-way sign, 203
principles of arrow design, 202
qualities of reflecting elements, 203, 204
quality of materials, 204, 205
reflector button size and spacing, 204
reflectorization, 203, 204
self-illumination, 202, 203
shape, 198, 199
sizes of materials, 205
special designs, 198, 199
standards, 198

supplementary signs, 200, 201

symbols, 202
types of finishes, 205
types of materials, 204, 205
types of reflecting elements, 203
working drawings, 198, 201
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TRAFFIC SIGNS ERECTION AND MAINTENANCE
angle for reflection, 206
bolts and fittings for mounting, 207
check on effectiveness of placement, 205
distance between signs, 205
erection of posts, 207

frequency of inspection, 208
guide sign posting distances, 208
lateral clearance from roadway, 206
location of duplicate signs, 206
maintenance, 208
materials for posts, 207
methods of mounting overhead signs, 207
methods of refinishing signs, 208

portable signs, 207

preparation of posts, 207
recommended heights, 206
regulatory sign posting distances, 207
requisites of proper position, 205
size of posts, 207
speed zoning sign posting distances, 207, 208
stop sign posting distances, 207

suggested minimum pedestal sizes, 207
temporary signs, 207
use of existing poles and standards, 206
warning sign posting distances, 208

TRAFFIC STUDIES
basic planning, 137
specific problem, 137

types, 137-164

TRAFFIC STUDIES CORDON COUNT
cordon line, 151

definition, 151

method, 151, 152

presentation of data, 152

purpose, 151

TRAFFIC STUDIES LAW OBSERVANCE
driver observance of traffic signals and stop

signs, 164
interpretation of results, 164

methods, 164
pedestrian observance of traffic signals, 164
purpose, 163

types, 164

TRAFFIC STUDIES MOTOR VEHICLE SPEED
accumulation curves, 155

average speed, 155
BPR meter method, 155
constant speed motor automatic timer

method, 153, 154
definition, 152
distribution curves, 154, 155
electronic meter method, 154
equipment, 153-155
intersection studies, 153
median speed, 155

methods, 153-155
modal speed, 155

night studies, 153

pace, 155

parallax error, 153, 154
85-percentile speed, 155

photo electric meter method, 154
presentation of data, 155
purpose, 152
radar meter method, 154
speed meters, 153-155
two-mark method, 153
use of enoscopes, 153

TRAFFIC STUDIES MOTOR VEHICLE VOLUME
automatic recorders, 139
average daily traffic, 144
comprehensive rural counts, 142-144
continuous counts, 143
control counts, 143

coverage counts, 143, 144
definition, 138

example of daily variation in volume, 141
example of hourly variation in volume,

140, 141

TRAFFIC STUDIES MOTOR VEHICLE VOLUME
Cont.

example of monthly variation in volume, 141

expansion of short count data, 140-142
field forms, 138, 139

floating master station, 142
flow maps, 144, 145
manual counts, 139
master station, 142

presentation of data, 144, 145

purpose, 138, 139
results of counts, 144

sampling, 139, 140
short count method, 139-142
thirtieth highest hour, 144

typical factors for expanding short count

data, 141, 142

TRAFFIC STUDIES ORIGIN AND DESTINATION
application, 150
check on accuracy of interview, 148

comprehensive study, 147, 148

definition, 146
desire line chart, 150
external phase, 148
home interview, 147, 148
internal phase, 148
license plate method, 147

methods, 146-148

presentation of data, 148-151

purpose, 146-150
return postal card method, 147
roadside interview method, 146
size of sample, 147-148

summary of data, 148, 149

tag on car method, 147

TRAFFIC STUDIES PARKING
analysis of data, 160, 161
data required on curb parking, 158
data required on off-street parking, 158

definition, 158
field form for vehicle count, 159

generators of parking demand, 158

inventory of facilities, 158
land use study, 160, 161

methods, 158-160

personal interview method, 160

presentation of data, 160, 161

purpose, 158
vehicle count method, 158-160

TRAFFIC STUDIES PEDESTRIAN USE OF SIDE-

WALKS
definition, 144.

purpose, 144

TRAFFIC STUDIES PEDESTRIAN VOLUMES AT IN-

TERSECTIONS
definition, 144

purpose, 144

TRAFFIC STUDIES PUBLIC TRANSIT
accident analysis, 163

definitions, 161, 162

inventory methods, 161

inventory of existing service, plant and
equipment, 161, 162

passenger origin and destination, 163

presentation of inventory data, 161, 162

speed and delay, 163

study of transit traffic, 162, 163

transfer and loading points, 163
volume counts, 162

TRAFFIC STUDIES SAMPLING ACCURACY AND
COMPARISONS
accuracy of sample, 164-168

application of method of estimating sample
error, 166

bias, 164
distribution curves assumed in applying prob-

ability formulae, 167
maximum error, 165
relation of sampling to studies, 164
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TRAFFIC STUDIES SAMPLING ACCURACY AND
COMPARISONS Cont.

requirements of sample, 164, 165

significance of difference between two means
formula, 168

size of sample, 164, 165
stabilization curves, 165
standard deviation, 165-168
standard deviation formula, 165
standard error, 165-168
standard error formula, 165
standard error of a proportion formula, 168

TRAFFIC STUDIES SPEED AND DELAY
analysis of data, 157, 158
elevated observations method, 156

equipment, 155
intersection delay method, 156, 157
license plate method, 156
mechanical recorders, 156

methods, 155-157

presentation of data, 157, 158

purpose, 155

riding check method, 155, 156

TRAFFIC STUDIES -TRUCK TRANSPORT
application, 146

equipment, 146

method, 146
presentation of data, 146
purpose, 144, 145

summary of data, 146

TRANSIT SYSTEMS
annual passengers by type of service, 38
annual rides and rides per capital, 38
cities, 31
extent of riding in cities, 41
maximum hourly passenger capacities, 332, 333
mileage, 30

rapid transit in major world cities, 32
studies, 161-163
total passengers carried by type of system, 37

TRANSIT VEHICLES
acceleration, 66
average speed, 63

deceleration, 66, 71

dimensions, 18
distribution by population groups, 11
maximum speed, 63
operation on grades, 354
registrations, 11
seated passenger capacity, 47
speed vs. stops per mile, 60, 62

TRAVEL
annual, 33

intercity, 37, 39

length of trips, 38, 40, 45
mode, 40-43

passenger miles, 36, 37, 43
purpose, 44
taxicab, 39

ton-miles, 39
urban and rural, 28

TRIPS
frequency distribution of one-way length, 45
length, 38, 40
mode of transportation, 41

origin and destination studies, 146-151

public transit, 41

purpose, 44, 295
TROLLEY COACHES

equipment in use, 1 1

TRUCK LOADING FACILITIES CURB ZONES
fees, 308-310
hours of use, 307
lengths, 307
limitations on truck operation, 308-310
location, 308-310
number of zones, 307
practices in cities, 307-310
time limits, 307

TRUCK LOADING FACILITIES OFF-STREET
cities in favor of zoning, 308-310
design of bays, 311, 312
dimensions, 312
hotel zoning requirements, 313, 314
industrial building zoning requirements, 314
loading berth requirements, 315
loading docks, 312
office building zoning requirements, 314
retail store zoning requirements, 313
retroactive zoning, 314, 315
wholesale house zoning requirements, 314
zoning practice, 313

TRUCKS
age, 3

effeFeet of gradient on speed, 353
occupancy, 46
sharpest right turns, 357, 358
speed limits in cities, 380
tractor-truck semi-trailer turning wheel

paths, 358-360
transport study, 144-146
turning radii, 16

TRUCKS DIMENSIONS
height, 15

length of single units, 13

length of tractor-truck and semi-trailer

combinations, 13

length of truck and trailer combinations, 14

width, 14

TRUCKS REGISTRATIONS
annual, 1-3

cities, 6, 7

counties, 8, 9

states, 4, 5

TURNING RADII
also see: Roadway Design Curves at

Intersections
motor vehicles, 16, 17

TURNSTILES
pedestrian capacity, 101, 102

U
UNDERPASSES

markings, 181, 182, 186
pedestrian control and protection, 98, 109,

110, 411
recommedations for lighting layout, 454

URBAN STREETS CAPACITY
also see: Rural Highways and Expressways

Capacity
adjustments for capacity curves, 335-338
approximate values, 332
basic capacity, 334
downtown area, 333-335
effect of signals, 338, 339
intermediate area, 333-335
intersection capacity curves, 333, 335
maximum possible .values, 332
method for estimating intersection

capacity, 333-339
one-way streets, 335
possible capacity, 334
practical capacity, 334
practical values, 332
ranges of repoited intersection values, 334
reported intersection capacities, 333, 335
transit lines maximum, 332, 333
two-way streets, 333
vs. parking, 333-335
vs. street width, 333-335
vs. type of area, 333-335

URBAN TRAVEL, 33

VEHICLE
see: Motor Vehicles
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VELOCITY
also see: Speed
acceleration, 52, 53

deceleration, 53, 69

formulae, 52, 53, 55, 76, 77

VISIBILITY
see: Night Visibility

VISUAL FIELD
driver, 88-91

VOLUMES TRAFFIC
also see : Pedestrian Trafficways
also see : Roadway Capacity
also see : Roadway Design
effect on accidents, 124, 125

lighting classifications, 451

pedestrian studies, 144

relating 24-hour and peak hour, 346-348

stop sign warrants, 210, 211
thirtieth highest hour vs. average daily,

347, 348
vehicle studies, 138-145
warrants for fixed-time signals, 219, 220
warrants for pedestrian signals, 249-251
warrants for rotary islands, 409
warrants for traffic-actuated signals, 260

w
WARNING SIGNS

see: Traffic Signs
WARRANTS

arterial routes, 325
channelizing islands, 404
curve warning signs, 213

WARRANTS Cont.

divisional islands, 395
fixed-time signals, 218-222
grade separations, 369
hill warning signs, 213-214
one-way streets, 320, 321

pedestrian barriers, 413

pedestrian loading islands, 415, 416
pedestrian refuge islands, 429

pedestrian signals, 249-251

rotary islands, 409
school crossing signals, 251
sidewalks, 105, 106
stop signs, 209-211
traffic-actuated signals, 260, 261
traffic officers at school crossings, 110, 111
turn warning signs, 213

WIDTH
also see: Roadway Design
also see: Roadway Capacity
buses, 16

passenger cars, 12, 13

pavement markings, 173
pavement on curves at intersections, 358
pavement vs. accidents, 124, 125

pedestrian islands, 417, 429
right-of-way, 356
roadway median strips, 356
rural pavements, 354
traffic islands, 399, 400, 406, 411
trucks and cdmbinations, 14
urban pavements, 355

WORK
definition, 55

formula, 55










